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SUMMARY 

This work deals with sex discrimination in employment. It traces the origins of dis

crimination and considers the meaning of equality and the role which the law can 

play in attaining equality in the work place. International and regional norms, as 

well as the British and American legal systems, are analysed. The position in South 

Africa is then considered against that background, and reforms are proposed. These 

include the formulation of comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation which 

draws upon the American and British systems, but is adapted to suit local needs. 

The establishment of an independent administrative body to monitor the legislation, 

as well as a specialised judicial body through which the legislation is to be enforced, 

is also proposed. 
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CllAl'TER ONE 

IN'IR<>UUCrtON 

The focus of this work is sex discrimination in employment. Gender based 

inequality in education, taxation, social security and family law will not receive 

detailed consideration, and will be touched upon only in so far as they relate to 

inequality in employment. Pregnancy and maternity too will he considered only in 

the context of employment discrimination. 

Discrimination implies differential treatment. The concept "discrimination" is 

neutral, but the term "discrimination" has a negative connotation in normal usage, 

especially when used in connection with sex, race and certain social traits.I Sex dis

crimination encompasses differential treatment because of a person's sex and 

includes rules and actions which treat men and women differently on the basis of 

their sex. While the concept sex is neutral in itself, sex discrimination usually refers 

to the female sex, and refers to discrimination against an individual woman or 

against women as a group.2 

Little has been wrilten on the subject of employment discrimination in South Africa, 

making a comparison with foreign legal principles necessary.3 Comparative law has 

Ramm t7 slates: "In English usage, the wortl "discrimination" has lwo mcaning.s: in the first 
and neutral sense or the wnrd. to discriminate means to make or oh.~crvc a difference or a dis· 
tinctinn. In lhis sense it is a comJllimt.'111 lo <lcsnihc someone as .. disniminating"; it means that 
someone is ahlc hl perceive line <listinctitms. I lnwcvcr, discrimination is also used in a second, 
pejorative sense to mean an unfair difference in !he legal, social, or economic trcalment of 
persons." Sec also Camernn, l'hcadlc and Thompson 161; Bourne and Whilmore 15- 16. 

2 Dahl Wvmc11 's Law 37. 
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a significant role IO play in respect of the OVCI all development or lhe theory Of law 

and in individual disciplines, partirnlarly in the area of labour law. In this area it is 

also important in its applied sense, as the experience of one country may be benefi

cial to another \\hen drafting lcgisla1io11. Not only is there an acquaintance with the 

law of fo1cign countries, hul also a heller understanding of the law in one's own 

country in that an assessment of its positive aspects and shortcomings can he made.4 

The significance or comparative law has hcen described in the following manner: 

"To appreciate ils significantT, il is pc-rhap" u..,cful IP di"tingui'lih hctwct·n three pur
po.<>t'.' pursul'd hy those \\ho use frnci~n paltnns of law in the prorcs~ of law making. 
Foreign legal sy.;,tcms may be nmsidcrcd lir.;,t, with the object of preparing the intcr
nalinnal unilication of the hm:, \l'l'Pndly, with the ohjcct of giving adequate legal effect 
to a !'.ocial chang.c sh:ucd hy th(.· forci~n n1u1111y with one's own country. 01ul thirdly, 
Jnt11 tlh.' o1'jcct of promotiflg at !romr a sot·ial cha//J;C which forciK'' law fa dt.•sig11~d 
<'itlia to (~\prcJ."i or to JJroducc" (own cmphasi.\).S 

The third objective of comparative law expressed here is central to this study, 

namely, lo attempt to promote change with regard to the treatment of women in the 

3 A hroad disrussion of !he discipline of rnmparativc law is beyond !he scope of this study. Its 
significanrc, for prl'scnl ptll P"'"" is highlighted in I he ensuing paragraphs. For a discussion 
of significanl principles of comparali\c law, sec Wat"m I· 11~1. particularly the succinct reflec
tions at 95- 10 I. 

4 Watson Com1wrati1't' Law 317 l'Xplains !he u1ili1y of rnmparativc law: "ITlhc utilily lof com
para1ivc la\\ I is the impr<wcnH"nl \\hirh is m:uk possible in one ll'gal system as a result of the 
knowkdgc or the rules anJ slrudurcs in another .~yslcrn. This improvement may occur in vari
ous ways. A lawyer pleading in court may urge !hat on a di,putcd point a foreign rule provides 
a satisfactory solution and should be adopted. A lexlhook writer may do the same. A hody 
cstahlished lo pwpmc reforms may examine foreign systems and consequently offer sugges
tions for alterations in the domestic syslcm. A lcgisla1ure, influenced hy foreign law, may pass 
a reforming slatutc. A nation may adopt a foreign code or use it as a model." The writer has 
also expressed the view that the law reformer looking al foreign systems should seek an idea 
which can he lransfcrrn.I into the domestic system, thereby making a "systematic knowledge of 
the law or political structure of the donor syslem" unnecessary (Watson Le~1/ Tra11spla11U 79). 
Sec McDonough .504· 5Jll for comparative analysis of the approaches of Kahn-frcund and 
Watson to the ulility of comparalivc law, and problems associated with transferability in the 
cor1tcxt of lahour law. Sec also Ivanov 370· 3 72. 

5 Kahn-Freund 2. 



work place.<• The significance of comparative 1n the field of labour law is also 

emphasised: 

"( ·le;nl~' there jc; IHl fo:Jd o( human cndca\'OUf in \\hlch it is IHOfC i111porta1tl IO SCl Up 

intt:rnati(1nal st;indar<ls and lo tran . ..:..planl in~titulillllS and principles from ntl11c to lcc;.s 
developed countries [tha11 in the licld of lahnm law[. Not only i' it important -- the 
impressive ~H.:hic\cmcnt of lhc l11tc1 national Lahour Organisation shows 1hat ii is po<;
sihlc. Hc1c. if anywhere, we sec the comparative method in action, in succc.c;..dul 
aclion." 1 

In this work, principles contained in intnnational instruments as well as selected 

domestic legislatures arc analysed. 

Principles contained in the ILO's Equal Remunc1ation Convention 100 of 1951 and 

the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention 111 of 1958 have 

been incorporated into national laws through legislation and court decisions. 

Although South Africa has not been a memher of the ILO since 1964, and has not 

ratified the anti-discrimination conventions, the Industrial Court has on occasion 

considered principles contained in ILO conventions and recommendations.8 In the 

6 With rcgard tn bringing ahoul social change in his own country (the llnitrd Kingdom) thn,ugh 
comparative law, Kahn-Freund 5 cites the "supprc"ion or racial discrimination" through the 
Race Rel:itions Art 1%8, where the inlluencc "r lhr American Civil Rights Act t•)(,.t was evi
dent,"' an L·xamplc. (It may he noted that the article was published in 1974 -- heforc the Sex 
Discrimination Act 197.5 was law.) 

7 Kahn-Freund 20. The author goes on to not<': "In my opinion ... individual lal~lUr law lends 
itsclr lo transplantation very much more easily than ... collective lahour law. Standards or pro
tection and rule!-\ on substantive terms of employment can he imitated -- rules un collective 
bargaining, on the closed slmp, on trade unions, on strikes can not. 1£ one looks al the corpus 
or Conventions and Recommendations made hy the ILO in the course of more than half a 
century, one secs without 'urprise that n1<"l of it is designed lo eslahlish international 
standards of individual proteclion, and this accounts for much of the great success of this 
gigantic enterprise of transplantation" (21). 

8 Sec, for example, Mera/ a11d Allied Workr1:< U11io11 1• Swbar Rci11forci11g (Pty) Ud ( 1983) 4 /U 
84 (IC) 90- 91; Va11 Zyl 1• O'Okic'/> Copper Compa11y Lrd (1983) 4 /U 125 (IC) 135; lefu v 
Jl'e.<tr111 Art•a.< Gold Mi11i11g Compa11y Lrd (1985) 6 /LJ 307 (IC) 313; Natio11al U11im1 of 
J\fi1u·wmJa•rs 1· K/oof Gold J\fi11i11g Gm1pa11y ( 1'186) 7 /U 375 (IC) 383 (these derision., all dealt 
with termination or employment and referred to the Termination of Employment Recom
mendation 11'1 of l'ltl~); SA C/1<'111iwl Wmkc•t:< U11i011 1• Se111racl1m1 Ud (1'188) <)TU 410 (IC) 
429, where !he court referred to the Di.,crimination (Employment and Occupation) Con\'cn-
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European Economic Com111L111ity, the anti-discrimination provisions contained in 

/\rticle 119 of the Treaty of Rome and the supporting Directives have had a 

profound effect on the national laws of member states. Control procedures of the 

Commission of the European Communities and the European Court of Justice 

ensure complia11ce with European norms by member states, resulting in a uniform 

approach to equality in employment in those countries. International principles 

espoused hy the United Nations, by its specialised agency, the International L1bour 

Organisation, and hy the European Economic Community are considered in this 

study. 

The Industrial Court has also accepted the persuasive influence of foreign legal 

systems in the exercise of its unfair labour practice jurisdiction.? In this study the 

systems of the United States and the United Kingdom will be analysed. The system 

of the United States has been included because discrimination against minority 

groups and women has been a central issue of public policy in that country since the 

1960's: before that became the case in any other country. /\nti-discrimination law in 

the United States is often regarded as an issue of constitutional law or of fundamen

tal rights, rather than a branch of labour law. Public sector employees may rely on 

the guarantees contained in Fifth and Fourteenth /\mendments to the constitution 

to enforce equal treatment in employment. Discrimination in private employment is 

prohibited 011 a kdcral level hy Title VII of the Civil Rights /\ct 1964. That Act has 

tion 111 or l'l'i8; Mi11c·11·m-/w, U11io11 "East Rand Gold 1111d Ura11i11m Cn111p011y Limit.-d (1990) 
11 ILJ !070 (IC), where the court referred to the Colktlive Bargaining Recommendation 16., 
or 1981; and N11tio1111l U11io11 ol Ml't11/1mrkcn of SA 1• Mctkor ltrdmtrirs ( l'J'IO) 11 ILJ 1116 (IC), 
where the court referred to the Terminal ion or Employment Recommendation 166 or 1982. 

9 For example, in /lfalrlt111i.~1 I' Cl/If Ddtak ( 1'1811) 7 IU 34<i (IC) the court referred to the dcd
sinns or American and Can:tdian Courts regarding the acceptance or lie detector tests in the 
work place. In Media Workas A.uocia1i011 of SA'' l'cnkor (1'18'1) to llJ 441 (IC) the court 
referred lo ILO principles and to American, Canadian and Austrian law -- the decision was 
taken on review to the Supreme Cn1111, which commended the Industrial Court's approach 
(Perskor v Scl1oc111011 NO ( 1989) l'J ILJ 659 (T)). 
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been called "the most important civil rights legislation of this century", and Title VII 

"its most important part". Ill The emphasis on the discussion of American law in this 

study will he on the latter statute because most of the anti-discrimination principles 

which have evolved in the United States have occured in the context of interpreta

tion thereof. The development of principles \\ithin the context of constitutional law 

will he dealt with v. here necessary. 

The British system is important for several reasons. Anti-discrimination legislation 

was first adopted over two decades ago and has been the suhject of extensive scru

tiny by tribunals and courts, aswell as by legal writers. It incorporates principles of 

American law, initially adopted by the legislature, and also reflects suhsequent 

developments within the European Economic Community. 

Not only arc the British and American systems accessible to the legislature and to a 

court interpreting legislative provisions, hut, together with the influence of Euro

pean law, they provide a fair indication of the Western legal approach to sex dis

crimination in e111ployment. 

As stated, initial developments in the United Kingdom reflected those in the United 

States. The definition of discri111ination in the British Sex Discrimination Act 1975 

was modelled on the concept of discrimination developed in the United States by 

statute and case law. Although the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 contains no explicit 

reference to direct and indirect discrimination, it does prohibit both forms of dis

crimination. Section I( I )(a). which prohibits less favourable treatment on the 

ground of sex (that is, direct discrimination), is similar in content to section 703 of 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Section I( I )(h) sets out the adverse or disparate 

lO Schlci aml nrossman vii. 
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impact theory of discrimination (that is, indirect discrimination), developed by the 

United States Supreme Court in CJrigg.1 1• V11ke l'm1·er Co111pa11y. t t 

The creation in the United Kingdom of the Equal Opportunities Commission under 

the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (and the Commission on Racial Equality under the 

Race Relations Act 1976 ), as independent enforcement agencies, was influenced 

largely hy the United States model, the Eq1.al E111ploy111ent Opportunities Commis

sion. The British and A111erican models do, however, differ in a significant respect. 

In the United Kingdo111 individuals have direct access to industrial tribunals, while 

the Equal Opportunities Commission (and the Commission for Racial Equality) 

control strategic enforcement regarding, for example, discriminatory practices, 

instructions to discriminate, pressure to discriminate and persistent discrimination. 

In the United States, enforcement of equal employment legislation occurs through 

federal courts and lies in the hands of the Equal E111ployment Opportunities Com

mission. An individual has no access to court unless the Commission has relin

quished its right to sue. 

In the United Kingdom, equal pay and equality of opportunity in other areas of 

employment are dealt with in two separate statutes, namely, the Equal Pay Act 1970 

and the Sex IJiscrimination Act 1975. The initial purpose of the Equal Pay Act was 

not only to address equality in a specific area of e111ployment. It also formed part of 

a fair labour standards legislative package, which sought to introduce minimum 

wage legislation. A similar pattern was found in the United Stales. The principle of 

equal pay was introduced in 1963 by way of an amendment lo the Fair Labour 

Standards Act 1938, which was originally passed to establish a national minimum 

wage. The prohibition of sex discrimination in other areas of employment was 

II 401 US 424 ( 1'171 ). 
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imroduced in 1964 in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 1964. 

British law also reflects European principles. l3ritaill became a member state of the 

European Eco110111ic Co111111u11ily i11 1973. ;\s a rnc111ber state it is obliged to 

incorporate legal principles contained in European instruments into its own legal 

system. These include principles regarding c4uality of treatment in employment, 

contained in Article 119 of the Treaty of l~ome and the supporting Directives. 

While the intluence of the L:uropean Economic Community on the initial structure 

of British anti-discrimination legislation was not as great as that of the United 

States, subsequent developments have extended the concept of etjuality beyond that 

recognised in the United States. ;\significant example is the principle of equal pay 

for work of equal value (referred to as comparable worth in the United States), 

which was implemented in Europe through Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome and 

the Equal Pay Directive 1975, and subsequently in the British Equal Pay ;\ct 1970. 

This study analyses international principles, as well as salient aspects of the British 

and American systems. Thereafter, current and prospective South African princi

ples are considered. First, however, it is necessary to consider the origins of and 

reasons for sex discrimination in employment, the meaning of etjuality and the role 

of the law in bringing about equality in employmc11t. 
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UIAl'TER TWO 

E(JUAL El\ll'LO\l\IENT ISSUES 

A Origins of Sl'x IJiscrimination 

While concern for discrimination is a relatively new legal phenomenon, sex dis

crimination itself is not a new phenomenon. It has been said that: 

"Sexual di...,crimination as a spn.·ili": lcµ.al conlTrn is a novelty; it is an anachronism to 
src ii, in the modern sclr-ron~dous srnsc, in any ca1 lier pcrin<l. In so far as CXflCClaw 
lions arc in\'olvcd in discriminalion, one can argue th~1t. where cxpccl:Hions appear lo 
have been largely salio;;Jicd, what 1hc hi~lorian secs arr the s1ructurcs or discrimination 
rather lhan the cxpn iencc of it. Nc\'crthclc-....,, c\'cn if largely unqucr..lioncd. di~
advantag.c on the grounds of gender w;1\ certainly prl'vaknt. The mere {im;oluntary) 
membership t1f a parlirular g1onp, the female sex. put people into an inferior position. 
and one that was <lt:scribcd a\ inlcrinr, \lw·ilh lhc '"'·idcsprcad use of lcnns such as 
'frailly', 'wcaknt·ss\ and so on, lo justify it."1 

South Africa has been descril_i,cd as a patriarchal society.2 In a patriarchal society 
----""<'<'~~---.."--·· 

men and women have definite and different roles. Paid work generally is regarded 
'",,._..,... . .-..,,-~"""'""'' ___ ., __ 

~s-ihe-d~;;;1;~i~ ;;[ men~while women :Ire i1ssTgiie~ia domestic role. This cuh~re i~ to 
... ,_ --~~~----'"-~, ~ 

he found in both the Western and the African componentof the South Afr~can 
~~,,..,.,,.._._,~,_~,·""·~" 

society. 
~~""'" 

Traditionally, in Western culture, men and women have had specific and exclusive 

roles. The role of women has been a dom~tic one, running a household and bear

ing and raising children, while men have been regarded as breadwinners. 

Unfortunately, separation has led to suburdination.1 

Robinson in McLean and Burrnws (eds) 40. 

2 Lemmer 11. 

1 As Rohinson points oul, whik it may be difficult to discern the innate inferiority of the 
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The traditionally subordinate role of Western women can be traced hack to Roman 
.,.. ·-~-'"'"""" ' 

times.4 Roman social structures greatly influenced European legal culture. The 
..... ~...,~·"'~·~ ~~,..,,,"!' 

domestic role of women can he traced back to early Roman times, where the major

ity or women per formed domestic as opposed to commercial work. This included 

spinning and wea"ing, cooking and healing. and agricultural work.5 If one considers 

Roman social structures it becomes apparent that Rome was a patriarchal society. 

The family model was the ag11atic family with the senior male, the paterfamilias, at 

its head. The agnatie family was transmitted only through the male line, a system 

which is reflected in the use of surnames in mmkrn Western societies. Upon the 

death of the paterjimriliw paternal power over the children ended and they became 

independent. Each son became a p<1t<'1fi1111ilim. irrespective of his age, while a 

daughter could not exercise any family power, despite being independent of her 

deceased father's power. She did. however, lw\'e normal proprietary capacity/• 

A woman was a citizen and was able to use legal procedures n·scrved for citizens. 

In legal theory she had only priv;~~!nd no puhli~ r~&~~10ugh there is evi

dence or her actual participation in politics. She inherited her social status from her 
~<>'~-""""""' l'li!lt ... - .. ,_,,.,,_.~....,..,.,_.,,,._.,,,_,., -'·'"''>>:O·.o:;l,'J~ti'l-~H~,...,,;"""""~ 

father, and later from.t1.~L.!1.~';,!15.~nd !!~tJ1,~L.~Wd.!.!_&l~S~· In early Roman law the 

predominant form of marriage was one whereby the wife passed into the power of 

1~~•-t•~~and and ~..\!QJ.!1 a ~imiljtr relation.l:hip to him a~ their 1;1Jjldren did. This 

~of 111~~ l~.t~.r. disappeared and was r.s;ulaced by the free marriage whereby 

4 

5 

6 

domestic role, il has nonetheless been rcw1nlcd in !hat light in all societies lhroughoul history 
(Robinson in Mclean and Burrows (eds) 41). 

I 
The rise of lhe Roman empire commenced with the legendary founding of Rome hy Romulus 
in approximately 751 BC and ended with lhc fall of the empire in 476 AD. After the fall of the 
empire in lhc wcsl, Roman law continued lo develop in 1l1e easl. particularly under the reign of 
the emperor Justinian from 527 lo 565 AD. For a summary of the critical periods in the dcvcl
,opmcnl of Roman law, sec Thomas t3 - t4. 

Rohinson lb L 

Robinson in l\lclcan and Burrows (eds) 4t- 41; Thomas 161- 162. 
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the ~·oma1!.:;~a0£d in the power of her patqjimiilim. Marriage was created by the 

-·· ~t of the two parties and their f2£lll'tji1~1ijjm if there was one. Initially, the wife 

had the s;11ne freedom as the husband to end the marriage. Later, after the accept

ance of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman Empire (during the fourth 

century), divorce became restricted. It has been observed that fear of female 

infidelity explained the social standards which a husband was entitled to demand 

from his wife, since the (male-created) law saw him as having a right to control her 

personal hehaviour in his interests. 7 

An i~f..l!.!~,'.~.~}1 cq11JsL11.J,l,l.!.£.1!.!:)!LS~rt on h~~~!!.~~~tlf, but could not 

appear on behalf of others. She was incapable of acting as a judge, aj11dex, in civil 
,,,~-----'..Z-'.o'k '"'''~·-'"'""-"'""""'-~"' 

procedure. She could give evidence in court, hut could not he formal witness to acts 

in law such as making a will. In Roman law, public prosecution was unknown. 

Criminal charges were laid by private citizens. Unless she was directly affected, a 

woman had no power to bring a criminal accusation. Adultery was regarded as a 

criminal offence and a husband could lay a charge against his wife. A wife, however, 

could not lay a criminal charge of adultery against her husband. A man could also 

suffer outrage or i11i11ria for an insult to his wife or children, but a woman did not 

have an action for outrage to her husband. The underlying reasoning was that wives 

should he defended by their husbands, but not vice versa.R 

Although the principal tlivision in the law of persons was between free persons and 

slaves, and the next major division was between those in power and those who were 

independent,9 Rome was a patriarchal society. De jure, women were regarded as 

7 Robinson in McLciln ilnd Burrows (eds) 4]- 44, St; Thomas l6t, 167. 

8 Robinson in McLean and Burrows (eds) 5t· 52. 

9 Robinson 144 · t45. 
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the weaker sex, although formal legal constraints on their capacity were steadily 

re111oved in the thousand years between the Twehc Tables (4.'iO BC) and the reign 

of the Emperor Justinian (AD 527 - 6.'i). By Justinian's ti111e, for example, there 

were few formal legal principles p1onou11cing the frailty of women, hut their frailty 

and their special need for protection \\Ctc still socially accepted. Theoretical equal

ity of the sexes in private law was achieved. but the operation of legal ru!es was 

based on the assumption of female inferiority, even where the rules themselves 

appeared gender neutral. Ill Although women under the reign of Justinian achieved 

a large measure of formal equality in private law, they still played no part in the 

government of the state or public law generally, while social conventions and eco

nomic circu111stances 111cant that women remained subordinate to men.II 

A second source of Western culture is to he found in the social structures of the 

Germanic invaders of ~'.:.~:~12,,!~1e, following the fall of the Roman empire in 

the west. The Germanic invaders of western Europe did not encounter the rela--
tively equal treatment of Justinian's law. The Germanic Visigoths, Ostrogoths, 
,...-.. . ....___ ----.... ,, ............ ~.,,.,..........,,,,,,_ ,..,.. .. ,.~~-·,.,,,., .•.•. -
Franks, Burgundians and Anglo-Saxons settled within the Roman empire before the 

.-.. ~~~'""""""""""~ 

legal reforms brought about hy Justinian. Germanic customs blended well with the 
~' ,,-4<.'"'•··'~w .... .,...,.~, 

prevailing law. A wife was subject to the marital power of her husband and much of - --~---·~~. -''"~"'""''- "'-~ 

her property fell under his control. The de!.!endence <!!:,_a-~{oman woman on her 
.__.___ ~-.... iii • • • ~ 

father was shifted in Germanic law to her husband. Thus until the end of the nine-
~ -~~"~~-~ ,,_,,,.__ .. ,..,l!,..,......,.."'1'f~''--""'·---

t:enth .~~~'.?· in E!:~~~?,,.!:~'.~,H!L\!.~1~,,,J;.w+iPe. the pr~~1~1!X..!S&~1l,distin.ft~'! was 

not between men and women hut between men an!J...uu.mauied women on the one 
... ,, . .,..,."<!'.Om<""'°'"'''·"'""'"'""~. ··~ -·' ··-·· -~"'','""':"·· .•..•• ~··"""""· --~ 

hand and n~.;!E~.i:;,,~.,~~~~P on the other. Female inferiority was, however, an 

accepted social fact. 12 

\() Robin""' in McLean and Bu11<ms (eds) 41, 5~. 

11 Robinson IH. 

12 Robinson in McLean and Burrows (c<b) 54- 55. For an accounl or the historical development 
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The rolt: of the Church on Western culture -- both the sacred texts and the inter-

pretation thereof -- cannot be o\'l'rlookcd. It has been observed that in society one 

of the main impediments lo soual equality h:1s b('en, and remains, prevailing social 

atlitudes.ll The Church has had a per\'asive influence on social atlitudes and also 

the law. ·1 he Bible reflects social and cultural standards of the time and reinforces 

the traditional superiority of the male. ;\s Christian theology developed it reflected 

a male obsession with the sin of lust and perceived evils of the flesh. This is 

reflected in the development of the Roman law on divorce, for instance, after the 

acceptance of Christianity. It has heen pointed out that the Biblical perception of 

women takes three forms, namely, that of harlot -- to tempt man to sin, that of wife 

-- his property and bearer of his children, and that of virgin -- a spiritualised idea1.t4 

The Old Testament introduces woman as a companion to man. The creation of 

woman from the rib of man, as explained in the hook of Genesis, has been taken to 

imply that God intended man to be superior to woman.ts In the New Testament 

women were made spiritually equal to men, hut through Paul, Jesus placed women 

in a supportive role within the traditional Christian family. It has been said that: 

"The Judaic-Chrislian tradili1m has hccn patriarchal down through lhc millennia, 
ah hough somclimcs this has hccu mmlified or disguised. The Bible rdfcrtcd the 
oppressed condition or women in ancient limes. In the Decalogue of 1hc Old Tesla· 
mcnt a man's wifr is listed among.~I his possessions, alon~ with hi~ ox and his ass. The 
hihlican '""Y <•f Eve's hi1th, which has ht·cn called 1hc hoax of lhc ages, fixed 
women's place in the universe. The slory of 1hc Fall of Adam and Eve perpetuated 

of the law relating lo women in the Unilcd Kingdom, sec Atkins and lloggctt 9- 24. Cleveland 
1ff gives an intcrc·sting accounl of the legal l""ition of women in England from the landing of 
the Saxons in 450 AO to 18%. 

n Wilson 221. 

14 Wilson 227. Sec al.,o Kova"ky 117, where lhesc perceptions arc explained. 

15 Ellis W. 



the myth of feminine l'vil, gi\·ing a powc1 ful image of "-Oman as a t<.·mplrcss -- a 
<lomin:1nt theme in western ruhu1c for thousands of vcars. In the new Testament, the 
Apostle l'a11I put wornrn in their place: veiled, sile;,, :ind sulKirdinatc. In the early 
rcnturics of ChriMianity the fathers of the Churrh cla<;silicd women as (kklc, shallow, 
garrtllous, weak and un.;,,1ablc. In lhc Middle ;\~cs. Thoman Aquinas tkcrcc.d that 
they arc misll<..'.g,ultcn males, and thL'(\lugians Jutililly taught this for cTnlurics."I(, 

Given the significant role of the Church in society, it was seen as natural for the law 

tu reflect this difference. Religion has greatly influenced the altitudes of western 

civilisation towards women. In the three most widespread religions in western 

society -- Catholic, Protestant and Jewish -- the vast majority of religious leaders are 

men. That a male viewpoint should prevail is inevitahle.17 

Female inferiority was not only a social fact, but also occurred in paid employment. 

Under the feudal system, which had been <'Stablished by the thirteenth century, a 

man's power was based on land-holding and inheritance. The role of women was 

the provision of legitimate heirs. During the fourteenth century the feudal system 

came under threat due to a shortage of labour, and it became necessary to pass 

legislation to preserve the system. In England, for example, legislation was passed 

to preserve the availability of cheap labour 011 which the feudal system depended.18 

16 Daley 3.Vi- 3y,_ The author also notes that in the more modern era, "popes and theologians 
greeted the first wave of feminism with the do11hlc-talk of the feminine mystique: women 
should he equal hut subordinate .... Today some liberal Calholic and Protestant theologians 
a1lmit !hat sexism exists in the churches hut show lilllc inclination to do anything ahout it. All 
this, of course, is in hlatant contradiction to Christian leaching about the worth and dignity or 
every human person" (J.16). 

t7 Wilson 22ll. Ruether 277 writes that: "All the major hislorical religions -- not only Christianity, 
hut also Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, and Hinduism -- ha\'c been male dominated in religious 
leadership and have promoted systems of religious law and symbolism that marginalise 
women." Fiore111a 264 slates: "The Bible is not only wri111·n in the words or men but also 
serve~ to legitimate patriarchal power and oppression in so far as ii renders God male and 
determines ultimate reality in mak terms, which rnakc women invisible or marginal." Hamblin 
86- 88 analyses the subversive effect of Christbnily, Ju,t:rism, Islam, llinduism and Buddaism 
on women and concludes that "the lradilional religious impact on cultural prescriptions for 
female behaviour has been somewhat oppressive endorsing a subservient status" (88). 

18 The Statute of Labourers l.l8K 
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National agricultural wages were set. Women's rates were set regardless of occupa

tion or degree of skill, while men's rates, which were all higher, varied according to 

skill. Although limited to agricultural work, the principle which affected female 

wages thereafter was established, and continued into the nineteenth century. t9 

Legal intervention increased during the nineteenth century, particularly in the form 

of legislation which provided special protection for female workers. Prior to the 

industrial revolution women could carry out their tasks as home maker and worker 

under one roof, as work typically involved spinning, weaving, caring for the sick and 

educating children. The industrial revolution drew large numbers of women to fac

tories, where they worked under arduous conditions.20 It was deemed necessary to 

protect women from those conditions and from excessive hours of work. In 

England, for example, women were excluded from underground mining, and their 

hours of work in factories were regulated.21 It has been suggested that it was not 

only hard work from which the legislature sought to protect women during this, the 

Victorian era, hut also the close proximity lo men in both mines and factories. Con

cern was also expressed al the fact that married women should leave their homes 

and families and neglect their domestic duties.22 Women were thus given primary 

responsibility for the welfare of the family, not only in family law hut also in the con

text of employment law. 

The second world war again saw an influx of women into the job market. It has 

19 Atkins and lloggctt 10. 

20 llamhlin '14 refers to the "nineteenth century transition from homccraft queen lo factory 
slave", while Lupri (cd) 3 states that of "the manifold changes hrought about by the Industrial 
Revolution, none is more ubiquitous than the separation of home and work." 

2t The applkahle Arts were the Mines and Collieries Act 1842 and the Factory Act 1844. 

22 Atkins and Hoggcll 12. Sec also Sd11nidt (cd) 28. 
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been observed that that constituted an opportunity for women, hut a threat for 

men.H Laws affecting women in the work place were still of a protective nature. 

Principles relating lo equality in the work place first appeared in the 1950's in the 

t\HJ conventions of the International Labour Organisation which provided for equal 

pay for men and women for equal wurk, and prohibited discrimination, inter alia, on 

the ground of sex.2~ The 1%lJ's and early 1'170's saw the emergence of the women's 

liberation movement which sought to redefine the traditional role of women. In 

1964 the prohibition of sex discrimination in the work place was included in Title 

VII of the American Civil Rights Act 1%4. American principles were later utilised 

in drahing anti-discrimination legislation in the United Kingdom in the 1970's.25 

In South Africa one finds not only Western, hut also African cultures and social 

structures. Traditionally, African women, like their Western counterparts, were 

assigned a different role to males in society. It has heen observed that throughout 

sub-Saharan Africa women arc expected to defer to men. Freedoms, such as 

speech, movement and association, are qualified by the respect due to all senior 

men.2!1 Marriage and the family occupy a focal point in African customary law. ll1e 

African marriage relationship, unlike its Western counterpart, is a communal as 

opposed to an individual one. Marriage is seen as an alliance between two groups 

(families) with consequences beyond the union of the particular husband and wife. 

The interests of the g1 oup are more important than those of the individual -- amt in 

the patriarchal African society, group interests are structured in favour of men.27 

23 llamhlin 95. 

24 The Equal Rc111uncralion Con\'ention No l!Xl of 1951 and the Discri111ination (Employment 
and Occupation) Convention No 111 of l'l:'\'I, respectively. 

25 Legislation in the United Kingdom included the Equal Pay Act 1970 and the Sex Discrimina
tion Act 1975. 

26 Bennet 2.1. 

27 Nhalapo l.H. Le111111cr 32 explains: 'Traditionally black women in South Africa were sub-
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Women are the means by which the goals of the group are achieved. Examples 

abound -- because of the emphasis which is placed on the need to procreate (which 

was economically necessary in times of reliance on subsistence agriculture), a 

younger sister may be required to take the place of a woman who is unable to bear 

children, and a man who dies may have children fathered for him by a relative; 

rights which men acquire over women and children in marriage are secured by the 

movement of cattle, and result in perpetual minority for women including subjection 

to chastiscment.2R The traditional position of the African woman in the family may 

he summed up as follows: 

"\Ve can nu\v ha1ard an an<>wcr tu the qnc.,.tion: 'what is ii ahoul custom that is inimi
cal lo woman's rights'!' It is cvnything th;1t cman;11t·s from an altitude lo women in 
marria~c.- and in the family \i..hich secs I hem solely ;1s adjuncts to the group, means lo 
the anadtr(1ni'\tir end nf dan survival, rather than as valuable in themselves and 
dcscning uf recognition for their human \\orth on the same terms as nu:n:·29 

Under the traditional division of labour in agricultural systems, men and women 

were allotted different tasks. Men performed heavier tasks, such as ploughing, 

while women were responsible for sowing, weeding and harvesting. Women were 

also responsible for domestic tasks, such as gathering wood, fetching water and 

preparing food. The introduction of implements which reduced the reliance on 

physical energy emphasised the traditional division of labour, as it was generally 

men and not women who learned to use the new tools. Colonialism further reduced 

rural women's standing as it was (incorrectly) accepted that agriculture was the 

nnlinale lo men within a wider kinship system with the chief as the contmlling male .... Among 
modern Blacks, patriarchy remains the dominant ideology as regards gender relationships .... " 

28 Nhlapo LIB; Bennet 23. 

]fJ Nhlapo l'.\9. The author goes on to say that as long as customary law seeks lo preserve the 
traditional view of marriage, the rights of women as a group cannot receive consideration (139 
note 14). 
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male's domain and new technologies were taught only to men. The emphasis also 

shifted from subsistence farming (that is, crops to be consumed by those who grew 

them) to cash crops. Women were required to attend their husbands' cash crops, 

but did not share in the profits. Under colonialism women were also disadvantaged 

in respect of land ownership. In traditional sol'ieties common land could be used by 

everyone. But, following colonialism, that was 110 longer the case. As a result of 

their ever diminishing status in agriculture women tended to withdraw from farming 

into their domestic environment or to move to cities)O 

The position of Black women has been comp I icated by the effects of industri

alisation and urbanisation. A factor which had a significant effect on Black women's 

participation in the labour force was their lack of mobility. 131ack men migrated to 

cities in search of cash employment. Women remained behind to care for depend

ent family members. As a result, men became involved in industrialised employ

ment, while women were respor.sihle for the family and domestic chores, as well as 

subsistence agriculture. The latter remained important because male wages were 

often inadel1uate to meet the basic needs of the entire family. Due to domestic 

responsibilities women wishing to work outside the home were obliged to seek 

employment close to home and to accept the type of work and wages available 

locally.1t The policy of influx control, which was in effect until 1986, prevented 

Black women from joining their husbands in White areas. It had a detrimental 

effect on family life and on potential development of Black women in the work 

force. As a result of these patterns the majority of Black women employed in South 

Africa are employed in the service and agricultural sectors in the lowest paid and 

least secure johs.12 Black women working outside of the home remain responsible 

30 IV0111c11 a11d Dc1·,•to11111<'11t 6· 7. Sec also Lemmer 32; Dhalamini 7. 

31 Ahmed 80 explains rhat "women's role in rcprndurtion (hoth biological and social) is thus cru
cial in determining the sexual division of lahour in production." 
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for the bulk of domestic work at home.'-l 

It is apparent that both Western and African societies have a tradition of patriarchy. 

In South Africa there is also a tradition of authoritarianism. It has been said that: 

'"Snulh African socirty rcprc~cnls a patdn' nrk of patriarchies ... in which different 
forms or patriarchy within cthnir groups a1c sustained, modified and entrenched. 
~forcovcr it i.c:; posited that lhc palriarrhal nature of South African society is 
intcnsifil'.d hy the prcscnn.• of strong. a11thorila1 i.111 nm ms ... which arc linkl'd lo a m4.1rc 
rif!_id sex-rule dilforcntiation .... Authoritari~rn .11titudes among Afrikaans srcaking 
\Vhites were amon!-!, the highcsl rc<:ordcd in literature .... South African Blacks also 
showed high authoritarian <tlliluJcs as a rl'sult of a linn patriarchal uphringing .... 
English~~pcaking South Afrit·ans also revealed fai1 ly authorit;uian atlitmk:s .... "3-1 

In summary, it may be said that, following the industrial revolution, women entered 

paid employment under arduous conditions. Protective legislation was introduced 

to attempt to ease their burden. It sought to make working conditions more 

pleasant and to ensure that women could remain responsible for domestic functions. 

Following the second world war, during which many women took up paid employ

ment, measures aimed al the prevention of discrimination in the work place were 

introduced on an i11ternational level. Legislation seeking to prevent discrimination 

in employment was introduced in Western countries during the l 960's and 1970's. 

That did not occur in South Africa until 1979.35 Until then South African women, 

:u Pillay 2'i- 2h; Lemmer J2. 

J_, Lemmer .'2. Ahmed 81 sums the position up: "Aside from conslrainls In physical mobility 
there is also customary or lradilional stereotyping of johs, with the consequence that women 
may have a more limited choice of ocrnpalions and may be debarred from those offering more 
security and higher remuneration. Examples of this occupational limitation arc abundant in 
rural societies. Even where v.-omcn work as wage earners, they arc conccnlralcd in the least 
permanent and worst paid activities, partirularly since their involvement in produrtion is 
viewed as secondary lo their role in reproduction and not as a primary source or £amity 
income." 

34 Lemmer 32. The author rnndudcs Iha! the patriarchal and authoritarian nature of South 
African ~oc.·icly is consistent with the position of South African women. whose role is largely 
defined by men. 

)5 The inlro<luction of the unfair lahour prarticc concept in 1~J7<J into lhc Labour Relations Act 
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who live in a traditionally patriard1al society, were affected only hy protective legis

lation and by legislation which pcrn1itted discrimination against female employees. 

The subordinate position of Black women was exacerbated hy the combined effect 

of colonialism and racism. 

B Reasons for Sex IJiscriminaliun 

Four distinctive features of \\'Omen's ernphl}'IJIC!JI have been identified . .'<• The firs! 
. -

is the growing number of women in the labour market. Women now constitute over 
~ ~· ~·-......__.......__ -'O"··-'i~ ,,.,,_.,.,,_:,N~ 

one third of the w~::.!.~lw11,ii;itlly astive POJJL~~ion. Actual figures differ for 

various countries and regions. The number of working women tends to be greater in -· -Western Europe, the United States and Canada, while numbers tentl to be smaller - - -- -in the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.37 But it must be 
- ttf7 dWtJ1U•1o::. ~ """''"~'l\ """'"·'"~·-.... ~ 

remembered that rural women in the latter countries tend to engage in a wide range 
..... Ill> -*'f ................ ~~ 

of income generating activities which contribute to the survival of their households . 
.,.,,......,..,,.....,.,.,, .... ...,~ ._."',·""''"""""'-"""1t'.'\>~~~c~ ~"''-~ 

It has been estimated that they co!!t,,r:il?,tll.S,;\ll,ll[.V,Xl!W!tely ~.~1~c;J!,> eco

nomic activities which are not rcflectetl in labour force statistics.:l.'l In South Africa, 
·-~'"""""~~--"'~'--4~~.Jl.!l-~,,,,,~-,,,.,,~~:-.;~.1~ill1tJ:m_.... 

_ ..... ___ _ 

2R nr 1956, made an allegation of sex disrrimination in cmploymt·nt possible in respect of 
those employees covered hy the Act. Sex discrimination was specifically mentioned for the 
first time in l'l/IB, in the unfair labour pra<·tice dclinition which was suhstitutcd in the principal 
Act hy the Lahour Relations Amendment Ari K1of1988. 

J6 Sec Townsheml·Smith J. H; Schmidt tU. t'<ll1al(han 181, commenting on the position in the 
United Kingdom. notes !hat the comhinl'd effect of wom<·n's private commitments and the 
cxi.slcncc or cslahlishcd structural di.snimination in lhc workplace ensures that women 
workers remain in low-paid, routine and murh-exploitl'd johs. She also notes that despite the 
cxislcncc of equal pay an<l sex discrimination legislation, women's average pay is still le~ than 
two thirds of llll'n·s and won1cn arc still underrepresented in professional and high-powered 
posililrns. 

37 Ivanov :Vi?. The author points out that the ewnimic role of women depends on the political, 
economic, social and ruhural conditions in vatious countries. Their economic as wcl1 as their 
social role arc alleclcd hy long-standing traditions "hich adversely affccl holh their participa· 
lion and 1hcir role in labour relations. These traditions are rellecled in views, customs and 
legal norms which determine the slat us of women in lhe family. 

38 Ahmed 72. Because of the rural emphasis, wnslrairlls on women's work in lhesc countries dif
fers from I hose in \\'eslern countries and tends to he subject lo three major constraints, 
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statistics have revealed that about 40':£o of the labour force is female)'l 

"-- ---
The s_~!.~~~ive feature of women's c111ph!l,me11t is that ~\'Oil~].~ ten~ to j!£r

form different to those pcrfor111cd bv 111c11, and that those arc generally low 
,,_ . .., ....• ~,w"4--·=~-"'"'' '·--~'""'~·-----

paid jobs or jobs which bring in less pay than those usually pcrfor111cd by mcn.40 In --- _,,........--.. ···-"'"'~ ·~--

developing countries the majority of wo111e11 are concentrated in agricul!.\Jre.41 In ---------·---- . 
South Africa in 1980, for example, ;q~.!:~~xi111~teJ131J'<> of perso11s.$,1_1~d in 

agriculture were women, and of those 92% were Black.42 In developed countries 
-~......_, .... .......,.--

about a quarter to a third of wo111e11 workers arc employed in industry. Men tend to 
.~ .......... ....,---~---------·,,.,,,~ . .....--.. - ' . ...,,.,;, _ _.._~ 

predo111inatc in 111i11i11g, construction and processing industries, while women are 

concentrated in 111anufacturi11g, specifically, textiles, clothing and foodstuffs. In 

1980, 55% of all fe111ale e111ploymc11t in 111a11ufacturing in South Africa was con

centrated in these sectors.43 Wo111cn tend to constitute a large proportion of the lib-

namely, limilcd arn·ss lo lam! and rdall'd resources, lack of conlrol hy women over their own 
lahour and lhc fruils !hereof, and lack of nwbili1y due lo family rcsponsihililics and social and 
cuhurnl reslrictions (71). 

39 t'urrenlly ahoul 40'?{_, of !he Soulh Afrirnn lahour force is female, compared lo .15,5% in 1970 
and lf>J~t;,•t in 1951, and women O(Tt1py 17,4'!~1 of managerial executive and administrative posts 
(Fi111111cial Mail n July 1'1'10 22). l'illay 7- 17 examines !he role of women in !he South African 
economy, and has drawn up an instruclivc series of tahks depicting, inter alia, lhc percentage 
0£ women in the South African lahour force, women as a percentage of the lahour force in 
each inc.lusl rial sector. ocrupat ional <listrihut ion, income and unemployment rate. Jain and 
Sloane 2- 21 p1cscnl a delailcd analysis of female parlicipation in lhc lahour market in the 
l lniled Slates, Canada and !he Uniled Kingdom. 

40 It has hccn said thal: -All human socielies Imlay have some sort of division of lahour along sex 
lines; that is lo say, all of !hem have arranged n1at1crs so that there arc some tasks men arc 
supposed to perform regularly, and olhcrs Iha! fall inlo 1hc calcgory of women's work" 
(l.cihowilz 45). Ashlon 127 ohst·rvcs 1ha1: "Allhough most women do now work, contradic
tions arc· firmly cmhcddcd in !he prcscnl ideology of women and work; whilst it appears 
;u·ccptahlc for women lo work, I hey remain in subordinate generally "feminine" positions in 
lhe wor.kplacc and arc s1ill expected to shoulder 1he bulk of domcslie dulies outside of it." 

41 The numhcrs may he as high as '10% in cerlain African countries, while less than HI% arc 
employed in agriculture in induslrialiscd 1i;11ions. 

42 Pillay 25. 

43 Pillay 25. 
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eral and technical professions, largely due to their preponderance in education and 

public health. Amongst professional workers teachers and nurses constituted 75% 

of female employees in South Africa in 1980.4~ There arc very few female directors 

or senior executives, hut nu111enrn~ female derical and commercial workers.45 Seg

mentation has been brought ahout hy direct and indirect discrimination against 

women. Differing education and training plav an important role, and the effect of 

sp.ccial protective measures for female employees cannot be overlooked.46 

The third feature of women's employment is the concentration of women perform-
·····"·•'-·~· ..... .-. ·""·~-~ 

ing casual or part-time work, and work which offers little st:1hjlity _ __;,!.!~9.ft;J'.~areer 
,;....._,~--)(',,.,,,,,. '•'-~·.~·.~.~I•'"~'-'•,.,•~.;; ,_'\:!~"17''~,W(~,;i;,;',,k-. '_;,,,.,,,'-~•' ·'"'~""" •~·.·n· .. ,,-.-...,,~"-'""'~ 

o!~g.ortunities. W~=t may a~t that t~.U,~.!!L;~;i~~ h!..£:1~ it is all t~~~.!~~~i"'~~ 

~~>J>.:~.l~l-~!1 conj~_!n.C!~1!..~l.1.~-~~,t~!2'.,!;'.~J~~~.'1~.i!?.i~}i~~ or beca~~se the stn~~t~.r,~~t.!Lthe 
e1~1Ph')',!!!.!!,1~u.11.;1,rket allo~s tht:}!!.,.!!l.i.ntlw.Lf!.!Pi(:.e. Part-time work, which is work 

_,,,___,,.~~ 

performed on a regular basis for a smaller number of hours than the hours worked 

by full time worke1s, is predominant in industrialised countries. Part time work 

tends to be concentrated in the services sector, which accounts for about 60% of 

total employment in industrial economies, and part time workers generally occupy 

the lowest grade jobs. That reinforces the association of part time work with the 

lowest skill lcvels.47 It has been said that: 

44 rillay 26. 

45 Segurct 2'J6. 297. 

46 Leibowitz 67 explains that paltcrns such as these were pcl"pctuatcd rrom generation to gener
ation: "The sexual division of labour not only designales which productive tasks men and 
women pursue, ii allocates the responsihililes for socializing youngsters into those tasks to 
hoth men and women. The division, when fully articulalcd, calls for recognising early on who 
will he a "mother" and who will nol, deciding which sci of skills a youngster is likely to use as 
an adult, and training the youngsters accordingly. Girls and hoys as well a• women and men 
arc distinguished from each other. Girls learn their skills from women, boys from men." 

47 Robinson Pa11-1i111e £111pluy11u·111 51!-59. 
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" ... women \\-ho desire lo \\01k part-time ha,·c \'ery li11k choice about the work they 
will he hired to do. T1aJitional full-time '\\.'omen's \\orkM tend~ to l1c underpaid and 
undervalued; parl-lirnc \\ork in 1hc'c field,, \\ilh its lack of hendits, limited 
opportunilics for prtHnolion, and \\takt:r joh security appears even less attrat1ivc."48 

/\sample survey conJucted by the European Economic Community in nine Euro

pean countries about a JecaJc ago revealcJ approximately 9.2 million part-time 

workers, of which about 8 million were female. They constituteJ approximately 

25% of the female economically active population and 85% were marrieJ.49 

/\ fourth feature of female employn1ent is that \\:~>111e_g\,ay.<;1j~J!!!~ is~~~~<:I.JJ!an 
' ·+ ~ ,.._,,~-·-· • '•. _._,. 

that of men. Women's e_::r,,~~i~~arc l~>":'_:_~,.!,1_~'.!r} men's in_ almost all_~~>-~~-'~~-~~~ in 

most sectors anJ occupations -- in industrialised ('ountries women's earnings in real 

terms may vary from 55- 80';0 of 111en's earnings.50 The growing number of women 
"'"'.,_..,_,_~,..........,~~ ... ,w-~-~ 

in the labour market as a whole, gives added i111portance to the question of why the 
__ ,,F __ ,,,_,......_,~ ~'<>~)~7".\;-.li C <,•~.~"""~~ 

last three f~,~,~~I"'~s characterise '~~~~~.!:!'!..<;.'!1P,~<~!!~;,nt. But co~ideration uLthe 

i5,:;:i.:,~~.~~~-~.f.1i,r th<~~~a~1:_~_alone. Fe~~:t1.~ en;c~ees must he ~r,_1>~-~~~~-cj,,?§~i,111~1 dis

cri!11,i,r;m!J,<,Jl! ~~.f,CSI!\;£\i}:e __ yf the percentage of their work force partici!?~!ii~d 
v- ' ·-·-~~ -~- '°"·<"•'"'t"'~""_.,M<~-'"'~'Ji~-,.c,,o~.· ~-•_.,:.,~•,--• 

irrespective of whether their share in the work force is growing. 

It has been observed: 

"Discrimination is a phc1Hlll1l'non which is so pervasive in all human societies that 
there is no douhl at all that it exists. It is not, howncr, a unitary phenomenon hut a 
complex of a number of related forms of human hchaviour, and this makes it not only 

48 llasshcrg 247. 

49 Scgurct 297 _ 

50 Scgurct JOI- JO.l. In South Africa women as a rule earn 80% - 90% of what a man earns for 
the same work (Fi11a11ci11/ Mail n July t<J'JO 23). 
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hard lo ddinc hul frcqurnlly dilfirnll lo r11111prchrnd lully."51 

As th is qu< >ta.~i~.'.~.!~~~~!.~.:;.:_:~.~-~~~:1~'.Y •• '.~ ;'.~2~,.~ .. ~:.!'.'~~~!:.!:.~.~~l~!!_~C,.<l i scri ~J~.a,~ory 
features of \\omen's employment. Broadly speaking a distinction can be drawn 

' "'-<'-">o"f•t''"-~""f·,,,1cr~·;..;.-.-~-. 

between factors which influence the demand side of labour, such as personal charac

teristics and the prcferenccs of employers, and those which influence the supply 

side, including the preferences of employees themselves and their availability for 

particular jobs. \\'hile discri111inatior.1 en1anatc~_!.;~!..!§..t;,2'._fr<>~~1 the.demand s!?~.~>f.11~·~··· . ______ ._..,,_,. ____ _ 

labour market, the feedback effects. 'Yhi.d1 inUoo.i~·!l't1fipi,~rnl'H'ttlt'41e·igtmrect· 

The extent of the problem is encapsulated in the following passage: 

"Arc the rools of the Sl'\:ttal di\'ision of labor and the suhonlinatinn of women located 
in the sphere of produrlinn, i11 rl'li~ious am.I ndtural inslitulions, or in familial struc
llircs and the unequal di\'ision of household labor'! Do they rcOcct um .. ·qual distrib
ution of n..·sourccc;, inco111c and po\\Tr hctwi:cn women and men or a mulually suppor
tive and interrelated system of institution<.; that perpetuate the suhorc.lination of 
women? Docs the sexual divii;;;ion of lahor form the hasis of women's suhordinatinn, 
or is the sexual division <Jf lahtlr only a manikstalion of women's subordination? 

Scholars dilf<-r widely on 1he ori~ins of !he mak~farnrcd sexual division of lahor. 
Some claim ils originC\ arc hiolnµirally hac;cJ and rooted in prehistoric cultures; hut 
the hctcro~t·nrily of the sexual division of lahor across time and space. cultures 
regions and classes wi1hin the C\amc society refutes the case for hiological 
determinism. Others argue that the suhonlination of women hymen is the basis on 
which earlv civili1a1ion was formed and Iha! lhc sexual division of lalmr has main· 
laincd a r~ciprocal slalc of dq•cmlcnry heiwcen lhc sexes .... IO!hcrsl allrihutc lhe 
ori!!ins of women's sulmrdiu;1lion to the eml'rgcncc of social differentiation and 
patriaichy caused hy shills in mmlds of prndur!ion."52 

Several reasons, based on traditional rule division between the sexes, have been 

advanced in an attempt to exµlain unequal treatment of men and women by the law. 

51 Jain and Sloane Ht. 

52 Marnmdar and Sharma 185. For a discussion of !he effects of properly, class society and the 
state on women's suhordination, sec Coonlz and I lcndcrson 108- 155. Leibowitz 43- 75 dis· 
cusses lhc origins of lhc sexual division of lahour in lhc context of the development of the first 
human societies. 
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One is a cultural explanation. The argument here is that the human race is 

organised so as to allot different functions to the two sexes, and that the law reflects 

this difference.51 Unfortunate!) the acceptance of role division between the sexes is 

naturally extended to include discrimination between the sexes, and the acceptance 

of women as subordinate to, and dependent upon, men.54 Social policy, which advo

cates that mothers should be discouraged from working outside of the home, due to 

the alleged physical and psychological detriment to the well-being of their children, 

has also heen advanced as a reason for differentiation by the law.55 It has also been 

suggested that men derive specific material advantages from limiting the rights of 

women. It is said that in the past material concerns influenced male attitudes 

towards sex e4ualityV• and continue to do so today. For example, during periods of 

high unemployment men have a material interest in preserving scarce jobs. It is also 

probable that increased demands in terms of domestic responsibility and child care 

will he made if wives go out to work.57 The material advantage explanation, like the 

cultural explanation, is based on the stereotyped view of role division between the 

sexes, and male superiority in economic terms. Adherence to this stereotype is a 

significant cause of discrimination in employment and has led to the participation of 

53 Ellis 6; l.eihowi11 4.1. 

54 Ashton t t7 explains that: 'The social origin, jof inl'1p1alilyj were rooted in the family, in the 
social relationships between men and women an<l in the wielding of patriarchal power lo male 
a<lvanlage ... 

56 Ellis 7. The author the author points 0111 that ii has heen suggested lhal matrimonial com· 
munily of prnpe1ly developed in ordn lo linance commcrt"ial cnlcrprisc hcfore the days of 
rorport1tinns; aml that the rcsi\lancc in the Vidorian era of the entry or middle class women 
into puhlic and profc"ional life was lo prnlecl men's inlcrcsls by cnsu1ing that their wives 
remained home as housekeepers (8). 

57 Ma?Umdar and Sharma t87 explain the view held hy Marxist kminisls, namely, "that domestic 
lahor hrlps the capitalist In accrue surplus hy not having lo pay for the reproduction and main
tenance of lahnr power. Womcu's domestic work, according to this argument, is an integral 
component of the process of capitalist devclopmenl and !hough formally outside the capitalist 
mode of production could therefore he rcgaulnl as produrtivc lalmr." 
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men and women in the work force on very different terms. For the vast majority of 

women child-bearing and -rearing, as well as other domestic commitments, do 

determine the course of their ''orking lives. 

The role of education cannot he overlooked. Education and training provide the 

keys to occupational equality. As differences in education between men and women 

prior to entering the job market and differences in training within the employment 

context are the rule rather than the exception, occupational segregation is 

inevitable. It has been estimatetl that differences in education account for approxi

mately 75% of the occupational differences between men and women in South 

Africa. 58 The South African problem i.'i further complicated by differences in 

education between the 131ack and White population groups. A survey into levels of 

education conducted about a decade ago revealed that 0,7% of Black women in 

South Africa had a standard ten plus education in comparison to 1,2% of Black 

men.59 The same survey revealed that 28,4% of White women had a standard ten 

plus education compared to 32,h% of White men.r~> It is not only the level of educa

tion which is different for men and women. The nature of education also differs. 

Girls selecting a field of study at school tend to prefer the humanities or more 

literary branches to the sciences or more technical fields. Out employment within 

the latter areas (for exa1nple, engineers, chemists and technicians) wuuld help to 

raise women to a higher level within the occupational hierarchy. Therefore girls at 

secondary school level need to select alternatives to the humanities in order to con

tribute to establishing an occupational balance. But women who did not make the 

right choice at school, and therefore do not have the skills needed to compete with 

58 Fi11a11cia/ Mail 13 July 1990 2J. 

59 The at'lual ligurcs were 59 880 women and 107 740 men (Pillay 34). 

60 The actual figures were !>-l-1 71KI women and 7.17 !~Ml men (Pillay 34). 
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men for johs in areas of science and technology, should not he seen as a lost cause. 

A commitment to "on the job" training hy employers, in areas usually set aside for 

men, would help lo rectify the situation.rd 

The need to reorganise education and .training in order to contribute to equality in 

employment has been a central issue in Europe for the last two decades. A resolu

tion emphasising the necessity of full access to all forms of education in order to 

attain equal opportunity was adopted in 1976. In the training sphere, the European 

Economic Community adopted two resolutions in 1983, urging member states to 

promote measures to encourage the participation of women in training 

opportunities in order to facilitate access to skilled jobs, anti to encourage training 

in new technology to assist women who wish to return to work after a period of 

absence related, for example, to pregnancy or maternity.62 On a national level 

member states of the European Economic Community have taken steps to equalise 

education anti training. In the United Kingdom, for example, the Sex Discrimina

tion Act 1975 prohibits discrimination, inter alia, in education. Member states have 

also taken steps to inform girls of the consequences of making traditional choices 

(Germany and Oenmark), introduced new curricula combining sciences and 

humanities (Denmark). introduced mandatory technical courses at secom.lary school 

fit For a lli~cussion nf the impact or technological change on women, and related perspectives 
regarding education, ""C Bourque and Warren 83- 100. The authors explain, inter alia, that 
educational issues must he seen against the broader background of institutional inequality: 
"Clearly, neither technology nor education is an independent force for moderni7;1tion. Rather, 
hoth arc heller understood as clusters of eronomic, institutional, and ideological relations that 
shape and arc shaped hy power relations in national and international spheres. Thus neither 
technology nor educ at ion is a unilateral solution lo the problems of underdevelopment or of 
women's continued marginali1alion in pnH.Tsscs of change. In both cases·~ as attention is 
paid to the contexts of the produrtion of ideas, skills, tools and commodities -- one rcali1.cs 
how much technology and education arc hcareis of sorial relations marked by gender. Access 
is not enough to chang': these gcndcrcJ assymelrics, though it is clearly crucial to change in 
the forms of education. and in the uses of technology" (JOO). 

62 lfonrm of Ewv1><' - JO ye1m J 7. 
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level (Italy), and introduced 1clraini11g courses to rnrrect errors in orientation (Den

mark)."·' 

In the Unile<l States Title IX of the Ci, ii l~igl1ts ,\ct 1964 prohibits sex based dis

crimination in education progra111mcs.<·~ An institution, such as a school or 

university, which \iolatcs this provision loses the federal financial assistance which it 

would normally receive. Title IX has brought about changes, inter alia, in high 

school vocational training program111es, which may no longer be sex segregated, and 

in college admission programmes which, prior to the prohibition, could discriminate 

by admitting fewer women and hy imposing more stringent admission standards for 

women.<•5 

Stereotyped role division between the sexes has been reinforced in the work place 

by laws which provide special protective measures for female employees, on the 

basis of perceived frailty and traditional social functions. Those laws, first enacted 

during the nineteenth century, generally exempt women from certain jobs regarded 

as arduous or dangerous and from night work. The laws have been criticised on the 

ground that there are few occupations, if any, which are more dangerous or 

unhealthy for women than men, provided the necessary precautions are taken. 

Precautions should in fact be taken to ensure the safest and healthiest work place 

possible for both male and female employees. Night work is inconvenient for both 

men and women and if it cannot he avoided it should be organised in such a manner 

63 ll'omt"ll of Eump<' - JO years 3<1- 37. 

h-l The s'1licnt pnrlion of Tille IX provides: "No person in the United Stales shall, on the basis of 
sex, tic cxduded [ro111 11ar1icipa1ion in, he denied the hendits of, or tic suhjcctcd to discrimina
lion under any education programme or activity receiving federal financial assistencc." 

65 (iol<tstcin 542- SH. The author also refers to Jhc impact of Title IX on high school and col
lege sports programmes, and cites the numhcr of females participating in inter college sports 
in 1972 (when Title IX was passed) -- lh (KKI -- as compared to 1984 -- ISO lXJO. 
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as to minimise the inconvenience for all affected ('111ployees. Attention has also 

been drawn to the fact that certain traditionally female occupations, such as nursing, 

demand night work, which means that women are treated differenlly according to 

the sector in which they are ocrnpicd.M• Although the protective provisions are 

allegedly aimed at protecting female employees. they tend lo operate in a dis

criminatory 111a1111er.67 Legislative provisiuns regulating hours of work, and health 

and safety at work, should he enacted to protect both male and female employees. 

To distinguish between the protection affonkd 011 the ground of an employee's sex, 

reinforces stereotyped sex roles and enables employers to justify differential treat

ment.<•'l 

Certain economic theories of discrimination have abo been developed in an attempt 

66 Scgurcl ~115. Millard 18 explains: "In many countries, however, legislation rcnl'cls this per
sistent tension hclwccn prolcrtion and c<1uality. On the nnc hand, rhysiolt~ical difkrcnccs 
hctwcen mt•n and women ate mfri.crsally recognised. Al the very least, women arc different 
hccan'e ii is they who perform the hiologieal functions of pregnancy and chiltlhirth, functions 
which arc not individually nc<.·n·ssary hut which arc socially nccccssary and musl, therefore, he 
safc!(Uarded hy soriely ... Al the other extreme ... women arc viewed as hiologirally different 
from men not only in respect of their child-hearing functions hut in other aspects as well; 
women arc in rmmc sense slill vic\•,.cd as hiolocically weaker lhan men: lhcrcfore they should 
he suhject to ccolain joh restrictions for their own protection. Furthermore there is an implied 
extension of this di!Tcrrntial altitude lo the social sphere, where women arc seen as the lin
chpin of family life and where employment outside the home somehow threatens this crucial 
social fnnrtion." 

67 Legislation whido restricted the hours of work of women, for example, was passed to accom
modate pcrccil'cd wc:okncsscs and traditional cxpcctations ri·g;ording domestic rcsponsihilitics. 
ll enabled employers lo rcstoict certain johs In men, thereby conlrihuting to lo occupational 
scgregalinn. It also reinforced .l\lcrcolypcs concerning the allocation of domestic 
responsihilities. Legislation which allcmptcd lo make working conditions lcs unpleasant for 
women, such as measures providing for lower retirement ages. prcvt·nting women from hand
ling dangerous machinery and providing for seating for female employees, reinforced 
stereotypes regarding women's frailty. Critics felt that working conditions should he as safe 
and as pleasant as posihle for all employees ( Prcchal and Burrows 116- 117). For a synopsis of 
the types of jnh restrictions rcganling frmale employees in various countries, see Millard 22-
24, 27- 2R. 

<.R One area in whidt special prolcclion for female employees may he necccssary is in respt·et of 
pregnancy - it is generally accepted that pregnant women require a certain degree of prn
lcction in the working environment. But the health and safety of male employees should not 
be neglected ( l'rcchal and Burrows 117). 
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to explain the causes of ine4uality in employment.'"' One is the neo-classical theory, 

within whkh two trends can he distinguished. One approach advocates that women 

are crowded into cc1 ta in occupations because emplo)ers have a taste for discrimina

tion, that is, because of the distaste of employers for female cmployces.70 Studies 

have revealed that the notion of personal prejudice or aversion is more likely to 

manifest itself among white collar workers, the reason being that that is the group 

which is in closest contact with management. Management is less likely to he con

cerned about the employment of women in blue collar occupations, other than in 

response to employee demands. It has also been found that smaller establishments, 

where relationships between managers and employees are close, are more likely to 

discriminate than large establishments with relatively impersonal labour relations. 

Discrimination is also more evident in establishments involving labour intensive 

production processes than those involving capital intensive processes with low levels 

of personal interaction.71 The theory does not explain the existence of occupational 

segregation adequately, as it fails to show why employers should have an aversion 

for female employees. 

A second approach is based on the human capital theory. l lere men and women are 

not regarded as perfect substitutes for one another. Every employee chooses how 

much time, effort and money to invest in education and training with a view to 

future employment. Uecause women anticipate working for a shorter proportion of 

(,<) Althoul(h these theories, hy am.I large, seek lo explain discriminatory lreatmcnt of all dis
advantaged minorilics, the rckrcncc in this study will he lo women. 

70 Pillay 5; Townshend-Smith 11. 

71 Jain and Sloane 28- 29. The authors consider whether discriminators benefit financially from 
discrimination or whether ii costs them money 10 indulge their tastes. Certain studies indicate 
that national income is reduced hy discrimination, and Iha! holh discriminators and those sub
ject to discrimination arc made worse off as a consequence. This is not conclusive, however, 
as ii has hcen demonstrated 1hat it is l"'"ihle for a majority group lo gain al the expense or a 
minority. 
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their working lives than men, they invest less. The traditional role of women in 

child-rearing and dome~tic involvement results in a different lahour force involve

ment to that of men. and women consequently choose to exclude themselves from 

occupations requiring length~ periods of general training, and are also excluded 

from on the job training programs by employcrs.72 In this regard, segmented labour 

market economists argue that sex inequality in fact takes the form of job discrimina

tion 71 as opposed to wage discrimination.74 They argue that the principle cause of 

wage inequality lies in the existence of a dual labour market which employs men and 

women in different, non-intrrchangeahle johs.7'i In order to achieve equality, 

women's employmcnt must be diversified and new opportunities must be created for 

them.76 The theory is usdul as it emphasises the fact that discrimination is 

manifesteu primarily in job segregation, which is brought about by differences in 

education anu training. Its shortfall is that it assumes that those differences are as a 

result of voluntary choices as to the quality and quantify of education. 

In terms of the dual labour market approach the need for a stable labour force only 

72 Townshrnd·Smith 12; l'illay 'i. 

73 Equally qualified groups of employees arc not '"'"11dcd c<1ually rcmuncrntivc johs. 

74 Equally qua lilied groups of \\or kc rs arc not paid equally fnr doing the same wmk. 

75 Ma1uondar and Sharma t8tl- 187 explain the essence of the theory as follows: "The human cap
ital approach argues that the unique characteristics of women's educational harkground, skill 
development. and mobility pallcrns join the imperfections of the labour market and lead to the 
pallcrncd hirin!! and subscqrn:nt nv<..'r<:rowdiug in stereotyped gender-specific occupations. 
Economists in this lraJition allrihulc the. root cause of surh differential hiring to the differen
tial inl'eslmenl in men's and women's edurntion and training rather than addressing the struc
tural n-;1sims for women's concentration in low-skilled, low-paying, low-status jobs. Indeed, 
mounting evidence indicates tl1at the requirements of prolit maximi1ation minipulate the sex
ual division of lahor to exert pressure on the labor force itself, particularly where cheap labor 
is available and adaptable." 

7(, Janjic 14'1. The author stales that one of the explanations for job segregation is the existence 
of protective lq!.islation prohibiting women from doing certain kinds of work. She also notes 
that in times of need. for example when men have been called up for military service, women 
have hcrn employed in indu,11y and given jobs virtually closed lo them before. There is thus 
"nothing inevitable" about the traditional division of labour (I 50- 151 ). 
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exists in certain types of jobs. Where stability is less important wages remain low, 

security of cmplo~ment is not assured and ptomotion prospects are few. The latter 

type of job falls within the secondary sector, while the former constitutes the pri

mary. Occupational .segregation is evident, with men tending to be concentrated in 

the primary sector\\ here jobs are relatively well-paid and secure, while women tend 

to work in a small number of occupations in the secondary sector where jobs are 

low-paid, insecure and demand less skill.77 Women also tend to he employed in 

jobs which arc seen as extensions of domestic tasks, for example, nursing, cooking 

and cleaning. Jobs of that nature are perceived as intrinsic to womanhood and 

therefore not necessary of being learned in the manner in which male skills at work 

need to be learned. The result is an understanding of what is meant by "skill" which 

is moulded by male perceptions. Typically women's jobs reflect (unpaid) domestic 

skills which are socially and economically undervalued, and fall within the secondary 

sector.78 Not all women arc confined to the secondary sector, nor can it be said 

that there is no upward mobility for female workers or that human capital has no 

value to them. I lowever, there is a disproportionately high number of males in the 

primary market where the greatest value is derived from investments in schooling 

and training, and from which upward mobility occurs.79 

77 Sec Palmer and l'ouhon xxx\'i- xxxvii where the reasons for sex discrimination in employment 
arc hricny discussed. For a disrussion ot the differentiation between piimary and secondary 
markets, sec T<l\\nshcml-Smith 17- 18. 

78 Townshend-Smith 15· 17. England Chassie and Mt( 'ormack 163 point out that although male 
occupations tend to involve manipulation of physical ohjects or wielding of power over people, 
while female johs typically entail clerical or nuturanl skills, male and female occupations 
average nearly equal demands for cognitive skills and formal schooling. These arc the skills 
which affect earnings most p<1'itiwly, while doing manual work, in which men predominate, 
has a negative effect on earnings. Thus the skill ditferences between male and female occupa
tions explain virtually none of the earning gap between the sexes. Female occupations in fact 
pay less than is predicted hy their skill demands due to social perceptions. Jain and Sloane 31 
hold that a si11nilirnnl reason for the relatively low pay of women is the fact that their exdusion 
from male johs causes I hem to he overcrowded into a limited range of occupations, where the 
supply of tahour lends lo decrease productivity· the so-called "crowding hypothesis". 

79 Jain and Sloane 51 point out that women (and other minorities) lend lo he relegated to the 
scrondary sector al the outset of their l'mploymcnl careers independently of their abilities and 
•kills (due lo real or perceived quality diflercnrcs). 



Closely linked to the dual labour market approach is the emphasis on the distinction 

between internal and external labour markets. In terms of the internal labour 

market phenomenon, ce1 ta in jobs are filled exclusively from the internal market 

through well-defined promotion and up-grading ladders. The internal labour 

market has been defined as "an administrative unit within which the pricing and 

allocation of labour is governed hy a set of administrative rules and procedures".!«> 

This is distinguished from the external labour market where wages are determined 

by market forces. The opportunity for advancement within a company is 

determined by the job for which the employee is first recruited, with primary sector 

jobs being the category within which and from which the greatest advancement is 

possible.RI Although the internal and external markets are linked al certain levels, 

the so-called "polls of entry to and exit from"H2 the internal labour market, certain 

job levels can he reached only from the internal market by promotion or transfer. 

Employees in the external labour market may he unaware of jobs in the internal 

labour market, and may remain disadvantaged even if they do gain entry into the 

internal market because of lack of seniority. That implies that there may he a clash 

between seniority systems and equal employment opportunity, particularly where 

prejudice and stereotyping have affected employers' decisions regarding occupa

tional assignments for men and women.~n The clash between seniority and equal 

80 Jain am! Sloane 37. 

81 l'itlay 5; Conaghan 381. While !he lhcory reveals lhe scgmcnled nalllre of the lahour market 
and lhc phenomenon of scgrcgalion in cmploymcnl, it docs not explain why women arc 
cxploitcJ in lhis m~mncr in thl' first plarc. 

82 Jain am! Slaone 37. 

83 Pillay 6 points out that inilial joh assi~nmcnts, thal is, hiring of employees hy an employer, 
tend lo he hascd on real or perceived differences hctwccn male and female employees as a 
group wilhonl regard lo individual differences. In so far as an individual female docs not con· 
form to I his stcrcolypc she will he the victim of discrimination. 



opportunity also means that gains by female employees when the economy is 

buoyant coul<l he losl in a recession, when employees with the greatest length of 

service are rctainc<l al the expense of those with less service.8~ 

The human capital theory has been criticised on two groun<ls. The first is that it 

fails to explain the inequality, that is, it does not explain why so many employers 

woul<l have such bias against women in certain occupations. It <loes, however, 

appear as though status consi<lerations are important, especially where women may 

be in a position to supervise men. l>ifferences in experience also play a role -- most 

women experience interrupted employment <lue to family responsibilities, which 

influences their return to on-the-job training.85 A second groun<l of criticism of the 

human capital theory is that it fails to explain why women invest less in the job 

market -- is it a free choice, ma<le because of domestic duties, or is it because 

opportunities are denied due to occupational barriers? The theory seems to assume 

that choices arc made frecly.86 But that is not entirely true as women tend not to 

choose jobs which they know arc regarded as unsuitable for them. They are also 

unlikely to work in traditionally male preserves if they fot cscc the probability of 

conflict and stress. The coercive influence of a discriminatory environment cannot 

be ovcrlookc<l. It has been argued that even in the absence of overt discrimination, 

women are channelled into different directions from their male counterparts by a 

network of incentives and discentives which constitute a so-called "discriminatory 

84 Jain aml Sloane 37. This situation, regarding minority groups in general, has led to inverse 
seniority clauses in certain US cullccti~c bargaining agrccmcnls, whcrc'1y senior employees 
arc laid off first during a recession with financial compensation and prolcction of long term 
job security rights. 

85 Jain and Sloane 2R note that differences in mHhe-job experience may account for over 80% of 
the male/ female wage gap in the United Slates. 

86 Townshend-Smith 13- 14. 



envirunment".87 In an employment em·ironment worncn face a variety of barriers 

which do not confront men. These may include jokes, insults and other communica

tions indicating disrespect or disinterest, as well as exclusion from conversation and 

inforrnal learning e\pcriences. In 111ale-dcfined domains typically female character

istics tend lo be devalued, while a woman who demonstrates that she is not typically 

female faces disapproval for her failure to meet role expectations of her as a 

woman. \\/omen tend to collude with male-held stereotypes hy "choosing" to go 

where they feel comfortable, and consequently their careers are invisibly shaped hy 

their own expectations of women's roles.88 It has been observed that productivity, 

motivation, and career success arc determined largely hy organisational structure 

and the nature of the social circumstances in which employees find themselves. For 

that reason uilfcrenccs in the behaviour and success of women and men in the work 

place often have as much to do with the employrnent environment as with inherent 

differences in ability or ambition.89 

It is apparent that the above arguments and theories can, at best, provide a partial 

explanation for sex discrimination in employment. While many of the arguments 

advanced can he brushed aside, certain points of distinction cannot be overlooked. 

One is the biological difference between men and women. I !ere the biological dis

tinction of child-hearing is significant. But the rnle of child-hearing should not he 

confused with child-rearing. While women must bear children, no biological factor 

87 Baher 57. 

88 Baher 62. 

89 Kanter 14 stales 1ha1 whrn "men and women were deal! similar cards and !liven similar places 
in the corporate game, they behaved in similar ways. The problem though was that men and 
women rarely were deal! similar cards." The author gives two reasons for differential treat
ment. The lirsl is adherence to a set or scx-typrd images; the secoml is thal women lend to he 
conccnlralcd in the jobs with lower opportunity for advancement, lo have less access lo power, 
and -- when they do enter upper levels within the company -- lo be represented in such small 
numhers that they have the slalus or so-called tokens. 



makes them solely responsible for rearing them. Women are also physically weaker 

than men. That tact offers no explanation for differential treatment where physical 

strength is not a relevant factor in the performance of a particular job. But hased on 

biological differences society imposes a ditferenl role on women through cultural 

conditioning. Sex stereotyping hcgins in infancy. Parents play a role hy encouraging 

interest in certain so-called boys' or girls' games, and also constitute role models for 

their children. These values are reinforced by the school system. The level of 

education attained and the nature of the education play a role in job discrimination. 

Young women are taught to believe that certain jobs are inappropriate and that 

paid work should not interfere with domesticity and child-rearing. Employees tend 

to assume that women will conform to this stereotype, and also assume that employ

ees who are unable to conform to a traditional \\orking model in terms of time for 

an entire working life arc inadequate and unlikely to he successful employees. Con

ditions of employment have not been adapted to allow for a break for female 

employees for child-bearing, while lower pay structures for women tend to reinforce 

the stereotype by making it less costly for women to remain at home than for men to 

do so. 

C The Quest for Ec1ualily 

The concept of et1uality, which is the foundation of all anti-discrimination legisla

tion, is one which lacks precision. It may he used descriptively, as a statement of 

fact that all persons are equal. It may also he used prescriptively as a statement of 

aims that all people should he equal. But day to day experience shows that all 

people are not always regarded as equal. One might therefore ask -- in what 

respects and contexts people are or should be regarded as equal, and to whom any 

person should he regarded as equal? The underlying query, of course, is what is 



meant hy equality? 

The concept of equality underlies sex discrimination legislation. Can sexual equality 

be attaincu hy aujusti11g anu drafting legal mies, or does it require, as has been sug

gested, a social revolution?'XJ The answer depends on what is understood by sexual 

equality. It has been observed that: 

"I ,q!,i~lalinn in surprnt of women's c111ployn1cnl rights may haH' one of thrcr as.sump
tions or nhjedi\'cs. ·1 he fir!-.t i-; to cnswc t•quali1y <11 opportunity, the second lo scrurc 
equality of rcsuh, aml the third to modify the \\orld of work hasrd on lhc rccognilion 
of difkrcnrcs hcl\i..ccn men amf women."')( 

The problem has also been formulated as follows: 

"Should we ... in hoth ad\'ocal ing the adoption of partirular public policies and liti
galinv, the i.s.~uc under the la\\-S prohihiting sex <lisniminalion, seek to minimise the 
diffcn:nrcs between nwn and \\0111cn and whenever possible draw analogies hctwccn 
men and \'-omen's hiolugical d1aractcri'.'.tir" and social circumstances'! Or should we 
SCl'k to empha"isc the differ cnn.·s hctwccn men and women in onkr to ensure that a 
male standard is nut arccpted as the norm and that women arc not penalised to the 
extent that tl1<·y divc1ge lro111 ii'' Or should we demand that women's different needs 
he recognised and .accommo<latcd without disadvantagr?lJ2 

'Xl Townshend-Smith 21. 

91 Townshend-Smith 21. Sc1k' 1'75- U7h points oul that !here has hccn an attempt to for
mulate a theory of "Pct:ial rig.ht~; for \'-'Omen in arror<lancc. with the nnn-'.'.lrrcotypical. real dif
ferences hctwccn the scxc'\. This she feds is a mistake as any at1cmpt to arrive al a definitive 
list of dilTcrcnccs cnwuragcs the law to "act upon a fro1cn slice of reality". Instead differences 
hetwecn the sexes should he regarded as emergent and inlinite. The law she says should make 
differences .. a cause for celebration, not dassilication." 

92 Kenney 3'1.l. The author goes on lo ask: "Is the goal of feminism to hrc·ak down social distinc
tions hctwccn men and \\.'ontcn, masculine and feminine, or is it about a revaluing of so-called 
women's charartcrislies ancl activities done in women's sphere -- or is it hoth? Is feminism 
ahout gelling the hc,t deal for women in the short term or eradicating sex differences in the 
long run? !low do feminists guard against the danger that equality is used as a ruse for treat
ing women even worse than they arc trealcd presently and lowering standards for everyone? 
Is feminist's primary goal on this issue to protect the fetus? To protect women's rights lo 
work? To reduce exposure for c\·cryonc? To cra<licalc differences between the sexes? To 
what extent arc these goal' in cnnllict with each other? llow can they he reconciled?" (394). 
(Although these questions arc a'kcd in the context of reproductive ha1.ards, it is felt that they 
arc relevant to women in the workplace in general.) 
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There are chielly two ideological approaches to sexual equality which underlie legal 

thought on the issue. On the one hand, the liberal hu111an rights 111odel views equal

ity as equality lwjiire the law93 and equates equality with equality of opportunity. It 

seeks to achieve equality of lreatmcnt in education, employment and market serv

ices.94 On the other hand, the radical view of equality focuses on equality of out

come or result.95 Its aim is to secure material equality, or equality in law. It regards 

equal application of a male orientated legal system as incapable of altering the dis

advantaged position of women. It advocates scrutiny of legal rules to ascertain their 

actual effects, deviation from gender neutrality in certain circumstances, and posi

tive action by govern111ent to ensure that the benefits which men and women reap 

from the law are equal, that is, actual equality as opposed to formal eljuality.96 

Both the liberal and radical theories of equality accept that direct as well as indirect 

discrimination must he prevented. The prohibition of direct discrimination 

93 Schmidt (cd) 32; Curlin t'l. The model is hascd on the fund.1menlal hclief that all human 
hein~s arc equal. The ideal ran he traced hack to the lime when liherly, cqualily and riatcrnity 
were the helids which inspired the French revolution. The French Declaration or lluman 
Rights of 178') staled lhal all men arc and will he horn free and equal hcfnre the law. For a 
discus~inn of lhc conn·pls "righls" and "human righls" sec Wasscrslrorn h2..q- 641. The author 
idcntilic' lh<· wcll·licing and freednm of each individual as bask human rights. As each per· 
son·s well-hcing and freedom arc seen as having equal intrinsk value, thrrc ran he no general 
and relevant J1rinciJ1lc for difkrentiating among 1icrsons as to these values and their rights to 
secure lhesc values; if there arc differences they arc no! in principle discoverable or 
measurable. Sec also Feinberg t.41- 645. 

94 ShepJlard 197 observes thal the lihcral ronccplion of equality in fact rmhodics lhree central 
features. It is in<livii.lualistic, assuming that society is co11tposcd of autonomous individuals; it 
cxprcls !he Stale lo be mm·intervcn!ionisl, interfering in social relations only when the acts or 
one inclividual violate !he indi\'idual rights of another; it places great faith in the neutrality or 
!he "rule of law". Sec also Boyd and Sheehy 2<>4· 295. 

95 Jcwson and Mason :lW{. Sheppard 1% uses 1he phrase "post·libcral" as OJlposed lo "radical". 

96 Boyd and Sheehy 295. Curtin 20 explains thal 1hc approach requires: " .. .!hat laws themselves 
must take account of meaningful differences between persons: lh•ll persons who are in fact 
equal he trcalcd equally, IHI! that unequals in appropriate circumstances he treated dir
fcrently". 
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eliminates intentional unequal treatlllent on an individualistic basis. The prohibi

tion of indirect discrimination casts the net llluch wider. Indirect discrimination 

occurs when an e111ployer applies a certain standard to a particular class of 

employee, for exalllplc, wolllen or a disadvantaged minority, which standard applies 

or would apply equally to all e111ployecs, hut which is such that the proportion of 

that particular group which can colllply with i~ is considerably smaller than the 

proportion of e111ployees as a whole, and which cannot he shown to he justifiable in 

the circu111stances. An indirectly discrilllinatory p1 actice is thus one which appears 

neutral, but which affects 111ore wolllen than lllen -- hence the terminology disparate 

effect or disparate impact in American law. An example is where an employer sets 

a minimum height requirement for prospective employees, which effectively 

excludes wolllen and which is not relevant to the job to he performed.'>7 Indirect 

discrimination may also occur in a less obvious manner and may he unintentional. It 

may occur as a result of social practices which had, or which have, a different impact 

on a particular group as compared to the remainder of the population. Examples 

include the absence of most women frolll technical employment positions due to 

inadequate or alternative employment, and the concentration of women in part time 

employment due to traditional domestic responsihilities.'>8 Where indirect dis-

97 The poinl is illusl1<1ted by the American rase of Dorlwnl v Raw/i1mm 4.13 US :l21 (1977). A 
female applicant for emplnymenl was excluded from a joh as a prison guard hy the Alabama 
Board of Cnrreclions, on lhl' basis of a 111i11i111un1 weight and height requirement which had 
hcen sel for prospective employees. The requirement had the effect of excluding 41% of 
American women as opposed lo 1'7.J nf 111cn. The employer argued that the requirements 
ensured a level of physical strength required for the joh. But it presented nn evidence lo sup· 
port the a«sumplion and did nol explain why a direct strength test could not be substituted for 
the height and weight tcsl. The court found lhc requirement to be discriminatory as it had the 
tifcct of excluding more men than women from the joh of prison guard. 

98 In Bilka-Kauflwm Gm/JI{ I' Wcl1t•r 1•011 lla11Z Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 11>07/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Cl) the European Court of Justice held that the provision of pension benefits for 
full time employees, hut 1101 for parl lime employee,, amounted lo indirect discrimination 
against female employees. The reason was lhal the majority of part time employees were 
women -- the exclusion of pan timers thus ajft•crc•d a far greater numher nf women than men. 
Women were more likely than men lo work part timl' due lo socially imposed family obliga· 
tions. 
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crimination result~ from social practices and involves class as opposed to individual 

discrimination it v.ill probably he necessary to adopt a program of preferential treat

ment, or affirmative action as is it generally known, in order to remedy the situation. 

The aim of such a program \\ould he to remedy the disadvantages of past dis

crimination hy the provision of preferential treatment for the affected group.99 

Both the liberal and the radical notions uf equality accept the necessity of affirm-

ative action. From a liberal point of view affirmative action is seen as an interim 

measure designed lo achieve equality by removing harriers to equal competition. 

Once these have been removed women arc regarded as able to perform exactly like 

men. The radical view, on the other hand, advocates the implementation of more 

permanent measures to accommodate differences between men and women. 

The traditional liberal view subscribes to an equal opportunities policy, the function 

of which is to devise fair procedures in order to enable all individuals to compete 

freely and equally. The aim is thus to remove unfair distortions to the labour 

market by institutionalising fair proccdures. HKI The liberal concept of equality relies 

on the neutrality of the rule of law, which requires that persons be treated in the 

same manner by the law, that is, equality before the law.101 It thus requires equal 

treatment by the law and seeks to prohibit discrimination against women for any 

reason. Any notion that the law should recognise or tolerate intrinsic differences 

between men and women is rejected. 1 n the area of pregnancy, for example, equal 

treatment proponents require a '~oman to be treated in exactly the same manner as 

99 Townshend-Smith 22· 2~; Schmidt (cd) 41. 

l<Xl Jcwson and l\lason 315. 

IOI Dicey 193 explains legal equality as the uni\'crsal subjection lo one law administered by the 
ordinary courts. Curtin JIJ. 20 explains that: "Equality hcfnrc the law embrace< the 
Aristotelean concept that equal persons should be treated equally and unequals unequally .... 
Indeed such equality is sometimes derided as the emptiest of all ideals, signifying "the majestic 
equality that forbids the rich as well as the poor lo sleep under bridges and lo steal bread"." 
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a man who is subject to a temporary disability would he treated, with regard to time 

off work and disability benefits. They believe that special treatment emphasises the 

perception that issues such as child care and other family responsibilities are 

women's problem's rather than the concern of society as a wholc.t02 

Another feature of the liberal notion of equality is that it is individualistic. It pro

ceeds from the assumption that society is composed of autonomous individuals, in 

contrast to the group focus of the radical approach. It relies on individual initiation 

of complaints, utilisation of individual versus group remedies and the use of con

cepts which tend to reinforce stereotyped thinking.Un Because it deals with individ 

ual cases of discrimination, rather than structural inequality, its utility is limited. 

Furthermore, anti-discrimination laws which ensure equal treatment in accordance 

with the liberal view of equality are seen as assisting a minority of women -- those 

who conform to a male rnodet.HH 

Where the liberal notion is held that sexual equality is synonymous with equality of 

102 llasshcrg 223. The author explains the prohlcm in the following manner: "A corollary argu
ment is that lahcling crrlain concerns as "women's issues" denigrates the importance of these 
rnnccnis precisely because of their lahcl. Equal treatment proponents fear that i"ues such as 
the cnnnicl between parental responsibilities and work lik will not he adequately addressed by 
either cmploye1s or employees as long as they arc viewed as women's prohlcms." 

ltH Royd and Sheehy 2'11. One such concept is "hona fide occupational qtfalification", which is 
u'ually held lo jmtify dilferl'nlial treatment. Buth lhl' British and American systems permit a 
defence lo an alkgation of direct disuimination when sex is a hona fide occupational qualilica
tion. A hroad interpretation of the dcfenrl' would allow an employer to rely on stereotyped 
role di\'ision, for example, by allowing an employer to appoint only males whc-re it regards 
work inrnlving the rarrying of a firearm as too dangerous for females. A narrow interpretation 
would limit application of the defence to cases where physical attributes arc essential lo proper 
performance of a joh, for example, a male role in a film or play lo he played by a male actor. 
(The defence is discussed fully below in the context of both the British and American systems). 

104 Sheppard 212 explains that: "In practie11t tcnns, therefore, anti-discrimination laws often work 
to the advantage of a minority of women -- the "exrcptional" women (whol have proven that 
they can he SU<TC.'5ful in the male defined amt dominated world. For those women who fail lo 
achieve mate-ddined success. it hernmcs their fault rather than the system's. The blame-the
victim tendency continues subtly hut I'"""" fully." 
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opportunity, a distinction is drawn between need and merit. Legislative interven

tion, in the form of anti-discrimination legislation, 011 the basis of need is held to be 

justified. after which all employees compete equally on merit.105 Substantial 

emphasis is placed on merit, and distinctions on the hasis of merit are accepted as 

legitimate. f\lerit is <1ssumed to he objective and independent of an employee's sex. 

Criticism has been leveled <1t this approach for the emphasis which it allows to be 

placed on merit. The reason is that it overlooks the fact that characteristics 

encompassed hy the concept of merit may themselves he affected hy discrimination 

outside of the workplace. An example is educational achievement which has been 

affected by stereotyped views 011 gender. Another example is the evaluation of job 

performance which is likely to he influenced by factors to which men and women 

have unequal access, such as the ability lo work long hours, or the manifestation of a 

characteristic such as aggression which, by virtue of stereotyped conditioning, is 

usually considered to he masculine.106 

The radical ideology emphasises equality of result or outcome, as opposed to equal-

HIS O'Oono\'an aml S1ys1uak J stale 1ha1 1hc nnlion of cqualily which seems to underlie the 
United Kingdom kgislalion on sex diseriminalion and equal pay is equal opportunity. The 
While Paper which prccecded !he legislalinn staled the intention to "introduce cffcclive 
measures lo discourage discriminalory conducl and to promote genuine equalily or 
npporlunity for holh scxts. 

106 Townshend·Smilh 26. Powell and Bullerficld 395 ohser\'C that sex-role stereotypes have 
innuenecd individuals' standards and cvalualions of hcha\'iour. The belief that men and mas: 
culinc chararlcristi<:s arc more highly valued than women and feminine characteristics has 
been pcrvasi,·c. S1udics have found agrcemcnl by men and women on socially desirable char
actcrislics of adults as masculine; performance hy women has been evaluated less favourably 
than the same performance hy men; personal allrihutcs rated as highly important in upper 
managcmcnl levels were perceived as more likely to be found in men lhan women; male and 
female managers were found to agree on a masculine prolile of the successful manager (sec 
also 401- 40.1). Sheppard 213 explains: "The second way in which lhe demand for equal treat
ment inadvcrtanlly contribulcs lo the continued suhnrdination of women is by implicitly 
devaluinµ "kmalc-associalcd" skills, aclivilies, and values. Malc-dclined standards are left 
unchallenged; women simply claim an equal abili1y to conform to them. In the process of 
doing so, however, women's lradilional work and values are devalued. The "career woman• is 
viewed as superior lo the "housewife". Women arc thereby divided and victimi1alion takes 
deeper roots." 
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ity of opportunity. Proponents of the equality of outcome approach criticise equality 

of opportunity for being too procedural and too limited. The equal opportunities 

approach is criticised for assurning that the removal of barriers to competition by 

the creation of equal opportunities actually places women in a position to compete 

equally. "I he criticism against this assumption is that it fails to see persons in the 

context of their de fwto unequal situations and ignores prior inequality and its 

effects. The radical conception of equality, with its focus on equality of outcome or 

"equality of condition", 107 recognises that for legislation to succeed by eliminating 

discrimination based m1 an employee's sex, male and female employees must have 

an equal starting point. This means that there 1nust he no barriers regarding, for 

example, education, services 01 the labour market itself. Because such barriers do 

exist, differential treatment, which acco111111odatcs differences between the sexes is 

advocated. The idea is to create substantial equality as opposed to formal equal

ity.108 

Proponents of the radical notion of equality seek more from the law than equal 

treatment. They believe that sirnply to grant wornen identical rights to those 

enjoyed by men will not lead to equality between the sexes, because men have been 

dominant in the construction of the broader social fabric, and women would simply 

be admitted into an environment in the establishment of which they had little or no 

say.1'~1 True equality can he attained only if differing needs are taken into account, 

107 Sheppard 1%. 

108 ()"Donovan and Szy'7czak 4- 5. The authors explain: "Equal opportunity as a concept is 
criticised for being concerned merely to ensure thaI 1he rules of entry into competition are the 
same for all. Equality of outcome as a concept looks to the results of competition and then 
raises qucslions ahout lhc rules of enlry." Sec also Townshend-Smilh 21- 22. 

llN Ellis U. Sheppard 198 ohservcs lhal ··11ca1ing !hose who arc unequal in terms of their access 
lo power and resources as I hough they arc 1hc same nllows economic and social disparities lo 
persist, while an illusion of fairness is created." A similar view is expressed by Loutli 113: 
"Since in nearly every society, dass. or sodo-cconomic category women are al a relative dis
advanlagc to men when it comes to income, assets, education, information and political 
influence, sexually "neutral"" dcvclopmcnl policies have the effect, as numerous studucs have 
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and it is acknmdcdgcd that equal treatment is not necessarily synonymous with 

identical treatment. A distinction has been drawn between equal treatment and 

treatment as an equal and it has been observed that: 

~If trcatml·nt as an equal implies respect for others, avoidance of stereotypes and 
,·icwing thl' \\orld From another's point of 'i"'" then pluralism goes further than eiual 
lrcalmcnl. Fnr it allnws for differences in pchons, their situations, their nccds ... f l 

Reliance on a male model in the formulation of an anti-discrimination policy has 

been criticised in the following manner: 

"1\ hrndamental criticbm ol anti-di'\criminatinn law ... is its dependence on a concept 
of e<juality with a male norrn. Fc1uality ... con<Tals "the substantive way in which man 
ha,c:; hecomc the measure of all thing°'"· This critique is particularly pertinent in 
explaining the pc1si1,,tcncc ol lahour m:11kct (li~ac.hanlagc. \Vorking patterns in the 
lahour markl'l arc slrurtured ac.:cording lo the expectation that workers wilt work run
time for a nmtinuous period IHml schllol-kaving age to rctirrmcnl. ~fany important 
benefits now from conforming lo this patlcrn. including pay increments, seniority 
rights. training and pcnsior1 hcnclits; and any diversion from the pallcrn is heavily 
pcnalilcd in these rcspccls.·11 t 

shown. of \\.'cakcning their economic and soci;11 pusition within their group -- in other words of 
marginalising them." 

110 ()'Donovan ancl S1yS1c1ak 7. The distinct ion hclwcen equal treatment and treatment as an 
C<jUal was drawn hy Dworkin, who explained it as follows: "There arc two different sorts of 
rights ... Thc firs! is the righl lo equal trcatlllL'nl, which is the right to an equal distribution of 
snml" opportunity or resourc:c or burden. Every citi1cn, for example, has a right to an equal 
vote in a democracy; that is the.: nerve ul the Supreme Court's decision that one person must 
have one vote even if a dilfcrl'nl aml mure complex arrangement would heller ~crvc the collec
tive wclfa1c. The ~ccom.1 i'; lhr ri~ht lo lrcatmrnl as an equal, which is the righl, not to receive 
the same distrihution of some hurden or hcndil, hut to he trealcd with !he same respect and 
concern as cwryonc clsc .. .ln some rircumstanccs the right to lrcatmcnt as an equal will entail 
a right to equal treatment, hut nol, hy any means, in all circumstances" (227). 

111 Fredman 120. The author goes on to explain that: "The central assumption, then, is that 
domestic ancl family needs will he taken care of outside of the market. The paradigm worker 
is the married man whose wife works unpaicl in the home, at lea't for part of her time, looking 
aflcr children nr the elderly ancl doing clomcslic work. Equality based on a male norm may he 
useful for women who arc able to conform to the male norm. llowcvcr, although most women 
arc now under intense pressure to conlrihulc, either solely or partly, In the family income, 
women remain primarily rcsponsihlc for rhild-carc or housework. The resulting mismatch 
between existing structures of the market and practical demands on women has meant that the 
penalties for divergence from !he norm fall dispropnrlionatcly on women. Thus it is the male 
norm itself which functions as an obstacle lo the pro1\rcss of women. Legislation framed in 
terms of equality based on a male norm is therefore fundamenlally limited: it can assist the 



It is argued that men and women act differently in the work place, especially when 

placed in a position of leadership. This di\·jsion is not biological, hut arose because 

of role division in family responsibilities and the type of work performed outside of 

the home. I 12 Recognition of both male and female modes of operating in the work 

place is sought. Differential treatment in order to accommodate differences 

between the sexes is regarded as acceptable and necessary. An area in which this 

philosophy has been accq,ted in Europe, bu! not in the United States, is in respect 

of equal pay for work of equal value (and nut only for work which is the same or 

substantially similar). The reasoning underlying the proposition that jobs which are 

of ellual value to an employer should he remunerated equally is that occupational 

segregation is a common occurrence. Jobs which are typically performed by women 

(including part time work) arc remunerated at a lower rate than so-called men's 

jobs. The problem can he addressed properly only if employers are required to 

remunerate employees equally for work which is of equal value to them in terms of 

skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions. 

Special maternity benefits for female employees are also advocated. The idea is 

that pregnancy should not merely he accommodated in the same manner as any 

temporary physical disability would he, hut that it should receive special treatment 

because it is a condition which is unique. But it must be borne in mind that the 

balance between the protection of pregnancy as a special condition on the one hand, 

minority who arc ahlc lo conform. hut rannol n:ach or corrcd the structural underlying 
impediments" {t21). 

112 Fick 27- 2.'! refers to the approach of Belly Friedman in her hook 77re S1°e<111d Stage. Male and 
female modes or thought (termed Alpha and Bela nuH.lcs, respectively,) arc explained. The 
Alpha style is analytical, rational thinkin~ and relics on hierarchical relations or anthority. The 
Beta style, on the other hand, is hascd on "synthesi1ing, intuitive, <111alitative thinking and a 
contextual, relational power style" (28). 
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and undesirable stereotyping on the other, is a delicate one. The difficulty in finding 

the balance between special treatment and negative stereotyping has been summed 

up as follows: 

"One way lo O\Crcomc the fl:t\\.S in the conn:pl of equality is to use lcgislalion to pro
tect diffnrncc' hcl\\ccn !he sexes. However, ii is deceptively simple lo a"umc that 
equality and difference arc the only two conkndcrs for the field and that they are 
mutually cxdusive. There arc clearly situation' in "hich failure to acknowledge dir
fcrcnce could perpcluale disadvantage. On !he olhcr hand, permitting dilfcrenlial 
trcatmcnl may wcll lc!(itimalc slcrcolypcs and cnlrcnch women's disadvantage. Preg
nancy and malcrnity punidc a good illustration of the prohlcmatir dirhntomy or 
equality and difference. For example, a refusal lo accord special benefits to preg
nancy on lhl' gnrnnds thal such hem.:lits arc unavailable to men ignores difference al 
the cost of cntrent·hing <lisad\'antagc. llowcvcr, there is a line line l>clwt.·cn this and 
undesirable stereotyping. Thus giving rights in respect or child-care obligations to 
nwlhcrs rather than lo bolh parents pnpclualcs women's primary responsibility for 
child-care." I IJ 

Because both men and women are essential to the continuation of human life and 

society, the interests of both sexes should influence the formulation of the rules 

upon which thal society operates. Traditional and stereotyped gender roles should 

113 Fredman 12(1. The author rek1 s lo European Economic Co111muni1y law in order to illustrate 
the problem: "On which side of lhc line docs EC law fall? Directive 7<1/207 (equal treatment) 
contains two express dcrogalions. Firstly, lhe Directive is "without prejudice to provisions con
cerning the protection of women, particularly as regards pregnancy and maternity". Secondly, 
mcmher Slales arc enlilkd lo exclude from the principle occupalional activities for which the 
"sex of the worker ronstilutcs a determining factor". The ca,c-law rcflcrts the complexity or 
the dicholnmy .... In llof111a1111, a falher was refused l'nlillcmcnt lo Slate maternity benefits, 
dcspile the fact that he had laken unpaid leave lo look after the children while the mother 
wmked. The ECJ held 1ha1 1his fell wilhin lhe exception for pregnancy and maternity. The 
father had a11~11cd 1ha11hc derog:llion only applied to a slriclly biological condition; it could 
not be said thal the molher was "nalurally" heller equipped to care for the children. However, 
the Court held that the derogation wenl fur1hcr, to include protcclion or the "special relation
ship" hetwccn the mother and child after the hirlh. The judgment stated emphatically that the 
Equal Treatment Directive was nol designed lo selllc questions concerned with the organi7.a
tion or the family or to alter the division of responsibility between parents. It was therefore 
held to he lcgilimate lo reserve malernity kave lo mothers. Yet this perpetuates both 
slereolypcs and disadvanlage. By making parc111al leave linancially viable to women only, laws 
of the sort in question in lloff111a1111 encourage women to stay at home with children during the 
early months al leas!, while men continue with their uninterrupted careers. This in turn leads 
to more emphasis being placed on the fa1her's rnreer while the mother's inevitably slows 
down. Moreover, the empha,is on a woman's special relationship with her child has WOrl'}ing 
assoriations wilh the nolion lhc women's child-care ohligations arc "natural" and unchange
able" (127). 
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be replaced hy an environment in which either sex can be expected to play a role in 

child-rearing, family life and outside employment. But certain existing truisms can

not he ignored. The first point is that sex differentiation, unlike race differentiation, 

cannot in all practicality be eliminated entirely. An example is the cultural expecta

tion of privacy which demands that men and women be segregated hy the provision 

of separate facilities. A second point is that discrimination outside of the employ

ment situation, such as education and social structures, and past discrimination, 

which have resulted in occupational segregation he tween men's and women's jobs, 

cannot be overlooked. There are also generally held opinions concerning women's 

qualities as employees. It is accepted that women have less physical strength and 

stamina than men, that they are absent from work more frequently, and that they 

are less interested in training opportunities and promotion. It is also assumed that 

they are better qualified for certain jobs, such as those involving care of others. 

These stereotypes, which are largely the result of past discrimination and factors 

outside of the employment sphere, must be eliminated. Thirdly, the irreversible dif

ference between men and women, namely, that women must bear children cannot 

be overlooked. A notion of equality which recognises and accommodates these dif

ferences is therefore postulated. The aim of anti-discriminatory legislation should 

be to eliminate both direct and indirect discrimination in the workplace, by means 

of affirmative action where necessary, and also to recognise and accommodate the 

irreversible differences of pregnancy and child-hearing. The following standard 

appears to be apposite: 

Implementation of a new employment policy is unacreptahlc if it serves In reinforce 
gc11drr st1'Teotrpi11g among employers and employees. Reinforcement of these 
stereotypes includes maintaining a rigid separation between what is traditionally con
sidered public and private spheres of life, thereby ignoring the impact nn the work 
environment of societal gender roles outside the workplace. Furthermore, a new 
policy which challenges gender stereotypes is preferred over one which docs not:l 14 

114 llassherg 235. 
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D The Role or the Law 

There arc many reasons for the development of gender inequality and discrimina

tion, which may depend on political, economic, social or cultural differences. Dut 

discrimination is never more prevalent than when sant·tioned hy law. That occurs 

when women are accorded an inferior status by the law.115 In this regard it should 

he borne in mind that the position of won1e11 in the labour market is subject not only 

to the provisions of labour legislation hut is also affected directly and indirectly by 

civil law generally. A country's policy regarding women and the family is therefore 

significant. Just as discrimination is prevalent when sanctioned by law, law can be 

an effective instrument in combating discrimination against women and ensuring 

equality.I Hi II has been said that the traditional approach of society to the status of 

women varies from one of outright oppression to one of disguised oppression, with a 

myriad of approaches in between, which vary in degree but not in suhstance.117 Law 

reform, while not a "panacea for all problems plaguing women", is viewed as a useful 

starting point for remedying inequality because equality before the law is an essen-

115 Sipila 10. The author points oul that munerous stutli<·s which have attempted to identify the 
rause' of inequality, have revealed that "one of the hasic causes is women's inferior status 
under the law." 

116 Ivanov :\69 notes that while other inslrumcnls, such as collective agreements, arc useful lhc use 
of lqtislation as a deterrent and a means of coe1cion is widely recognised. The inlernalional 
rcgulalicm of lahour also plays a signilicant role in com balling discrimination against women. 

117 Lee 4. As examples of outright anti disguised oppression, the author quotes from two sources. 
lie says: "The lirst is perhaps hcsl expressed in Mao's "Report on an lnvcsligalion of the 
Peasant Movement in llunan", in which he said: A man in China is usually subjected to the 
domination of three systems of authority (political authority, clan authority and religious 
aulhority) .... As for won1<·n, in addition lo heing dominated by these three systems of authority, 
they arc al"' dominated hy the mrn (the authority of the husband). The~ four authorities -
political, clan, religious and masculine - arc the cmhmli111cnt of the whole feudal-patriarchal 
system, and arc the four thick ropes hinding the Chinese people, particularly the peasant. . ." 
Disguised oppression" is lypilicd hy the following passage concerning women's rights in the 
United States: The law ... has done lilllc hut perpetuate the myth of the helpless female best 
kept on her pedestal. In truth. however, the pedestal is a cage bound hy a constricting system 
and hemmed in hy layers of archaic and anti-feminist laws." 
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tial condition for the redress of those prohlcms.118 Law and policy are inseparable, 

and the former must reflect the latter. /\policy of sexual equality must be trans

lated into cnforceahle laws, without which the policy would remain ineffectual. 

Radical feminists ha\'e questioned the ability of law to combat discrimination 

against female employees. ·1 heir argu111cnt is that anti-discrimination legislation 

alone is ineffectual in the absence of a feminist jurisprudence. The argument can he 

summed up as follows: 

"A feminist perspcrlivc on labour hm: mu"t hcµin hy 1ccognising that pnwL"r relations 
in the '"·orkplacc rclkct not ju"t the t·onllirl hcl\H'Cll capital and lahnur hut also 
patriarchal allitutlcs and praniccs. It is this insight which justifies the pursuit of a 
spccifil·all~ fcmini~t arproarh IP labour Jaw and lahour relations, an approach which 
takes \\OJ11•.~11 \\1Hkcrs as it\ 'lat tin~ point ;ind redefine'\ the terrain of l;1hour b.w, lo 
t~1kc arcount of their partinalar intc1 est~ ... IP> 

The aim of legal reformists gC'nerally has been to develop legal strategies to bring 

ahout social change in order to improve the position of women in education, mar

riage, politics and employment. But the "paucity of gains" for women arising out of 

law reform has led to the effectiveness thereof being questioned. t20 The dominant 

male role in the construction of the broader social and legal fabric is seen as one 

re:t~on for the de facto inadequacy of anti-discrimination laws. Currently, in respect 

of employment and labour law it has been observed: 

I t8 Lee 5. 

11 '1 Con;ighan .18')- 390. 

120 Smart ttN, I t4. In the I lnited Kingdom, for example, ohstaclcs in the way of actual gains for 
female employees include the compkxity of equal pay legislation; a lack of support for 
womcn·s claim' and interests hy trade unions; and the rise of mass unemployment which has 
had the effect ,,f reinforcing joh segregation. 'I he need for pregnancy and maternity rights has 
also hcen seen by women, faced with the crnsion of these rights, as more important than equal 
pay. 
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.. Scanning the popular tcxthouks, browsing thrnuv,h the maino;trcam law journals I find 
little lo convince me that women ;.11c in anv way visible in labour law c"rrpt in a few 
"recognised" areas i.e. sex <lisnimination I;:;\\\ c:~1ual pay legislation and the maternity 
rrovisions. These arc~1s ap~1rt, Llhnur la\\· is a world made up of full-time male hrcad
winne" nnd the kgal rules reflect this conception of the worker. Moreover the 
modrls labour b\\')t'tc; employ tn analyse and c\'aluatc the rules arc generally htind in 
that they fail to recognise Chat lor men and women experiences of work and the work
place may he very different. 

As a result 1hc patticular nature of women's oppression in the productiPn process is 
not re,·calcd, and lahour law, hy rendering womc•1 invisible legitimates patriarchal 
conceptions of work and workcrs."121 

The limits of legal reform are the result of social and economic factors and also the 

structure of the law itself. Law cannot be separated from politics, morals and other 

human activities. It is an "integral part of the web of social life".122 The argument 

of those seeking to develop a feminine jurisprudence has therefore been for a shift 

from the emphasi.~ which has been placed on the content of laws and the method of 

implementation, towards a concern for the form of law within society as a whole. 

The current form of law is cri1idsed because it operates on a so-called male model, 

judging equality hy comparing women to men. II has been said that "women cannot 

expect help from a legal system that sees and treats women the way men see and 

treat women."IH The argument is: 

• ... it is not so murh that laws must he chanf(l'd; it is patriarchy that must he changed. 
Actions taken within thr legal system rnnnot hy themselves eliminate patriarchy, 
which is a pervasive social phl'nomcnon. Because law is one, hut only one, locus of 
male supremacy, le~al cflorls lo end \\'nmcn's suhordinatc status <:annol cfkctively 
challenge or cripple p:tlriarchy unless they arc taken in the context of broader eco
nomic, sorial and cultural chani;cs:l24 

121 Conaghan 377. 

122 Olsen 211. 

12.l Smart I 22. 

124 Polan 301- 302. 
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13ut legislation does have an i111portant role to play in introducing the conditions 

under which changes can occur. and the failure to regulate an issue by means of 

legislation is likely tu lead to that issue being seen as an insignificant one. Impor

tant activities in society arc regulated by law. Therefore the absence of legal regula

tion implies that the particular issue is not impo1 tant enough to merit regulation.125 

The significance of law as a tool to assist in bringing about equality in employment 

was recognised hy the \Viehahn Commission. The commission expressed the 

opinion that although the success of policies aimed at anti-discrimination and equal

ity did not lie solely within the prm is ions of constitutions, laws, regulations and the 

powers of courts, those provisions did constitute a "clear-cut and impressive state

ment of the national will, the importance of which [could) not easily be over

stated".126 

While profound social, economic and cultural changes are necessary for true equal

ity, anti-discrimination legislation, which is adequately drafted and interpreted, is an 

essential starting point for equality in employment. The following response of the 

law to inequality on the basis of sex has been suggested: 

~rradilional law reform can change 1hc fornrnl languagc of power and offer particular 
individuals remedies against inequ:dily. Attempt in,; to expose the 1horou1~hly gen
dered nalurc of the lqial sys1cm and balance it with olhcr perspectives can alter a 
mnnolilhic conception ol inequality. And umlerstandinA the relations of power and 
suhordination endorsed hy !he law can suggest tnethmls of reform that do not fall into 
the same llap.-127 

125 Olsen 207. To dcmonstrale the point the au1hor cites the tendency of the law lo be ahscnt 
from the domestic sphere - this leaves wives without a remedy against domination hy their hus
hands, while on an ideological level it devalues women. 

126 Part 5 of the Rcpmt of 1/1e Co111111i.uio11 of /11q11it)' i1110 l.abo11r Lcgislatio11. The report also 
recognises thal a "general sorial policy of non-discrimination and equality should form part of 
an overriding polity permeating ... everyday life and society" (paragraph 4.t27.6 of the commis
sion's report). 

127 Charlesworth 71. 
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When drafting such legislation it must be remembered that female employees may 

not always participate on a par with their male counterparts, as their employment 

will probahly be interrupted for child-hearing. 13ut periodic interruptions and ste

reotyped perceptions of female employees should nut be allowed to lead to 

inadequate employment protection, anJ placement in low wage earning occupa

tions. Equality must be sought, inter alia, through drafting equal employment laws 

which are capable of being applied to prevent discrimination against female employ

ees and which accommodate differences resulting from education and the structure 

of the broader legal framework, including labour law, family law and tax law. The 

rights contained in the anti-discrimination laws must he capable of being exercised 

effectively. Effective exercise relates both to the method of enforcement and the 

remedies which ensure that the laws serve as a deterrent to discrimination by 

employers. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

A Introduction 

International regulation plays a significant role in combating discrimination against 

female employees.I Efforts by the United Nations and its specialised agencies, the 

International Labour Organisation and the United Nations Education Scientific and 

Cultural Organisation, have yielded results in many policy issues pertaining to the 

social and economic position of women. Significant international instruments which 

have a hearing on equality in employment include the United Nations Charter, the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Eco

nomic, Social and Cultural Rights adopted by the United Nations, as well as various 

international norms drawn up by the International Labour Organisation, including 

the Equal Remuneration Convention No 100 of 1951 and the Discrimination 

(Employment and Occupation) Convention No 111 of 1958. The conventions, which 

have been widely ratified, provide a general framework for national anti

discrimination legislation. On a more regional level, in Europe, instruments of the 

European Economic Community have affected equal treatment laws of member 

states. Of importance are Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, the Equal Pay Direc

tive 1975, the Equal Treatment Directive 1976 and the two Social Security Direc

tives of 1979 and 1986. 

Vogcl-l'olsky :1 explains: "lnlcrnalional law has made an imporlant and decisive conlril>ulion 
lowar<ls lhc climinalion of all forms of discriminalion in cmplnymcnl. lntcrnalional instru
ments rccngni1cd basic social rights long hcforc similar recognition was accorded al national 
levels. especially in lhe areas of race and sex discrimination. Addi1ionally, various intcrna
lional agencies have prnmpled the search for a means of cffccling cqualily in !he enjoyment of 
human ri!(hls. Niltional lcgislalurcs have acknowledged these views as compulsory interna
lional nor111s." 
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In this discussion instruments of the United Nations will be referred to in order to 

illustrate the general policy of that organisation regarding gender equality. Conven

tions and recommendations of the International Labour Organisation which deal 

specifically with equality in the employment arena, and their effect on national laws, 

are discussed. The contents of the European Economic Community instruments 

dealing with equal treatment in employment are also discussed. They have had a 

significant effect on the national law of member states, which are required to align 

national law with the principles contained in the instruments.2 

B The United Nations (UN) 

I United Natiom Chatter 

The most widely ratified agreement which refers specifically to the rights of women 

is the United Nations Charter.3 The charter does not contain a list of fundamental 

human rights and freedoms, but introduces the principle of respect for basic human 

rights.4 The provisions dealing with the rights of women are formulated broadly. 

The preamble to the charter reaffirms the faith of its members in fundamental 

human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, and in equal rights of 

men and women. In terms of the charter, one of the aims of the UN is to promote 

and encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all 

without any distinction as to sex.5 All members pledge to take the necessary action 

2 Instruments of the United Nation., discus.,ed hclow arc reproduced in Lillich; conventions and 
recommendations of the International Lahour Organisation up to 1981 arc reproduced in 
l1Jtcr11atio11al Lal>mtr Co1n•r11timu a11tl R<•cn1111nc11dalio1u; directives of the European Eco
nomic Community arc reproduced in Mccrudden (ed) 217- 2J4. 

3 The charier was signed on 26 June 1'l45 and entered into force on 24 October 1945. It hns 
hccn ratified hy approximately 159 slates ( llalhcrslam and Odcis 19). 

4 Daes 3 paragraph 29. 

5 Article I and article 56. 
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to achieve this airn,6 and the General Assembly of the UN is directed to initiate 

stmlies and make recommendations to assist in the realisation thcreof.1 

2 U11ivenal Declaratio11 of /111111a11 RightsR 

The declaration deals with a broad spectrum or human rights.9 In terms of the 

declaration all human beings are horn free and equal in dignity and rights.10 Every

one is entitled to the rights and freedoms set out in the declaration without any dis

tinction as to sex. I I In the thirty articles of the declaration, economic rights are 

among the many enumerated. In this regard it is stated that everyone has the right 

to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work 

and to protection against unemployment. Further, everyone has the right to equal 

pay for equal work. As its name implies, the declaration does not purport to be law, 

but sets out an ideal towards which society and the individuals therein should strive. 

The belief of the General Assembly of the UN, that human rights should he 

encompassed in a document which would have the force of law, led to the adoption 

in 1966 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Interna

tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 12 The latter covenant is 

6 Article 51>. 

7 Article n. 

8 Adopted and proclaimed hy the UN Cicncral Assembly on 10 Dccemhcr 19.tR 

9 The dccl;iralion is a comprchcn.,ivc document, with its eight paragraph prcaml>le and thirty 
articles. It has hccn ohscrvcd that if each right implicit !herein were to be itemised, the list 
would run inlo a few hundred distinguishable rights (Ziskind U2). 

10 Article I. 

11 Article 2. Other grounds of distinction which arc regarded a.s impermissible include race, 
colour, language, religion, political <lr other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth 
or other status. 

12 Dacs 5 paragraphs 44- 47. 
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of relevance here. 

3 flltema1io11a/ Cove11a111 011 Eco110111ic, Social anti Cultural Riglr/J 13 

The covenant is a diarter of basic rights in the economil", social and cultural area~. 

The parties recognise, inter alia, the right to work, which includes the right to be 

allowed to choose and accept work freely, 14 and the right to just and favourable con

ditions of work. t5 Two provisions are particularly significant to women's rights. 

One is the general provision which requires party states to undertake to ensure the 

equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural 

rights set out in the covenant, 16 and to guarantee that the rights will be exercised 

without any discrimination as to sex.11 The other is the provision dealing with 

wages, which requires equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinc

tion of any kind, and with women in particular being guaranteed conditions of work 

which are not inferior to those enjoyed by mcn.18 

13 Adopted and opl·ncd fur signature, rntilication and accc,,ion on 16 Dcccmhcr 1%6; entered 
into lorcc on:\ January 1976 in accnr<lancc with article 27. 

14 Article 6. 

15 Article 7. 

16 Article 3. 

17 Article 2(2). Other impcrmi.~'il>lc ground' inchulc race, coh,ur, language, religion, political or 
other opinion, nalional or social origin. prupcrly, hirth or other status. 

18 Article 7(a). 
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4 Declaratio11 011 tire Elimi11atio11 of Discrimi11atio11 Against U-0111e1119 and Co11ve11tio11 

011 the Eli111i11atio11 of All fonm of Discri111i11atio11 Against Women20 

The declaration notes that, despite the principle of non-discrimination contained in 

the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of I luman Rights and vari

ous other instruments of the United Nations and its specialised agencies, discrimina

tion against women continues. It states the necessity of ensuring the universal 

recognition in law and in fact of the principle of equality of men and women, and 

proclaims discrimination against women fundamentally unjust and an offence 

against human dignity.21 A broad range of rights including political, economic, 

educational, social and cultural rights is encompassed in the declaration. In the eco

nomic and social field equal rights are to be accorded to married and unmarried 

women and men, including the right to work, to free choice of profession and 

employment and to advancement therein, and to equality of treatment and equal 

remuneration for work of equal value.22 In order to prevent discrimination against 

women on the grounds of marriage or maternity, and to ensure their effective right 

to work, measures are necessary to prevent their dismissal in the event of marriage 

or maternity and to provide paid maternity leave, with the guarantee of returning to 

former employment. Social services, including child-care facilities are also neces

sary.n 

t9 Proclaimed hy lhc Cicncral Asscmhly of lhc UN on I Novcmhcr 1%7. 

20 Adnplcd and opened for si!!nalurc, ralifirnlion and accession hy the UN (icncral Asscmhly on 
18 Dcccmhcr 1'179; cnlcrcd inlo force on .l Scplcmbcr 198 t in accordance with article 27. 

21 Arliclc I. 

22 Arliclc 10(1). 

23 Article 10(2). 
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The aim of the convention is to implement the principles contained in the declara

tion. The convention is comprehensive and has been referred to as a "Women's Bill 

of Rights".24 Unlike the declaration which is a statement of policy and is not legally 

binding, provisions of the convention become binding on states which ratify it.25 

The convention defines the term "discrimination against women" as: 

-any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the ha,is or sex which has the effect 
or purJ""c or impairing or nullilying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise hy 
wnmcn, irrespective of their marital slatus, on a basis of equality of men and women, 
or humnn right~ and fumlamcnlal freedoms in the polilical, economic, social, cuhural, 
civil or any other fielJ.-26 

State parties arc directed to take <tll appropriate measures to eliminate discrimina

tion against women in the field of employment, and to ensure equal rights for men 

and women. Specific rights enumerated include the right to work; the right to the 

same employment opportunities; the right to free choice of profession and employ

ment, to promotion and job security, and to vocational training and retraining; and 

the right to equ;1l remuneration including benefits and to equal treatment for work 

of equal value.27 It is thus apparent that discrimination generally, as well as equality 

in employment, are formulated broadly to encompass virtually every possibility. 

In order to prevent discrimination on the grounds of marriage or maternity, thereby 

ensuring the effective right to work, state parties are directed to prohibit, subject to 

the imposition of sanctions, dismissal on the grounds of marital status, pregnancy or 

24 (iuggenhcim 244. 

25 Sipila .18. The convention has hccn ratified hy approximately 64 slates (llalhcrslam and 
Ddcis .12). 

26 Article I. 

27 Article 11(1). 
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maternity leave. Female employees are to be granted maternity leave with pay or 

comparable social benefits without loss of seniority. Supporting social services, 

especially a network of child-care facilities, are to be established to enable parents 

to combine family obligations with work responsibilities and participation in public 

life.2R The biological child-bearing role of women is thus recognised, as is the need 

for a support network in respect of child-rearing, in order to allow female employees 

to participate on an equal footing with their male counterparts. 

The convention states that all state parties are to pursue a policy of eliminating dis

crimination against women and are to embody the principle of equality in their 

national constitutions or national legislation.29 They are to adopt appropriate legis

lative and other measures including sanctions.JO States are to establish legal pro

tection of women's rights and to ensure effective protection of women against any 

form of discrimination through competent national tribunals or other public institu

tions.JI Existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute dis

crimination against women are to be abolished or modified by any means suitable.32 

States are thus to translate the policy of non-discrimination and equality into 

enforceable laws, reinforced by legal sanctions where necessary. Discriminatory 

practices must be modified in order to bring about actual equality, and competent 

tribunals are to monitor the situation. 

The adoption of special measures aimed at accelerating actual equality between 

28 Article 11 (2). 

29 Article 2(a). 

30 Article 2(h). 

31 Article 2(c). 

32 Art idc 2( f). 
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men and women is not viewed as discrimination as defined in the convention. But 

unequal standards are not to be maintained when the objectives of equality of 

opportunity and treatment have been met.33 The need for affirmative action to 

remedy the effects of past discrimination is thus recognised, provided that such 

action is temporary in nature, and is abandoned once its aims have been met.34 

5 Co11cl11di11g Remarks 

It has been said that employment equality for men and women is linked to a recog

nition of their right to work, and that equality begins with a recognition of their 

equal right to work.35 This right is embodied in the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women. 

The UN has recognised that despite the existence of international instruments such 

as those referred to above, profound changes are still necessary to ensure that 

women's employment dues not remain concentrated in areas characterised by lower 

skills, lower wages and minimum job security. It estimates that while women's 

labour input in the formal and informal sectors will surpass that of men by the year 

2000, they will continue lo receive a smaller share of the world's assets and 

income.y, One of the fundamental obstacles to equality in employment is the actual 

33 Artidc 4. 

34 Vogd-l'nlskv 5 explains th;it: "This is the first clear statement ever made in an international 
and universally applicable legal instrument declaring that positive action neither constitutes 
discrimination nor dcrngates from the principle or equality (provided that the measures 
adopted arc temporary and arc aiml'<l al correcting inequality where it has actually occurred)." 

35 Ivanov .'7.1. 

36 Report of the World Confncncc 12. 
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difference in status of men and women as a result of social, political, economic and 

cultural factors. Measures which directly affect female employees and their 

employers are necessary, as well as measures which are designed to make society as 

a whole less obstructive.37 Equality of male and female employees in accordance 

with the principles out lined in the above documents thus requires, first, equality 

before the law in every aspect of their lives. Secondly, institutions must be estab

lished to monitor the de facto situation and assist in removing all discrimination. 

Thirdly, obstacles in the way of equality, including stereotypes, perceptions and atti

tudes must be eradicated, not only hy means of legislation, but also by means of a 

comprehensive campaign to educate the population.38 

The UN has urged all governments which have not yet done so to sign the above 

instruments and to ensure that national legislation is brought in line with the princi

ples contained therein. It has observed that human rights and freedoms in general 

gain greater significance when included in a national constitution which is the pri

mary source of law in a particular country.39 It has also observed that while human 

rights and freedoms may he protected at national level by constitutions ar:id laws, 

their existence truly depends on the way in which those constitutions and laws are 

administered.411 De jure equality does not guarantee de facto equality. 

J7 Report of the World Conference 17. 

38 Rcpmt oft he World Conference 19. 

39 Dacs 172 paragraphs 917. 920. 

411 Dacs HI paragraph 524. 
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C The lnternationnl Labour Organisation (ILO) 

The ILO, like the League of Nations (later called the United Nations), was estab

lished in 1919 in terms of the Treaty of Versailles.41 Part XIII of the Treaty con

tained the constitution of the ILO. The principles and purposes of the ILO were 

restated in 1944 in the Declaration Concerning the Aims and Purposes of the Inter

national Organisation, which was adopted by the General Conference of the ILO in 

Philadelphia. In 1946 the Declaration of Philadelphia, as it is generally referred to, 

was embodied in the constitution of the lLO. 

The preamble to the constitution of the ILO states that universal and lasting peace 

can be established only if based upon social justice. It is acknowledged that while 

unfair labour conditions involving injustice, hardship and privation to large numbers 

of people do exist, those conditions may be improved by the use of various measures 

to raise employment standards. One strategy which is specifically mentioned in the 

preamble is the recognition of the principle of equal remuneration. The Declara

tion of Philadelphia, referring to the principle that lasting peace can be established 

only if it is based on social justice, affirms that all human beings irrespective of sex 

have the right to pursue their material well-being and their spiritual development in 

conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity.42 

The necessity of making provision for child welfare and maternity protection are 

also recognised.4J 

41 For the steps leading to the eslahlishmcnl of the ILO, sec /111emotio110/ Labour Sto11dord.r 3· 7; 
Johnston 5· 15. 

42 Paragraph ll(a). The declaration also refers to the grounds of race and creed. Daes 3 para
graph 27 slates that this principle affirms the welfare of the individual in society as being of 
primary importance. 

43 Paragraph lll(h). 
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Equality of opportunity and treatment have been the subject of various conventions 

and recommendations of the ILO. Two of these conventions provide a general 

framework for anti-discriminatory legislation which has been adopted by countries 

that have ratified the instruments. They are the Convention Concerning Equal 

Remuneration for Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value No 100 of 

1951, and the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention No 111 of 

1958.44 The ILO's concern for equality of opportunity and treatment of male and 

female employees is also evident from the Declaration on Equality of Opportunity 

and Treatment for Women Workers, adopted by the International Labour Con

ference at its 60th session in 1975. The importance of this declaration was recalled 

in 1985 by the Resolution on Equal Opportunities and Equal treatment for Men and 

Women in Employment. An ILO Plan of Action on Equality of Opportunity and 

Treatment of Men and Women in Employment was adopted by the Governing Body 

in 1987 to give effect to the resolution.45 

Before considering the provisions of the above conventions in more detail, it is 

apposite to give a brief explanation of the structure of the ILO and the manner in 

which international labour conventions are adopted and monitored. 

44 Other ILO instruments in the field of equality include the Equality of Treatment (Social 
Security) Convention No 118 of 1%2; the Minimum Age Convention No 138 of 197.\ and 
Recommendation No 146 of 197}; the Paid Educational Leave Convention No 140 of 1974 and 
Recommendali<m No 148 of 1974; the Rural Workers Organisations Convention No 141 of 
1975 .1nd Rccnmmrndation No 149 of 1'175; the lluman Resources Ocvclopmenl Convention 
No 142 of 1975 and Recommendation No 150 of 1975; the Migrant Workers Convention No 
143 of 1975 and Recommendation No 151of1975; the Lahour Relations (Puhlic ScT\ice) Con
vention No 151 of 1978; the Older Workers Recommendation No 1!>2 of 1'180: the Workers 
with Family Responsihitities Convention No 156 of 1981 and Recommendation No 165 of 
1'181; the Termination of Employment Recommend:ition No 119 of l'l63 and Recommenda
tion No If><> of 1'>82 and Convention No 158 of 191!2; the Vocational Rchahilitation and 
Employment (Disahlcd Persons) Convention No 159 of 1983; and the Employment Policy 
(Supplementary Provisions) Recommendation No 169 of 1984. 

45 Equality i11 Emf'loymnll 011d 0ffll/mtimr 5. South Africa ceased lo he a memher of the ILO on 
11 March 19(>6, and has nnl ratified either of the conventions referred lo (Eq110/iry in Employ
ment and <krnf'atio11 6), 
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1 Stmcture 

The ILO is composed of three bodies. They are the International Labour Con

ference, which is a general assembly which meets every year; the Governing Body, 

which is the executive council: and a permanent secretariat, the International 

Labour Office.46 

The International Lahour Conference is the principal organ of the ILO. It frames 

and adopts conventions and recommendations, decides on the admission of new 

member states,47 elects the Governing Body and adopts the lLO's budget.48 The 

Conference is attended hy member states of the ILO, which each appoint two 

government delegates, one employers' delegate and one employees' delegate, 

together with advisers.49 

The Governing Body is the executive council of the lLO and is elected every three 

years at the conference. It meets three times a year and is responsible for co

ordinating all the activities of the ILO and for convening the various meetings. It 

examines the conclusions reached at meetings and decides what effect should be 

given to them. Finally, it has important financial and administrative functions and 

also directs the nctivities of the International Labour Office.50 

4<i lntcmatimia/ Labour Sta11dartls 7. 

47 Except in the case of automatic admission of members of the UN. 

48 lntmiatimwl Labour Standards IO; Valt icos 36. 

49 Joyce 114'>; Valticos 35. 

50 Valticus 36. /11tmwtio11a/ Labour Sta11dards 8 states that the Governing Body is, "so to speak, 
the hub of the wheel around which all IL() activities revolve". 
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The functions of the International Labour Office in Geneva, which is the permanent 

secretariat of the ILO, include the technical preparation of work of the Interna

tional Labour Conference and of the Governing Body and the collection and pub

lication of information on labour problems.SI Regarding the adoption of interna

tional labour standards, the office prepares the reports on the various items on the 

agenda of the International LA'lbour Conference.52 

2 Procedure for //re Adoption of /11tematio11al Labour Co11ve111iom 

The procedure for the adoption of conventions and recommendations hy the ILO 

involves two stages. These are, first, the inclusion thereof as an item on the agenda 

of the International Labour Conference and, secondly, discussion and adoption 

thereof by the Conference.53 The decision to include the adoption of a convention 

or a recommendation as an item on the agenda of the Conference is normally taken 

by the Governing Dody of the ILO in the light of proposals submitted by the 

Director-General of the International Labour Office. The Governing Body must 

also consider suggestions made by governments or by representative organisations 

of employers and employees or by any public international organisation. The Con

ference may also decide itself, by a majority of two thirds, to place an item on the 

agenda of the next Conference. The proposed convention or recommendation is 

then discussed at two consecutive annual sessions of the Conference. A majority of 

two thirds of the votes of the delegates attending the Conference is required for 

adoption. 

51 The functions of the International Lahour Office arc described in general terms by the article 
10 of the constitution of the ILO. 

52 /111ematio11a/ Labour Sta11dard.1 R; Valticos 37. 

53 For a discussion of the adoption of the adoption procedure, sec Valticos 46- 4R. 
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3 111e Bi11di11g Nature of lntematio11al Labour Co11ve11tio11S 

International labour conventions are treaties by which states accept obligations 

toward each other and towards the IL054 and are legally binding on a member state 

only when ratified hy the government of the state concerned.55 International labour 

conventions differ from recommendations in that conventions are designed to create 

international obligations for the states which ratify them, while recommendations 

are designed merely to provide guidelines for governmental action.SI'' 

Countries that have not ratified a convention are nevertheless bound under the con-

stitution of the ILO to supply reports, as requested by the Governing Body, indicat

ing the position in their law regarding matters dealt with in the convention, showing 

the extent to which effect has been given to the provisions of the convention and 

stating difficulties which prevent or delay its ratification.57 This procedure is a 

method of supervising the extent to which states do in foci recognise and apply the 

principles referred to in the constitution and defined in the conventions. 

4 Supervision of the Implementation of lntematio11a/ Labour Standard~ 

Quasi judicial bodies supervise the implementation of international labour 

54 Vahico' 45 rcfe" to the <(llC,linn of whether convention' arc of a wnlrnclual or a lrgi<l:1live 
nalurc, anll concludes that inlcrnational labour cc1nvcnlion~ represent a etlmprornisc between 
the notions of contract-making treaties anti law-making treaties. 

55 Joyce t 149; Vahirns 45. 

56 Vahicos 44. II is noted in /111cmatimwl Lal>mtr Sta11dartl' 25 that ii is essentially due to this 
distinction that employees" dclc~ales In the International L:1hour Conference often prc5' for 
the adoption of a convention, while employers' delegates arc more in favour of recommenda
tions. 

57 Joyce 1 l·N; flltcmatim10/ Labo11r Standard.t 47- 48. 
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standards. A body of case law has been built up as they have had to reach conclu

sions regarding the precise scope and meaning of ILO conventions.58 The main 

supervisory body, from a legal point of view, is the Committee of Experts on the 

Application of Conventions and Recommendations. It is composed of competent 

experts who arc independent of governments. They are appointed in their personal 

capacity by the Governing Uody on the proposal of the Director General of the 

International Labour Office.59 The function of the Committee of Experts comprises 

three aspects, namely, the examination of governments' reports on the situation in 

national law and practice regarding unratifie<l conventions and recommendations, 

the examination of governments' reports on the application of ratified conventions, 

and the examination of information supplied by governments regarding the submis

sion of newly adopted conventions and recommendations to the competent author

ities.60 The aim is to ensure the observance by governments of their obligations in 

the above respects.<>! 

The above is a brief exposition of the structure of the ILO and the procedure 

regarding implementation and supervision of international labour standards. The 

provisions of the Equal Remuneration Convention and the Discrimination (Employ

ment and Occupation) Convention will now be examined in more detail, particularly 

the substantive provisions thereof. 

5!! Valticos61. 

59 Vallicos 2·10. A second supervisory l>ody, 1hc Commillcc on lhc Applicalion of Conventions 
and Rccnmmcndalions is sci up l>y the lnlcrnalional Lal>our Conference nl each of ils annual 
sessions. It consists or rcprcscnlalivcs or govcrnmcnls and of nalional organisations of 
employers and employees. for a more detailed discussion of this commiucc, see Vahieos 242. 

W /11tenwtimwl 1-ahour Stm1tlurd.1 56· 57. 

f.t for a gcnnal discussion on lhc cslablishmcnl and opcralion of 1hc Commillcc of Experls, see 
Johnslon 99- HH. 
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5 Equal Remuneration Convention No JOO of 1951 and Rccommendatio11 No 90 of 

1951 

Only one ground of discrimination falls within the ambit of the E4ual Remuneration 

Convention62, namely, an employee's sex. It provides for equal remuneration for 

work of equal value hy male and female employees.63 Each member state of the 

ILO is directed to promote and ensure the application to all workers of the principle 

of equal remuneration for men and women workers for work of equal value.M It is 

apparent from this provision that the convention does not limit equal pay to cases 

where the same or similar work is being performed by male and female employees. 

Instead, the comparison is to be based on the value of the work being performed. 

No indication is provided of how the value of the work is to be determined, but 

those persons responsible for the determination of the rates of remuneration are 

directed to take measures to promote the objective appraisal of johs on the basis of 

the work which is performed.<15 The adoption of a technique by member states to 

measure and compare the relative value of work performed is, by implication, 

necessary. This is intended to make it possihle to determine whether jobs involving 

different work may have the same value for the purpose of remuneration. It has 

been observed that remunerating johs with regard to content, as opposed to the per

sonal characteristics of the person performing the job, is "critical to eliminating gen

der pay discrimination"/<> as men and women traditionally perform different johs. 

62 The full title of the convention is the Convention Concerning E<tual Remuneration for Men 
and Women Workers fnr Work of Equal Value. It w3' adopted by the ILO on 29 June 195t 
and came into force on 23 May 1953. II has been ratified by approximately 107 slates. 

63 Article l(h). 

64 Article 2( I). 

6.5 Article 3( I) .:md (2). 

66 Ben·lsracl 15. 
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Differential rates of pay which are determined by an objective appraisal of the work 

performed, without regard to the sex of a worker, are permissible.67 The term 

"remuneration" is broadly defined in the convention and includes not only an 

employee's hasic salary, hut all additional henefits procured hy virtue of the position 

held.<'8 

In some countries an international convention, such as the one referred to above, 

automatically constitutes the law of the country upon ratification, and has to be 

applied hy the competent courts and authorities. But in most countries interna

tional conventions are not regarded as self-executing, and the provisions of such a 

convention have to be incorporated into national law by statute.69 The Equal 

Remuneration Convention provides for possible methods of implementation of its 

provisions. In terms of the convention the principle of equal pay for work of equal 

value may be applied by means of national laws or regulations, by means of legally 

established or recognised machinery for wage determination, or hy means of collec

tive agreements concluded between employers and employces.70 

The Equal Remuneration Convention is supported by the Equal Remuneration 

Recommendation.7l The main purpose of the recommendation is to provide for the 

67 Arliclc 2(:\), Johnston 161 points out that Convcnlion 100 is hascd on three substantive provi
sions: first, members arc to promo1c and ensure lhc principle of equal rcmuncrntion for work 
of equal value; secondly, ii provides for an ohjcc1ivc appraisal of jnhs on lhe basis of work 
actually performed; thirdly, differences in pay hy virtue of an ohjcclive appraisal of lhe work 
performed, irrespcclivc of the sex of the employee, arc not regarded as conlrary to the princi
ple of equal pay. 

(,'l Article l(h) defines "remuneration- as including "the ordinary, hasie or minimum wage or 
salary and any addilional cmolumcnls whalsocvcr payahle dircclly or indireclly, whether in 
cash or in kind, hy lhe employer to the worker and arising out of the workers employment". 

69 Schmid! 1.W. 

70 Article 2(2)(a),(h) and (c). 

71 The full litlc of lhc rccnnimemla1ion is 1hc Rccommemlalion Concerning Equal Remunera
tion for Men and Women Workcr.s for Work o[ E'lual Value. 
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progressive application by member states of the principles contained in the conven

tion, having due regard to methods of application which have been found to be satis

factory in countries in which they have already been applied. It provides for, inter 

alia, equivalent facilities for vocational guidance and training for male and female 

employees;72 social and welfare services to meet the needs of female employees, 

particularly those with family responsibilities;73 and equality with regard to access to 

occupations.74 The promotion of public understanding is also emphasised.75 

It is apparent from the provisions of the recommendation that the difficulties 

encountered in achieving equal remuneration, which are linked to the general status 

of women in society and employment, have been recognised. The recommendation 

therefore adopts a broad perspective and provides for equality in access to employ

ment and in occupational training. It also recognises the importance of providing 

the necessary social services. 

Various regional instruments have adopted the principle of equal pay contained in 

the ILO convention. When the European Community was created under the Treaty 

of Rome in 1957, the principle of equal pay was incorporated therein.76 The treaty 

provides for equal pay for "equal work", which is a far narrower concept than "work 

of equal value". However, a wider principle has been adopted by the EEC in a 

series of directives passed by its council, particularly the Equal Pay Directive77 and 

72 Article 6( a) and (h ). 

73 Article 6(e). 

74 Article 6(d). 

75 Article 7. 

76 Article 11'1 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community, which i.~ generally referred lo 
as the Treaty of Home. 

77 Directive 75/117 of l'l75. 
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the Equal Treatment Directive.78 lbe principle of equal pay was also adopted hy 

the European Social Charter of 1963.79 The American Declaration of the Rights 

and Duties of Man refers in general terms to equality of rights without distinction as 

to sex80 and to the right to fair remuneration,81 while the African Charter on 

I luman and People's Rights, 1981 guarantees equal pay for equal work.82 

6 Discrimination (Employ111e11t and Occ11patio11) Co11ve11tio11 111 of 195/~ and Recom-

111e11datio11 I I I of 1958 

The scope of the Discrimination Convention is far broader than that of the Equal 

Remuneration Convention.83 It outlaws discrimination on the grounds of an 

employee's sex, as well as on the six other grounds listed. The grounds refer to indi

vidual qualities and attributes which are immutable, such as sex, race and colour, 

and to grounds which stem from personal choice and social categorisation, such as 

political opinion or religion. 

In terms of the convention, discrimination includes any distinction, exclusion or 

preference which is made on the basis of, inter alia, an employee's sex, and which 

has the effect of impairing or nullifying equality of opportunity or treatment in 

78 Directive 76/207 of 1976. 

79 Article 4(J). 

80 Article II. 

81 Article XIV. 

82 Article 15. 

83 Sec Valticns IHI· 111 for a general discussion of the provisions of the rnnvcntion. The con
vention has hecn ratilicd hy approximately 108 countries, making it one of the most widely 
ratified conventions of the ILO. 
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employment or occupation.!!4 The purpose of the convention is thus to eliminate 

unequal treatment and to promote equality of opportunity.115 In referring to "the 

effect" of a distinction, exclusion or preference, the convention implies the use of an 

objective measure as a criterion. It is therefore necessary that countries incorporat

ing the principles of the convention into their legal systems should prohibit both 

direct and indirect discrimination on any of the guaranteed grounds, including an 

employee's sex. Indirect discrimination refers to situations where apparently neutral 

policies which arc applied uniformly result in actual discrimination against certain 

classes of persons. It may be intentional or unintentional. Because certain distinc

tions, exclusions and preferen.ces, which may have their origin in both law and in 

practice, lead to discrimination against certain classes of persons, it is also necessary 

that measures should he adopted to promote actual equality, that is, an affirmative 

action programme should be adopted to counter the effects of past discrimination. 

Any distinction, exclusion or preference in respect of a particular joh which is based 

on the inherent requirements of the particular job is not regarded as discrimination 

for the purposes of the convention.86 This exception should be narrowly interpreted 

as it is capable of being abused. This is particularly so in the case of sex-based dis

crimination, where the threat of a discriminatory policy based on the apparent 

inherent requirements of the joh is great due to entrenched expectations and prac

tices of society. It may also be noted that the Equal Remuneration Convention, 

which addresses only sex-based disparity, contains no exception of this nature. 

84 Article I ( 1 ). It is noted in Equality i11 Employmc111 and Occupotio11 ti! that the definition con
sisls of three clements: the first is a factual clement, namely the existence of a distinction, 
exclusion or preference; the second is a ground on which the difference of treatment is based, 
for example the employee's sex; the thiul is the objective result of the difference in treatment, 
the nullifirntion or impairment of equality. 

85 Ben-Israel(,. 7. 

86 Article 1(2). 
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The terms "employment" and "occupation" are referred lo in a general way in the 

convention, and there is no limitation regarding either individuals or occupations. 

The convention specifically provides that the terms include access lo employment 

and to particular occupations, access lo vocational training. and terms and condi

tions of cmploymcnt.87 Protection against discrimination is thus applicable to all 

stages of employment. 

The recommendation supplements the convention and defines the areas in which a 

policy of non-discrimination is to he appliedAA and the principles which are lo he fol

lowed. Members are directed to formulate a national policy for the prevention of 

discrimination in employment and occupation, and to apply such policy, inter alia, 

by means of legislative measures and collective agreements.89 The recommendation 

also provides for the establishment of agencies which would promote the policy of 

non-discrimination and educate the public in that regard,'IO and which would 

examine complaints and, where possible, rectify discriminatory practices through 

conciliation. CJt 

The ILO has thus recognised that e4uality of treatment and opportunity in employ

ment depends on the removal of practices, policies and laws which establish or 

tolerate discrimination, and the institution of promotional and educational action 

designed to change entrenched attitudes and to combat ignorance, intolerance and 

prejudice.92 

87 Article I<.'). 

88 Article 3. 

89 Art iclc 2. 

90 Article 4(a). 

91 Article 4(h) (c). 

'12 771e no and H11111011 Rii;hts 52. 
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7 Concluding Remarks 

The ILO has acknowledged that equality in employment cannot be achieved in a 

general context of inequality. Inequality in social status leads to unequal treatment 

and unequal employment opportunities.'l.l The promotion of equality in employ

ment requires not only legislative measures, but also continuous action to enlighten 

the population and to promote de facto equality. 

Equality in employment also requires equality in education, access to jobs and voca

tional training. In the field of education great significance must be attached to the 

Convention Against Discrimination in Education adopted by the United Nations 

Education Scientific and Cultural Organisation in 1960.94 The convention outlaws 

all inequality of treatment in education on the basis of sex.95 Education refers to all 

types and levels of education, and includes access to education, the standard and 

quality of education, and the conditions under which it is given.96 In the field of 

employment, the Vocational Training Recommendation No 117 of 1962 provides 

that training should be free from any form of discrimination on the grounds of an 

employee's sex.'>7 The ILO has also recognised that a major obstacle in the way of 

equality in employment is the fact that family responsibilities still tend to lie with 

women. This led to the adoption of the Workers With Family Responsibilities Con-

93 Equality i11 Empfoy111e111 alltl Occupatio11 244. 

94 The convention was adopted on 14 Occcmhcr 1 1)(~) aml entered into force 22 May 1962. 

95 Article l( I). Other impcrmiS'ihlc grounds include race, colour, hmgu:tgc, religion, political or 
other opinion, national or social origin. or economic condition or hirth. 

96 Article 1(2). 

'17 Article 2(4). Other grounds include race, colour, rcligion, JK>litical opinion, national extraction 
and social origin. 
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vention No 156 and its supporting Recommendation No 165 in 1981. These instru

ments provide for certain measures concerning conditions and methods of employ

ment of workers with family responsibilities. 

Finally mention should he made of special protective measures pertaining to female 

employees. The Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention 

provides that special measures of protection or assistance provided for in other con

ventions or recommendations adopted by the ILO are not to be regarded as dis

criminatory in terms of the convention.98 The problem which arises with regard to 

these protective measures is that of reconciling them with the principle of equality 

of opportunity. The purpose of the protective measures is to restrict the employ

ment of women in work regarded as harmful to their health and safety,'l'J to restrict 

night work too and to provide for maternity protection. IOI Although these measures 

aim to protect female employees, they may in fact place them at a disadvantage as 

regards employment opportunities where employers see the recruitment of men, 

who are not covered by the provisions, as less costly and inconvenient. They also 

reinforce stereotypes about women's role in society. Three measures have been 

proposed in order to counteract these disadvantages. The first is to ensure that the 

protection envisaged is really justified; the second involves continued revision of the 

98 Article 5(2). 

99 The arduou' chmarter of underground work and abuse in the employment ol' women in mine< 
led to the adoption of the Underg1 ound Work (Women) Convention No 45 of 1935, Other 
instruments conlain prnvi~ions cnuccrning lhc risks which certain occupalions would involve 
for women, for example the Lead Poisoning (Women and Children) Recommendation 4 of 
1919; the White Lead (Painting) Convention No 13 of 1921; and the Radiation Protection 
Recommendation No 114 of l'J(~J. 

HXl The Night Wnrk (Women) Convention No 4 of 1919; the Night Work (Women) Convention 
(Revised) No 41 of 1'134 and No 8<J of 19-lR 

IOI Two cnnvrntions deal spcc·ilkally "ith malcrnity protection, namely. the Maternity Protection 
Convention No 3 of 191'1 and the Maternity Protection Convention (Revised) No I03 of 1952. 
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provisions as circumstances change; the third involves nullifying the potential nega

tive effects of the protective measures.102 l11e revision of provisions in accordance 

with changing circumstances is renected in the 1990 Protocol to the Night Work 

(Women) Convention No 89 of 1948, and in the Night Work Convention No 171 of 

1990 which applies to all employees. In terms of the Protocol, the prohibition on 

night work for women may be lifted provided that certain conditions are satisfied. 

Those conditions pertain largely to the provision of adequate protection during 

pregnancy and maternity. Broadly, the protective mea~ures include a prohibition on 

night work around the time of confinement, a prohibition on the dismissal of a 

woman because she is pregnant, and a guarantee that the income of a woman wilt be 

maintained at a level which permits her and her child to enjoy a suitable standard of 

living.Hl.l The 1990 convention seeks to ensure that measures are provided on a 

national level to protect the health of all employees engaged in night work, to assist 

those employees in meeting family and social responsibilities, and to provide for 

occupational advancement and appropriate compensation.104 

D The European Economic Community (EEC) 

The EEC was created by the Treaty of Rome in 1957.105 The most significant Euro

pean law dealing with equal treatment in employment is contained in Article 119 of 

the Treaty of Rome and in the supplementary directives. The European Commis-

102 771e fLO u11tl lluma11Rights12- 7.l. 

103 Acnjamin 477. The author explains that the pe1 form:mcc of night work hy women is al.•o sub
ject to agreement on that point hy employers' an<l employees' organisations concerned. He 
discusses the signilicancc 1•[ the principles contained in the Protocol in the context of the South 
African Mines an<l Work< Amendment Act 13 of 1'1'11. 

104 Benjamin 478. 

]{}5 The FEC was formed in 11l57 hy llcl!(illm, France, the Federal Republic of Cicrmany, Italy. 
Luxembourg and the Netherland.•. Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom joined in 1973. 
Clreece joined in l'l!ll, and Portugal and Spain in l'l!l6. 
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sion monitors whether member states are fulfilling their obligations under the 

Treaty. If it is of the opinion that a state has failed to implement the provisions of a 

directive, an attempt is made to settle the matter through negotiation. If informal 

attempts at settlement are unsuccessful, formal infringement proceedings are 

instituted.106 The European Court of Justice (ECJ), which is responsible for inter

preting EEC law, passes the final judgment.107 The judgment is in the form of a 

declaration. If the court finds that a member state has failed to implement a provi

sion of community law, the Treaty requires the state to rectify the violation. !08 The 

court may also be required to interpret community law for the benefit of a national 

court.109 Under those circumstances the national court stays proceedings, pending 

the decision of the ECJ. Once the ECJ has given its decision, proceedings are 

resumed and the national court applies the law in the light of the ECJ's inlerpreta-

tion. 

Community law may be incorporated into the national law of member states 

through legislation. In the United Kingdom, for example, the Social Security Act 

1989 was passed in order to implement the provisions of the Social Security Direc

tive 1986.110 Community law may also be implemented through statutory instru

ment, for example, regulation. A mechanism for implementation in this manner is 

106 In terms of section 169, the commission rcfc" the case to the Court of Justice if a state fails lo 
react favourahly to the action recommended by the commission. For a discussion of the role 
of EEC institutions, sec 77rc E11rol'ca11 Di111c11si011: J 2- 9. 

107 Article IM of the Treaty of Rome provides for a Court of Justice which has the task of ensur
ing that community law is observed in the interpretation and application of the Treaty. 

108 Article 171 of the Treaty of Rome. 

1(11 In tcrrns of Article 177 <•f the Treaty of Rome, the highest national court of a member state is 
rCl(llirnl to rdcr cases involving interpretation of community law to the Court of Justice for 
authorilalivc inlcrprctation. 

110 Directive &i/378. 
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provided in the United Kingdom in terms of the European Communities Act 1972. 

The relevant minister is given the power to make regulations for this purpose.lit 

An example of implementation in this manner is the Equal Pay (Amendment) 

Regulations 1972, which amended the Equal Pay Act 1970 to incorporate the con

cept of equal value into that statute. The amendment was necessary in order to 

bring United Kingdom law in line with the provisions of Article 119 of the Treaty of 

Rome and the Equal Pay Directive 1975.112 

Community law which is not incorporated into domestic legislation may none the 

less have a direct effect on that law. That implies that a provision of Community law 

creates individual rights enforceable in national courts in member states. A provi

sion must be unconditional and sufficiently precise in order to have a direct effect. 

That means that the authority implementing the provision should not have a discre

tion to choose between various solutions when applying the provision.113 Article 

119 of the Treaty of Rome, which provides that men and women should receive 

equal pay for equal work, can be invoked directly before national courts, independ

ently of national implementing legislation. The reason is that sex based pay dis

crimination can be ascertained by reference only to the criteria laid down in the arti

cle, namely, equal pay for equal work. In Defre1111e v Sabe11a (No 2) 114 the Court of 

Justice held that Article 119 could be invoked by individuals in national courts 

against state authorities (that is, public sector employers) as well as against private 

employers. But Article 119 does not have a direct effect where the discrimination 

complained of is indirect and cannot be ascertained hy reference to the article itself. 

111 Section 2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972. 

112 Directive 75/117. 

113 Prechal and Burrows 2R; Wyatt 202· 204. 

114 Case 43/74 ( 1976) ECR 455 (European Ct). 
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This may be inferred from the decision in Macartliys v SmitJi, 115 where the Court of 

Justice found that, although Article 119 extended to cases where a woman alleged 

that she received less pay than she would have received had she been a man, it could 

not be applied directly in those circumstances. Determination of the issue rec1uired 

a comparison with a hypothetical man. The alleged discrimination was classed as 

disguised as it required an elaboration of the criteria of assessment contained in 

Article 119 (namely, equal pay for equal work) by the national court. 

As stated, Article 119 may be invoked against both a public and a private sector 

employer. This is referred to as the vertical and horizontal direct effect, respec

tively.116 A provision in a Directive, which is unconditional and sufficiently precise, 

has a vertical direct effect, but not a horizontal direct effect. It may thus be invoked 

against the State, that is, a public sector employer, but not against a private sector 

employer.117 

Community law enjoys supremacy over national law. It cannot be overridden by 

provisions of domestic legislation or by administrative or judicial practice. As a 

result, directly effective provisions of community law prevail over provisions of 

domestic law, irrespective of whether the domestic provision was legislated before 

or after the date of the community provision. The purpose of this principle is to 

115 Case 12'1/70 ( 1980) ECR 1275/ ( 1980) IRLR 209 (Europl'an Cl). 

116 The vertical and horimntal direct effect of the Trcatv were conlirmcd hy the Court of Justice 
in Va11 (ic11d e11 l.oos 1• Nt•der/0111l.1e Admi11i.11rasie dcr Belasri11gt'11 Case 2f•/62 (1963) ECR I 
(European Cl). · 

117 This was e.stahlishcd in Manlla// v So11tltompto11 011d So111/1-lt'e.<I /lampsl1irt Area Hea/1/1 
Autlwrity Ca'c 152/84 (1'l86) ECR 721/ (198(>) /RL.R 140 (European Cl). The mcanin!! of 
"slate" was hro:u.lly interpreted to include the Health Board. The anomaly which could he 
crealcd hy allowing puhlic, hut not private, sector employees to rely on a Directive, can be 
renwvcd hy incorporating the provisions of a Directive into national legislation. For a discus
sion of the evolution of the EtTs approach lo the direct effect of directives, sec Morris (1) 
233- 245 and Morris (II) 3tl9- 320. 
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ensure unity and effective operation of community law within the EEC.l18 Com

munity provisions also have an indirect effect. That implies that national courts are 

required to interpret domestic law in accordance with community law. Where a 

national court is confronted with apparently conflicting provisions of domestic and 

community law (and community law is not directly applicable), it will try to interpret 

the domestic law in such a way as to concur with community law.J 19 

1 71re Treaty of Rome 

The section of the Treaty entitled "Social Policy" seeks to harmonise, inter alia, con

ditions of employment at European level. In terms of Article 117, member states 

agree upon the need to promote improved working conditions and an improved 

standard of living for workers. Article 118 provides for the promotion of close co

operation by the Commission between member states in the social field. Emphasis 

is placed, inter alia, on employment, labour law and working conditions, vocational 

training and social security. Article I 18A requires member states to seek to encour

age improvements in the working environment, particularly as regards health and 

safety. Article 11813 requires the Commission to endeavour to develop dialogue 

between management and labour at European level. 

The most significant provision contained in the section on "Social Policy", for the 

118 Prcchal and Burrows .ll- J.1. 

119 Prerhal and Burrows J4. In the English case of Gor/011d v Britis/1 Railway E11gi11rrri1111 (1982) 
/Rf_R 257 (Ill), the llouse of Lords inlcrpreled an apparently connicting provision of the Sex 
Uiscriminalion Act 1975 (section 6(4) dealing with dralh and retirement) in accordance with 
Article 11'1. II was held that the words of a nalional slatutc were lo he construed in accord
ance wirh the Treaty if they were rcasnnahly rapahlc of hearing such a meaning. In Pickstmre 
•· Frccmmrs pie (l<JRR) /Rf,R 351 (llL) the llnusc of L1•rd• relied on the intention of Parlia
ment In interpret the Equal Pay Art 1'170 (section 1(2)(c)) in accordance with the Equal Pay 
Directive, in order to allow a woman an unqualified right to claim equal pay for work of equal 
value. 
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purpose of this discussion, is Article 119, which provides for equal pay for men and 

women for equal work.120 The reason for including the equal pay requirement in 

the Treaty was twofold. It was based not only on social considerations, but also on 

economic considerations, as it ensured that no member of the EEC could compete 

unfairly by relying on a pool of cheap labour, namely, women.121 

The definition of "pay" is similar to that contained in the Equal Remuneration Con

vention 100 of 195 I. It includes the ordinary basic or minimum wage or salary and 

any other consideration, whether in cash or in kind, which the worker receives, 

directly or indirectly, in respect of her employment from her employer. A question 

which the ECJ has had to consider on more than one occasion is whether retirement 

benefits fall within the meaning of "pay" in Article 119. ln Defre1111e v Belgium (No 

I), 122 for example, the court found that a retirement pension, financed by contribu-

120 The Treaty prohihits discrimination on only two grounds, namely, nationality (Articles 7, 48, 52 
and 59) and sex (Article 119). The full text of Article 119 reads as follows: 

"Each Member Stale shall during the fi<5l stage ensure and suhsequently maintain the applica
tion of the principle that men and women should receive equal pay for equal work. 
for the purp1"e nf this Article "pay· means the ordinary basic or minimum wage or salary and 
any other consideration, whether in cash or in kind, which the worker receives, directly or 
indirectly, in respect of his employment from his employer. 
Equal pay without discrimination hascd on sex means: 
(a) that pay for the same work at piece rates shall be calculated on the basis of the same unit 
or mcasurcmcnl; 
(b) that pay for work al time rates shall be the same for the same job." 

121 Flournoy 264 explains that Article 119 "was designed to achieve holh economic and social 
ohjccli\'es. The economic goal is In ensure that Memher Stales which implement the equality 
principle arc nol placed al a disadvantage vis-a-vis those Stales which continue to discriminate. 
The soc-ial goal is to achieve "!<.ocial prngrrss" and to "improve ... lhting and working condilion1'· 
for all EEC citi1en,," Currall 20- 21 comments on the dual protection against di,eriminalion 
on the ground' of nationality and sex contained in the Treaty: -The original reasons for 
including tht·,e suhjerts in the FEC Treaty were economic. The economic justification for the 
free movement of workers ... is the oplimi1ation of production. It allows the most efficient 
lahour force lo gra\'itale lo where the hesl conditions of cmploymcnl exist. Similarly, Article 
I llJ wa< put in the Treaty hccause in 1'157 only one Member Stale had implemented equal pay 
for men am] women. and lhis Mcmhcr State did not want unfair competition from other Mem
ber Stales in which cheaper female bhour wa.< used." 

122 Case 80/70 1971 ECR 445 (European t'I). 
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tions from workers, employers and the State, constituted remuneration which an 

employee received indirectly from her employer in respect of her employment. The 

court has al.so held that sums paid by an employer in the name of an employee, to a 

retirement benefit scheme by way of an addition to the employee's gross salary, 

amount to pay under article 119.123 

The ECJ has also been required to decide the issue of contemporaneity. In 

Maca1tliy's Ltd v Smit/1124 the ECJ held that an employee could compare her pay 

with that of a man who had been engaged in like work prior to her appointment. 

The principle that men and women should receive equal pay for equal work was not 

confined to situations in which men and women were contemporaneously doing 

equal work for the same employer. 

Part time workers have also been the focus of attention of the ECJ. In Jenkins v 

Kingsgate (Clothi11g Procluctions) LtJl25 the court held that a difference in pay 

between full time and part time workers would not amount to discrimination unless 

it was, in fact, an indirect way of reducing the pay of part time workers on the 

ground that the group was composed exclusively or predominantly of women. 

Despite an enlightened approach by the Court of Justice, problems were still 

encountered by member states in applying the principle of equal pay. Problems 

related, for example, to the definition of equal pay in respect of social security bene

fits, the concept of "head of household", which was traditionally assigned to a man, 

123 Htmi11gl1am 1• Lloyds Bank Ltd Ca.-c 69/80 (1 1181) ECR 767/ (198t) IRLR 178 (European Ct). 

124 Case 129/70 (1'179) ECR 1275/ (1'180) IRLR 209 European Ct. The mailer came l>clorc the 
courl by way of a preliminary reference from the English (.'our! of Appeal. 

125 Case %/RO ( t<J8t) ECR 911 / (1981) IRLR 22R (European Ct). The case was referred In the 
ECJ hy the English Employment Appeal Trihunal. 
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and the fact that higher wages were paid to men whose job descriptions required 

them to do night work or shift work which they did not in fact do, or which women 

were prevented from doing due to the provisions of domestic protective legisla

tion.12l• Problems were also encountered in respect of the application of the con

cept of equal pay to work of equal value. 127 A number of directives was adopted in 

order to clarify the position. 

2 11ie Eqrml l'ay Directive 75/117 of 1975 

The Directive was adopted to indicate to member states the manner in which the 

principle of equal pay contained in Article 119 should be realised.128 It defines the 

concept of equality in remuneration to include equal pay for work of equal value.1 29 

The Court of Justice has held that the concept of pay or remuneration is in fact the 

same in both Article 119 and the Directive. The latter explains the concept outlined 

in Article 119 and does not alter the scope thereof. BO The equality provisions con

tained in Article 119, read with the Directive, thus align European law with the 

provisions contained in the Equal Remuneration Convention No 100 of 1951. 

126 Co111111r111i1y Law a11d llo111c11 (I) 1. 

127 In Cm11111issimr 1• nre U11itrd Ki1111do111 Case 61/81 (1'182) ECR UIJI/ (1982) IRLR 333 Euro
pean Cl, the ECJ held that the British Equal Pay Act 1970 did not reOect European law 
accurately as it did not include the concept of equal pay for work of equal value. 

128 Prechal and Burrows R2. The Directive was made under article l!Xl of the Treaty of Rome 
which provides for the approximation of laws which directly affect the functioning of the com
mon market. 

12'J Article I of the Directive provides: "The principle of equal pay for men and women outlined in 
Article 119 of the Treaty, hereinafter called "principle of equal pay", means, for the same work 
or for work lo which equal value is allrihuled, the elimination of all discrimination on grounds 
of sex with regard lo all aspects and conditions of remuneration. In particular, where a job 
classilicali1>n system is used for dctcrminin!( pay, ii mus! be based on the same criteria for both 
men and women and ~o <lrawn up a_c;. t(l exclude any discrimination on grounds of sex.• 

DO llimi11glwm 1• Llonl.< Bank Ltd Ca•c W/80 (1981) ECR 767/ (1981) IRl.R 178 (Eurnpcan Cl); 
Jmki11J 1· Ki11gsgatr (C/otlri1111 Prod11ctio11.<) Ltd Case %/80 (1981) ECR '111/ (1981) JRLR 22S 
(European Cl). 
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3 171e Equal Treatment Directive 76/207 of 1976 

The preamble to the Directive recognises that equality between men and women in 

employment cannot be achieved by ensuring equal pay unless there is also equality 

as regards access to employment, promotion, vocational training and working condi

tions. 'Jbe purpose of the Directive is to initiate community action to ensure equal 

treatment in these areas.131 

Both direct and indirect discrimination on the ground of sex and marital status are 

prohibited. IJ2 Direct discrimination implies less favourable treatment of a person 

because she is a woman, or because of a characteristic related only to women, such 

as pregnancy. Indirect discrimination occurs when an apparently neutral criterion is 

applied, which in fact results in less favourable treatment of wornen.133 The Direc

tive also requires the removal of so-called protective legislation which appears dis

criminatory and is no longer well-founded.134 Conflict can arise in this regard as 

member states may have ratified ILO conventions dealing with protective legisla

tion. 

131 Article 1. The Directive was made under arliclc 235 of the Treaty of Rome which enables the 
Council lo take appropriate measures which arc necessary lo allain one of !he ol:>jectivcs of the 
Community. The reasoning w;" !hat equal lrcalment was nece .. ary to realise the ohjcctivcs 
contained in articles 117 and 119 of the Trcaly, hetause ec1ual pay could not he achieved unlcs.• 
occupational segregation was removed (llcpple TI1e Law of the European Comnumitics 1200). 

132 Article 2(1). 

133 The test for indirect discrimination was first formulated by the Court of Justice in Bilka
Ka11p11111.u (iMBll v Weber Vim ll01tz Case 170/l\4 (1986) ECR 1W7/ (1986) IRLR 317 (Euro
pean Cl). Prechal and Burrows 107 explain 1hc test as follows: 

·•docs the use of a neutral criterion (for example, part-time W<•rkcrs) affect in effect a larger number 
or women than men? 

•can the use of the criterion he ohjectively jus1ificd? 
• has the principle ol proportionality hccn respected'!" 

134 Article 3(2)(c) and article 5(2)(c) require mcrnhcr slates to revise provisions conrernin11: spe
cial working conditions for women, when 1he concern which originally inspired them is no 
longer well foundnl. 
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lbe Directive contains three exceptions to the general principle of equal treatment. 

It permits member states to exempt occupational activities for which the sex of the 

worker constitutes a determining factor.135 That would be the case where the work 

to be performed is closely linked to the physical characteristics of one of the sexes, 

such as an actor or actress, or fashion model. In the United Kingdom, for example, 

the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 permits a defence to an allegation of sex dis

crimination where the physical nature of a job, in dramatic performances or other 

entertainment, calls for a man for reasons of authenticity.136 A second exception 

concerns provisions for the protection of women "particularly as regards pregnancy 

and maternity".137 Although it appears that the exception is intended to protect a 

physical condition, the ECJ has broadened its ambit by holding that it protects the 

special relationship which exists between a mother and her child.138 Finally, the 

Directive provides for the possibility of positive action.139 In this regard it allows 

measures to he taken by member states to promote equal opportunities for men and 

women, by removing existing inequalities which affect women's opportunities. 

135 Article 2(2). 

136 Section 7(2)(a) of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

137 Article 2(J). 

138 In 1/of111a1111 1• Bann•" Ersattka.<.<e Case 184/83 ( 1984) ECR ~7, the ECI held that the denial 
of malcrnity leave lo a father under the same conditions that ii would have hcen granted lo a 
mother was legitimate. The decision is eriliriscd by Curtin 81 who slates !hat: "The exclnsion 
of men, as a sex, from caring for their children after a suilahlc convalcscenee period after 
childbirth has expired, is based, it is suhmilled, on the diseriminalory and erroneous belief that 
women hy virlue of their sex have an innale capacity for parenlhood which is denied lo a man 
and lhe lack of which renders a man unsuitahle lo care for his very young children." See also 
Frcdman 127 for cri1icism of this decision. In Jo/111ston v Tirt Clrief Cmutab/e of tl1t Royal 
Ulster Co11stalmlary Case 222/84 (1986) ECR 1651/ (1986) IRLR 263 (European Ct), however, 
lhe EC.I held that the exceplion in article 2(3) of the Directive did not permit women to he 
excluded from employment because puhlie opinion demanded that women be given grealcr 
prolcclion from risks (such as carrying a lircarm) that affect men and women in the same way. 

139 Article 2(4). 
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4 111e Social Security Directive 79/7 of 1979 

The purpose of Directive 79/7 is to ensure the implementation by member states of 

the principle of equal treatment for men and women in matters of social security. 

The Directive was adopted in view of the exclusion of statutory social security 

schemes from the meaning of "pay" in Article 119 of the Treaty by the Court of Jus

tice.140 The court regarded only occupational social security schemes as "pay" for 

the purposes of Article 119. The reason is that statutory schemes are not dependent 

on the employment relationship in the manner that occupational schemes are. 

While the employer may share in the financing of the scheme, it does not do so by 

means of a direct or indirect payment to the employee. Employees obtain benefits 

if they meet the statutory requirements for the grant of benefits.141 

The Directive applies to statutory schemes which provide protection against illness, 

disablement, old age, accidents at work and occupational diseases, unemployment, 

and to social assistance in so far as it replaces one of the schemes mentioned.142 A 

statutory scheme is one which is applies to a person because of her status as a 

worker, and not because she is employed by a particular employer. 1t is directly 

governed by legislation, and does not involve any element of agreement between the 

employer and employec.143 

The Directive prohibits direct and indirect discrimination on the ground of sex or 

marital status. It specifically forbids discrimination with regard to the scope of 

140 Dcfrenne v Bclgi11m (No 1) Ca'e 80/70 ( 1'171) ECR 445 (European Ct). 

141 Laurent 374. 

142 Article 3( 1 ). 

143 Prcchal and Burrows IW. The'e characteristic' were indicated l>y the Court of Ju,tice in 
Defrennc v Bclgi11m No 1Ca'c80/70 ( l'l71) ECR 445 (European Cl). 
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schemes and conditions of access thereto, the obligation to contribute and the cal

culation of contributions, and the calculation of benefits.144 But it permits member 

states to set different retirement ages for men and women for the purposes of grant

ing old age and retirement pensions.145 

5 111e Social Security Directive 86/378 of 19S6 

A second Social Security Directive was adopted to extend the principle of equal 

treatment for men and women, laid down for statutory social security schemes in 

terms of the 1979 Directive, to occupational social security schemes.146 The second 

Directive, like the first, does not re4uire e4uality as regards the retirement age of 

men and women, 147 and permits member states to defer its application to actuarial 

calculations. 148 Deferment to actuarial calculations based on the sex of an 

employee rests on the assumption that women as a group live longer than men and 

therefore stand to obtain benefits for a longer period than men, and that their pen

sion fund contributions and benefits should be adjusted accordingly. The principle 

has been criticised in the following manner: 

rrhe use or scx-hased actuarial data is at first sight incompatihle with the principle or 
equal treatment since the sex or the pc"nn concerned becomes a criterion for the cal
culation or benefits. The next question is, however, whether such unequal treatment 
cannot he justiricd on the ground that there is a diUcrencc in, for example, lire 
cxpcctancy between the statistically average man and woman. And that is exactly 
what the Directive accepts. The consequence is that certain characteristic.< or the 
whole group hcnnnc a foctor, often the sole one, in determining the individual cnse: a 

144 Article 4( I). 

145 Article 7( I )(a). 

146 Article I. 

147 Article 9(a). 

148 Article 'l(c). Deferment is pcrmiltc<l for a pcrio<l of IJ years. 
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female worker receives a lower pension than a male even ir she dies much earlier, 
because women as a category seem to live longer. II is hard lo accept this justifi
cation."149 

Sex related actuarial data have been criticised because, for example, differences in 

life expectancy between different occupational groups or male employees are not 

taken into account, other risk factors such as obesity, smoking and the use or alcohol 

are not taken into account, and the life expectancy of female employees is not 

necessarily the same as that of the entire female population, which is used as the 

basis of calculation of longevity.150 

The exclusions in the Directive relating to retirement age and actuarial calculation 

appear to limit the application of Article 119, in terms of which occupational pen

sion benefits are regarded as pay.151 But the policy of the EEC is that no provi~ion, 

adopted either hy the Community or in terms of national legislation, can limit the 

protection of Article 119.152 The reason is that Article 119 is a primary source of 

community law and takes precedence over secondary legislation, such as directives. 

As explained above, it also enjoys supremacy over national legislation. 'Ibis princi

ple was reiterated by the ECJ in 1990 in the decision or Barber v Guardian Royal 

Exchange Assurance Group, 153 which held that a pension paid under a private 

14'1 Prechal and Burrows 281. 

150 Lauren! 77ie f:limi11atim1 of Srx Di«crimi11atim1 i11 Ocntpntirmal S1n-ia/ St•curity Scheme.< 681-
682; Prechal and Burrows 281· 282. The use of sex l>ascd acluarial dala has l>cen rejt·c1cd by 
the US Supreme Courl (Arizona Gmw11i11i: Commillce ,. Norris 4113 US 1073 ( 1983); f,os 
Allllf'lcJ Dcpanmmt of Water a11<l l'owcr" l\fa11/Ja11 4J5 US 702 ( 1978)). 

151 In Bilka-K1111f11a11J Gmbll" ll'elirr 1·011 flam Case 170/84 ( l!JM) ECR 1W7 and in Drfre1111e v 
Beli:ium Case 80/70 (1'171) ECR 44.'1, the Cnurl of Justice found lhal occupalional pension 
schemes were covered by lhe conccpl of pay in Article I l!J of the Trcaly of Rome. 

152 This was cslal>lishcd by the El'J in D1'fri·1111c "Sabma (No 2) Case 4-1/74 ( 1976) ECR 455 
(European l"I). Sec also McCruddcn (cd) 4- 5. 

153 Case 2h2/AA ( 1'1'10) IRLR 2-10 (European Cl). 
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occupational scheme constituted remuneration and was therefore subject to the 

equal pay requirements of Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

Community law establishes rights and obligations for member states and for individ

uals. It operates on two levels, namely, that of the community (through infringe

ment proceedings against member states), and that of individual member states 

(through preliminary rulings in cases pending before national courts). Because it 

takes precedence over national law, member states are required to ensure that Arti

cle 119 is applied and that the objectives of the directives are achieved. 

The sole reference to sex discrimination in the Treaty of Rome is contained in Arti

cle 119. This seemingly inauspicious foundation for equal treatment in employment 

has been supplemented by several directives seeking to ensure the implementation 

of the principle of equal treatment by member states. The European Court of Jus

tice plays a dual role by ruling on the alleged failure of member states to fulfill an 

obligation arising out of their membership of the European Community, and by 

giving authoritative interpretations of community law for national courts. The body 

of community rules dealing with sex discrimination has been likened to "a form of 
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constitutional control over the laws or Member States."154 

154 Currall 27. The author explains that: •Although the Community rules against discrimination in 
employment were originally included in the EEC Treaty for economic reasons, the case law of 
the Court of Justice has turned them into superior rules of law in that they override any provi
sions of national law in Member Stale.• which may be inconsistent with them. If their terms so 
require or allow, and the instrument in which they appear so allows, they may also bind indi· 
viduals (in this case, private employers) in the Member States, in place of any inconsistent 
national rule which those individuals may have been applying. Moreover, they can he enforced 
not only through classic international procedures (Court action by an international organi7.a
tion, in this ca•c the European Commi.sion, against an inhinging Member State) but also by 
the suit of an individual, before any national court in the Memher States which has jurisdiction 
over questions nf employment law" (26). Dock.cy 111e Principle"! Equality Between Women 
a11d Me11 258 ff discusses the principle of equality in European law. He explains that: "The 
principle of equality enjoys a special status under Community law. The Court of Justice has 
developed the 11rinciple or equality into a fundamental right under Community law, and the 
Community legislator has made that right available through a wide-ranging legislative code. 
The consequences or the special status accorded to the principle of equality may be seen 
mainly through the ca•e law relating lo equal treatment in terms and conditions or employ
ment .... Other principles and rights have been recogni1cd hy the Court which either eonnicl 
with, and must be reconciled with, the principle of equality or arc compared and contrasted 
with it. The result is a constitutional code which controls both national provisions on equality 
and even other Community provisions .... it raises the challenging constitutional concept or a 
unique entrenched right against which even stalute cannot stand" (258). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TllE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A Introduction 

The United States Constitution is an important source of protection against gender 

discrimination for public sector employees. The first ten amendments to the United 

Stales Constitution, the "Bill of Rights", limit federal power. The Firth Amendment 

limits the power of the federal government by guaranteeing that no person may be 

deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of the law, while the Four

teenth Amendment limits the power of state governments in a similar manner.1 The 

equal protection clause ha~ been relied on in sex discrimination suits where it ha~ 

been alleged that certain statutes or governmental actions constitute a denial of 

equal protection. It was initially assumed that public employment was a privilege 

not a right, and could therefore be made subject to conditions that would be 

impermissible if imposed on a member of the general public. But in 1968 the 

Supreme Court found that public sector employees do not waive the right to assert 

constitutional protection by accepting public employment.2 Sex based classifications 

will fall foul of the equal protection clause unless they are found to serve important 

governmental objectives and are substantially related to the achievement of those 

objectives.3 

The Fifth Amendment provides: "no person shall ... be deprived or tire liher~y or property, 
without due process or law ... ." The Fourteenth Amendment provides: "No State shall make. or 
enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities or citizens or the United 
States; nor shall any State deprive any person or tire, liberty or property, without due procc5.~ 
or law; nor deny any person within its juri"liction equal protection or the laws." 

2 l'ickcri11[i ,. Board of Ed11catio11 191 US 561 ( 1968). 

3 This was the test enunciated in Craig 1· Bnrc11 429 US 190 (1976), where the court found a 
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Employment discrimination on the basis of sex is also prohibited under numerous 

federal and most state laws. Title Vil of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the primary 

federal law that protects employees against discrimination based on sex.4 The Act 

covers private businesses with 15 or more employees, state and local governments, 

and educational institutions. lA'lbour organisations may be charged with a failure to 

represent members in a non-discriminatory manner. Employment agencies may not 

refuse to refer applicants for employment because of their membership of a pro

tected class. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) was estab

lished in terms of Title VII. From its establishment in 1964 until 1972 the role of 

the commission was regulatory in nature. Enforcement was the domain of the 

Department of Justice and individuals who filed charges under the Act. In 1972 the 

Act was amended to grant the commission enforcement powers. These powers pro

vide the EEOC with the authority to file actions in federal district courts on behalf 

of employees who are believed to have been the victims of discriminatory acl~. Indi

viduals retain a private right of action, even in instances where the EEOC investiga

tes a charge and determines that no violation has occurred.5 

slatule which rrohihi1ed lhe sale of beer lo males under the age of twcnly-one and lo females 
under the age of eighleen lo he uneonstilulinnal because it violalcd the equal protec1ion 
clause. Wagner '.\64 slates lhat the tesl asks two questions regarding slatutes which dis
criminale on lhe basis of sex. First, is the purpose of lhe stalute imporlant? Second, arc 1he 
means crealed by lhe statute suhstanlially rclaled to the ohjeclive? 

4 Title VII prolecls employees againsl discrimination on the grounds of race, cokmr, religion 
and national origin, a' well as sex. In lhis sludy reference will he made only to discrimination 
on lhe ground of an employce"s sex. All hough holh male and female employees arc protecled, 
this discussion will fc1cus on discriminalion against female employees. The prohibition of sex 
as a ha.,is for employment discriminalinn was added lo Title VII two days prior to the initial 
passage of the Civil Rights Act in 19M. It is ironic that it was added in an allempt lo derail 
Tille Vil by exlcnding the prohibilions conlained I herein (see Gregory and Katz 546- 549; 
Donohue 1337- 1338). 

5 Three means of enforcement of Tile VII are pnssihle, namely, administralive enforcement by 
lhc EEOC, private aclion by aggrieved individuals, and class aclion suils where an individual 
who alleges thal she has been lhe viclim of discriminalion by her employer, claims to represent 
a class of persons who have suffered lhe same injury (sec Terrell 292). 
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The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA), which is also a federal statute, prohibits dis

crimination based on sex with regard to the payment of wages.6 Title VII is broader 

than the EPA as it prohihits any form of discrimination in the workplace including 

wage discrepancies. Thus while a violation of the EPA is also a violation of Title 

VII, the conver~e is not true. Title Vil encompasses hiring, promotion, firing and all 

conditions of employment. The EPA does not apply to certain husinesses engaged 

in retail sales, fishing, agriculture and newspaper publishing which are covered by 

Title Vil. The most significant difference regarding the scope of application of the 

two statutes pertains to the minimum numher of employees requirement. Under 

the EPA only two employees, one male and one female, are required for court juris

diction, while Title VII requires a minimum of 15 employees. The two employees 

need not be employed simultaneously, but may precede or follow one another. 

Enforcement of the EPA is the domain of the EEOC.7 

On the federal level, in addition to the above legislation, a series of Executive 

Orders has been adopted to regulate the employment practices of employers who do 

business with the United States government. This series of Executive Orders is 

generally referred to as the programme adopted under Executive Order 11246.R 

Discrimination hased, inter alia, on the sex of an employee is prohihited.9 Require-

6 Olhcr r.romulc;; of di.~crirninalion. such as race, -colour, national origin and religion, do not fall 
within the scope of the Acl. 

7 In addition lo Tille VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1%4 and the Equal l'"Y Act of 1')(,J, other 
frdcral statult•s prohihit gender has.ell employment discriminalion. Thcs<' include the Civil 
Rights Act of 1871, which prevents pers1•1is from acting under the "'"rices of stale laws lo 
deprive others of kdernlly proterled rights which include employment righls, the Stale and 
Local Ft·dcral Assistance Act of 1'172 (~cnerally referred In as the Revenue Sharing Act), 
whkh prohihits any slate or local government rccci\·ing federal revenues from discriminating 
inter alia on the ground nf sex, and the Civil Rights Act of 1'191. The emphasis in this study 
will he nn the provisions of Title VII and the Equal Pay Act, as those arc the primary slalulory 
sources of employment discrimination law. 

R c;nldm:m 122. 

9 Olhcr prohibited grounds arc race, religion, national origin and age. 
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ments similar to those imposed by Title VII and the Equal Pay /\ct are imposed. 

Federal contractors and federally assisted contractors are also required to take posi

tive steps to hire, train and promote qualified or qualifiable minorities and women. 

111e Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programmes of the lJS Department of 

Labour is the agency responsible for administering affirmative action programmes 

under the Presidential Executive Orders.10 

In addition to the above federal laws, many states have enacted fair employment 

laws. These state laws are comparable to federal legislation in two respects. First, 

they tend to protect the same groups and to prohibit the same types of discrimina

tion, but do so on a broader basis. They tend, for example, to cover small businesses 

with fewer than 15 employees (the minimum required for Title VII protection). 

State law is thus an important source of protection for employees of small 

employers who are not covered by federal law. Secondly, certain state laws cover 

additional groups and prohihit, for example, discrimination on the ground of marital 

status and scxm1I prefcrence.11 Title VII does not pre-empt the application of state 

law that is consistent with or expands upon rights granted hy Title VII. But state law 

may not curb the rights granted by Title v11.12 

This study will consider the federal laws referred to above, which prohibit gender 

based discrimination in employment.13 /\s the Title VII of the Civil Rights /\ct is 

HI Jain and Sloane 81. 

11 for a discu"ion of lhe prohlems and prnsperls relating lo stale fair cmploymcnl laws, sec 
Leap and ( iri!!shy 808· 815. 

12 Secti11n 708 of Title VII pHwidcs: .. Nothing in this title shall he deemed lo exempt or rrlievc 
any person from any liahility, pcn.1l1y, or puni.,hmenl provided hy any J>rrsrnt or lulurc law of 
any Slate or politirnl wh-divi,ion ol a SI ale. other than any such law which purports to rC<JUirc 
or perm ii the doing of any acl which would be an unlawful employment practice under this 
lit le. 

n As this sh1<ly will consider only frdcral kgislalion, court decisions will generally he limited to 
federal decisions. The fc<lcral courl system consisls nf three main divi.'l'iion,~, namely, lhc 
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the primary statute under which employment discrimination principles have been 

formulated, the emphasis will be on that statute. Constitutional law is an independ

ently recognised subject and will not be considered within the limited bounds of this 

study. The vast area of state fair employment laws is also beyond the scope of this 

study. 

B Title VII or the Civil Rights Act 1964 

I Coverage and Scope 

Title VII provides for equality of rights of men and women both prior to employ

ment (that is, applicants for employment) and during employment. It's purpose is to 

ensure that all persons are given equal opportunity to acquire employment, and that 

individuals retain and advance in their jobs in an atmosphere free of sexual bias. 

Title Vil applies to employers, labour organisations and employment agencies. An 

employer is defined as a person whose business affects commerce and who employs 

fifteen or more employees working each day for twenty weeks in the current or 

preceding year.1 4 Employee is defined simply as an individual employed by an 

employer. 15 The effect of this definition is to exclude independent contractors.Hi 

Supreme Court (the highest court), the Courts of Appeals (intcrrncdiatc wurts), and the Dis
trict Courts (courts of original juriMliction). For an ilh"tr;1tion ol the United Stales court 
system, scr Jacohson and ~fcrsky JCJ. 

14 Section 701(h). 

15 Section 70t(f). 

Hi Maikovich and Brown 11· 12 explain that the test to determine whether or not an individual is 
an employee is a combination of the "right to control" test, which focuses on the employer's 
right lo determine the manner in "hich work is to l>e completed, and the "economic realities" 
test, which considers the degree of economic indrpcndenee maintained hy a worker. These 
ksls have hl·l·n cnmhincd hl ncatc a "totality of the cirrumslanccs" tcc;.1, con:-;i:-;ting of twelve 
factors, namely, I) the right to control the \\Orker's performance; 2) the type of occupation 
involved; .1) the skill required by the ocrupatinn; 4) thl' plarc of W<>rk and the person who 
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Title VII contains few employer exceptions. The only express exclusions from the 

definition of employer are bona fide private membership clubs and Indian tribes.17 

Religious organisations with the requisite fifteen employees are defined as 

employers and may not discriminate on any of the defined grounds. They may, 

however, elect lo employ only individuals of a particular religion.18 Federal 

employers, except for those specifically enumerated, are excluded from the provi

sions of the Act. 19 State and local governments are not excluded. Thus a state or 

local government will be regarded as an employer, provided that it has fifteen or 

more employees. High level employees, such as supeivisors, managers and profes

sionals are not excluded from statutory protection. However, certain positions 

which are inherently not those of an employee, such as a corporate director, will fall 

furnishes the equipment; 5) the length or lime worked by the individual; 6) whether payment is 
by time or by job; 7) the manner in which the relationship is to be terminated; 8) whether 
annual leave is given; 9) whether the work is an integral part or the "employer's" business; 10) 
whether the worker accumulates retirement henefils; 11) whether the "employer" pays social 
security taxes; and 12) the intention or the parties. 

17 Section 710(h). The EEOC accepted Wehslcr's Dictionary definition or "club" and the defini
tion or the court in Q11ija110 1• U11ii·ersity Federal Credit U11io11 617 F.2d 129 (5th Cir 1980), 
which defined it as: " ... an association or persons for social and recreational purposes or for the 
promotion of some common ohjcct (as literature, science, political activity) usually jointly sup
ported and meeting periodically, membership in social clubs usually being conforred hy ballot 
and carrying the privilege or the use of cluh properly." Player 210 slates that the exclusion of 
Indian trihes pertains to semi-sovereign entities or indigenous Americans recognised by fod
cral law. The term "Indian lrihc" is not defined hy Tille VII. 

18 Section 702 provides: "This title shall nol apply ... lo a religious corporation, association, educa
tional institution, or society with respect 10 the employment or individuals of a particular reli
gion lo perform work connected with the carrying on hy such corpmalion, asS<>eiation, educa
tional institution, or St>Cicty or its activity. 

19 Although fodcral employers arc excluded from the definition of employer in section 701 (h), 
section 717(a) prohihils employment discrimination in military departments, executive agen
cies, !he llnitcd Stales Postal Service and Postal Rate Commission, the government of the Dis· 
lrict of Columhia in positions suhjcct lo the civil scr\'irc, units or the legislative and judicial 
hranches suhject to the compe1i1ive civil service, and the library of congrcs.,, Furthermore, 
puhlic sector employees retain all constitutional rights. (icndcr classilicalions in particular arc 
suhjccl lo scrutiny hy lhc courts aml arc permissible only if they hear a close relationship to 
important governmental nhjcctivcs. 
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outside the scope of Title VII. 

Title VII makes it unlawful for an employer to discriminate against any individual 

because of the individual's sex, regarding hire or discharge, or with respect to com

pensation, terms, conditions or privileges of employment. An employer may not 

limit, segregate or classify its employees on the basis of sex in any manner which 

would affect their employment opportunities or status adversely.20 

Title VII also makes it unlawful for a labour organisation to discriminate against 

individuals.21 The definition of labour organisation is broad and includes virtually 

any organisation which deals with employers concerning grievances, labour disputes, 

wages, hours or other terms and conditions of employment.22 A labour organisation 

may not expel or exclude any individual from its membership on the basis of the 

individual's sex; nor may it limit, segregate or classify its membership or refuse to 

refer any individual for employment in any manner which would deprive that indi

vidual of employment opportunities. Finally, it is unlawful for a Jabour organisation 

to cause or attempt to cause an employer to violate the Act.23 An organisation with 

fifteen or more employees will be regarded as an employer. 

In terms of Title VII, employment agencies may not fail or refuse to refer any indi

vidual for employment or classify or discriminate in any manner against an individ

ual because of the sex of the individual.24 An agency may not initiate its own dis-

20 Section 7fH(a). 

21 Section 70:l(c). 

22 Section 70l(d). Player 217 noles !hat the two key clements for coverage or most unions will 
he, fi"t, whclhcr the organisation has fiflcen members and, secondly. whelhrr it is certified as 
a hargaining representative under lhe labour slatules or, allcrnalively, whelhcr it is chartered 
hy a parent organisalion seeking lo represent employees or an emplover (see section 701(e)). 

23 Section 70.'(c). 
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criminatory referrals nor honour discriminatory requesL~ made by employers.25 

2 Enforcement Procedures 

It has been stated that the effectiveness of equal employment opportunity laws, such 

as Title Vil, "depends not just upon their passage, but also upon their continuing, 

successful mobilisation."26 Title VII is administered and enforced (indirectly, 

through federal courts) by the EEOC.27 An aggrieved individual may institute a 

claim in a federal court once the commission has relinquished its right to sue.28 The 

following mission statement by the commission sums up iL~ thinking with regard to 

its responsibilities: 

"(The EEOC will) en,urc equality of npportunily by vigorou,ly enforcing federal 
lcgi,lalion prohibiting di,crimination in cmploymenl through investigation, concilia
tion, litigation, coordinnlion, regulation in the federal sector, and through education, 
policy, research, and provision or technical assistancc"2<J 

The EEOC has three major functions.JO The first is to investigate and attempt to 

conciliate alleged violations of the Act. A complainant must invoke the investiga-

24 Section 703(b). 

25 Player 222. 

26 llurnstcin and Monaghan 355. 

27 The EEOC also admini•ters the Age f)i,criminalion in Employment Act 1967, the Equal Pay 
Act 1%3 and •cction 501 of the Rchabililalion Act 1973. 

28 Sections 706 and 707 of the Acl provide a complicated array of administrative pre-trial steps 
which must he taken by an aggrieved party on holh slate and federal level within the statutory 
lime periods. A detailed discu"ion of these sleps can he found in Player 470- 5M, and in 
Shulman and Abernathy 7-3 - 8-83. Lynch 94- 97 provides a useful 'ynopsi,. 

29 Cited in Wcbh 387. 

30 The power' of the EEOC arc enumerated in section 705(g). They arc discussed by Player 200. 
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tory and conciliatory machinery of the EEOC.31 If the EEOC finds reasonable 

cause to believe that discrimination has occurred, it attempts to resolve the matter 

through informal negotiation and conciliation.32 If conciliation is unsuccessful the 

commission may institute a civil action. If it does not do so, for example, because it 

does not reasonably believe that discrimination has occurred, the complaining party 

is informed of her right to bring a private judicial action.33 No such right exists until 

the EEOC has relimtuished its right to sue. The procedure ensures that all private 

claims are subjected to the commission's attempts at investigation and conciliation. 

The second important function of the EEOC is enforcement. ll1e commission may 

file a civil suit in its own name in a federal district court to terminate unlawful 

employment discrimination, and to secure relief for the victim(s) of such discrimina

tion.34 Where numerous employees allegedly suffer a common or similar wrong at 

the hands of their employer, the commission may institute an action on behalf of the 

class. The EEOC has no direct enforcement power. 

The third major function of the EEOC is an interpretative one. It issues official 

guidelines which interpret significant provisions of Title VJl)5 These guidelines do 

not have the force of law, hut are considered by the courts.36 The courts will not 

31 Scclion 706 scls oul lhe slcps which arc lo be followed. 

32 Scclion 701'1(h). 

3.1 Scclion 706(1). 

34 Section 706(1). 

35 These include guiddincs, lnr example, on Sex Discriminalion (29 CFR Parl tri04); Tesling and 
Employee Sclcclion (29 CFR Parl l<ill7); and Allirmalive Action (29 CFR Parl IWR). 

3(, For example, in GriF:J:.f 1• Dukr Poll'cr Compa11y 401 US 424 (1971) and in Ahen11ale Paper 
Company'' Moody 422 US 405 ( 1975), the Supreme Courl followed 1hc commission's 
guidelines on tc<ling. Shulman and Ahcrnalhy 1-22 observe that the courls' "deference lo the 
commission's rule making clforls has al limes been high, somclimcs virlually absolu1e". 
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consider guidelines which are inconsistent with Title VII or which do not reflect the 

original meaning of the Act.37 

Class actions provide an effective method of enforcing Title Vil and may be 

instituted hy an individual or hy the EEOC.·'8 An aggrieved individual must satisfy 

four requirements in order to he certified as a class representative. She may sue her 

employer as a representative of a class, first, if the class is so numerous that the 

joinder of all members is impracticable. Secondly, questions of law or fact must be 

common to the class. Thirdly, her claim must be typical of the claims of the class. 

Finally, she must fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.39 In addi

tion to the class representative meeting these criteria, her action must fall into one 

of three categories. In the first instance, separate actions by individual members of 

the class should create a risk of inconsistent adjudications. Secondly, the employer 

should have acted on grounds generally applicable to the class, making relief with 

respect to the class as a whole appropriate .. Thirdly, questions of law or fact com

mon to members of the class should predominate over questions affecting individual 

members.40 The Supreme Court has held that the EEOC may seek class wide relief 

without being certified as a class representative in the manner outline<,! ahove.41 

Finally, it may he mentioned that the Civil Rights Act 1991 encourages alternative 

dispute resolution in discrimination cases. Measures proposed include negotiation, 

conciliation, mediation and arhitration.42 

37 Ge11crol Elet tric Compa11y" Gill>m 429 US 125 (197<•). 

311 Clas.< action suits arc governed hy Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

:w Section (a) of Ruic 23. 

40 Section (h) of Rule 23. 

41 Gcru·ra/ T1•/t'plrm1c Compa11y 1• EEOC 446 US 31R (1980). 

42 Weir <i. 
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3 What is Viscrimination? 

The term discrimination is not defined in the Act. Section 703(a) provides: 

"It shall he an unbwful rmploynll'nl prarlice for an employer· 

(I) lo fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or other wise lo dis
crimin:ttc against any individual with respect lo his compcnsarion, term~. con
ditions or privileges of employment, because of such individual"s ... sex ... ; or 

(2) lo limit, segrq!ale or classify his employees nr applirnnls for employment in 
any way which would deprive or lend lo deprive any individual of employ
ment opp(1rtuniti<.·s or olhcrwisc adversely afrcct his status as an employee, 
hccause of such individual"s ... sex ... ." 

In terms of the section, lwo elemenls are required to establish discrimination. The 

firsl is an act which discriminates in some manner, and could involve a refusal to 

hire, a discharge or some other action which limits, segregates or classifies. Sec

ondly, it must he proved that the act occurred "hecause of' membership of a pro

tected class. The courts have interpreted the laller requirement in such a manner 

that it can he satisfied by proving disparate treatment of employees within the pro

tected class, or hy establishing that an employment practice has a disparate impact 

on a specified class of employees.41 In lntcmational Brotherhood of Teamsters v 

United Statcs44 the Supreme Court defined disparate treatment and disparate 

impact discrimination as follows: 

""Di.~paratc treatment" .o;;uch as is alleged in the prcsl.'nl case is the mosl easily 

4j The disparnlc lrcalmenl and di,parnle impact models were originally lormulaled hy !he courts 
in cases decided under Tille VII. All hough !he Ari prnhibils disnirninalion by employers, 
lradc unions and ~:mphlyrncnl :.gcnrics, lhl' majnrily of ca.c;cs have dt·alt with discriminalion by 
employers. II should, however, hl• borne in mind that the principles discussed arc applicable in 
cases of discrimination hy any of !he lhrce cn1i1ies (sec Rricrton lf~l; Cox 'l-1 ). 

4-1 4.'1 us .'24 ( 1'177). 
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understood type of discrimination. The employer simply treats wme people less 
favourahly than others hccausc of their ... sex .... Proof of discriminatory motive is 
critical, although it can in some situations be inferred !rom the mere fact of dif
ferences in treatment.. .. Undouhtahly disparate treatment was the nmst obvious evil 
Congress had in mind when it enacted Tille VII .... 

Claims of disparate treatment may be distinguished from claims which stress "dis
parate impact." The laller involve employment practices that are facially neutral in 
their treatment of different group" but that in fact fall more ha"hly on one group 
than am>thcr and cannot he justified by business ncce.sity.... Prn<>f of discriminatory 
motive, we have held, i.< not rc<111ircd under a disparate impact theory.... Either 
theory may, of course, he applied to a particular set of fads." 

These two theories of discrimination will now be discussed. 

a Oisparate Treatment 

Oisparate treatment occurs when an employer intentionally treats an employee dif

ferently because that employee is a member of a protected group, such as the 

female sex.45 The disparate treatment model consists of three elements, namely 

unfavourable treatment (the discriminatory act), impermissible motive (the dis

criminatory motive), and c;iusation. With regard to the first element, it has been 

suggested that the treatment need not be unfavourable, but need only be different.4'i 

This argument conflicts with the definition of disparate treatment formulated in 

/11tematio1111/ Rrotherlrood of Teamsters v United States41, where the court specifically 

stated that disparate treatment occurs where an employer treats some people less 

favourably than others. It is most improbable, in any event, that an employee who is 

treated differently hut favourably by her employer would charge the employer with 

d iscri mi nation. 

45 Cox 6-5 explains that the model cnrompassc!\ a narrow ralcg(uy or employer conduct which 
treat' an employee differently than that employee would he treated "liut for" the cmployee"s 
sex . 

.u. fl rook.< n I. 

47 4:11 us .124 ( 1'177). 
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An employee complaining of disparate treatment must prove intent in the sense that 

the employer's motive was to discriminate. She may do so by showing that the 

employer was motivated hy a desire to hring ahout the (discriminatory) con

sequences of its actions, or that those consequences were the natural, probable, 

foreseeable or inevitable consequences of a p:irticular action:lll The most ohvious 

form of disparate treatment occurs where an employer has one rule or standard for 

male employees and another for female employees. Overt distinctions of this nature 

are commonly referred to as facial distinctions.4'1 In Phillips v Manin Mariella Cor

poratio11,50 for example, the employer's policy was not to hire women with pre

school age children, while the rule was not applied to men. The court held that the 

policy constituted an unlawful employment practice, as an employer could not have 

one hiring policy for women and another for men.51 Disparate treatment may he 

covert. An action hased on a rule which appears neutral, such as a minimum height 

or weight requirement for all prospective employees, will amount to disparate treat

ment if it was adopted hy an employer with the purpose of placing female employ

ees at a disadvantage.52 In /'rice Waterlwuse v l/opkim53 the court found that sexual 

48 Cox(,.(, illuslrates the poinl l>y ml'<llts of lhc following example: "An employer who aclopls a 
high school diploma requirement as a pn·rcqnisitc for employment rnny recognise that the 
requirement will exclude more minority applicants from cmploymcnl than while applicants .... 
The employer may lhcrcforc l>e said lo have inlcnded to exclude minnrities from employment 
in the sense thal 1hc foreseeable or inevilahlc consequence of adopling 1he requirement was 
exclusion of minorilics. The employer'"" not, however, motiva1ed l>y a <ksire to exclude 
minorilies unless the employer's reason for the diploma requircmcnl wa' the exclusion of 
minorities." 

49 Player 225. 

50 4\Kt US 5-12 ( 1971 ). 

51 !'layer :125 'lalc' lhal lhc dcci,ion implies thal an t•mploycr may nol have a 'cl of rules rclaling 
lo marriage, thildhirth, living arrangcmcnls or morality for one gentler which i~ not applied to 
the ullwr. 

52 Dorl11ml 1· R11wli11.w11 4.H US :121 ( 1977). 111 Kili;o ,. Bowman Tr01l.l/>tJ1111rin11 lncnrporatcd 7R<J 
F.2d RYI (I Ith Cir l<JRI>) lhe rnnrl held 1hal an employer which insliluted a prior experience 
rcquirt.•111cnl with lhc intention or eliminating females from its work force, committed an 
unlawful employment practice, notwith,c;.lamlin~ the apparent rationality of the requirement. A 
neutral rule whkh places krnalcs at a dic;.advantagc will not conc;,tilutc disparate treatment 
where an employer docs not intend to discriminalc. I\. disparate impart clnim may then he 
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stereotyping could constitute disparate treatment.54 The court, however, required 

sexual stereotyping by the employer's decision makers, as opposed to statements by 

non-decision makers and stray remarks. 

An employee relying on disparate treat111c11t is faced with the task of proving that 

prima facie the treatment was due to the discriminatory motive of the employer. A 

causal link must he established between the action of the employer and the pros

cribed motive. The link may he direct, for example, where a female applicant is 

rejected for a position or a promotion with the words "the position is not suitable for 

women".55 Where the nexus is not direct, it may be possible to infer. lbat would 

he the case, for example, where a position was advertised in a manner which made it 

apparent that only men were intended to apply, and a female applicant was sub

sequently rejected. Disparate treatment may relate to an individual or may be 

systematic. In an individual disparate treatment case the question will he whether a 

particular employee was intentionally discriminated against on a particular occasion. 

hrought. 

53 109 sn 1775<1 1J8<J). 

54 ltnpkins was employed as a senior manager in the accounting lirm of Price Waterhouse. The 
partners in her lirm refused to propose her for partnership herausc they viewed her as macho, 
as attempting h' ovcr~rompcnsalc for hcing a woman, and requiring a course at charm school. 
The parlucr who explained the partners decision to llnpkins told her that she could improve 
her chances of promotion if she walked, talked and dressed more femininely, wore make-up 
and had her hair styled. This was hdd hy the tour! In constitute illegal slrrcntyping. Terrell 
2'18 observes that stereotyped a5'umptinns tend to take nn two forms. The first consists of 
unwarranll'd assumptions concerning an entire class (such as the a~sumption that women tend 
In he more nurturing than men or instill more conlidcncc in those under their care). The sec
oml cnnsi,ls of assumptions or conclusions whic·h may he true of the clas.< in general, hul do 
not nccc.<.<ar ily npply In all memhcrs of that class (such as the ahi!ity of women lo lift heavy 
weights). 

55 Direct ('\·idcncc of lhis nature is rtfcrrcd to as smoking gun C\'ic..lcncc. An example or such C\i

dcncc (in a racial cnnlcxl) is In he found in the ca.<c of Wi/.<011 I' Cil1• ofA/icei'ille 779 F.2d 631 
(I Ith t'ir llJRh) al 6:13 in whirh the mayor of the city of Aliceville allegedly staled that "he 
wasn't goi11g to kt no Fedcr~tl (invernmcnt make him hire no god-dam nigger." 
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In the case of systematic disparate treatment the issue is whether the particular con· 

duct complained of is the employer's standard operating procedure (and is applied 

with a discriminatory motive). Typically, a class of employees as opposed to an indi

vidual will have been affected, and some aspect of an employer's employment 

system will he scrutinised.<;() 

In McD01111ell [)ouglm Corporation v Gree1151 the US Supreme Court developed a 

four step process hy which the establishment of a prima fade case of disparate treat

ment is to he analysed where there is no direct evidence of an intention to dis

criminate. The case dealt with the failure to hire a joh applicant, but the test has 

subsequently been modified to a variety of employment situations.Sll A prima fade 

case of discrimination against a female employee will be established if the complain

ing party shows: I) membership of a protected group, that is, she is a female 

employee; 2) that she either is qualified for the job sought or is performing the job 

satisfactorily: 3) despite these qualifications, she suffers an adverse employment 

action; 4) a similarly situated employee who is not a member of the protected group 

does not suffer the adverse action.59 The existence of the first element is self

evident. The second element does not require proof of a high standard of perform

ance such as perfect or even average performance. All that is required of an 

employee is proof of performance at a level which has been tolerated by the 

employer in the past."° A prospective employee is required to show minimal com-

5(, ltrt<'11Wli111111/ Bmrlmlwod of 7i·a111.1ICI'.' .- U11ircd Srotr•s 4.'1 US 324 ( 1'177). Cn• 6-22 poinl< nul 
lhal lhc syslt'malic di,paralc lreatmenl rnmlcl will generally he uscc.l Lll cslablish a long term 
p.:tllrrn <'f di.\cri111in:11itm. 

57 411US7'12 (1'17.1). 

58 Maikovid1 and llrnwn J5. 

5'1 C:olc.lman 117. 

<>O Maikllvich and Brown J5 point 0111 lhal for a currcnl employee all Iha! is rcquircc.I is some 
showing of sati,darl()ry pcrftlrmancT. 
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petency for the position sought. The third and fourth steps are met by showing that 

a male employee in a similar situation received better treatment from the employer. 

A question which arises with regard to the last two steps relates to the standard of 

causation required by Title VII. As has been stated, disparate treatment discrimina

tion implies unfavourable treatment of an employee "because of' her sex.61 In an 

early disparate treatment case,62 the Supreme Court applied the so-called "taint 

standard" in terms of which unfavourable treatment of an employee was viewed as 

having been caused by an employer"s impermissible motivation if the unfavourable 

treatment was touched by or tainted by impermissible motivation. The court later 

held that the proper causation standard was, in fact, more exacting than the liberal 

taint standard. It adopted a "hut for" causation standard, in terms of which an 

employee was required to show that but for her sex the employer's adverse decision 

would not have heen taken.61 More recently, in a mixed motive case, that is, one in 

which the employer"s decision was motivated by both permissible and non

permissible criteria, the Supreme Court adopted the "substantial factor" test, in 

terms of which an employee is required to prove that her unfavourahle treatment 

was substantially motivated by an impermissible criterion.f.4 This is clearly a more 

61 Section 70.J(a)(I). 

62 McDm111cll /)011/;laI Corporatio111• Cira11 411 US 7<J2 (1'173). 

6J Mcl>mwld 1· So11ta Ft• Trail Tra11.'f"'rratim1 Cnmpo11y 427 US 27.l ( 1'17<>). The "but for• 
standard was again applied in Nt'll'/>"11 Nell'" Sl1i1•lmildi11K a11d f>I)' Dock Company" EEOC 462 
US 661J ( l<JRl) in which the rourl hcl<I th.it the pr<wisinn of diffcn·n1 insurance coverage lo 
male and km.ilc cmplnyccs conslilulcd a violalion of Title VII in that it is a distinction which 
would nol have occurred lml for the sex of lhc employees. 

M /'rice Jl'atalwu.<r 1· llopki11J 109 SCI 1775 ( 1118')). The phrase "mixed moli,e" implies Iha! the 
employer's decisi<m was h;1sl'll nol only on .ir.cxu11I considcralions. In this c:isc the decision not 
In promote the employee was h:"ed on sexual slercolyping (she was told lo walk, talk and 
drc.s more femininely), as well as her inability lo interact with subnrdinalcs. Rohlik 61 
explains lhal the "findin11 of sexual slcrcolyping. and of interpersonal problems makes this a 
"mixed molivc case", one or hoth ilkgitimalc and lcgi1ima1c motives." 
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rigorous test for an employee to satisfy than the taint test. 

In determining whether an employee has established a prirna facie case the courts 

have not overlooked statistical evidence. The use of statistical evidence has heen 

approved in class actions and in individual discrimination claims where employees 

have not relied solely on that evidence.65 The role of statistical evidence in an indi

vidual sex discrimination case was considered in Dal"is v Ca/ifanof"' There a female 

chemist alleged unlawful discrimination against her in hiring, promotions and other 

conditions of employment. She alleged that her rate of promotion was lower than 

that of male chemists with less time in the particular joh grade than she had, and 

that she had been passed over for promotion on several occasions. The court found 

that she had established a prima facie case and, holding that statistical evidence 

could be used to prove a prima facie case in an individual employment discrimina

tion action, stated that statistical data need only include the minimum objective 

qualifications necessary for the position sought. As there were no minimum objec

tive qualifications for the position, the employee's statistics showing that the upper 

grade and salary structures at the particular organisation were overwhelmingly made 

up of male employees was regarded as adequate to establish a prima facie case.67 

h5 In hrtcmationa/ 810rl1erlwnd of Tcm11Jtcrs ,. United Srar.·.< 432 US 324 (1'177), the court stated 
at :\:\IJ: "Slatistics showing racial or ethnic imhalance arc prohative in a case such as this one 
only hcrause such irnhalancc is oflen a telltale sign of purpo.,cful discrimination; absent 
explanation, it is ordinarily to he expcclcd that non-discriminatory hiring practices will in time 
rc~mh in a work force more or less rcprcscnlalivc or 1hc racial and ethnic composition in the 
community from which the employee' arc hired." In Kin.<ey 1• First Rri:itma/ Sauririe.< 
hrcorporarrd S57 F.2d ll.'O (DC Cir l'>TI) the court held that an individual claim, as opposed to 
a clas..~ action, did not alter 1hc prohativc vo1luc (lr evidence of an employer's practice~. policies 
or pallcrns relative lo a dctcrminalion of whether discrimination existed in a ,!;pccilic case. It 
also Mated lhal stati,tical evidence was valid in upper level joh discrimination cases, prmidcd 
that the relevant lahnur P""' was accur;1tcly defined as to those persons possessing the 
qualification< which the crnplo)·er sought. Sec also F11111co C01ut111crim1 Corporatio11 •' Warr1:< 
4.'11 US 5h7 ( 1'17R). 

<~• 613 F.2d <>57 (DC Cir 1'17'l). 

67 In gcnl'ral tlw prnper pool of cornparison, that is, the sets of figures to he examined. ha.' hcen 
rcgardL·d as being the relevant lahour market (llazf/wood Sclwol District 1· U11itrd States 433 
US 29'1 ( 1'177)). In the presenl case the higher Ind posilions at the organisalion were filled 
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After an employee has made out an initial prima facie case, an employer must for

mulate a non-discriminatory reason for its action.Ml This can be done by means of 

objective evidence, such as attendance or performance records.<•9 Rebuttal of the 

employee's prima facie case by the employer will differ depending on whether the 

issue is one of individual disparate treatment or systematic disparate treatment. In 

an individual discrimination case the employer is required to formulate a legitimate, 

non-discriminatory reason for its conduct. In the case of systematic disparate treat

ment the employer's response is similar in form to the employee's statement. It 

provides figures which account for the disparities which the employee disclosed in 

its prima facie case. The effect of legitimate factors on the composition of the work 

force or pool of affected employees is thus examined.70 

The employer's response returns the burden to the employee, who may attempt to 

show that the articulated response is a pretext for discrimination, that is, that the 

rationale is a guise to cover up the employer"s discriminatory motive. This can be 

done by proving that the rationale is unworthy of belief, or hy showing that dis

criminatory factors were an additional motivating cause for the employer's actions. 

An employee's claim will fail ir the employer's actions were taken as a result of good 

faith business decisions, irrespective of whether such decisions are correct or 

incorrect · in such a case the employee will have failed to show discriminatory 

motive. An employee will also fail to show that there is a pretext for discrimination 

where she simply explains the employer's articulated response, for example, where 

from within, anti the rourt regarded the organi,ation itsdf as the rclc\'anl lahour market. 

(h~ /llcD01111t"// f>ougltu C017•orotim1 1· Uf<'<"ll 41 l US 792 ( l'l7:\); Tcm.1 lkpo11mmt of Cm111111111it_v 
Affairs 1• 81m/i11r 4.'ifJ US 248 ( 1•1.~1 ). 

<>9 Maikovich and Brown :17. 

70 Cox 6-25 - 6-21>. 
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she provides an explanation for poor work performance.71 

McD01111ell Douglm Corporation v Grce1112 is generally regarded as the landmark 

decision regarding the nature of the burden of proof in disparate treatment cases. 

The decision sets out the requirements for the establishment of a prima facie case of 

intentional discrimination hy an employee. Thereafter, it is stated, the employer 

hears the hurden of showing that it had a non-discriminatory reason for taking the 

action complained of. It appears from cases following the decision that the courts 

had difficulty agreeing on the nature of the employer's burden of proof following the 

establishment of a prima facie case by the employee.73 The confusion regarding the 

employer's hurden of proof was resolved in Tcxm Department of Co111111u11ity Affairs 

1• IJ11rdi11e,14 where the court ruled that once an employee has established a prima 

facie case, the burden which shifts to the employer is to rebut the presumption of 

71 Maikovich and Brown J.~- 40. Weir 2 sun.- lhc position up'" follows: "In every Tille VII dis
crimination case, I here were three aspects to the burden of proof. The employee had lo ini
tially prove a prima facic case.... If lhis so-callee.I prima fade case were cstahlishcd, ii became 
the hurdcn of lhc t'mploycr lo prove 1ha1 there were some legitimate business reasons why the 
employment action wa~ taken. Once a legitimate husincss reason was articulated hy the 
employer, plaintiff had the ultimate burden to show that the discriminatory reason was more 
lilcly than nol the motivating factor in the decision, or that the employer's proffered business 
explanation was nol bclicvahle. The employee could do this in several forms: (a) slatislical 
proof showing a 'ignificant adverse impact on members of the prolcclcd class; (h) aclual 
admissions of ll'gal intent hy authorized agcnls of the employer; (c) anecdotal testimony, 
usually slalcmenls made hy supervisors lending to show legal intenl, cg "thal all hlacks arc just 
lazy", or "lhc oltl gal's lost it"; (d) evidence which lends lo show that the employer's business 
reason is unlrne, and lhc only reason lo lie is to rover up discrimination; and (c) inconsistent 
slalcmcnts hy someone who spcah for the employer." 

72 411 us 7'12 (1'17.l). 

7.l l 'ohcn 721. Terrell 2'10 'lalcs: "Unfnrtun:ilcly, the theories lx·hind lhe conn·pls of prima Carie 
case and hurdcns nf proor arc vague, and have thus gcnrratcd m11t.·h nmrusion and con
troversy. E\idcncing lhis muddle arc al least eight Supn·mc Court decisions in the last twelve 
years discussing the hurdcn of proof in employment discrimination cascc;. The confoc:;ion and 
conlrovc:.·rsy have ccnl1..·rcd arnund the defendant's hurdcn of proof, atlrmpls to distinguish 
lid ween hurdcns of persuasion and hurdt·ns of produrtion, orders of proof and rchultalt rchut
lals and alfirmalivc ddcnSl·s, and hunlcns of proof and prcsurnplions. Allcmpls lo resolve 
these issues ha\'l' often fallen shorl of I hat goal, frequently shilling the blame rather than 
darifying the law." 

74 450 us 2·18 ( 1'>81). 
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discrimination by producing evidence that the employee was rejected or someone 

else preferred for a legitimate non-discriminatory reason. But the employee retains 

the burden of persuasion and is granted an opportunity to demonstrate that the 

reason advanced by the employer was not the true reason for its action. In terms of 

the decision, the ultimate burden of persuading the court that she has been the vic

tim of intentional discrimination thus remains with the employee.75 I lowever, the 

more recent decision of Price Waterlwme v llopkim,16 a mixed motive case, did not 

apply the same standards of proof as those utilised in the Burdine decision. Instead 

the court required something more of the employer than the mere articulation of a 

legitimate non-discriminatory reason for its action, namely, that it should prove that 

it would have made the same decision even if it had not allowed gender to play a 

role. The employee, however, retains the ultimate burden of proving that gender 

did play a role in the employment decision. 

b Disparate impact 

An employer is generally required to apply the same job requirements and condi

tions to all employees and applicants for employment (provided that it does not do 

so with the intention of discriminating.) But many common requirements, such as 

minimum education requirements and testing procedures, may have unequal effects 

on various groups even though they are imposed on all alike.77 /\s a result of these 

·75 As Cohen 724 ohserves, the decision supports the thinking that employers in disparate treat
ment cases arc nnl ff(tUircd lo prove the ahscncc of dl!'.crimination, while thl' employee retains 
the burden of proving intentional discrimination. Terrell JOR states that the employer is 
required "lo do something more than mndy deny discrimination, hut 10 do something lcs.• 
than prove non-di,crimination". Sec also llauk 4."i- 4.H. 

76 ll~J SCI 1775 ( 1'18'1). 

77 A variety of employment p<>licics may ha\'c an adverse or disp;uatc impact on protcclcd 
classes of employees. Jlowcvcr, a gr cal dc:1I of c:i.c..c J;1w concerns employer policies and 
criteria for the selection nr indi\'iduals for employment an<l for promotion. Title VII doc~ not 
forbid the use of professionally developed cmploymcnl tcsls hy employers, • ... provi1lt•d that 
such tcsl, its administration or action upon lhc results. is not designed, intended or used to dis-
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concerns the US Supreme Court first articulated the concept of disparate impact in 

Griggs v Duke l'ower Company.18 In terms of this concept a facially neutral rule that 

results in different classes of employees heing treated differently is an act of dis

crimination. Unlike disparate treatment, disparate impact requires no proof of 

intentional discrimination.79 A11 employment policy which has an adverse impact on 

female employees will he unlawful unless justified by business necessity. The 

employee is required to provide prima fade proof of adverse impact. The employer 

may then attempt to show that the particular policy or requirement is joh related, 

that is, that it is a business necessity. If the employer succeeds, the employee may 

attempt to show that although the policy is joh related, it does not constitute a busi

ness necessity because an alternative device exists which has a lesser adverse impact, 

while still protecting the employer's interests.RI! 

Various employer practices and policies may lead to allegations of disparate impact 

by employees. I lowever, the context in which this has occurred most frequently is 

that of selection procedures for hiring and promotion. In Griggs 1• Duke Power Com

pcmy,81 the court ruled that the educational requirement (a high school diploma) 

criminalc .. ." (seclion 71B(h)). For a disrussion of employment tesl praclices, sec llancy 1· 86. 

78 401 llS 424 ( 1'!71). 

7'l The roncrpl may al firsl glance appear nol lo differ from the systematic disparate lrcatmenl 
model. The key difference concerns th<· moti,·c of the employer. The employee is nol 
required tn prove any discriminalory molive by 1hc employer in order lo cslahlish a prima 
facic case of disparale impacl. Cox 7-1 explains: "In wnceplion, the model renders employer 
motive immalerial, for a facially ... gender neulral crilcrinn adopted for rca"ms wholly indc· 
pendent of ... gender may he rendered unlawful under lhc model if ii generates dis· 
prnpnrlinnalc ... gender dfccls. The prohibition, in shorl, is a prohihilion of insufficiently jus· 
lilied disparalc rnnscqucrKcs." 

RO Sl·hlci and Clrossman 91- 92. The authors rcfrr to a test havinµ comp.::irahlc husincss utility 
(92). 

81 401 US424(1971). 
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and the employment tests utilised by the employer to select individuals for hiring 

and promotion were unlawful because they had the consequence of dis

proportionately excluding a protected class, while they hore no relationship to the 

jobs in question.82 

A disparate impact inquiry is limited in the sense that the policy complained of must 

concern an employer's standard procedure under given circumstances and not ran

dom or sporadic acts. The latter must he considered under disparate treatment. 

The impact of a particular policy is determined by comparing the number of female 

employees or applicants for employment affected thereby with the total numher of 

affected individuals. A statistical analysis is thus made.in As identification of each 

member or potential member of the available work force is impossible, a proxy is 

utilised as the unit of comparison. The issue is how to choose the appropriate proxy. 

Should all potential applicants or employees form the unit of comparison, or should 

only those employees or applicants for employment actually affected he considered? 

These two units of comparison have been termed "applicant pool" and "applicant 

flow'', respectively.84 In Dothard v RawlimonR5, the applicant pool was considered in 

order to establish the adverse impact of a state statute imposing minimum height 

and weight requirements for state prison guards. The court relied on national 

82 Jain and Sloane 81. An employer i, thu' re<Jnired to show that lc't' which lead to a disparate 
impact pr(lvidc an indication or job performance. 

8J l111rmalimial Bm1l1crl1ootl of Teanntrn 1· l/11itctl Stalt'.< 4:11 tlS :12~ ( 1977) estahlished that 
statistical pattern< could he used to establish illegal m<•tivalion. llazf'i•rnml Sc/Joo/ Di.<tricl" 
U11it1•d Stolt'.< 4'.\:\ US 299 (1977) approvc<l lhc framst1·rs model and accepted the standard 
dc·vialion theory in term.< of which <latistical disparities of more th;m three deviations (which 
equates tn a five percent pllssihility of orcurring hy rhanre) would u'ually he regarded as sup· 
porting a Ji,paratc impact claim. The theory is a complex one and i' explained by Player 34.1-
'.\52. 

84 rtayer :157 - .1ht. Cox 7-R di,linguishcs hrtwcen the external population and the suh
populati<•n actually subjected to the challenged criterion. 

85 4:\1 LJS .121 ( 1'177). 
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height and weight statistics of men and women, which disclosed that the standards 

would exclude 41 % of females in the US and only 1% of males, to establish the 

adverse impact of the requirement on women. The unit of measurement was thus 

the female population as a whole, to the extent that that population was assumed to 

possess the requisite qualifications other than the challenged height and weight 

requirements.Rli The applicant pool must he defined in terms of the geographical 

area from which the employer is likely to receive applications, and the persons in 

that area who are qualified to hold the joh. In Griggs v [)11ke Power Compan>.P.1 the 

court also utilised the applicant pool method. The applicant pool was limited 

geographically to persons residing in the state in which the employer's business was 

located. As the job required no special skills, the court placed no limit on the per

sons deemed to he qualified to hold the particular job. The court found that the 

employer's requirement of (inter alia) a high school diploma had a disparate impact 

on a protected group residing in the state. 

The disproportional impact of an employer policy must he substantial in order for 

an employee to succeed in estahlishing a prima facie case.RR The courts have 

referred to a significant difference in selection or disqualification rates for men and 

women.R9 Because the court is looking for substantially disparate effects rather than 

R6 <iold 442 11uestions the use of the national population as a proxy for the availahlc work force. 
lie points lo practical prnhlcms in the conic.•! of the particular case: "One may harhor serious 
doubt that the women in the arnilahle work force for prison guards had the same height and 
wci~h1 charactcri~tic~ a~ the national aver.ages for women. In the fir~I place, women who arc 
willing and ahle to he prison guar<ls arc prohahly taller and heavier than average. In the sec
ond plan .. ·, such wnml"n arc prohahly younger than average, and ynung women in America arc 
prohahly taller and heavier than their mothers and grandmothers." 

87 401 us 424 ( 11171 ). 

88 Maikovich and Brown 55 explain the requirement as follows:"ln layman·, terms, 'tatistic< m1"t 
not only raise one's curiosity. lhcy must {'(mvinrc a reasonable pcr,c-,on that there is almost no 
possibility that the results came ahout by chance." 

89 In A/Jcmiolc !'aper Com,,a11y 1• Mood)' 422 US 405 (1975) the coun accepted the e'tahli,hment 
or a prima faric case where lrsts utilised hy an employer srkctcd applic:rnts for promotion or 
hire in a 'ignilicautly difkrent (racial) pallrrn from that of the pool of applicant5. The princi-
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discriminatory motivation, disparate impact cases rely on statistics to a far greater 

extent than do disparate treatment cases for the proof needed to estahlish a prima 

fade case of discrimination. When considering the weight to be attributed to 

statistical evidence in estahlishing a prima fade case of discrimination the courts 

have considered whether the evidence reveals a suhstantial disparity between pro

tected groups.90 The Supreme Court has gone so far as to hold that where gross 

statistical disparities can he shown, these alone could constitute prima facie proof of 

a pattern or practice of discrimination.91 As a general rule the EEOC has suggested 

that the existence of adverse impact is to he determined hy the so-called four-fifths 

rule.92 In terms of the rule a policy or criterion, such as a test for hiring or promo

tion, which selects females at four-fifths or less of the rate of selection of males, is 

open to suspicion. The four-fifths rule implies the use of the applicant now method 

of comparison as opposed to the applicant pool method - the percentage of actual 

applicants of one class (women), which is eligible for employment, is compared to 

the l>ercentage of actual applicants of another class (men), who qualify.93 

pie is applieahle lo sex discrimination. In Dothard 1• Rawli11.<m1 4.l\ US 321 (1977) the court 
accepted that prima racie the facially neutral height and weight requirement set hy the 
employer selected female applicants for hire in a significantly different discriminatory pallern 
to males. 

90 Castmu•tla 1• I'a111"tla 4111 US 482 ( l'l77). While the case involved discrimination in grand jury 
sclcrlion, its slalislieal analysis has hcen rearlirmed in employment disrriminalinn cases under 
Tille Vil, for example, llazrlwuod Sdwol Di.1t1frt 1· United States 4J\ US 2'19 ( 1977). 

91 /laze/wood School Distn'cl 1· Umkd State.< 4.\3 US 299 ( 1977). 

92 Under lhi' eip.hly percent rule adnplcd hy the EEOC's Uniform Ciuidclin<·s on Tcsling and 
Employee Selcclion (29 CTR 1607) 1979, a sclcclion crilcrion is viewed as having a disraratc 
impacl on a prnleclcd etas.< or employees if the sclcclion ralc lor !hat cla.« is lower lhan eighty 
percent or the selection ralc fnr majnrily employees (Player :V'3). Soho! and Ellard 3111 slale 
1ha1 the rule, which is e5'cnlially a "rule ol thumh" ralhcr than a slatislical crilcrion, is u'ed 
hcrau~c ii is simple lo calculalc and understand. In ccrt<1in cirrum~tanrc5., however, it i5. an 
unrcliahk indicalor or discrimination. The aulhors slale 1ha1 ii should he used wilh caulion, 
parlicularly where populalion ralins arc close to 50% and where sample si1es arc very large, in 
which cirrnn1'1anccs ii is leas! reliable (J'~J). 

93 The four lillhs rule ha' hecn accepted in a numhcr nl cases, for example, Iii/Iiams 1• V11km'icl1 
720 F.2J <)Ir> (61h Cir 1'18.\); f'ir<'fi~htcrs l11.1tit11te for Racial Equality I' St Loui.r 616 F.2d 350 
(8th Cir 1'180). 
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An issue which often arises is that one portion of a particular employer policy, such 

as a test for hiring or promotion, impacts against females, while the test as a whole 

docs not. Thr question which arises is whether each of the individual components 

of the selection procedure must be valid. The policy of EEOC is that where there is 

no adverse impact it will not examine the individual components of a test. This 

principle is known as the bottom line justification. It is successful where the portion 

of the test in question does not constitute an absolute harrier to selection. The prin

ciple can be demonstrated by reference to the following example. A selection test 

may require applicants to lift an eighty kilogram weight. It is likely that the test 

would impact adversely on females. If the strength test is just one portion of a test 

which measures overall competency for the position, and the lest as a whole does 

not impact on females, the weight-lifting requirement would he permissible. The 

test as a whole must thus he non-discriminatory and not necessarily each component 

thereof.94 However, a selection process will be regarded as having a dis

proportionate impact if it consists of vertical stages and disqualifies females dis

proportionately al a particular stage, thereby preventing them from progressing to 

the following stage. This is demonstrated by the situation in Connectirnt v Tea/95 

where the employer hired applicants who passed a series of tests which had been 

arranged in a vertical manner. An applicant who failed to pass the first stage of the 

testing process was disqualified from proceeding to the next. A disproportionate 

number of the protected class failed the first stage, but the hollom line was that the 

protected class in fact passed the whole ballery of tests, and was hired, in a slightly 

larger proportion than the remaining applicants. The court nonetheless pronounced 

'14 Jain anJ Sloane 82; Maikovich and Brown 57. 

95 457 us 440 ( 1'182). 
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the procedure unfair because the protected class was disproportionately eliminated 

from proceeding at the initial stage of testing.96 It found that although the bottom 

line approach could prevent discri111ination in hiring or promotion, it failed to 

prevent discrimination in job opportunities. This was because it failed to protect 

imlividual rights hy it condoning discrimination against individual members of a pro

tected group at a given stage in the process, even if the end results of the process 

were non-discriminatory.97 An employer could overcome the effect of the Co11-

11cctic:ut decision by utilising a horizontal series of tests, none of which need be com

pleted successfully in order to proceed to the next. If one co111ponent of such a 

series of tests has a disproportionate impact on female employees, but the tests a~ a 

whole do not, the bottom line justirkation would apply. 

Prima facie proof, hy an employee or applicant for employment, of adverse impact 

of an employer policy does not establish a violation of the Act. /\n employer is then 

granted an opportunity to justify the policy hy showing that it is a business necessity. 

This is typically done hy showing that a relationship exists between the procedure 

and job performance. In the case of a selection procedure for hiring or promotion, 

an employer is required to validate the procedure. /\ bona fide belief in the validity 

of the procedure will not justify it. The employer is re411ired to provide statistics 

which prove the validity thereof.98 The defence is a difficult one to establish. 'J11e 

% Aennett-Alcxaonlcr 704- 71:l analyses the derision closely. She notes 1ha1 the elfcct nf the deci
sion Wa(, lo chan~C the previous position whcrcfly employers COnCCfln'd with fhe affrt•l or their 
hiring and prnmnlinn procedures h.1<l only lo ensure lhal I heir overall hottnm line ligurcs were 
in order (7111). 

97 As Yellen 747 points 0111, however, Tille Vil is com-crned wilh holh individual and group 
righls. The hotlnm line dcfcnrc may nnl prolcrl individual rights salisfaclnrily, hccause indi
viduals (such as lhr Cm111rclirn1 t•mplnyecs) me dlscriminaled against, regardless of the num
ber nf mcmhcrs of the prnll'cll'<l group who arc uhimalcly hired or ptomotcd. But utilisation 
o{ 1hc ckkncc is con~i~li:nt with a ~rnup rights approach because it encourages proportional 
n-prcscnlaliou in the employees work force. 

118 Maikovich anil Brown .'iii. 
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court has referred to a "business necessity", a "manifest relationship" between a pro

cedure having an adverse impact and a business need, and the "job relatedness" of a 

procedure or criterion.'19 The EEOC's employee selection guidelines require strict 

validation by industrial psychology standards. It has been said that the standard 

required by the EEOC is virtually impossible to achieve. too 

According to the EEOC guidelines, a selection procedure for hiring or promotion 

may be either content validated or criterion validated. lilt Content validation occurs 

when the particular policy closely resembles the work which is required to be per

formed, for example a typing test for a secretaryW2 or a welding test for a welder.Hl3 

·n1e test thus measures particular elements of the job to be performed. A test which 

has been content validated does not test anything beyond the ability to perform a 

specific task.104 Should an employer wish to test for characteristics such as 

9'1 These three phrases were all utilised hy the court in Grig:i:< v Duke l'mwr Compotry 401 US 424 
( 1'171), at 4]1- 4]2. The language was repeated in A/Jrn110/e Poper Compatry •·Moody 422 US 
405 (1975), where the court applied strict requirements set hy industrial psychologists as the 
standard required hy the defence. Necessity was again cmpha.,ised in Dotliard •• RaK'/i11sotr 4]3 
us 321 ( 1977). 

HXl Gold 456 states: "In fart, however, the CJuidelincs hamper more than assist. The General 
Accounting Ofliec reported in 1'>82 that the level of reading dirlirulty of the Ciuidclines, as 
measured by the level of education required to understand them, was beyond the doctor of 
philosophy level. Moreover, according to the Committee on Psychological Tests and Assess
ment of the American Psychological Association, "the guidelines rellcct a reliance on and use 
or measurement theory that docs not represent the current state of research and theory in 
psychological testing."" Cox 7-.18 'talc., that there is a tendency In restrict a strict application 
or the lmsincss necessity dclencc to employment tests, physical re1p1iremcnts and education 
crc<lcnlial rcc1uircmcnts. 

IOI Section 5. The guidelines also make provision ror construct validity (which is seldom applica
ble) where a test measures a personality trait considered vital to success on a particular joh. 

102 In 11111/.1 •· Mi.ui.uirri Stair D<"partmrnt nf 1'111>/ic Welfare 542 F Supp 281 (ND Miss 1'182) the 
rnurt did not regard a test for a typist. comprising grammar, hasic maths. reading, spelling and 
punctu:ttion, m; content valid. 

ltH Ui:om ,. Rt•t·l11d l'owrr Corporation h25 F.2d 771 (Rlh Cir 1'l80). A langnagt· comprehension 
tc.'t for a r<Hirt rcporkr has been rcg<mkd as content valid (llrrd 1• Allri;l1<•11r 463 F Supp 1152 
(WD l'a 1'>7'1); and a t<·st of police ability to apply rules to factual situations (Guardiwu A.uo
ciation of N}' c·i1y Polin• Dt•pm1111£'1lf /11corporatcd ,. lh·il Scn•ire Commi.'f.~io11. ()30 F.2d 79 (2d 
Cir t<J80). 
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intelligence, initiative, personality or leadership, which are regarded as important 

for a particular position, the test will have lo be criterion validated in order to be 

acceptable. The test will have tu be shown to be predictive of, or significantly corre

lated to, important elements of the particular job for which candidates are to be 

considered. That will be the case when the employer shows, by professionally 

accepted methods, that test scores can be compared favourably to job perform

ance.105 The test can be studied in one of two ways. One is by means of a predic

tive study, where all job applicants are given the test and all are then hired. After a 

period of time has elapsed, their joh performance is evaluated and the correlation 

between job and test scores is established. The other method of validation is by 

means of concurrent study, where current employees are given the test. Their job 

performance is then evaluated and the correlation between test scores and perform 

ance is established. A precise and detailed evaluation of the joh being evaluated for 

performance is required.106 

The EEOC thus requires any instrument or criterion utilised by an employer to 

select employees for hiring or promotion to be shown to he predictive of job per

formance through a rigorous validation procedure. The courts too have tended to 

adopt a strict approach.107 llowevcr, a more lenient interpretation of the concept 

104 !'layer 371 refers to a "facial relationship between test and joh". The EEOC requires an 
employer to show that the behaviour demon.,lrated in the selection procedure is a representa
tive sample or the bchaviour or the joh in question. As Player 372 points out, that implies that 
a test which measures only a small or insignificant aspect or the joh is not validated as to 
employees who must perform the whole joh. But a test which measures a ncces.\ary aspect of 
the joh will have content validity. 

105 Maikovich and Brown 57. 

J()() A/wm111h· f'apa Co111pm1y 1• Moo1!1• 422 lJS 405 (1'175) rrjected an allegedly concurrently vali
dated tl'St where an employer attempted to U'< the test to select employees for joh "A", while 
the particular test had hccn validated only for joh "B". 

107 As Portwood and Kn1iara 356 note, in the post <iri!:XS period, the EEOC and the court• 
regarded a showing of a direct rclati<>nship between an act, policy or procedure and job per
formance as the only acccptahlc pmof of joh rclatednes.\. 
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of job relatedness can he detected in certain decisions of the Supreme Court. In 

Wcuhi11gtm1 v Dal'i.~.108 for example, the employer had validated a selection test for 

promotion against a measure of performance in a training programme rather than 

actual job performance. The EEOC had ruled that the test did not meet its 

standards. The Supreme Court held that a positive relationship between the test 

and training course was sufficient to validate the former. Validation against actual 

job performance was thus not required. The decision was seen as lightening the 

burden on the test user to prove job relatedness. H>'J A relaxation of the business 

necessity requirement was again to he detected in National Education Association v 

South Carolina, 110 which allowed the board of education of South Carolina to con

tinue using a test for teacher certification and salary determination, despite the fact 

that the adverse impact of the test on a protected class of employees was shown. No 

criterion validation study had been conducted, but the court accepted the test based 

on a content validation study, which showed that the test included questions relating 

to subject matter taught in the South Carolina teaching programmes. 

The decision of Wards Cove Packing v Atonio 111 addressed the burdens of proof in 

disparate impact cases. The decision brought forth storm of protest by holding, 

inter alia, that the burdens of proof in disparate impact cases should conform to the 

burdens of proof in disparate treatment cases.112 The Supreme Court first 

108 426 us 22'1 ( 11176). 

H~I llancy 2] rde" In a "nrw Irr ml in court decisions", giving employers far greater latitude lo 
deviate frnm EEOC gui1ldincs. 

110 4J-l US 102h ( 1'>78), in which the Supreme Court aflirmcd a District Court ruling. 

111 11¥1 SCI 2115 { l'l81J). For a discu"inn of the significant principles which emerged [mm the 
derision sec Shanor and f\.1arcosson 150- 161. 

112 Bryan 2J1 explains: "Plaintiffs attorneys. ci\'il rights c>rgani7alion•, and commentators have 
denounced the decision, arguing that it overrules long-cstahlishcd principles and immuni1cs 
from alladc numerous discriminalory cmploymcnl practice~. Propo.c:,als have hccn advanced in 
Congress for amending Tille VII of the Ci"il Rights Act of 1964 to nullify the decision." 
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expanded the reach of the disparate impact theory in a decision handed down 

shortly before the Wcmls Cove Packing decision. It held that the theory could be 

used to challenge the possible discriminatory impact of an employer's use of subjec

tive criteria in making employment decisions.113 In Wards Cove Packing (a race 

case) the court was again confronted with the impact of subjective criteria in an 

employer's hiring and promotion polky.114 Regarding the establishment of a prima 

facie case by the employees, the court found that the proper method of comparison 

was not between the composition of the at issue jobs (in which non-white employees 

were concentrated) and the remainder of the work force (which consisted largely of 

white employees) as alleged by the employees, but was between the composition of 

the at issue jobs and the qualified population in the relevant labour market. In that 

regard the court broke no new ground. The court then went on to state that an 

employee could not make out a prima facie case of disparate impact merely by 

showing that there was an imbalance in the work force as a whole, that is by relying 

solely on statistical evidence in respect of the work force composition. The 

employee was required to show that each practice challenged had a disparate 

impact.1 15 It has been suggested that the test was actually intended for situations 

113 1-Vat.Hm 1• Fort Worth Bank 011</ Tnt.tl 108 SCI 2777 (1988). 

114 The employees were seasonal employees at s:ilmon c;mncrics in remote areas of Alaska. The 
johs at the canneries fell into two hroad categories, namely, those involving unskilled work 011 

the '""'"''Y lines, and the so-called non-cannery johs which involved a variety of job classilica
tions :ind skill lewis. The ma.iorily of unskilled cannery johs were filled hy "non-whites". An 
action was lnon!(hl on hch:ilf of "non-while" employees, alleging lh:il the company utilised a 
variety of hirin!'. and promotion policies (including ncpoli,m, a re-hire preference, a lack of 
ohjcclivc hiring criteria, separate hiring ch,.m1cl., and a policy of not promoting from within) 
whirh denied them johs as mm-cannery workers on lhc basis of !heir race. 

115 Shanor and Marcosson 153 explain the requirement: "ll'artls Core can be read lo hold that 
each cmplnymcnl prarticc challenged must he shown to have an independent, stalislieally sig· 
nificanl adverse impact As Ju.<lirc White put ii, to eslahlish a prima facic case on remand, 
"Rc<pondcnls will ... have to dcmonslrnlc that the disparity they complain of is the result ol 
one'" more of the employment practices that they arc attacking here, specifically showing that 
each challrn_ged practice has a significantly disparate impact on cmpl<>ymenl opportunities for 
whiles and non-whites"." 
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where each step taken by an employer, for example in a selection process, con

stitutes a barrier to further consideration for hiring or promotion. A selection 

process may, however, consist of several components, none of which need be com

pleted successfully in order to proceed to the next. The decision seems to preclude 

a reliance on the overall effect of such a process to establish disparate impact.116 

The adverse effect of this decision on the role of statistical evidence appears to have 

been reduced hy the Civil Rights Act I 991. In terms of that Act an employment 

practice is c.lecrnec.I to be unlawful if there is a statistical showing of disparate 

impact. The implication appears to be thai the practice as a whole must be shown 

to have a c.lisparate impact anc.1 not every element of that process.117 

The court in Wards C<we l'acking also redefined the nature of the burc.len placec.I on 

the employer in orc.ler to rebut the employee's prima facie case. It helc.1 that the bur

c.len which shifts to the employer once the employee has estahlishec.I a prima facie 

case, is a hurc.len of proc.luction of evic.lence that the employee was rejected or some 

one else preferrec.I for a legitimate reason. It also rejected the requirement that the 

practice be shown to be essential or inc.lispensable to the employer's case, but 

stoppec.1 short of actually defining what woulc.I constitute an ac.lequate business justi

fication.118 

116 Bryan 244. The m1lhor also pninl.• oul lhal lhe compnnenl• of a sclcclinn prnecs.< may be 
iclcnliliahk, hul lhal the im1rnct of :my one componcnl lakcn in isolalion may be small enough 
not to cslahlish any disparale impact. The question which arises is wh<·thcr the courts will 
allow reliance on lhc overall selection process in such cases. Shanor and Marcns.<on 155 sug· 
gcst lhat they will: "It is far from clear that a court would reach a similar decision when the 
employer used an interdependent sci of sdection procedures. In su<:h circumstances a 
cumulalivc disparale impact arising from multiple factors should suflicc." 

117 Weir 5. The author explains Iha! the slalulc: "It was initially passed in a different form by 
congress in l'l'Xl, veined hy President Bush as a "quola hill", and .i1hmittcd to congrcs.< again 
in the 1'191 session. After much negoliation, a compromise was achieved and the bill was 
signed ... on November 21, 1991 (3- 4). 

118 The court rcfcncd to a "reasoned view of !he cmplllyer's juslification" and said !hat the prac
licc challcng<'d was nol "·quired lo he esscnlial or indispensahlc (at 2126). 
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Despite the criticisms leveled at the decision, it has been noted that the application 

of the disparate impact theory to suhjective or discretionary employment practices 

made the redefinition of the hurden of proof -- in the sense of the degree of proof 

required -- inevitable.119 The chief distinction between the disparate treatment and 

disparate impact theories concerns the issue of the employer's motivation, which is 

irrelevant in a disparate impact case hut decisive in a disparate treatment case. The 

distinction begins to fade when the disparate impact theory is applied to subjective 

criteria which, by necessity, involve a consideration of intent. Even in the absence 

of conscious discrimination, decisions may be affected by unconscious bias, such as 

sexual stereotypes.120 The Civil Rights Act 1991 requires an employer to show that 

the practice challenged is job related for the position in question and consistent with 

business necessity.121 

Once an employer has shown that its policy is job related, the employee is granted 

an opportunity of showing that an alternative test is available which protects the 

employer's interests to the same extent, but which has a lesser impact on female 

employees. The 1991 Civil Rights Act permits an employee lo show that she pro

posed an alternative practice which would have had a lesser disparate impact. An 

employer which failed to accept the alternative is required to show that it was not 

viable because of business necessity.122 

119 Bryan 245. 

120 Bryan 246 explains lhal deliberate or unconscious sexual prejudice will affect the decision
making process. This is \irtually i1111m"ihlc lo distinguish from inlcnt in a disparate treatment 
case. Thus subjective criteria rnscs will inc\ilahly invoh·c issues of intcnl am! hias, irrcspcrtivc 
nf whether they arc analysed umll"r a <lisparalc impact or disparate treatment theory. 

121 Weir 5. 

122 Weir 5. 
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4 Title VII Defences 

Two signiricant defences are contained in the Act. One deals with bona fide 

occupational qualifications am! the other with seniority systems. In terms of the for

mer, employers are allowed to make certain distinctions lmsed on sex if the clas

sification is "a hona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the 

normal operation of the particular business".123 In terms of the seniority proviso, 

employers may base distinctions on bona fide systems of seniority. t24 

a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification <BFQQ) 

An employer relying on the BFOQ defence admits that it has treated female 

employees less favourably, but advances some justification for doing so. The BFOQ 

defence applies only in cases of intentional, or disparate treatment, discrimination. 

The reason ~ that the essence of the defence is not that the employer did not dis

criminate, hut that it did discriminate and that such discrimination was permis

sihle.125 Title VII does not set out the requirements of the BFOQ defence. 

However, the courts have set out three elements which the party asserting the 

defence, that is the employer, must prove. First, it must prove that members of the 

12.l Seel ion 70.1(c)( I) prnvidrs: "II shall nnl he an unlawful rmploymcnl praclirc for an employer 
lo hire and employ employees ... on thr h;t~is nf... sex ... in lho!-.C certain in~tancc~ where ... ~ex ... 
i.• a hona fide occupalional qualificalion rcasonahly necessary In lhc normal opcralion of lhal 
particular operation or cnlcrprisc". 

12·1 Scclion 70.1(h) provides: "Nolwilhslamling any olhcr provision of 1his litlc, it shall not he an 
unlawful cmploymcnl praclicc for an employer lo apply diffcrenl slandards of compcnsalion, 
or different terms. conditions or privileges of employment pur~uant to a hona fide seniority or 
mcril sr.tcm ... Provided that such differences arc not the result or an intention to discriminate 
hecausc of... sex .... " 

125 The defence is lhus dislin~uishahk from the husinc:;s necessity concept which is applicahlc in 
<lisparalc impact cases. 
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excluded class, that is, women, cannot safely and effectively perform essential job 

duties. Inability to perform peripheral job duties does not establish the defence.126 

Secondly, it must have a factual basis for the belief that all, or substantially all, 

women cannot perform the essential job duties.127 If a significant percentage can do 

so, the employer musl evaluate the ability and capacity of each individual. But if the 

employment of women presents a clear and substantial risk to the employer or to 

third parties, and if it is impossible to predict job performance by individual evalua

tions of fitness, the defence may he relied upon. Thirdly, as the statute itself 

ret1uires, the qualification he reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the 

business.128 

In terms of the Act it is not an unlawful employment practice for an employer to 

"hire and employ"l29 employees on the basis of their sex where the BFOQ defence 

applies. Despite this apparent limitation of the employer action covered by the 

defence, it has been invoked in situations sui;h as job assignments, promotions and 

discharges. no But it is improbable that the defence could be relied on to justify 

compensation discrepancies between two employees of the opposite sex. nt 

12(, Diaz I' I'a11 American World Airlillt'.• 111corporatcd 422 F.2d 385 (5th Cir 1'>71); Dothard 1· 

Rawlimo11 43.l US 321 (1977). 

127 Wn•ks 1· So11tl1cm Rd/ 1i·lcpl1m1c a11tl 7i·i<•xraplt Company 408 F.2d 228 (5th Cir 1%9); Dotlrard 
1• Rawli11w11 4.H US 321 (1977). 

128 Section 70.l(c)(l). According lo Player 2X2, the defence will only be cstahli,hed if lhnc is no 
rcasonahk and lcs~ discriminatory altcrnalivc whkh wnulJ ~crvc lhc employer's husincss 
needs equally wdl. 

129 Section 70.l(e)(I). 

no Player 284. 

UI Differences in compensation may he jn,tificd in terms of section 7tH(h) which allo~ salary 
dislinctions hast:d on seniority, merit, quantity or c1uality or work, or location. Similar defence~ 
arr incnrpmaled into lhe Equal Pay Acl of l 1l6:1 hy the Rennell Amendment of section 70~(h). 
The defences mav only he invoked, h<m't·ver, if the factors use<! to juslify the pay distinctions 
arc gcmkr ncutr~tl. 
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Distinctions hased on the sex of the affected employee are those most commonly 

sought to he justified hy the BFOQ defence. The courts have held that the defence 

will not he established where the employer seeks to rely on notions of so-called 

romantic paternalism in order to do so. That means that the subjugation of women 

to men, supposedly for their own benefit and protection, will not he allowed.132 

Women may not he denied work which the employer feels might subject them to 

embarrassment or harassment, as personal risks not affecting the business of the 

employer are to he left to the persons who might be the targets thereof to decide 

upon. Even health risks to the employee will not entitle the employer to rely on the 

BFOQ defence with success. IJJ However, where the threat to the employee is so 

acute that she cannot safely and efficiently perform the essential elements of the 

joh, the defence will succeed.134 

Customer preference may constitute a BFOQ where such preference prohibits 

IJ2 Wagon 317. The author states that women arc now l>eing confronted hy an emerging "prag
matic paternalism", hy which they arc subjugated to men, suppo.cdly for the benefit of 
employers and clients. 

t:U This was the view of the court in 8111wd/ 1• F.astcm Air Li11cs lllcorporat1•d 6JJ F.2d 3'il (4th Cir 
1980), where the employer sought to disqualify pregnant night attendant.< from night duty. 

U4 In l>otlrard 1• Uaw/i11.w11 4.H US 321 ( 11J77), the court was of the opinion that the defence could 
not he inn>hd to exclude females from jobs deemed to he dangerous or undesirable hy 
notions of romantic patern,.Jism, as the particular female should he allowed to make that deci
sion herself. But in the particular case the court decided that there was more at risk than the 
usual risk of harm lo women. The job was that of a security guard at a maximum security 
prison. and was one which the court hclievcd would suhjcct women to attack simply hceausc 
they were women, resulting in a breakdown in prison security with the accompanying threat to 
the safety of other guards and of inmates. Women as a class could thus not safely and effec
tively pcrlorm the joh nf security guard at the all-male maximum security prison. for that 
reason the defence was allowed. More recently, in the case of To"cs v Wi«con.<i11 Dcpalfmclll 
of flca/1/1 1111d Social Scn-icc.t 859 F.2d 152.l (7th Cir 198.'!), the court accepted the employcr"s 
argument that its interest in thl· rehabilitation of sexually abused female inmates justified the 
maintenance of an all-female staff of guards in the residential areas of a women'.~ pri.<on as a 
BFO(). Thus. the court in the Tom'.< decision recognised the inmates' actual victimisation as a 
justification for rncasurcs <lcsi1-!m·d hl prokct them from lhc continuing cffccl~ or that victim
isation, while in the Dothard decision the potential victimisation of the female guards justified 
lhcir exclusion. 
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effective performance. The precise point al which that occurs may be difficult lo 

determine. It has been decided, for example, that the preference of predominantly 

male passengers for female night attendants does not justify the exclusion of males 

from that position.135 But where the preference of customers becomes so strong 

that women aie prevented from performing their duties effectively, the defence may 

be established.136 In Diaz v Pan American World Airlines Jncorporaledl37 the 

employer had hired only females to serve as flight cabin attendants, because it was 

of the view that females had a soothing psychological effect on passengers (that is, 

the airline's customers) which males could not provide. The court found that that 

assertion was inadequate to establish the BFOQ defence, even if one were to 

assume the accuracy thereof. The reason was that it was not reasonably necessary to 

the normal operation of the airline's business, the essence of which was to transport 

passengers safely. The test which was applied was thus not a business convenience 

test, but a business necessity test. 13«1 

The defence has been categorised as an extremely narrow one which cannot be 

based upon stereotyped assumptions. 139 As stated above, an employer seeking to 

BS Diaz v Pa11 American World Airline.< Incorporated 422 F.2d 3«15 (5th Cir 1971 ). The court in 
Ward'" Wcs1/a11d Pla.<tic., Incorporated li51 F.2d 1266 (9th Cir 19.'10) found that an employer 
who did suhstanlial husines.• with Latin and Arabic husinessmcn, whose religious or cultural 
backgrounds made them reluctanl In transacl serious business with women, could not rely on 
customer preference lo establish a BFOO. 

lJ<i DotlrarJ 1• Rm1·li11so11 433 US 321 (1977). 

137 442 F.2d 3«15 (5th Cir 1971). 

13.'I The question whirh arises is whelhcr the focus is on the essence of the employers total busi
ness or whether lhc lest should apply only lo lhe e"ence of the employment position in ques
tion. The emphasis in Diaz 1• l'a11 A111t•rica11 World Air/i11cs /11co'110ratrd 422 F.2d 3«15 (5th Cir 
197t) was on the essence of the total business operation. Simla 10-t.'i suggests that a lest which 
focUSCS Oii lhe essence of the spccilic employment posilion ralher lhan the es<enCe Of the total 
business operation or lhc cmpl<1yl·r may he a more rcasonahlc one. The cmplo)·cr wou1d then 
nol Ile required to jus1ify ils refusal lo hire a woman hy showing lhal such a decision would 
undcrminl' its entire husincss operation. Commenting. on the decision, Terrell 115 ohscrvcs 
the courl not only sough! a business reason impelling the employer lo treat employees less 
favourably l>ccause or their sex, bul also required thal reason lo be lcgitimalc. 

139 Do1/1ard 1• Ruwli11so11 4.H US ~21 (1977). The Court also sanclioned the approach of the 
EEOC, which slall'S in ils Sex Discriminalion <iuiddincs (29 (TR J(~J.t) 1976 thal: 
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invoke the defence must prove that all or substantially all females would be unable 

to perform essential joh duties safely and efficiently. An employer may not rely on 

statistical studies which show that females perform less effectively than men, such as 

a statistical study which indicates that women employees as a class have a higher 

absenteeism rate than men do. Such a study would not establish the male sex as a 

BFOQ because it does not show that all or substantially all females have an 

unacceptably high rate of absenteeism. Sexual characteristics, and not merely 

attributes that are culturally or socially attrihuted to one sex, thus constitute the 

hasis of the qualification. Each individual must be given the opportunity to 

demonstrate her capacity for the joh.140 

It has been recognised that sex can be a BFOO where necessary for the sake of 

authenticity.Mt Thus, a theatre casting agent, seeking someone to play the role of a 

male character, would not need to consider females for the part. This situation dif

fers from one where an employer seeks to promote its business hy relying on the 

"(2)(a) The Commis.<ion hclieves that the hona lide occupational qualilicalion exception as to 
sex should be inlcrprclcd narrowly. Lahels· "Men's johs" and "Women's jobs"- lend lo deny 
employment opporlunilics unnecessarily lo one sex or the other. 
(t) The Commi"ion will !ind lhal lhc following silualions do nol warrant the application of 
lhe hona lide occupalional qualilicalinn exception: 
(i) The refusal lo hire a woman because of her sex based on assumptions of lhe comparative 
employment characlcrislics of women in general. For example, the assumption that the 
turnover rate among W<>mcn is higher than among men. 
(ii) The refusal lo hire an individual based on slerrol)'ped cbaractcrisalion.< of 1hc ~xc.<. Such 
Slercolypes include, for example, lhal men arc less cap:1hle of assemhling inlricale cquipmenl; 
thal women arc less capahlc of aggressive salesmanship. The principle of non-discrimination 
requires that individual< he considered on the basis of individual capacilics and not on the 
hasis of any characteristic< generally a11rihu1cd to the groUJ>. 
(iii) The refusal lo hire an individual hccausc or the preferences or C(>-Workers, the employer, 
clients or customers except as covered spcrilic:illy in paragraph (a)(2) of this section, 
(2) Where ii is necessary Im lhe purpose of aulhenlicily or genuineness, the commission will 
consider sex lo he a hona fide occupational <1ua1ificalion, c.~ .. an at'lnr or aclrc~~-" 

140 Ro.w1fdtl "Sot11licm l'adfic Company 4-14 l'.2d 121'1 ('>th Cir 1971). Sec al"' Neuhcrger 427-
428. 

141 Thal is acknowledged in lhe EEOC's Sex ()iscriminalion Guidelines. Sec also Player 28'1. 
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image of its female employees (such as female flight attendants). Discrimination 

based on customer privacy would he recognised as a BFOQ where an employer 

restricts jobs to members of one sex because of community standards of morality or 

propriety, for example, in the case of a cloakroom attendant. t42 

The exclusion of female employees hy the employer must also be reasonably neces

sary to the normal operation of the business. Where a reasonable alternative to the 

exclusion of female employees exists, the exclusion would not be necessary and 

would not constitute a BFOQ. The obligation to adopt a less discriminatory alterna

tive would include making reasonable alterations to job assignments. On the one 

hand, a complete restructuring of jobs by the employer is not required, while on the 

other, the exclusion of females will not be deemed necessary where minor adjust

ments would accommodate them.14·' 

b Seniority 

In terms of the Act, an employer may. pursuant to a bona fide seniority system, 

apply different standards of compensation, and may differentiate as to terms, condi

tions and privileges of employment, provided that there is no intention to dis

criminate on the ground of sex.1 44 But a seniority system may perpetuate the 

effects of past discrimination. The question is whether such a system will be lawful 

142 As Sirota 111<15 ohserves, the privacy justiliralion should not he allowed to sulwerl the general 
prohihition against sex discrimination. Allowing cautious employers lo invoke the privacy 
claim on behalf of their customers could result in the frec1ing of traditional employment roles, 
while Title VII was intended to alter both employment pallerns and ">eial mores. According 
to the author, privacy should thus qualify as a nroo only when the employer has received sn 
many privacy complaints that the ability ol its business to perform its primary function is 
endangered. 

14.' Player 295. 

144 Section 7lU(h). 
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or whether the existence of such a system will be regarded as unlawful employment 

discrimination. A seniority system which perpetuates the effects of either legal 

(pre- Tile VII) or illegal (post- Title VII) discrimination will be protected if it is 

bona fidc.1 4.'i The seniority system will be protected, irrespective of whether it was 

introduced before or after the enactment of Title Vlt.t46 

It appears from a reading of the Act that the defence consists of two elements. The 

first is the existence of a system of seniority. It has been suggested that that implies 

the existence of a practice which is established and sufficiently definite to meet the 

requirement of hcing a system, irrespective of whether it has heen negotiated collec

tively or imposed unilaterally hy the employer.t47 The second is the existence of 

good faith, or the absence of an intention to discriminate on the ground of an 

employee's sex. Only systems adopted and applied in good faith are protected by 

the act. The existence of good faith is a factual issue.148 

14.'i An exmnplc of the former can he found in 1he decision of lntrmatio11a/ Bmtherlwod of Team· 
strrs 1· U11it<'d Stalt'.f 431 US 324 ( 1977). The company had 1wo categories inlo which its truck 
driver< fell, each with ils own seniority unit. Generally, minority w1•rkcrs had hccn a.<.,igned to 
the kss desirahlc calegory of drivers. In terms of a collective agreement, seniority earned in 
each category would determine eligibility for promotion within the catl·gory, and an employee 
could not carry over seniority earned in one category if he transferred to another. The court 
found the seniority system to be hona lidc, despite the fact that it pnpcluatcd the effects of 
pre- Title VII discrimination. In U11ilt•d Airlines /lrcorporalrd '' Ei•aru 431 US .'i5.'\ ( t977), the 
court did not distinguish hl·twcrn legal pre- Title VII and illegal pos1- Tille VII discriminalion, 
and found a seniority sy.,1cm which pcrpctua1ed 1he taller to he hona lide. 

141i A111oirn11 7(1/oacw Co111pa11v 1• l'a11cr.foJ1 456 US 63 ( 1982). Sec also !'layer .10l. 

147 Player Jtn. The Supreme Court in Califomia 8rc..-1·rs A.uociati<m •· Bn·a111 4·t4 US .'i'lll (1980) 
found that a seniority system would cxiE-1 where the rule or practice in issue emhodicd the 
principle that knglh of employment would he rewarded, or was an aiu-illary rule •erving a 
necessary function within a seniority system. 

14l! In Quarle.< I' T'/1i/ip Morri.f /lrcnr11oralrd 27'1 F Supp .'i0.5 (EO Va J<>t>ll), for example, the 
employer had, prior In the pa"ing of Tille VII, employed hlacks only in 1he least dcsirahlc 
departmenls of ils business. After passage of 1hc Ari the employer ceased 1his prarlirc, hut 
hart rd transfers between dcparlmcnts, or required cmplnycc.i;; lransfcrring between dcparl
mcnls to forfeit seniority. Thi.s praclice locked hlacks (the protected class) into the depart
ment in which they had originally hccn placed. The court found the reslrictive 1ransfcr and 
seniority pnli,·y lo he an unlawful employmcn1 practice in which the emph•yer had inlentionally 
engaged in order to discriminate on the ground u[ race. Section 711.'(h) wa' not regarded as 
capable of preserving the use of the uni1 seniority syslcm, which was not hona lide. Sec also 
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5 Special l'ro/Jlems Auociated with Sex Discri111i11atio11: Sex Plus Discrimi11atio11 

The fundamental disparate treatment and disparate impact theories of discrimina

tion apply to sex discrimination, and the development of general sex discrimination 

principles have come ahout within that framework. But certain distinctions, such as 

those hetween pregnant and non-pregnant persons, or hetween women with and 

without children, have heen more prohlematic. The question which arises is 

whether they arc they intentional scx-hased distinctions or unintentional distinctions 

which may at most have a disparate impact on either sex? It may even be asked 

whether they amount to sex discrimination at all. Distinctions such as these, which 

arc unique to one sex, have been classified as sex plus distinctions. 

The sex plus label implies different treatment on the basis of sex together with some 

other factor. A variety of prohlcms, confronted in the context of sex discrimination, 

have been labeled as sex plus problems. The facts of Plrillips v Marti11 Marietta Cor

porati011149 provide an example. In that case the employer refused to hire women 

with pre- school age children, hut did not otherwise discriminate with regard to the 

sex of prospective employees. The combination of gender plus another factor 

formed the basis of the employer's discriminatory action. There was thus a sub-class 

of persons within the general class against whom the employer discriminated. ll1e 

question was whether discrimination against the sub-class was unlawful sex dis

crimination. As a general rule, courts regard distinctions of that nature as unlawful. 

An employer who discriminates against a sub-class has usually heen compelled to 

take the sex of the employees into account. An employer who refuses to hire 

/11tcma1im1ol Brot/1t•r/wotl of 1i·u11nlcr.• " lhritt•d Stoic.< 411 US 124 ( 1'177). 

14'1 4tMl US 542 ( 1971). 
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women with pre- school age children is obliged to take the sex of applicants with 

pre- school age children into account. Gender is thus a condition for employment, 

and the employer's action is unlawful. On the other hand, dress and grooming 

re4uirements for male and female employees have been regarded as lawful because 

they do not constitute immutahle characteristics, that is, they are easily satisfied.150 

They do not entail impermissible sexual stereotypes and do not threaten any funda

mental right. But an employer may not impose such re4uirements on only one of 

the two gender classes.151 

Two sex plus issues have had an impact on the vast majority of female employees at 

some stage in their working lives. These are pregnancy and sexual harassment. 

a Pregnancy 

Courts initially adopted the view that pregnancy distinctions could not be considered 

to constitute sex discrimination. The principle is illustrated by the (Fourteenth 

Amendment) case or Gedu/dig v Aidlo,152 where the Supreme Court found that a 

state disability henefits programme which excluded normal pregnancy did not dis-

150 The most commonly litigated difference is a requirement that men may not wear their hair 
hcynnd a certain length, while no such restriction applies In female employees. Since hair 
length can he changed easily, it docs involve an immutahlc characteristic associated with a par
ticular sex, and is generally not regarded as offensive. In lll/li11gham I' M11cn11 Telegraph l'11b
lis/1il1g Cm11pa11y 507 F.2d IU~4 (.~lh Cir 1985) the hair length requirement imposed on male 
employees was not regarded as unfair. But in Carro/11• Talma11 Fer/('Ta/ Sal'i1tg.r a11d l.rnm 
A.uoriatimr of Clricago (>()4 F.2d 1028 (7th C'ir 1979), the t"rnployer's practice of imposing a 
uniform rcquircmenl only on female employees was held lo be unlawful. Oldham 544 
ohscrvcs that employer policies placing cosmetic limitations on females but not on males pcr
pcluales irrational impediments In employment for females al a time when such impediments 
ought not lo be rounlenanccd. 

151 Corro/11• Tt1lma11 F•·•frral Sa1·i11J:.f u11d 1-0011 A.uociatio11 of C/1ico110 604 F.2d 10211 (7th Cir 
197'1). Sec also Cox 15-15. 

l.'i2 4t7US4.'H(l'l74) 
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criminate on the ground of sex, as a pregnancy distinction was not a sex classifica

tion, hut was an objectively identifiable physical condition.153 

In General Electric Company v Gillwrt,154 the court found that the exclusion of preg

nancy from an employer's disability program providing sickness and accident bene

fits did not have a disparate impact on women, despite the fact that the excluded 

group consisted entirely of women. The reason for the decision was that the 

employee had failed to prove that women as a group received lesser actuarial return 

from the programme than men received. The pregnancy exclusion classification was 

found not to he gender based because the disability benefits plan divided persons 

into classes of pregnant and non-pregnant persons, both male and female. The find

ing was based on the fiction that pregnancy was not synonymous with gender.155 

This decision can he contrasted with the decision in Nashville Gas Company I' 

Satty,156 which also involved a pregnancy issue. An employer policy permitted 

employees to retain accumulated seniority and to accrue seniority while on leave of 

absence for any disability other than pregnancy. Employees who took a leave of 

absence for any reason other than a disability, including employees who took leave 

for pregnancy, lost all accumulated seniority. The court ruled that this policy, 

although facially neutral, had a disparate impact on female employees and violated 

Title VII. It contrasted the case with the Gilbert decision referred to above, where 

male and female employees were provided with equal benefits. The court distin-

153 The <lcci,ion has hcen referred lo as one cmho<lying an "Alicc-in-Wnndcrlan<l view of preg
nancy as a sex-neulral phenomenon" (Wagner J.13). 

154 429 us 12.'i (1'176). 

155 As Cox 7-26 ohscrvcs, "ii is obvious lhal <lisqualificalion of a suh-populalion composed of 
"prq~nan1 prrsons'' From an c111ploy111cnt hcncfil is equivalent to exclusion of women, as such, 
from lhal hcncfil." 

156 HI llS n1, ( l<JT7). 
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guished the case, stating that the employer had not merely refused women a benefit 

which men could not and did not receive, as had been the case in the Gil/Jert case, 

but had imposed on women a burden which men were not required to suffer. The 

view of the court was that while an employer was not required to provide greater 

benefits to one sex or the other due to differences in their roles in life, an employer 

could not burden female employees because of their different role. 

As a consequence of the Gil/Jcrt decision, Title VII was amended hy the Pregnancy 

Disability Amendment Act of 1978.157 The amendment redefines the phrases 

"because of sex" and "on the basis of sex" to include pregnancy and childhirth.158 

Pregnancy discrimination is equated with sex discrimination. An employer may not 

refuse to hire a woman, or transfer or discharge her because she is pregnant or has 

delivered a child. But where a pregnant woman's ability to perform in a particular 

instance is taken into account by an employer, that consideration will not constitute 

sex discrimination.159 While an employer is not prevented from taking pregnancy

related disabilities into account, it is prevented from treating pregnancy-related dis

abilities differently from other disabilities. 

157 Johnson 354 ohscrves that memhers of congress amended Title VII hecausc of the adverse 
effect which they feared the (ii//>ctt decision would have on working women. Sec also Kohn 
3ll4. 

158 The amcnchnrnl, section 701 (k). provides: wrhc terms "hccause of sex" or "on the basis of sex" 
include, hut arc not limited to, because of or on the hasis of pregnancy, d1iltlhirth nr related 
medical conditions; and women affected hy pregnancy, chil<lhirth or related medical conditions 
shall be treated the same for all cmploymcnt-rclated purposes, including the receipt of hcnc
fits under fringe henefit programmes, as other persons not so affected hut similar in their 
ahility or inahility to work, and nothing in section 7tH(h) of this title shall he interpreted to 
permit otherwise. This suhscction shall not require an employer to pay for health insurance 
benefits for ahortion, except where the life of the mother would he endangered if the fetus 
were carried to lcrm, or cxccpl where mc<lical conditions have arisen rrnm an ahortion: Pro
vided that nothing herein shall preclude an employer from providing ahortinn benefits or 
{lthcrwisc clfcct hargaining agrccmcnls in regard to Hhnrlion." 

l.W Shulman and Ahl'rnathy 5-~ I distinguish this situation from the one where an employer 
nc:ttcs a general rule affecting pregnant employees. In this situation an employer accused of 
direct di.c:.nimination nwy justify ii in terms of the DFOO dcfrncc. 
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A closely related issue concerns the ability of an employer to require a pregnant 

employee to take involuntary maternity leave either upon discovery of her preg

nancy or al wme later stage. In such a case the BFOQ defence will succeed where 

the employer can show that the mandatory leave requirement is imposed in the 

interest of the safety of its customers, and is imposed on all temporarily disabled 

persons.160 It is unlikely that mandatory maternity leaves imposed at the beginning 

of pregnancy will he found to be lawful. Employers may also seek to require that 

pregnant employees remain out of work for a given period following childbirth. In 

terms of the Act's specific pregnancy discrimination provision, 161 an employer who 

draws a distinction between persons returning to work after pregnancy and those 

returning after any other temporary disability, is per sc guilty of sex discrimination. 

A BFOQ defence may succeed where the employer can show actual medical dif

ferences related to pregnancy. Each case would have to he considered on its 

merits.162 

An employer is required to treat a woman affected by pregnancy, childbirth or a 

related medical condition in the same manner that it treats other persons who are 

similar in their ability or inability to work. The employer's duty includes equal 

provision of benefits under health care programmes. This docs not mean that an 

employer is obliged to provide pregnancy benefits, but if it has a health or disability 

benefit programme, pregnancy and childbirth must be treated in the same manner 

IW Shulman and Ahernalhy 5-46. The aulhn" observe 1hat these fartors seldom favour the 
employer outsitlc of the narrow area of airline operations. 

161 Seclion 701(k). 

162 In Clc1·c/aml Roard of Ed11rnrio11 1• La f'k11r 414 US 6.12 ( 1974), the Supreme Cc>urt found the 
nat three mnnlh wailing pc-rind imposed h)· thc employer lo he unlawful, where such a rule did 
not accurntcly rcOcct medical Jisahilitics anti where indivi<lualiscd tlctcrminalions were pos
sible. 
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as other conditions covered by the plan which similarly affect the ability of employ

ees to work.163 1 lowever, it has been suggested that facially neutral but inadequate 

sick leave policies may have a disparate impact on female employeeslM, although 

they do not constitute di1'parate treatrnent.165 The court in Aliralmm v Graphic Arts 

J11tcnwtio1111l U11io111r><• found that an employer's maximum ten day sick leave policy 

would accommodate a wide range of temporary disabilities, hut fell considerably 

short of the respite generally needed to hear a child. 

State laws which require employers to give pregnant employees a period of 

maternity leave, and to reinstate those employees in the same or similar jobs upon 

their return to work, appear to give pregnant employees preferred treatment as 

compared to other temporarily disabled employees. Those laws have been found to 

he consistent with the purposes of Title VJI.167 Preferential treatment is possible 

where its goal is to remove burdens which inhibit the full participation of pregnant 

women in the workplace. 

An employer which provides health care benefits to dependents of employees may 

not treat the pregnant dependents of employees differently from other dependents. 

163 Player 24J slates that an employer is not entitled to distinguish between lhc pregnancies of 
married and unmarried employees: a pregnant employee who is temporarily unahle to per
form her normal joh duties must he healed in the same manner as other cmplo)·ccs who suffer 
a temporary disability; if the employer's policy is to pcrmil either paid nr unpaid leave for 
illnesses, it may nol compel an employee lo ulilisc paid varalinn leave t(1 dcli\'cr her child: and 
a rcqucsl for addi1innal maternity leave must be con,idered in 1he same lighl as other requesls 
for non-work related issues. 

IM In terms of the general discriminalion clause contained in seclion 711.'(a). 

1<>5 In terms of seclion 70I(k). 

llii h60 F.2d RI I (DC Cir 1'181). 

167 Shulman and /\hcrnathy 5-55 - 5-56. The prolct'lion contained in scclion 701(k) is seen as the 
legal minimum, not the maximum. 
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This is demonstrated by the decision of the Supreme Court in Newport News Sliip

IJUilding and Dry Dock Company v EEOC.168 There the employer complied with the 

literal provisions of the Act l69 by treating pregnancy no differently from other medi

cal conditions in its employee benefit package. But the health care benefits pro

vided to dependents of employees placed a limit on hospital coverage for pregnancy 

that did not apply to other types of dependent hospitalisation coverage. Pregnancy 

protection for dependents thus differed from other medical protection for depend

ents, and from medical protection for employees. The court found the different 

treatment of pregnant dependents (typically the spouses of male employees) to be 

discrimination against the male employees. The employer was not, however, 

obliged to provide the same benefits for dependents of employees as those provided 

for employees thernselves.170 

The effect of the specific pregnancy provision contained in the Actl71 is to make 

intentional discrimination due to pregnancy, that is, disparate treatment, unlawful 

discrimination. But certain neutral employer policies may have a disparate impact 

on pregnant employees. Although the policy may not he capable of being chal

lenged under the specific pregnancy provision, it could still fall foul of the general 

provision.172 This was demonstrated by the decision in Naslivil/e Gm Company v 

S11t1y, 173 where the court found that apparently equal treatment of pregnancy could 

constitute unlawful sex discrimination if the treatment had the effect of burdening 

1('8 4112 us(,(,'} ( 1'181). 

11>9 Section 70l(k). 

170 For a discuS'ion of the significance of this decision, sec Kohn .\'!3- 4.12; Johnson 355- 359. 

171 Section 70l(k). 

172 Section 70.l(a)(2). 

17.1 4.l4 us Ll<i(1977). 
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women as a class.174 The application of a neutral rule which adversely affects 

women as a class will be regarded as sex discrimination unless justified by business 

necessity. 

An issue closely related to that of pregnancy discrimination is that of the protection 

of women against fetal hazards in the workplace. While all state protective legisla

tion has hecn abolished since the Civil Rights Act took effect in 1964, a new pro

tective structure has developed in its place to protect women against reproductive 

hazards in the work place. Various industrial chemicals have heen identified as haz

ards which may present a greater risk to the developing fetus than to the sperm or 

egg.175 Many employers responded to this risk by excluding fertile women from the 

work place through the implementation of fetal protection policies. Unlike the 

traditional protective legislation which tended, for example, to restrict hours of 

work, night work or overtime, on the ground that women were physically inferior to 

men, or on the ground that their place was in the home, or that it was immoral for 

them to work, fetal protection policies restrict women's employment on the ground 

that they may be pregnant and the fetus they carry may be damaged by exposure to 

hazardous substances in the workplace. rn; The question which arises is whether 

these fetal protection policies can he said to constitute unlawful sex discrimination 

in terms of Title VII. 

The courts initially slated that scientifically justified fetul protection policies did not 

174 Sec al,oA/Jralram 1• (;111}'/ric All.< lntmratio11a/ U11io11 <~~) F.2d St 1 (DC Cir l'J,~1). 

175 Exa111plt.:s include lead, mercury, hcn7cnc, vinyl chloride and carhon monnx.itk. 

17h As Kenney 1'11• "'"''rvcs. although those adrncating prntcrtivc legislation in the past often did 
so on lhc grounds or women's role within the family and as the rcproc.lul'cr nf the race, the 
focus was <m women as women - I hey were lhc oner. to he prntectcc.I, and their health and 
wcllht.·ing were the issue~. The new p1olcctivc policies, on the other hand, focus on women as 
thr vchides who tran.;;port kt uses inlo a dangnou~ work environment. The aim of the policies 
is tlau~ lhc prolcclion of the kt uses and not the women. 
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fall foul of Title VJl.177 In doing so they applied the disparate impact analysis, as 

opposed lo the disparate treatment analysis. An employer was allowed to justify the 

exclusion of women from the workplace by showing that it was a business necessity. 

The business necessity concept was adapted to include fetal protection by equating 

the fetus to a visitor to the business, and courts held that an employer could not be 

deprived of the right to protect all legitimate visitors to the business, especially 

those related to employees.178 An employee could rebut the business necessity 

claim by showing that the employer could have achieved the same result in a less 

discriminatory manner.179 

That approach appeared contrary to the express provision of the Act, which 

provides that sex discrimination includes discrimination on the grounds of preg

nancy, childbirth or related medical conditions.180 Uy virtue of this provision a 

policy which expressly excludes child bearers from the work place should be 

regarded as discriminatory per se. It should therefore be analysed in terms of the 

disparate treatment theory, which allows only the BFOQ defence. Under that 

defence, an employer is required to show that female employees are incapable of 

performing their jobs effectively in order to exclude them from the work place. 

The trend was reversed and the latter line of reasoning adopted by the Supreme 

177 J1!1ii:l111· Oli11 Co'lwratimr 697 F.2d 1172 (41h Cir 1982); llaycs v Slrrl/>y J\frmorial llmpiral 726 
F.2d l.'i4J ( 1 llh ( "ir 1'>8·1). In hnlh cases !he courts in fact found that the employers' policies 
violated Title VII. 

178 ll"ii11lr11• O/irr Co'J•Watimr 697 F.2d 1172 (4th Cir 1982). In llayc.• 1· Shcl/>y J\fcmorial llt><pital 
726 F.~d 154' ( l llh Cir 1'184) !he employer"s claim that a desire to avoid possible tort liahilily 
ccm.,tiluted a valid husinc" necessity was rcjcclcd. 

179 But as Ruc;.s 589 notes. a court limited hy its own cxpcrti.~c, and t"ly its C(lOCl'rns for feasibility, 
crrcctivcncss and industrial autonomy, is unlikely lo i<lcnlify lcs.~ discriminatory ahcrnativcs 
which it kcls comfortahlc imposing on an int1uslry. 

180 Scclion 70l(k). 
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Court in lntematio11al U11io11, UAW v Jo/11mm Control5 Incorporated. llll In that case 

the employer had excluded all women of child bearing capacity from its battery divi

sion, where employees were exposed to lead. The court found that fetal protection 

policies constituted overt sex discrimination, and that the UFOQ defence could not 

justify policies which protected only female employees. An employer could nnt dis

criminate in that manner unless the reproductive potential of female employees 

prevented them from performing their duties. The court concluded that: 

"Decisions about the welfare of future children must he left lo the parents who con
ceive, hear, support and raise them, rather than to the employers v.ho hire those 
parents. Congress has mandated this choice through Title VII, as amended by the 
Pregnancy Discrimination Aci.·tR2 

Ideally the employment environment should be one in which it is safe for all 

employees to work. If employers who are refused the option of excluding women 

from the workplace, will he obliged to improve working conditions of all employees 

in order to avoid potential civil li:ihility and to ensure the health and safety of their 

employees' offspring.1113 

b Sexual 1 larassmcnt 

1111 tll Sl'l 11% (l'l'Jl). 

182 Al 121/7. Commenting on lht· decision and lhl· provisions of the Pregnanry Discrimination 
Act, Kelly slates: "Congr<·.s ... gave women the ahility to choose bt'lwcen the economic.' of a 
job and all the related ha7ards and the responsibility of raising a family if they so desired. In 
01 her words, Cong res.< had given to women v.hal men had hcen free lo do since day one. 
Equality, choice and freedom lo choose arc the essence of Title VII." 

lK\ llut discrimination law alone cannot solve the prohlcm of fetal harnr<k 11 has hccn •11ggesled 
that Tille Vil should he read logrlhcr with lhc Toxic Suhstanre• Control Act, which requires 
lhal lhc protection hnm toxic 5uhslancc5 he adequate to protect hoth employees and their off· 
spring from unrcasonahlc risks. Rrad together the two stalule• would protect employees by 
limiting the use of fetal lnxins in the workplace. 
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Sexual harassment has heen recognised as a form of sex discrimination in employ

ment in terms of Title Vil, both where a refusal to submit to sexual demands leads 

to a deprivation of a tangible job benefit, and where harassment creates a hostile 

and <liscriminatory work environment even though there has been no loss of a 

tangible job benefit. The former type of harassment is commonly referred to as q11id 

pro quo harassment, while the latter is termed hostile or offensive work environment 

harassment. Initially, the view was adopted hy the lower courts that sexual harass

ment in the employment context coul<l not constitute sex <liscrimination in terms of 

the Act. The reason was that use of the word "sex" in the Act was interpreted as 

covering gender, and not sexual activity. There was also a fear of widespread liti

gation.184 The distinction between sexual advances and gender was rejected sub

sequently and it was accepted that demands for sexual favours constituted terms of 

employment for women which <liffered from those of men, and which were dis

criminatory by nature.185 

Sexual harassment cases are generally consi<lered within the disparate treatment 

framework and require proof of intent.186 An employee must prove five elements in 

184 Shulman and Abernathy 5-86; Cohen and Vincelelle 102. In Comr 1· Ba11scl1 & Lomh 
/11corporatrtl :WO F Supp 161 (D Ariz 1975) two female emph•yccs alleged that I hey had had to 
resign their johs lo avoid !heir supervisor's verhal and physical advances. The courl found no 
cnnlravenlion of Tille VII hecause no employer policy was served hy lhc supcrvimr's conduct, 
and lhc advanct·s were heyond lhe scope of lhe supervisor's rcprcsentalion or lhc employer. 
The court also feared lhe polenlial of a lawsuit every lime any employee made sexually 
oriented advances lo any other employee. Sec also <iarher 1• Sa.rim Bruille.u Products 
/11wrporalt'd 552 F.2d lll.l2 (4th Cir 1977). 

185 The first ca'e in which a federal judge held that 'rxual advances connected wilh retaliation lor 
their rdu.al e<m,titutcd actionable 'ex di,crimination was lli//iam.< 1• Sat/Jc 413 F Supp (154 
(DDC 197<>). ·1 he Supreme Court confirmed this view in Meritor Sa1·i11g< Bank FSB '' Vimm1 
477 US 57 (11J86). The court also cnnfirn1ed Iha! it was approp1iate lo resort to the EEOC 
guidelines for guidance. Regarding conduct which would constitute sexual harassment, the 
c;uidclincs on Snual llarassmcnt (29 CFR 1604) include unwelcome sexual advances, 
requests for sexual fovour.s aml olhcr verbal or physical condncl of a ~cxual nature. The cclfl· 
duct need not he linked to the grant or denial of an ccnnomic quid pro qun where the romlu«t 
has the purpose or effcrl of unreasonahly interfering with employee"s work performance, or 
creating an intimitlaling, o!!ensive or hostile work environment (section 1 l(a)). 

186 Sec. for example, llem011 1· Ciry of D1111dcr C.82 F.2d 81J7 (11th Cir l'JH2), which relied on 
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order to establish a prirna fade case of sexual harassrnent.1R7 First, she must belong 

to a protected class. This merely requires the employee to stipulate that she is a 

woman. Secondly she must have been subjected to unwelcome sexual harass

ment.IAA Thirdly the harassment must have been based on sex. IR9 Fourthly the 

harassment must have affected a term, condition or privilege of cmployment.190 

Finally the employee must show that her employer is liable. 

When adverse action, such as the denial of a benefit, is taken against an employee 

who has refused sexual advances, the treatment is regarded as harassing and dis

criminatory per se. This was first recognised by the Court of Appeals in Bames v 

Cmt/e.19 1 The employee was made redundant because she refused to engage in a 

sexual relationship with her supervisor. The court found that she had been harassed 

because she was a woman. Since a male employee would not have been harassed in 

that manner, discrimination on the ground of sex had occurred.192 Where no 

McD01111r// Dm1g/as Cnrporatio11 1· Grce11 411 US 792 (1973) and Te.xa.r Def'at111u·111 of Com· 
1111111ity Aff11ir.< v Burdi11e 450 US 248 (1'181). The traditional disparate treatment model was 
modified in 811111/y 1• Jack.<011 Mt F.2d 9J4 (DC Cir 1'181) to accommodate sexual haras.ment 
claims. 

187 Vinciguerra 1721- 1722. Sec also Attanasio 2(). 24. 

188 That means that the employee did not «>licit or incite the unwelcome behaviour. In Mnitor 
Sm•i11g1 Ba11k E~B 1• Vi11.w11 477 US 57 ( 1986) the Supreme Court held that sex related comluct 
in which the employee's participation was voluntary, could still be unwelcome. 

189 This clement was initially difficult to prove due to the distinction which the courts drew 
hctwl·en sex a.< gender and sex as sexual activity. 

1'10 As will he explained hclow. the courts rt·quirc either the loss of a lanf!ihlc hc·ncfit, or lhe crea
tion of a hoslill' w1>rk environment which affects the employee's psychological wcll-l:>cing. 

191 5hl F.2d 98~ (DC Cir 1977). 

192 In Ki11g" l'almrr 778 F.2d 878 (DC Cir 1986), for example, the court found that discrimination 
had «wrurrcd where a female employee, a nur~c. was denied a promolion hccause it was given 
instead lo another female employee who had had an intimate relationship with the male 
"supervisor", the chief medical officer. In llnm 1• Duke Motor /lomr.< 155 F.2d 5'19 (7th Cir 
1985) the employee's supervisor remarked on her sexual needs after her hushand left her and 
promised lhal it would he lo her advantage if she went out with him. Shortly after her final 
rejection of his advances, she was reprimanded for the slandanl of her work, transferred, and 
dismissed one week later. The court found that quid pro qun harassment had occurred as lhc 
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specific sanction is imposed on employees, an employer may be held liable for an 

environment in which employees are harassed. In the case of Bundy v Jackson193 

the court found that the creation or comlonation of a hostile work environment con-

stituted sexual harassment which amounted to sex discrimination in respect of 

"terms, conditions, or privileges of employment".1')4 Conditions of employment were 

found to include the psychological and emotional work environment. 

The first case in which the Supreme Court ruled on sexual harassment was the case 

of Meritor Savings lJa11k f'SB v Vimmr.1'15 There the Supreme Court confirmed that 

a hostile work environment, without the inniction of a tangible economic loss, could 

constitute a violation of Title VII. It rejected the employer's contention that 

voluntary submission by an employee was a defense. The crux of the mailer as far 

as the court was concerned was that the advances were unwelcome. Voluntary sub

mission was not regarded as indkative of the fact that the advances were not 

unwelcome.196 

The EEOC guidelines take a broad view of the conduct which constitutes sexual 

harassment. In lerms of the guidelines: 

employee's dismissal had resulted directly from her rejection nf the .i1pervisor's advances. 

1'13 Mt F.2d '134 (DC Cir 1981). The employee in this case had received numerous propositions 
from co-employees and supcn·isorn in the department in which she worked. When she com
plained lo another supervisor, he replied that any man in his right mind would want to rape 
her. The court found that the employee had been sexually harar..<ed, even though she had 
received several p1omolions during lhc years or harassment. 

1'14 Section 701(a). 

1'15 477 US 57 (1'1811). Sec al.<o Jones, Murphy and Belton 315- 328; Player 252- 255. 

J<)(, For a synopsis of the court's findings, sec Sullivan and Nowlin 624. 
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"Unwelcome sexual advances, rcqucMs for sc<ual favours, and other verbal or physical 
conduct conslitute sexual hara.smcnl when (I) submission to such conduct is made 
either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment, (2) 
submission lo or rejection of such conduct hy an individual is used as the hasis for 
employment dcci•ions affrcling such individual, or (3) such conduct has the purpose 
or effect of unrca.•nnahly interfering with an individual's work performance or creat
ing an intimidating, hostile or offensive work cnvironmcnt:197 

An issue facing the courts concerns the point at which sexual interaction at the 

workplace should be classified as sexual harassment, that is, when is harassment per

vasive enough to constitute a violation of Title VII? Unlike q11id pro quo sexual 

harassment, which may involve only a single incident, courts have tended to charac

terise hostile environments by multiple incidents of offensive conduct.l'J8 Closely 

related to the above issue, is the question of the viewpoint from which the 

determination should be made. Should it be considered from the objective view

point of the reasonable employer, or that of the reasonable employee, or should it 

be considered from the subjective viewpoint of the particular employer or 

employee? No clear policy can be identified as the courts have tended to adopt an 

ad hoc approach.1'19 

A further issue to he considered concerns the liability of an employer for acts of its 

197 Section 11(1) of the guidelines. 

t9!! In /011cJ 1• Fla1r<l1ip l11tmrotio11al 793 F.2d 714 (.'\th Cir 198<1), the court rqiardcd two requests 
for sexual contact pin• one incident involving harc-breaslcd mermaids as a tahle centre piece 
for an oflire party as insuflicienl lo cstahlish a hostile environment. In lli11/1/a11der 1• KFC 
Natio11a/ Ma111111enu•111 C<m1po11y 805 F.2d (144 (<.th Cir 1986) the court found one incident of 
fondling and one scxual propositicm lo he insuflicient lo cslahlish sc<ual harassment. Sec, also 
llmw111· Cily of D1111d<'C 1.82 F.2d !!'J7 (1 llh Cir 1982), and 81111dy 1·/ack.«'ll Ml F.2d 934 (DC 
Cir 1'181). 

l<J<J Ahrams 1202 sums the situation up: "More often, courts slrive for a more "ohjcrlivc" viewpoint 
hy suhordinaling the "suhjeclivc" view of the plaintiff lo some other standard. Some courls 
compare the reaction of the plaintiff wi1h the perspective of the "hypc1lhrlical reasonahlc per
son". Other courts replace the "rcasonahlc person" with the "rcasonahlc woman", yet fail lo 
dcnunrialc the difference helween lhc two. Still others consult lhr perspective of the 
reasonable woman a.• well as the actual intention of the employer. Farh of these approaches 
illuslralcs lhc difficulties rnurls have had in understanding how sexual harassment affects 
working women." 
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managerial and supervisory employees. A distinction has been drawn between the 

quid pro quo and the hostile work environment situations. ll1e tendency has been to 

adopt a strict liability approach to quid pro quo violations.200 The reason is that the 

employer has granted the manager or supervisor the power which makes the 

demanded trade-off possible. The employer is therefore held liable for the abuse of 

that power, irrespective of whether it had a policy against discrimination, and 

irrespective of whether or not it was actually aware of the abuse.201 On the other 

hand, opinion is divided as to the scope of employer liability in the hostile environ

ment situation. The EEOC Guidelines on Sexual Harassment treat responsibility 

for supervisory sexual harassment in the hostile environment situation in the same 

manner as in the quid pro quo situation, that is, the employer is viewed a strictly 

liable.202 But employees in hostile environment suits have on occasion been 

2!XJ The doctrine which is applied is that or re.<pm1dca1 superior, that is, let the principle (here, the 
empl<1yer) he held responsible (sec Ledgerwood and Johnson-Dietz 743; Warren 607). The 
d<>etrine was applied in J\fi/lcr" 8t111k of America 6(XJ F.2d 211 (9th Cir 197'1), where the court 
found the employer to he liahlc for the actions of the supervisor under the doctrine, even 
th<•ugh the hank had a policy against haras.,mcnl, and in spite of the fact that the complainant 
had failed lo exhaust internal company grievance procedures. 

201 In the case of limn " Duke Motor /10111<'.< 755 F.2d 599 (7th Cir 1985), the court found, in a 
quid pro quo situation, that an employer should he held liable fnr the acts of its supervisory 
employees with respect to sexual harassment, irrespective of whether the employer knew or 
should have known of the acts complained of, and regardles.' of whether the employer had 
authorised or even forbidden the acts. Cox 15-13 slates that an employer is liable for the con
duct of superiors with the authority lo control terms, conditions and privileges of employment, 
al least where the harassment occurs within the eonlexl of a matter over which the superior 
ha.• been delegated authority. The employer remains liahle even "here it lacks knowledge of 
the harassment, or has taken steps lo prevent the harassment by the superior. Attanasio 32 
explains the approach as follows: "No rcasonnhlc person would conlcml that a supervisor could 
lire an employee herausc that employee is hlack. Nor ran an employer esrape liahility for the 
supcrvi~or"s actions m<.·rcly hcrause ii had a pl'liry ag;1inst discri111in:1tion. Surh a loophole 
would allow circUlll\'Cnlion of Title VII, or for that matter, of any employer obligation ... Only 
if the employe1 strips the "'pervisnr ol the authority to fire should such a result ensue. 
Employer liability, then, :irrnrding lo the principles of agency, is hased on the authority given 
an agent rq~:mlless of how the employer tells the agent lo use the authority." 

202 The EF.OC <iuidclincs on Sexual llarassmcnl (29 CFR 1<•04) state: "Applying general Title 
VII principles, an employer ... is rc<ponsihle for its acts and those of its agents and supervisory 
employees with resperl In S<'Xual harassment r<"gartlless of whether the specific acts com
plained of were authorised or even forhiddcn hy the employer and regardless of whether the 
employer knew or should have known of their occurrence. The Commission will examine the 
circumstances of the particular employment relationship and the job functions performed by 
the individual in determining whcthl'r an indi\·idu<tl acts in either a supervisory or agency c;ipa-
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required to prove that higher management knew or should have known of the sexual 

harassment hefore the employer will be held liahle for its supervisor's actions.203 

The rea.~on is that the employer has not delegated some power or authority to the 

supervisor, such as the ability to promote, hire or fire, which makes the harassing 

conduct possible. It has been ohservcd that this line of reasoning ignores the fact 

that supervisors do not only distribute employment benefits, hut also structure the 

work environment. Both quid pro quo and hostile environment harassment involve 

abuse of a relationship of power, and should he treated similarly.204 

In Meritor Savings Bank FSB v Vimon205 the Supreme Court addressed the liability 

of the employer for the hostile work environment created hy supervisory employees, 

but failed to formulate any guidelines. The district court had held that the employer 

could not be held liable for the acts of the supervisor because it had no actual 

knowledge of the supervisor's conduct. The court of appeals took the opposite view, 

finding that the employer should be held liable for all acts of the supervisor by 

virtue of the latter's authority to hire, fire and promote employees. On appeal it was 

city" (paragraph 1 l(c). Sec also Ledgerwood and Johnson-Dicl7 743; Frost 20. 

203 Sec, for example, llc·11so11 v City of D1111d1·c 682 F.2d 897 (I Ith Cir 1982). 

204 Cohen [q:11/ Di/1·1110.s 687 explains thal employees may he fearful reporting hara~''"''nl due lo 
concerns of hring stigmatised as lrnuhlc makers; they may also fear rclaliation or fear that 
they will nol he hclicvcd because the person who has hara~'cd !hem is an executive of the 
company. As Allanasio JO explains: "Should courts conlinuc to rch"c lo impute to unknowing 
employers the sexual discriminalion of their supervisors, the policy again'! sexual discrimina
tion could become sec no evil, hear no evil. Two of lhc leading derisions demanding such 
knowledge, Mu11ford 1• Jame.< T Bamc.1 & Co and lfrda11 1• Jol1111-Ma111•illc Corp implicilly 
recognised thi' prohlcm by ohligating the employer to invc,ligate all complainls of sexual dis
crimination. A duly tn invcstigalc complaints docs not solve lhc prnhkm hccausc it in no way 
insures that cmnplainls will he made. The employer has linlc inccnlivc In encourage them 
because the fact remains that lack of knowledge remains lark of liahility. Frnm the victim's 
pcrspcrlivc, complainin~ ahout one's supervisor is a frighlcning prc)spcct. with possihlc results 
hinging on dclicale credihilily qucslinns." This view is reiterated hy Cohen and Vincclcne 305. 
Sec al"' Schupp, Windham and Draughn 2~5- 247. 

205 477 us 57 ( 1'181>). 
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submitted by the employer that it could not be held liable in the particular instance 

because it was unaware of the supervisor's conduct. It had an express policy against 

harassment and an established grievance procedure which the employee had made 

no effort to utilise. The Supreme Court rejected the approaches adopted by both 

lower courts, as well a~ the argument advanced by the employer, but did not articu

late any positive standard for judging employer liability.~tl6 

Where an employee complains of harassment by co-employees which has led to a 

hostile or abusive working environment, the court will consider whether the 

employer was aware, or should have been aware, of the harassment and whether it 

took steps to correct the situation.207 An employer with no knowledge of the 

employee's conduct, and who could not reasonably have foreseen such conduct, will 

not be held liable.208 

6 Remedies 

Regarding the power to remedy violations of Title Vil, the Act provides: 

"H the court finds that the rcsp<mdent has intentionally engaged in or is intentionally 
engaging in an unlawful employment practice charged in the complaint, the court may 
enjoin the resp<mdent from engaging in such unlawful employment practice, and may 
order such affirmative action as may be appropriate, which may include, but is not 
limited to, reinstatement or hiring of employees, with or without hack pay ... or any 

2Cl6 Monat and Oomc7. 713 suggest that the thrust of the court's decision is 1ha1 hara.sment hy a 
supervisor will only render an employer liahle where it had actual knowledge or where the 
harassment was so pervasive and so long continuing thal the employer must have hecnme 
aware of it. 

207 Sec, for example, Swa11tfk 1• US Air /11corporalcd 830 F.2d 552 (4th Cir 1987). Shulman and 
Ahcrn:1thy 5-98 point 0111 lhat I here have hcen few cases involving co-workers. 

208 The EEOC nuidclines on Sexual llarnssmenl (29 CFR 1604) provide: "Wi1h respect lo con· 
duel helwecn fellow employees, an employer is responsible for acls of sexual harassment in the 
workplace whtrc lhe employer (or its agents or supervisory employees) knows or should have 
known of lhc conduct, unless it can show lhal it took immediate and appropriate corrective 
action" (paragraph I l(d). 
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other equitable relief as the court deems appropriate. Back pay liability shall not 
accrue from a dale more than two years prior lo a filing of a charge with the commi.•
sion. Interim earnings or amounts earnahle with reasonable diligence by the person 
or persons discriminated against shall operate to reduce the back pay otherwise alluw
ablc ... :2m 

The term "intentional" has not been construed to mean that the employer should 

have acted with the intention of contravening the Act, but to mean that the dis

criminatory act complained of should have been volitional as opposed to acciden

tal.2IO 

The relief ordered by the court will depend on the nature of the unlawful conduct. 

An employer may be ordered to refrain from the discriminatory conduct. The court 

may order hiring of a person who was illegally denied a position, or reinstatement of 

an employee who was illegally dismissed, or any other relief which it deems equi

table. Remedies granted to employees who have been successful in sexual harass

ment cases include reinstatement, promotion, and orders forbidding harassing prac

tices or mandating the establishment of grievance procedures.211 Generally, a suc

cessful employee will also be entitled to an order for back pay, that is, lost wages 

and benefits that would have been earned had it not been for the illegal discrimina

tion. <;alculation of the amount of hack pay is based on a reconstruction of the 

employee's hypothetical work history. The Supreme Court has held that back pay 

should be awarded routinely in Title VII cases.212 The purpose of the monetary 

back pay award is twofold. The first is to compensate victims of discrimination for 

losses suffered. The second is to attempt to eradicate discrimination by employers, 

2lN Section 706(g). 

210 A/!rmrale /'aper Compa11y 1• Mood\' 422 US 405 ( 1975). 

211 Cohen Lt•glll Dilemmas (,'l4. 

212 A/!emrale I'apa Cnmpa11y \'Moody 422 US 40.~ ( 1'175). Victims of scxunl haras~mcnt who 
succeed only on a hostile environment claim, and not on a quid pro quo claim, cannot receive 
back pay (Vinciguerra 1733). 
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hy imposing on them something more than an order to refrain from discriminatory 

conduct.213 The amount which the employee would have received had she not been 

discriminated against is calculated,214 less the amounts actually earned elsewhere, 

or amounts which could have heen earned with reasonahle diligence. The employee 

thus has a duly to mitigate her losses. The employer may he ordered to pay interest 

on lost wages, as it has had the hcnefit of services while applying illegally dis

criminatory practices.215 Where seniority has heen denied illegally, the court may 

order remedial seniority, including benefit seniority, that is, seniority which 

innuences terms and conditions of employment without regard to the relative length 

of service of other employees. An order of this nature, in effect, differs little from a 

back pay award.216 The Civil Rights Act 1991 has increased the potential for higher 

monetary awards.2 17 It provides for recovery of future pecuniary losses, damages 

for emotional pain, suffering. inconvenience, mental anguish and loss of enjoyment 

of life, as well as punitive damages, reinstatement, back pay and attorney's fees.218 

A court may also impose affirmative action as a remedy.219 The purpose of affirm-

213 For a discussion of 1hc slruc1uri11g of hack pay awards, sec Parker 171- 219. 

214 Player 442 refers to !he "lodeslar· amounl of wages and benefits which the plaintiff would have 
received had it not hcen for the illegal discrimination. 

215 Sec, for cxamplc, /lodgw11" ll71ratm1 (;fas.< Co111pa11y 446 F.2d 527 (1d Cir 1971). 

216 Fra11h ,. Bow111ar1 Tm11.1portatim1 Co111pa11y 424 US 747 ( 1'176). 

217 Weir 4. The aulhor nplains thal !his is a "mailer of special concern to all employees covered 
by ils provi~ions." 

218 Weir 4. The limil on 1he am<•Unl of damages for which an employer can he liahlc depends on 
the si1e of the underlaking. The limit is iso (MIO for companies wilh 50· HKl employees; $100 
lXXl in respccl of IOI- 2lKJ employees; and $.llXJ lKXJ in respccl of more lhan 500 employees. 

2l'J In terms of section 706(g): "If !he court fin<ls !hat !he respondent has inlenlionally engaged in 
or is inlcnlionally engaging in an unlawful cniployment practice charged in !he complaint, the 
courl may enjoin the respondent from engaging in such unlawful employment practice, and 
order such aflirmali\'c action as may he appropriate. which may include, hul i.~ not limited lo 
rcinslatemenl or hiring of employees, wilh or wi1hou1 hack pay ... or any other equitable relief 
as the court deems appropriale .. ." ln Lorn/ 9.1, l11tmrati0110/ A.1.wcioricm of Firrfif!hlrr.; '' Ci(v 
of Clci·t"/1111<1 478 llS 501 ( 11186). 1hc courl held !hat scclion 707(g) did not preclude the conclu-
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ative action is not merely to provide a remedy to identified victims of discrimination. 

Its purpose is to dismantle prior patterns of discrimination and to prevent such dis· 

crimination in the future. Relief may be provided to the affected class of employees 

as a whole, rather than to individual employees. Beneficiaries may include employ· 

ees who were not victims of discrimination.220 

C Equal Pay: The Equal Pay Act 1963 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 1964 

Allegations of sex discrimination regarding salary may give rise to claims under the 

Equal Pay Act (the EPA) and Title Vil of the Civil Rights Act. While a violation of 

the EPA is also a violation of Title VII, the converse is not necessarily true. Title 

VII prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of sex with respect to 

employment decisions such as hiring, promotion, job assignments and discipline, as 

well as compensation.221 The Equal Pay Act is an amendment to the Fair Labor 

Standards Act 1938. Its scope of application is far narrower than Title VII as it 

covers only pay discrimination between men and women. It does not prohibit dis

crimination on the basis of sex in hiring, promotion, joh assignment or discipline. 

The EPA docs not limit the substantive scope of Title VII. Thus compensation dis

crimination which does not fall within the provisions of the EPA may nonetheless 

violate the hroader provisions of Title VII. That would he the case where the 

alleged compensation discrimination occurs with respect to jobs which are not 

'ion of a 'etlkmtnt agreement which provided relief that rould hcnclit individuals who were 
not the actual victims of the employer'' discriminatory practice,, In terms of 'ectinn 7lH(j), an 
employer is not '"quired to grant preferential treatment lo any indi\'idual hccausc of a gender 
hased imhalanrc in the work force. This provi,ion has been interpreted as pcm1i1ti11g such 
lrcalmcnl (l.oco/ 2/l, Slicer Afrtal Worker.< /11tcmlllimw/ A.uori11ti011 I' EEOC 478 US 421 
( 1986); U11it<•d Sta/..-orker.1 of A111<'ric111· Wf11cr 443 US 19] (1979)). 

2211 Johnson Aflimwtfre ,-ktio11 ~SO. Voluntary affirmalivc action, mlnplcd by employers without 
slritutory or judicial coercion, is discussed hclow. 

221 Section 70.1(a). 
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equal, or are performed in different estahlishmcnts, and therefore do not fall within 

the scope of the EPA.222 For that rea~on the issue of comparahle worth, that is, 

unequal pay for dissimilar hut comparahly valuable work, which is not actionable 

under the EPA, may he challenged under Title VII. But the four exceptions specifi

cally provided for in the EPA may not he challenged in terms of Title VH.22l 

1 The Equal Pay Act 1963 (EPA) 

a Coverage and Scope 

Employers and employees covered hy the EPA are the same as those covered hy the 

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), of which the EPA is a part. The term "employee" 

is not defined, but it is interpreted liberally to include any person who is in the eco

nomic position of an employee.224 "Employer" includes any person acting directly or 

indirectly in the interest of any employer in relation to any employee, but does not 

include labour unions except where the union itself is acting as an employer.225 

State and local governments are also regarded as employees.226 

222 Seclion 206(d)(I) of 1he El'A refers lo "equal work" which is J'l'rformed "wilhin any eslah
lishmcnl". The Supreme Courl rcjerlcd lhe conlenlion lhat a wage claim which was not cog
nisahlc under the EPA could, for that reason, also not fall within the ambit of Title VII in 
Co11111y of WaJ/1i11gtm11• Gw1//1a 452 US 161 (19111). 

223 This is hy virluc of the so-called Bennett Amendment which was incorporaled into section 
703(h) of Tille VII. and which provides: "It shall not be an unlawful employment practice 
under 1his 1i11c for any employer In dilkrcnliale upon the hasis of sex in delcrmining the 
amounl of lhe wages or compensation paid or lo be paid to employees of such employer if 
such differcnlialion is aulhorised by the provisions of section 6(d) of the Fair Lahour 
Sland:mts Act as amended (Equal Pay Act)." 

224 Common law principles arc taken inlo accounl; suhslance prevails over lilles; and imkpcndenl 
conlraclors arc excluded (Player 127). The primary faclors lakcn inlo account in determining 
whether or nol a person is an employee indudc conlraclual designalion. degree of control, 
degree of dependency on lhc cmploycr"s husincss for a livelihood; whelhcr the person inve,ts 
in lhc businc" and shares in lhe profil or loss. and 1he permanency of lhc relationship (Cox 2-
4). 

225 Scclion 20J(d). Unions may nol cause employers to di<criminale in violalion of the Act ('cc
tion 206(d)(2)). 

226 The exlcnsion of lhe provisions of lhc FLSA lo slalc and local govcrnmcnls, originally 
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An employee is covered by the EPA if she227 is engaged in commerce or the produc

tion or goods for commerce, or is employed in an enterprise engaged in commerce 

or in the production of goods for commerce, or within any establishment qualifying 

as such an cnterprise.27.!I An enterprise is engaged in commerce if it is involved in 

cleaning or repairing clothing, construction, or if it is a school or public agency. If 

the enterprise docs not fall within one or the special classes, it will be covered if it 

has a minimum annual volume of sales made or business done and has two or more 

employees who engage in commerce, engage in the production of goods for com

merce, or handle goods which have been moved in commerce.229 As the approach 

of the EPA is entirely different to that of Title VII, it is possible that employers who 

employ fewer than fifteen employees, and are thus not covered by Title VII, will be 

covered hy the EPA. The converse is also true, as an employer may employ fifteen 

employees, while having insufficient dollar volume or sales to qualify for EPA 

coverage. 

The wage comparison is between employees employed in the same establishment. 

Although most comparisons will he between male and female employees employed 

at the same time, the Act is viewed as applying to jobs held in immediate succession 

as well as simultaneously.2JO 

regarded as unconstitutional, was upheld hy the Supreme Court in <iarcia 1• Sa11 A111011io 
/\frtmpoli11111 Tramit A11tho1ity 4m US 521! ( 1985). 

227 The EPA protects hoth male and female employees. This study focuses on the frmalc pcr
spccth·c because female employees arc typically those against whom pay discrimination occurs. 

22.'l Section 21ki(a) and (d). 

229 Section 2!H(s). If an employer satisfies this alternative test, all of the employees in the enter
prise arc protected, whether or not they arc engaged in commerce nr the production of goods 
for commerce. For a discu,,ion of the legislative principle,, sec Player 129- l:ll!. 

2JO !'layer lM. 
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h Enforcement Procedures and Remedies 

·1 hc1 e are no procedural requisites, such as the filing of complaints with state or fed

eral enforcement agencies or mandatory conciliation efforts, for the filing and 

processing of EPA complaints.Bl An individual may bring a private action232 to 

recover unpaid wages and liquidated damages on behalf of herself and similarly 

situated employees. 

The Act is administered hy the EEOC. An individual employee may institute a 

claim without first processing the charge through the EEOC. But once a charge has 

been filed with the EEOC, the agency has the option of instituting a claim, which, if 

exercised, terminates the employee's private right to sue.2.n 

As stated, an aggrieved employee may recover hack pay and liquidated damages. 

Back pay is the difference between what the affected employee was actually paid 

over the particular period, and that which she should have been paid. The 

employer's obligation is to pay male and female employees the identical rate for 

work which is equal. All remuneration for employment is taken into account, 

including overtime rates, holiday pay, bonuses, payment into insurance funds and 

deferred compensation plans, and payments in kind, for example clothing, food and 

lodging.B-1 An employee may also recover liquidated damages in an amount equal 

231 Lehr 257. 

232 Section 2Hi(h). 

2.13 Lehr 258; Cox 2-2. The Fair Lahour Slandards Act, of which the EPA is a part, is 
administered hy the Scrrclary of Lahour. tn 1978, adminislralion of the EPA was transferred 
from the Secretary lo the EEOC. 

234 Player 185. 
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to that of the back pay liability. The effect is to double the hack pay which an 

employee may recover. Liquidated damages may he reduced by the court where the 

employer acted in good faith and with reasonable grounds for believing that its 

action' were lcgal.7-'-~ l'r ivate individuals cannot secure a court order compelling an 

employer to tlesist from a discri111inatory practice, but a clai111 of that nature may be 

brought hy the EEOC in conjunction with a claim for back pay and liquidated 

damagcs.2-16 

The El't\ provides, in pertinent part: 

"No employer having employees suhjcct to any provisions or this scC'lion shall dis-
criminatt· ... hclwecn employee~ on the hasis of sex l'Y paying wc:ig.cs to employees ... al 
a rare k" than !he rare al which he pays wages to cmplo)ccs or rhc opposirc sex ... for 
equal wm k rhc performance of whirh requires equal skill, effort, and responsihilily, 
and which arc performed umk-r similar working condirions, exccpl where such pay
ment is made pursuanl to (i) a scnimity syslcm; (ii) a merit syslcm; (iii) a syslem 
whirh mca~urcs earnings hy quantily or quality of production; or (iv) a dirfcrcntial 
hosed nn any factor or her than sex: Provided, that an employer who is paying a wage 
ralc difkrcnlial in \.'iolalion or this suhscction shall not, in order to comply with provi
sions of this subsection, reduce the wage rate or any cmploycc:2J7 

In order to cslahlish a pri111a facic case under the EPA, an employee must prove 

that she was performing work that was equal to that of a person of the opposite sex 

in the same establishment. In terms of the t\et, equal work is work which requires 

equal skill, effort and responsibility and which is performed under working condi

tions which arc similar. Once the employee has established the payment of unequal 

235 Liquidalcd d:nnages have hccn conslrucd as a suhslilutc for compensalory damages for pain, 
suffering, humilialion and lo<s of credit (Shulman and Abernathy 13-2]; Player 187- 189). 

2J(, An injunction is generally granted in relation to specific contraventions and employees and not 
generally for all prnspecrive conlravcnlions (Player 192). 

2.H Section 2()(1( d)( I). 
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wages for equal work, the employer is granted the opportunity of showing that the 

differential was due to one of the four statutory defences, that is, seniority, merit, 

quantity or quality measuring system, or any factor other than sex. 

·111e equal work requirement supposes something less than identical work, but more 

than comparability. Substantial equality is required. That was established in Sclzultz 

1· H11eato11 Clms C0111pa11y,2.'\S in which the court found that while comparable work 

differed from equal work, male and female johs should not he regarded as unequal 

merely hecause they were not identical. The court's decision was that jobs should he 

only substantially equaf.2.l? Johs arc evaluated as to actual content and not by the 

description or title which the employer has assigned to the particular jo!J.240 

The Act applies only to jobs requiring equal skill, effort and responsihility.241 Skill 

is assessed ohjcctivdy, with regard to the ability required to perform a particular 

joh. The efficiency of a particular employee is not considered, nor is the frequency 

of actual utilisation of a necessary skill. Effort concerns the mental or physical exer

tion required lo perform a particular job. As is the case with skill, effort is related 

to job requirements and not to the effort which a particular employee puts into the 

joh. Responsibility concerns the degree of accountability, and may consist of super

visory responsibility, decision-making authority, or accountahility for the success or 

238 421 1'.2d 25'1 ( 3d Cir 1970). 

23') In the particular case, the employer paid female parkers 10% less than male packers. The 
main duty of all packers was to in.,pect and pack bottles as they emerged from the oven. Male 
packers were ncc3'ionally required lo perform additional tasks which involved heavy labour. 
The court found the jobs to he suhstantially equal. See also Jennings and Willits 417. 

240 Sc/111/n ,. 1171ra1011 GlaH Cn111pa11y 421 F.2d 2.59 (3d Cir 1'170). Modjcska 363 explains that 
johs arc evaluated hy the actual duties that employees arc called upon to perform, because job 
descriptions prepared by the employer may or may not fairly descrihc job content. 

241 Fnr a discussion nf these conccpls, sec Player 146- 149; Shulman and Ahcrnathy B-9 - 13-12; 
Modjcska 3<l5· 370. 
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failure of the operation.2-12 Two jobs may have equal core duties, but secondary 

duties which differ. A higher rate of pay for the secondary duties is justifiable, pro

vided that it is related to the performance of those duties.243 

While the Act requires equal skill, effort and responsibility, it requires only similar 

working conditions. In Coming <J/a.u Works i· Bremran,244 the first case to be 

decided by the Supreme Court under the EPA, the court considered working condi 

lions in the context of identical work performed at different periods. In the particu

lar case night shirt employees, who were predominantly male, were paid more than 

predominantly female employees performing identical work on the day shift. The 

court limited the meaning of working conditions to two sub-factors, namely, sur

roundings and physical hazards, anti found that the time of day worked was not a 

relevant criterion in determining working conditions.245 By virtue of this decision, 

the place of performance would be relevant if it involved exposure to dissimilar haz-

242 In lfodg<tm 1· Mill<'r BrcH·i1111Compa11y457 F.2d 221 (71h Cir 1972), the jobs or laboratory tech
nicians who worked in differenl lahoralories was held to he equal. Allhough they performed 
dirrcrent lcsts, whirh had different purposes, they involved a similar pn>ecs,, which required 
the same objective level of skill, effort and responsihility. On the olher h:md, the court in 
Spoldi11g 1• U11i1wsi1_1• of ll'oil1i11gt011 740 F.2d li86 (91h Cir 1'184) found 1ha1 the johs of female 
members of lhl· university's nursing school differed from those of male faculty mcmhcrs teach
ing in nlher disciplines. Ahhon~h lhc johs involved 1he same Julies, namely teaching and 
research, and required the same general levels of error!, skill and responsihility, the court 
found I hat 1he suhjectivc difference in the nature of the johs warranlcd a finding of incqualily. 
But in /Jmck 1· Ucorgia Sourlrwcstmr Coll<'ge 7(15 F.2d 1026 (I Ith Cir 1'185) the court found that 
a !cacher anJ a school adminislral<>r performed equal work for 1hc purposes or the Act. 

24_, Brc111ro11 1• rrincc 1171/iam lfmpital Ct1rporatio11 503 F.2d 282 (4th Cir 1'174). That means that 
the dnlies mu't cxisl; lhey must aclually he performed; they musl he of more than minimal 
swpe and im[Hnlance; employees who do not receive the higher pay must not perform equi
valent duties; aml qualified employees of the opposile sex must not he denied the opportunity 
to perform the extra work. In Scltullz 1• Jn1c11tm1 Glau Company 42t F.2d 259 (3d Cir 1970) 
the court found lhat denying one gender lhe opporllmity to perform the ext1a duties, rendered 
the higher wage gender rclalcd and not work rcla1ed. 

244 417 US !RH ( l'l74). 

245 The courl found lhal lhc lime of day worked did not inlluencc the similar working condition 
rcqnircmcnl, hul could none the less he raised hy an employer under the "foctor other than 
sex" defence. In the partirular case, the employer could not rdy on the defence because sex 
was a faclor which had been taken into account, as females had initially been denied access lo 
the night shift. 
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anls or surroundings. If work is performed at different estahlishments the issue of 

equal pay would not he capable of hcing analysed in terms of the /\ct. 

The El'/\ contains three specific exceptions. They are seniority, merit, and a system 

which measures quantity or quality of production. It also contains a general catch-all 

defence, namely, a wage differential hased on any factor other than sex.246 

Employers relying on the general defence must prove that the wage differential is 

hased on a non-sex-related factor. The defence may succeed where permanent 

employees arc paid a higher wage than temporary employees, and where full time 

employees are paid more than part time employees, provided that the difference 

can be justified on factors other than scx.247 Education and experience can also be 

factors other than sex, provided that they are significant and are relevant to the job 

requirements.HR Night shirt wage differentials may be justified where they are 

based on factors other than sex.249 The real or perceived cost of employing one 

gender cannot he used as a reason for paying a different wage rate.250 One sex may 

not be paid less merely because members of that sex are willing to work for a lesser 

rate, or hecause members of the opposite sex can command a greater market 

value.251 

246 Section 206. Sec !'layer 167- 170; Shulman and Abernathy B-14 - U- t5; Modjeska .~71- J72. 

247 Kal7 22t observes that time related factors, such as shift diffe1entials, differences in the num
ber of hours wo1kcd per week, and whether the work is temporary or part-time, may affect the 
worth of employees and provide a legitimate basis for compensating them· employees. 

248 Strecker'' Gra11d Fork.< Co11111y Social Scri•iccs Board MO F.2d % (8th Cir 1980). See also Katz 
223- 224. 

249 Comi11g Glau lforks I' Brc1111a11 417 US 188 ( 1974). 

2511 In l.os A1111dcs D<•par1me111 of ll'al<~r a11d Powa 1• Mo11lia11 435 US 702 ( 1978), the employer's 
pension plan required a larger deduction from the salary of female employees. The contrihu
tion differential was hascd on the fact that women live lonr.cr than men and therefore draw 
pension for a longer period. The employer submitted that longevity was a factor other than 
sex. The court found that the distinction was hascd on sex as was the pay differential. 

251 Comi11g Gla.u ll'orks ,. Brc1111a11 417 US 188 (1974); Brock v Georgia Souchwestem College 765 
F.2J 1026 (1 llh Cir 1'185). 
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2 litle Jill oj the Ci1·i/ Ri/{lzts Act 196.J 

Title VII lorhids sex discrimination, inter alia, regarding compensation, terms, con

ditions and privileges of employment. This provision has heen used to challenge 

distinctions between male and female employees in respect of pension fund con

tributions and benefits. Because women on average live longer than men do, and 

therefore tend to receive a pension for a longer period, many employers required 

female employees to make larger monthly pension fund contributions than male 

employees. In Los Angeles Department of Water and I'ower 1• Ma11/wr1252 the 

Supreme Court held that Title Vil prohihited that sort of sex based distinction in 

the assessment of pension contributions. Employers also tended to equalise the 

pension differential hased on the longevity of women as a group hy providing smal

ler monthly henefils for women after retirement. That practice was challenged in 

Arizona Gm•emi11g Committee v Norris.2'53 The Supreme Court rejected any distinc

tion in the benefits received by women which were based on actuarial calculations of 

life expectancy of the sex as a whole. It stated that Title VII required employers to 

treat their employees as individuals, and not as components of a sexual class. The 

court reiterated the reasoning adopted in the Manhart decision, namely, that an 

individual's life expectancy was based on a number of factors, of which sex was only 

one. One could not say that an actuarial distinction based entirely on sex con

stituted an exception to the equal remuneration requirement. 

As explained ahove, the EPA addresses pay discrimination in respect of equal work, 

2~2 435 us 702 (1978). 

253 4(,J US IOU (1983). 
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that is, the performance of work which is suhstantially equal. J\ critical question 

regarding wage discrimination suits hrought under Title VII is whether the concept 

of comparable worth may be relied on. Under the comparable worth theory 

employees arc entitled to equal pay for jobs that are not substantially equal, but are 

comparable in their value to the employer. An employer engages in sex-hased wage 

discrimination if it pays employees in traditionally female jobs lower wages than 

employees in male dominated jobs of comparable value. Proponents of the theory 

contend that it addresses the general undervaluation of jobs traditionally dominated 

by women, which remains unremedied hy the El'/\ because of the absence of male 

workers in those positions.254 Courts, however, have been reluctant to accept the 

theory largely because of qualms about the practical difficulties and risks which the 

claim might entaif.255 They have also accepted reliance hy employers on market 

wages for female jobs which are below those of traditionally male johs.25<i 

substantially equal ii ,, work, merely hecause females are prepared to work for less 

(ii »CorningGlassWorksvBrennan ii »417US 188(1974)).» 

In terms of the Bennett Amendment to Title VII, a wage differential which is 

authorised hy the EPA is not unlawful in terms of Title Vll.257 Employers argued 

254 Modjeska tC.2; ·1 homas ray Fquity 3; Sorensen 470. The dnctrine thus permits compMison or 
j<>lis whirh do not foll within the ambit or the EPA requirement ol equal pay for jobs which arc 
suhslantially equal. 

255 llorri11an and Harriman 70.f give the following general reasons for the courts' rdu<al - the 
sparse legislative history ah<ml congressional intent; early conrusion over the meaning or the 
Bennell Amendment lo Title VII; a reluctance on the part or judges to interfere with the tradi· 
tional market selling or wages; and a rnncern that there might he some merit in the predic
tions hy opponents or cnmparahle worth that its widespread implementation would result in 
economic collapse. 

256 This situation is distinguishahlc rrnm the position under the EPA. Under the EPA, an 
employer may nnl pay a kmalc employee less than a male for ii 

257 Section 703(h) of Title VII, commonly rckrred lo as the Bcnnell Amendment, provides: "It 
shall not he an unlawful ernploymenl practice under this sub-chapter for any employer to dir
krcnliale on the basis or sex in determining the amount or wages or compensation paid or lo 
he paid lo employees or such employer ;r such differentiation is authorised hy the provisions or 
Section 206(d) of Title 29 (the Equal Pay Acl)." 
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that the effect of the amendment was to limit wage discrimination claims under 

Title Vil to those which could be brought under the El'A, that is, claims not arising 

from equal work were excluded. Employees, on the other hand, argued that the 

effect of the amendment was merely to incorporate the four affirmative defences 

contained in the El' A into Title VII. The matter was addressed by the Supreme 

Court in Co1111ty of Wmhi11gto11 1• Grmtlrer.258 In that case the jobs of male and 

female prison security guards were found to he not substantially equal, and a claim 

under the El' A was excluded. Relying on Title Vil, the female employees sought to 

prove intentional discrimination with direct evidence that the employer set the wage 

scale for female guards, hut not for male guards. The question before the court was 

whether the claim was excluded from Title VII by the Bennett Amendment. The 

court found that the claim fell within the ambit of Title Vil, as only the four affirm

ative defences were covered by the amendment. The court emphasised that the 

claim before it was not based on comparable worth but on intentional sex dis

crimination.25'1 The case thus permitted intentional sex-based wage discrimination 

claims under Title Vil, but did not resolve the Title VII viability of comparable 

worth. 

But courts both before and after Gunther have uniformly rejected Title VII claims 

based on comparable worth. In America11 F'cdemtio11 of State, Count}' and M1111icipal 

Employees 1• State of Washi11gto11, 2(.0 which was decided shortly after Gunther, the 

2.'i8 425 us 161 (1981). 

259 For a di"cussion of the controversy surrounding the Bennett Amendment prior 10 County of 
Wa.1Jri11gtm1 '' G11111/1er 452 US 161 ( 1981 ), as well as a discu.sion of !hat decision, sec Worman 
161- 178; I logkr 7J7- 744. · 

260 770 F.2d 140l (9th Cir 1'185). 
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court of appeals e.xpressly rejected the notion that Title VII authorises comparable 

\I.Orth claims. Fmployees had filed a class action suit alleging that the employer's 

compensation scheme violated Title VII. The district court had found that the 

employer\ requirement that employees' salaries should reflect prevailing market 

rates discriminated on the basis of sex hy compensating employees in predominantly 

female jobs at lower rates than employees in predominantly male johs. The court 

relied on a comparable worth study undertaken by the employer which found a wage 

disparity of approximately 20% between predominantly male and female johs of 

cmnparablc worth. Although aware of the findings, the employer failed to imple

ment a comparable worth scheme and relied on prevailing market rates for the 

wages actually paid. The court of appeals reversed the district court's finding, hold

ing that reliance on a market system which compensated employees in female 

dominated jobs at a relatively low rate did not violate Title VII, despite the findings 

of the comparable worth study undertaken by the employer.261 The court also 

declined to apply a disparate impact analysis2to2 and, on the facts, refused to find 

that disparate treatment had occurred, because the requisite discriminatory intent 

had not heen established. 

The comparable worth doctrine was again rejected in American Nurses' Association 

V ll/i11ois.2<.1 The employees alleged the existence of sex-based discrimination in the 

classification and compensation of employees. They argued that employees in his

torically female dominated job classifications were paid lower wages than employees 

261 The two cases rt-spnnsihlc for eslahlishinit the acceplahilily of reliance on the market rate are 
C/1ristc11.w1 " loH"a 5<d F.2d 353 (8th Cir 1977), and Lemom v City arid Co1111ty of Dcm'l'r 620 
F.2d 22R (10th Cir 1980). For a comment on these decisions, sec Thomas Pay Equity 8- 9. 

262 The disparate impart analysis was also rejcrled in Christc11se11 1• Iowa 563 F.2d 353 (8th Cir 
1'177). llrown, Baumann and Melnick 145 nnle that the rejection of the disparate impart 
model for wage claims which cannot meet the suhslanlial equality rc<1uircmcnl, signilicantly 
increases the employee's burden of proof. 

26.1 783 F.2d 7t<i (7th Cir 1986). 
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in historically male dominated joh classifications for work requiring comparable 

skill, effort and responsihility. The court dismissed the claim holding that the 

employees had failed to estahlish a cause of action under Title VII. The com

parahlc worth theory was expressly rejected as the court was regarded as ill

equipped to undertake the economic analyses necessary to establish a comparable 

worth claim.2M 

It is apparent that the federal courts have not accepted the comparable worth doc

trine. They do not wish to become involved in a determination of the value of an 

employee to the company.265 They have also shown a reluctance to require wage 

scales which <lo not reflect market forces, and employers have not been compelled 

to implement equal pay based on their own evaluations where existing wages reflect 

prevailing market rates. Gi\en the rejection of the disparate impact doctrine and the 

comparable worth analysis, an employee instituting an equal pay claim under Title 

VII is obliged to rely on the disparate treatment doctrine which requires proof of 

intention to discriminate hy an employer.266 

U Affirmative Action 

2(,4 As Berger 4.\8 nolcs, lhc aho\'e decisions conlinuc lo rencct a general reluctance hy the courts 
to depart from market-hosed wage syslerns. See also Fogel 296. 

265 In Co1111t_v of Jl'a.<l1i11Kfo11 1• G11111hrr 452 US 161 (1981), for example, the Supreme Court 
endorsed the validity or the employer's joh evaluation as it did not require the court lo make 
ils own assessment or lhc value or male and female employees. In rower I' Ba")' Co11111y 539 F 
Supp 721 (WD Mich 1'182) the court rd used to evaluate the worth or different johs. 

266 In Cmmry of 11'a.f/ii11g1011 1• (i1111tlwr 452 US 161 ( 1'181) the employer's failure to comply with its 
own wage survey served as evidence of intentional discrimination. In Lo1rt•go11-Grimnt v 
Libra0• A.uociatio11 of Portland 5<~) F Supp 481i (D Or 1981) a female library employee who 
drm·e a hook mohile was paid less than a lihrary truck driver. She had hcen paid less 
thrnu~hout her employment. llistorically the two johs were paid diffcrenlly, and one had 
always hccn a male joh and the olher female. The court found that ah hough no job evaluation 
was availahle the jnhs were sufficiently similar to give rise to an inference or intentional dis
criminalion in their disparate compensation. 
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Affirmative action as a court ordered remedy under Title VII was discussed above 

in the context of Title VII relief. This discussion focuses on affirmative action 

programmes which are adopted voluntarily by employers in order to correct gender 

imbalances in the work force. Affirmative action programmes often refer to goals 

and timetables. A goal is a target percentage of the work force to he constituted by 

women, while a timetable refers to the period within which the goal should be 

reached. Goals arc tlistinguishcd from quotas on the basis that quotas are rigid 

requirements, while goals and timetables require only a good faith effort to meet a 

statctl goal within an allotted time frame.267 

Affirmative action entails favouring a defined group of employees, by referring only 

to their group status, that is, female employees. The action is taken solely on the 

basis of this status, and not on the basis of some identifiable act of harm which has 

befallen the affected persons, as is the case where an employer is ordered to hire, 

promote or compensate a specific group of female employees which has been 

harmed by an unlawful act. Affirmative action may be imposed by a court as a 

remedy.2<'8 It may be imposed by government on its own employment practices or 

on private employers. An example is to be found in Federal Executive Order 11246, 

which imposes affirmative action obligations designed to achieve, inter alia, gemler 

balance in the work forces of federal contractors.269 A gender preference 

267 Cox R-12; BrooksAffimwti1·c Actim1 618. 

2(18 Section 7t)(1(g). 

269 The order provides, in pertinent part, that: ~rhe contractor will not discriminate against any 
employee or applicant for employment because of... sex .... The contractor will take affirmative 
action to ensure that applicants arc employed, and that employees arc treated during employ
ment, without regard to their ... sex .... Such action shall include, but shall not be limited to the 
following: Employment, promotion, upgrading, demotion, or transfer, recruitment, or recruit
ment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and 
selection for training including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post in conspicuous 
places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the 
contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this non-discrimination clause." Shulman and 
Ahcrnathy 10-5 explain the effect of the clause as follows: ""Affirmative action" is the key term 
in the clause. It gives rise to a succession of obligations on the contractor, which range from 



programme may he adopted privately. An employer may adopt a programme 

because it fears that a failure to do so may result in liability under Title VII (as an 

imbalance in an employer's work force may be used as evidence of discrimination). 

<icndcr preference may also he adopted in a settlement agreement or consent 

decree. 

Privately adopted affirmative action programmes, adopted by private and 

government employers without statutory or judicial coercion, are generally referred 

to as voluntary affirmative action programmes, and have been the subject of much 

litigation.270 They can he challenged on either constitutional or statutory grounds. 

In the statutory context, the programmes are generally challenged on the ground 

that they require disparate treatment because of race or gender, while Title VII 

prohibits employment discrimination "because of' race or gender.271 The Act also 

contains a specific provision stating that it does not "require" preferential treatment 

because of an imbalance in the work force.272 Constitutionally, the equal protection 

Ahcrnalhy I0-5 explain the effect of the clause as follows: ""Aflirmalivc action" is the key term 
in lhc clause. II giws rise In a succession of ohligarinns on the contractor, which range from 
the prnmulgali<>n of a policy of equal empln}1ncnt opportunily to the commitment to pursue 
specific numcrintl gnats for the hiring of protected persons within a specified time frame, 
usually a year. These 'gnats and timctahlcs' arc hy for the most contrnversial aspect of the 
required aflirmalivc action. They arc geared 10 the idcntilicalion of shortfalls between the 
cmploymcnl nf surh persons and their availahility to the employer, a concept labelled 
'undern1ili1ation'. Aparl from this, lhc required affirmative action raises little nr no legal (or 
polirical) prnhkms, and is set forth in a document the employer must adopt, whkh is called an 
"aflirmative action compliance programme"." 

270 Brooks Affimiatii•r Artio11 618 explains the distinction between voluntary and involuntary 
affirmative action plans as follows: "The former arc affirmative action programmes not 
imposed on an employer hy the Execurive Order or by a court as a remedy for a proven viola
tion of constitutional or statutory law. Voluntary alfirmative action pro~rammcs may, 
however, arise in anticipation of a threat of future lirigation. Like the Supreme Court, I would 
include consent decrees in the category of voluntary affirmative action." Sec also Johnson 
ViJ/1111tary• Affim1atfre A<:tio11 611. 

271 Section 70J(a). 

272 Section 71HU). 
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clause of the Fourteenth Amentlment of the Constitution and the equal protection 

component of the Fifth Amendment due process provision prohibit state, local and 

fetleral governments from discrimination motivated by gender, unless the dis

crimination serves important government objectives and is suhstantially related to 

the achievement of those ohjectives.2n 13ecause public employers are subject to 

both constitutional (equal protection) anti statutory (Title Vil) law, constitutional 

and qatutory challenges may he joined against a single affirmative action 

programme adoptetl hy those employers. 

One of the earliest decisions on affirmative action was handed down hy the 

Supreme Court in Regellls of tlie ll11i1·ersity of Caltfomia v Bakkc.214 The case 

originated as a charge that the reservation of sixteen places in a state medical school 

exclusively for minorities constituted a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, 

which states that the law must give equal protection to all individuals. The court 

fount! the admission programrne to he unlawful, hut indicated that state educational 

institutions could take rnemhership of a protected group into account in properly 

devised admissions programmes. The significance of the decision is that it did not 

regard properly devised affirmative action programmes as per sc violations of the 

Fourteenth Amendment. 

The central issue before the Supreme Court in United Steelworkers of America v 

Wcbcr215 was whether or not a programme voluntarily adopted in order to correct 

past discrimination against a protected group of employees had an adverse impact 

on members of the unprotected majority. The case involved an allegation that a 

273 Craig,. Borell 429 US 190 ( t97(>). 

274 438 us 265 (1971!). 

275 443 us 193 ( l'l79). 
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craft training programme administered jointly by the employer and a trade unilHl, 

which reserved one half of all available opening for blacks, violated Title VH.276 

The question considered by the court was whether Title VII forbids private 

employers and unions from voluntarily agreeing on bona fide affirmative action 

plans \\hich provide (racial) preference in the manner described. The court found 

that the plan in question did not violate the specific anti-discrimination provisions of 

the Act. 277 It then went on to consider the implication of the fact that the Act does 

not "require" an employer to grant preferential treatment in order to correct an 

imbalance in its work force.278 It found that as the statute said that preferential 

treatment of minorities was not required, it was in fact permitted. If the intention 

had been to prohibit preferential treatment, the statute would have stated that such 

treatment was neither required or permitted. In the present case the purpose of the 

programme adopted hy the employer mirrored the purpose of the Act, in that both 

were designed to break down old patterns of segregation and hierarchy. Voluntary 

affirmative act ion was thus permissible, provided that it met certain requirements. 

First, it should he a temporary measure designed to achieve rather than to maintain 

a balanced work force. Secondly, it should not constitute an absolute bar lo the 

employment of persons not covered by the action. Finally, it should not require the 

discharge of persons not covered.279 

The significance of the Weher decision lies in the finding that voluntary affirmative 

action programmes do not necessarily contravene the provisions of Title VII. 

27<• Section 7lH(a) and (d). 

277 Scclion 70>(a) and (d). 

278 Section 7!n(j). 

27'1 As Cox 8-17 cx11lains, the rationale is one of remedy, that is, the action remedies the effects or 
11ast discrimination. But, the affected 11ersons need not have hccn the actual victims or dis
crimination, nor is it ncccs.ary that the em11loycr remedy only the effects of its own conduct. 
l'or a discussion of the Weber guidelines, sec also Robertson and Johnson 6%. 
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I lowever, !he remedial purpose of a programme should mirror the purpose of the 

Act, and the means employed hy the programme to accomplish that purpose should 

not show unnecessary disregard for the interests of unprotected employees. The 

court also laid down certain guidelines for assessing the legality of such 

programmes. But it did not clarify the meaning of a balanced work force, that is, 

with whom the employer's work force should be compared in order to determine 

whether or not protected groups are under-represented? The tendency since Weber 

has been to compare the employer's work force with the local labour market or pop

ulation in the case of unskilled positions, and with those in the labour force who 

possess the relevant qualifications in the case of highly skilled positions.280 The 

extent of the imbalance in the employer's work force need not be such that it would 

support a prima facie case against the employer, hut the affirmative action 

programme would have a greater chance of surviving judicial scrutiny if significant 

under-representation could be found.281 

Johnson v 1'rampm1ario11 Agent)', Sa11ta Clara Co11111y282 was the first Supreme Court 

decision involving affirmative action in the hiring of females. The question before 

the court was whether an employer could use a voluntary affirmative action plan 

which authorised sex to be one factor to be taken into consideration in the hiring 

process, when hiring in an area in which there was a significant under representation 

280 Sec, for example, Jol111sn11 1• Tramponatimr Agc11cy, Salf(a Clara Coumy 480 US 616 (1987), 
which relied on lhc decisions in /11tematio11a/ Brot/11,rlrood of Team.tf<'rs v Urritcd States 431 US 
324 ( 1977), and lfazdwood Sclroo/ District v U11itcd States 433 US 299 ( 1977). See also 
Johnson 615. 

281 Simon IJ'I explains that the courts have nol estal>lishcd a specific formula to define the 
measure nf joh segregation which would justify voluntary aflirmativc action. Gross or sig
nificant undcr-rcprcsentalion could be found in hoth U11itrd Steelworkers of America v Web,•r 
443 US 193 ( 1979) and Jo/111.w11 " Tra11.1portatio11 Agrt1cy, Sallfa Clara Co1111ty 480 US 61(1 
(1987). 

282 480 us<> 16 ( 1987). 
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by a group afforded protection under Title VII. The employer had adopted the plan 

in order to address a manifest imbalance in its work force caused by the limited 

opportunities for women which existed in traditionally male-dominated job 

categories. The aim of the plan was to achie,·e a statistically measurable annual 

i111provc111c11t in hiring, training and promotion of women in all major job classifica-

lions where they were under represented. ll1e long term goal was lo attain a work 

force that reflected women in percentages approximating those of the area labour 

force. The court found that the programme did not unnecessarily trammel the 

rights of other employees or create a bar to their advancement because it set aside 

no positions for women, and expressly stated that the goals established for each divi

sion were not to be construed as quotas which had to he met. 

In su111111a1y, it appears that voluntary affirmative action is permissible not only in 

respect of hiring decisions, hut also in selection for apprenticeship, training and 

promotion.liB But an affirmative action programme requiring the loss of jobs pro

tected hy a bona fide seniority system will not be allowed. In two cases before the 

Supreme Court, the layoff provisions of an affirmative action programme resulted in 

retaining minority workers with less seniority, while laying off non-minority workers 

with greater seniority.284 In both cases the court refused to permit the displacement 

283 tn 8rat1011 "City of Drlmic 7().1 F.2d 878 (6th l'ir 1983), the line ol reasoning of employees who 
were not favoured hy the employer's aflirmative action programme regarding promotions was 
that the impact of granting racial preferences at the hiring stage was diffused because no 
spcrific minority was selected at the expense of a specific white male applicant. But in the case 
of promotional selections, an identified white male is passed over and his expectations are thus 
unreasonably and unlawfully trammelled. The court found that any affirmative action remedy 
cnultl upsd expectations hut determined that the need to eradicate past discrimination justi
fied the imposition of preferences. Liggclt 41.5 explains that in instances of selection for 
apprenticeship, training and promotion, the affirmative action is "forward-looking", and does 
not unnecessarily trammel the interests of employees not favoured hy the programme. 

284 Fircfi1:fflas Lr1<:a/ U11io11 N11m/1cr 1784 v Scoccs 461 US 561 (1984), and ll')'gOlll vlackson Board 
of Etl11rnci011 471i US 2<17 (l'l!!li). 
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of non-minority workers and upheld the seniority systcms.285 

21\5 Johnson Affim1ati1·e Actio11 579 observes that the decisions arc consistent with the principle 
that a pcrmissihlc affirmative action plan is one which docs nol include !he discharge of non
minority employees and I heir replacement wilh new minority employees, and does not 
unnecessarily trammel the intcrcsls of non-minority employees (as per U11ited Steelworkers of 
Amerim v Weber 44.1lJS193 (1979)). Sec also Liggcll 415- 416. 
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CHAPTER Fl\'E 

TllE UNITED KINGl>Ol\I 

A Introduction 

The anti-discrimination legislation of the United Kingdom draws upon American 

principles, hut takes into account differences which exist between the two systems.I 

It also renects European law principles. The most significant protection against dis

crimination in respect of female employees stems from four statutes. They are the 

Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (the SDA), the Equal Pay Act 1970 (the Eql'A), Part 

Ill of the Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978 (the EPCA), and the 

Sex Discrimination Act 1986, which amends earlier legislation in the light of devel

opments in European law.2 

The SD;\ protects women against discrimination in employment with regard to mat

ters not covered by the Eql' A, and against discrimination in education and in the 

provision of goods, facilities, services and premises to the public.3 The ambit of the 

Act thus extends beyond the employment situation. The focus of this study will be 

on the protection provided in the employment context. A woman who alleges that 

she has been discriminated against may bring an action before an industrial tribunal, 

with a right of appeal to the Employment Appeal Tribunal on questions of law4 

llepplc 117; Napier 1494. 

2 Racial minorities arc protected by the Race Relations Act 1976, which repeals and replaces 
earlier legislation contained in the Race Relations Acts of 1965 and 1968. 

J By virtue of section 2( I), the protection afforded hy the Act applies equally to men. This 
study, however, focuses on discrimination against female employees. 

4 In mailers other than employment mailers she may bring an action in a county court. 
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The Eql' A complements the SDA and the two statutes may he viewed as one code, 

the former covering contractual terms of employment, and the latter prohibiting dis

crimination in respect of non-contractual terms.5 The Eql'A implies an equality 

clause into contracts of employment of women engaged in like work, work rated as 

equivalent, or work of equal value.<> A successful comparison with an actual male 

comparator is required. The SDA, on the other hand, docs not require comparison 

with an actual male comparator, hut permits comparison with a hypothctkal male. 

Only the SDA can apply to non-contractual matters, and to discrimination on the 

ground of marital status. Where discrimination relates to the payment of money or 

any other contractual term, a woman must proceed under the Eql'A.7 

The Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) was established in terms of the SDA. 

The hroad functions of the EOC are to work towards the elimination of discrimina-

tion, to promote equality of opportunity between men and women, and to monitor 

the effectiveness of the legislation.8 The legislation grants the EOC the power to 

assist individuals who allege that they have been the victims of discrimination in 

terms of the SDA or of the Eql' A.9 The initiative must, however, come from the 

individual and remedies which can be awarded hy industrial tribunals are confined 

to the case at hand. Despite the essentially collective nature of discrimination, the 

rules of procedure for the industrial tribunals and the Employment Appeal Tribunal 

5 Section 6(1>) of the SDA provides that the Act docs not apply to hcnclits, consisting of the pay
ment of money, which are regulated in a woman's contract of employment. 

6 By virtue of section t (2) of the Act the equality clause applies to all contractual terms and con
ditions of employment, and is not restricted to the payment of money only. 

7 In 1988, the EOC, in a document entitled Lrgi.<loti1111for Clro1111", proposed that the two acts be 
integrated as one, and that such act incorporate the hypothetical comparison currently con
tained only in the SDA. 

8 Section 53. 

9 Section 75. 
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(EAi) do not provide for class actions or representative actions, Ill where a numhcr 

of individuals have similar but not identical claims.11 The EOC can also conduct a 

formal investigation into more widespread issues. The investigation can he of a gen

eral nature for a purpo.;e connected with the statutory functions of the cnmmis

sion, 1l or may take place on suspicion of a discriminatory action which has 

occurred, I.' and can result in the issue of a non-discrimination notice hy the commis

sion. Finally, the commission has an educational role, which has been undertaken 

hy the issuing of a code of practice, by the commissioning of research and the dis

semination of information and advice. 

The law of the United Kingdom has been affected by law of the European Eco

nomic Community (EEC). EEC equal treatment rights are contained in Article 119 

of the Treaty of Rome, which is the founding instrument of the EEC. and in various 

EEC directives. Article 119 provides that "each Member State shall ... ensure and ... 

maintain the application of the principle that men and women should receive equal 

pay for equal work." The Equal Pay Directive 197514 expands Article 119 and 

defines the principle of equal work as the same work, or work to which equal value 

is attributcd.15 It provides for the elimination of all discrimination on the ground of 

to Except hy agreement hctwern the parties, which is unlikely to occur. 

11 There is thus no equivalent to the American class action. Bourn and Whitmore 2 observe that 
the class action ha• two advantages. First, it renccts the social and cnllcctive nature or dis
crin1ination. Secondly, it provides a method whereby individual claims, which may be small in 
themselves, can he comhined and consequently can give rise to suhstantial legal liahilities for 
an employer. This may act as an incentive toward the adoption or meaningful equal 
opportunity policies. 

12 Section 5:\( I). 

13 Section 58(JA). 

14 Directive 75/117. 

15 Article I. 
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sex with regartl to all aspects and contlitions of remuncration.16 The El1ual Treat

ment Directive 197617 provides for e4ual treatment in access to employment, 

promotion, vocational training and working conditions.18 It prohibits discrimination 

hascd on sex or marital status. I'> 

The extent to which Article 119 and the EEC directives create rights which can he 

enforced in national courts in the United Kingdom must be ascertained. Article 119 

creates individual rights which can he enforced directly hy an aggrieved party 

against EEC member states and against private parties. The provisions of the Arti

cle can thus he invoked against both public and private sector employers in national 

courts.20 The provisions of directives can he relied upon directly hy public sector 

employees in national courts. Private sector employees cannot rely on directives in 

that manncr.21 Uut directives do have an indirect effect on both public and private 

employers as national courts arc required to apply national law consistently with the 

provisions of the directives. Where the terms of a directive cannot be satisfied in 

that manner, the direct effect becomes relcvant.22 The European Commission is 

16 Article I. 

17 Oircclivc 711/207. 

18 Article I( 1). 

19 Article 2( I). 

20 This was held lo he the case in the decision or the European Court or Justice in Defte1111c 1• 

Sabc11a (No 2) Case 4:\/74 ( 19711) ECR 455 (European n). Fit1patrick '135 explains: • .. .the 
Treaty article created not only rights.which could he enforced against the Member Stales 
( dcscrihcd as "vertical direct effects"), hut also rights which could he enforced against private 
parties ("hori~onlal direct effects")." 

2t For example, the employee in Marslra// 1• Sm11Jra111ptm1 a11d Sowlr-Wc.rt lfampslrirc Arca llea/111 
Amlrority Case 152/84 (1986) ECR 72:\/ (19811) IRLR 140 (European Cl) could rely directly on 
lhe provisions of the Equal Treatment Directive 1976 because she was employed hy an area 
health authority which was viewed as an emanation of the stale. 

22 Fit1patrick '1.'6 explains that the question of the direct effect or a directive is the second stage 
or a national court's consideration or the implication or a direrlive on national law. The first 
stage is lo allcmpt to interpret national law consistently with the directive. The effect or com
munity law in the United Kingdom has also hcen defined hy a special Act or Parliament. Sec-
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empowered, in terms of the Treaty of Rorne, to take infringement proceedings 

against a member state before the European Court of Justice (EC.I) where a state 

has failed lo amend domestic law in accordance with the provisions of a directive.2.l 

·1 he LCJ is also 1 c4uircd to interpret community law for the benefit of national 

courts. This procedure stems from the ohligation of the highest national court of a 

member state to refer cases to the EC.I for authoritative interpretation.24 

H The Se" l>iscrimination Act 1975 (SDA) 

The discussion below focuses on the Sex Discrimination Act. The expansion of 

employees' rights by virtue of European principles is described at the appropriate 

points. Briti~h statutes, other than the SDA. which affect ernployment issues (partic

ularly in the area of pregnancy) are referred lo where necessary. 

lion 2(1) or lhc Eur<•pcan Communilics Acl 1972 provid<"s: "All such righls, powcrs, liahililics, 
obligations. and rcs.trirtinns hom time lo time created or arising hy or under the Ttcatic!; 
(including lhc Trcaly or Rome) and all such remedies and procedures from lime lo lime pro
vided for, hy or under the Treaties, as in accordance wi1h the Trealics arc without further 
en11clmcnl tn he given legal effect or used in the United Kingdom, shall be recognised and 
availahlc in law, and shall he enforced, allowed and followed accordingly".Seclion 2( 4) slipu
lales that any Act of Pailiamenl is to he interpreted and have effect suhjccl lo the principle 
laid down in scclion 2(1 ). Section 2(2) authorises the government, hy order, and any desig
nated minister or dcp;utment, hy regulation, to make provision: 
(i) In put inlo effect those Trealy and nther obligations which arc nut directly applicable 

or effective hy virtue of section 2( I); and 
(ii) to fill nul and to make specilic provision within the context and limits or United King

dom law for those Treaty and other Community ohligations which arc directly appli
cahlc or crrcel ivc". 

for a discussion of the provisions or the European Communities Acl and its effect on the 
scope of European law in the Unilcd Kingdom, sec Hcpple 77rc I.aw of tire Ettmpca11 Co111-
n11111itic.< I l'ICJ- 1213. 

2-l Article tm or the Treaty of Rome. 

24 Article 177 of the Trealy of Rome. Dockscy 258 likens EEC equali1y law lo a "constitutional 
code" and slates lhal from a British perspective "ii raises lhe challenging conslitulional concept 
of a unique entrenched right, against which even slalute cannot stand" (258). 
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I C<il'cmge and .1cope 

The SDA protects employees and applicants for employment from discrimination 

on the hasis of sex~5 and of marital status.21i In the case of discrimination on the 

grouni.l of marital status, a comparison is mai.le between persons of the same sex. A 

married woman wouli.l thus have to compare herself with an unmarried woman and 

not with an unmarried man.27 

The Act describes the circumstances under which discrimination is prohibited. Each 

stage of employment is covered, from the arrangements made for hiring employees 

through to dismissal. The section also includes a general catch-all provision.28 

Employment is broadly defined and includes a woman working under a contract of 

service, a contract of apprenticeship, or a contract personally to e.~ecute any work or 

labour.29 A contract to execute work or labour covers independent contractors and 

25 Section I. 

26 Section 1. In terms of section 2 the Act protects hoth men and women from discrimination. 
As has hcen the case throughout this study, the person discriminated against on the ground of 
sex is assumed lo he a woman. 

27 Palmer and Poulton 5. As the authors observe, less favourable trcalmenl of a married women 
in relation lo an unmarried man could constitute either direct or indirect discrimination on the 
hasis of sex, as opposed to marital status. 

28 Discrimination is prohibited with regard to: 
(a) the arrangements made by an employer for determining who should he offered 

employment (including advertising and selection procedures); 
(h) the terms and conditions on which a person is offered a joh (Once a person has hccn 

employed the SDA applies to non-contractual conditions while the Eql'A applies lo 
contractual comlition,.); 

(c) !he refusal or deliberate omission to offer a woman a joh; 
(d) the refusal or omission to give a woman the same training, transfer and promotion 

npporlunitics; 
(e) giving women access to fewer or less favourable benefits, facilities or services; 
(f) dismissing a woman; 
(g) subjecting a woman lo any other detriment (section 6( I) and (2)). 

29 Section 82( I). 
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self-employed persons_-10 

Most governm('nt employees are protected hy the Act, except for those to whom 

special provisions apply, for example, the police,11 prison officers,12 and the armed 

forces}1 The Act prohibits discrimination by employers,34 partners,15 trade unions 

and employers' organisations (regarding admission of members to the organisation 

or the provision of benefits to memhers),:l<i qualifying bodies,17 vocational training 

bodies,18 and employment agencies. 19 

Employment for the purposes of an organised religion is excluded where employ-

30 In Q11i1111r11 '' llo1·cll.< (19R~) /Rl.R 227 EAT, the EAT held that a contract personally to 
cxcrutc wo1k or lahour was a wi,lc and ncxihlc cnnrcpt and was intended In enlarge upon the 
ordinary connotation of ('1t1plo)tnent so as to include persons outside nf lhc master-servant 
rclal ionship. Al 22<>. it stated that persons "who engage, even rur'<nily, the talents, skill nr 
lahour of 1hc sclf·cmplnycd arc wise lo ensure 1hal the terms arc equal as between men and 
women: 

31 Sections 85(1) and 17. The Act applies to the police. llowever, in terms of section 17, regula
tions untler the Police Act 19(..t may treat men and women differently in respect of require
ments relating to height, uniform or equipment; special treatment afforded to women in con
nection with pregnancy or childhirth; and pensions for special constahlcs or police cadets. 

:U Section 18. The Act applies to prison officers, CXl'CJll that discrimination in respect of height is 
pcrmissihlc. 

33 Section 85(~) and (.'i). The army, navy and air force arc excluded from the Act. 

J.I .Sect ion 11. 

35 Section 11. 

:l<i Section 12. 

37 Section n. Oualifying hndies arc hndies which can confer authorisation or a qualification 
whil'h is needed for, or which facilitates, participation in a particular occupation or trade. 
Qualifying hodics include, for example, the Law Society and the British Medical A~sociation. 

38 Section 14. Vocational training hodics may not discriminate with regard to aeces.~ to training, 
training facilities or the termination of training . 

. W Section 15. Employment agencies may not discriminate in the terms on which scniccs arc 
offered, the manner in which services arc provided or by refusing to offer services. Services 
include guidance on careers and other services related to employment. 
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mcnt is limited lo one sex only so as to comply with the doctrines of the rcligion.40 

In the case of mineworkers, wo111en may not be employed if their duties involve 

spending a significant proportion of their ti111e below ground.41 Acts done under 

statutory authority and acts safeguarding national security are excluded from the 

SDA.42 The ;\ct tloes not apply to wo111e11 working at an establishment abroad,4.l 

nor to women participating in competitive sport where the physical strength, 

sta111ina or physique of the average woman places her at a disadvantage to the 

average man.44 The ;\ct does not apply where sex is a genuine occupational 

qualification.45 The ;\ct per111its an employer to provide special treatment for 

women relating to pregnancy, childbirth and maternity leave,«• and permits positive 

training for women aimed at providing opportunities which have been denied in the 

past.47 

Prior to 1986, employ111ent for the purposes of a private household was excluded 

from the Act, as was employment where there were fewer than six employees 

employed by the same employer or associated employers. The situation was 

amended by the SO;\ 1986 which aholishetl the exclusions.48 The 1986 Act also 

amended the position regarding the exclusion of provisions in relation to death or 

40 Section l'l. 

4 t Section 21. 

42 Scdions 5 t and 52. 

4.1 Sections 6 and to. 

44 Section 44. 

45 Section 7. This defence is discussed hclow. 

46 Section 2(2). 

47 Sections 47, 48 and 49. 

48 Section I( t) or the SDA 19&i. 
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rctiremcnt.4'1 

An employer is liable for discrimination carried out by an employee in the course of 

his or her employment, whether or not it was done with the employer's knowledge 

or approval, unless the employer can prove that it took such steps as were 

reasonably practicable to prevent it.~O 

2 E11forc:cmc11t l'rocedures 

Enforcement of the SDA takes place through industrial tribunals,51 and lies largely 

in the hands of individual complainants.52 The tribunal process is designed to 

decide whether there has been a breach of the anti-discrimination legislation by an 

employer and lo prnvide a remedy for an offended individual. An individual who is 

of the opinion that she has been discriminated against hy her employer may initiate 

a case with an industrial tribunal by completing the prescribed form. The time limit 

within which a complaint must be brought is three months from the date of the act 

complained of.51 A potential applicant is granted an opportunity to question her 

employer on the reasons for its actions or on any relevant matter by means of a 

reply form which may be sent to the employer prior to initiating proceedings or 

thereafter.54 This procedure enables a complainant to decide whether to initiate 

proceedings and, if she does so, to formulate and present her case effectively. The 

49 Seel ion 2 of the SDA l'IR6. 

50 Seel ion 41. 

51 Industrial lrihunals deal wilh employmcnl mallcrs, while counly courts deal with olher mal· 
tcrs provided for in lhc Acl, for example, education. 

52 Section 63(1). 

53 Section 76( I). 

54 Section 74. 
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employer is not compelled to complete the form. hut a tribunal may draw a negative 

inference from a failure to reply, as well as from a reply considered to·he evasive.55 

/\n applicant and a respondent al a tribunal hearing may he accompanied hy a rep

resentative. The representative need not he legally qualified.56 Where cases are 

legally complex or raise important issues of principle the EOC is authorised to as.~ist 

applicants hy offering advice, attempting settlement or arranging and paying for 

legal representation.57 Once a claim of sex discrimination has been filed with an 

industrial tribunal, a copy thereof is sent to the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitra

tion Service (/\CAS) in an attempt to promote a settlement of the complaint. A 

settlement will he attempted if requested by both the applicant and the respondent, 

or if ACAS itself is of the opinion that there is a reasonable prospect of reaching 

such settlement.58 Where a complaint is not settled it proceeds before a trihunal.59 

There is a right of appeal on a question of law from an industrial tribunal to the 

5.~ Section n(2)(h). 

5(, In addi1ion lo legally !mined persons, parlics may use representatives such as union officials 
and shop stewards. Townshcnd-Smi1h 199 e•1•lains that the degree and effectiveness of union 
support varies. A small percentage of applicants have union representation. Applicants are 
not alwa)~ satisfied wilh the quality of service received from their union, as the law may be too 
specialist for non-lawyers to give adequate advice, particularly in instances of indirect dis
crimination. On occasion unions have been perceived as actually siding with employers. 

57 Section 75. Leonard ltl- 11 points out that the commission grants such assist:mce to only half 
of those persons who request it in each year. Many applicants arc represented hy their trade 
unions, whik a few arc represented hy persons from citizen advice bureaus or by friends. 
More than half of applicants who attend trihunal hearings do so without any from of represen
tation. 

58 Section 64. 

59 Parties present their evidence and the trihunal reaches a decision on the facts, suhjcet lo the 
applicahle legislation. The tribunal may make a declaratory order tlcclaring the rights of com
plainant and the respondent. It may award compensation and may recommend that the 
employer take art ion which the tribunal deems practicable lo obviate the adverse effect of the 
discrimination (section 65 ( J ). Costs arc seldom awarded. A tribunal has the power lo award 
costs if proceeding• were brought or conducted frivolously, vexatiously or otherwise 
unreasonably (regulation II of the Industrial Tribunal (Rules of Procedure) Regulations 
1985). 
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Employment Appeal Trihunal.W 

The duties of the EOC entail monitoring the legislation, proposing reform and, to a 

limited extent, litigation. The EOC may institute proceedings against an employer 

in certain defined instances. It may <lo so where an employer has placed a dis

criminatory a<lvertisement.6t It is unlawful to publish an advertisement which indi

cates an intention to discriminate. The use of a job description with a sexual con

notation (such as "waiter" or "salesgirl") is deemed to be indicative o[ an intention to 

discriminate. In such instances only the commission can bring a legal action. ll1e 

commission may also institute proceedings with regard to indirectly discriminatory 

practices, for example, where the nature of the practice has prevented women 

generally from seeking a bencfit.<•2 Under those circumstances there is generally no 

offended individual who will institute proceedings before an industrial tribunat.63 

Enforcement of the anti-discrimination legislation by the EOC was intended to 

occur primarily through its power to conduct formal investigations and to issue non

discrimination notices.6-1 If a formal investigation discloses unlawful discrimination 

<iO Appeals arc governed hy the normal Employment Appeals Tribunal Rules 1980. 

hi Section 38. 

62 Section .n. The rommi"ion must have conduclcd a formal investigation into the practice and 
issuc:cl a rum-disrrimination notice (thal is, a notice lo cease discrimination) prior lo instiluling 
proceedings. The commission also has the power to apply to a county court for an injunction 
where an cmploy<'r against whom a non-discrimination notice has hcen issued persists in the 
discrimination which is the subject of the notice (sections 71 and 72). 

li.l The same is true where there have hcen instructions by a person with authority to another lo 
discriminalc (section 39), or whne a person has brought pressure lo bear on another to dis
criminate (section 40). 

64 The EOC can conducl two twcs of invcs1iga1ion. The first is exploratory, where the commis
sion looks al a general area of ac1ivi1y, such as the legal profession, without naming a respond
ent (section 53(1)). The second, a named person investigation, is of an accusatory nature and 
looks al specific conduct by a named employer (section 58(3A)). The latter type of investiga
tion cannot take place unless the commission has reason lo believe that the employer has com
mitted an unlawful act. In Re Presti/IC Gm1111 pie (1984) IRLR 166 (llL) it was held that the 
Commission for Racial Equalily (which has similar powers to the EOC) could not conduct a 
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the EOC has the power to issue a non-discrimination notice in respect of the 

employer concerned, requiring it not to commit the acts specificd.65 The commis

sion monitors the situation and can require that it he provided with information for 

up to five years to enable it to check that the notice has been complied with. There 

is no automatic sanction for failure to comply with a notice. The commission may 

institute a second formal investigation to determine whether the terms of the notice 

have been complied with, or it may institute a claim for persistent discriminationf16 

The EOC has issued a Code of Practice.67 The code does not have the force of law 

hut may be relied on in tribunal hearings.<18 Its provisions are of persuasive value 

and are admissible in evidence before an industrial tribunal, which may take into 

account any provision of a code which appears relevant. The code is set out in two 

main sections. ·1 he first states what the law requires and gives the commission's 

recommendations for compliance. The second part gives guidance on the promo

tion of equal opportunities to give effect to the spirit of the law. 

formal invcstigalion into the activities of a named person unless ii had formed a suspicion that 
1he person named may have cnmmilte<I "'me unlawful act or discrimination and had some 
grounds for that suspicion. The grounds nn which the suspicion was based could be tenuous 
because they had not yl"l been tested. 

65 Section 67. 

<i6 Section 71. For a discussion of the procedural problems associated with the conducting nf for
mal investigations sec Ncwell 508. 

67 The power lo do so stems from section 5<iA. 

68 In terms or section 56A( Hl) the code is "admissible in evidence, and if any provision of such a 
code appears to the trihunal to he relevant In any question arising in the proceeding.' it shall 
be t:ikcn into account in determining that question." 
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3 II 1wt is /JiJcri111i11atio11? 

The SIJi\ prohibits two types of discrimination, commonly referred to as direct and 

indirect discrimination, although not so termed in the Act. It covers discrimination 

at every st:.ige in the employment process, from the moment at which candidates are 

sought for a post to the tcrmin:.ition of employment. In terms of the Act it is unlaw

ful for an employer to discriminate against a woman in the arrangements made for 

determining who should he offered employment, in the terms on which employment 

is offered, or hy refusing or omitting to offer her employment.m It is also unlawful 

to discriminate against a woman regarding access to opportunities for promotion, 

transfer, training, or any other benefits, facilities or services. Finally, it is unlawful 

to discriminate hy dismissing a woman or by subjecting her to any other detriment.70 

a J)irect Discrimination 

This type of discrimination is prohibited in the following terms: 

"A person discriminates against a woman in any circumstances relevant to lhc pur
poses of any provi.o;ion of this /\ct if, 

(a) on the ground of her sex he !reals her less favourably than he !reals or would 
I real a man." 71 

6'I Section 6( l ). 

70 Section 6(2). 

7t Section l (I )(a). The SDA prohihits discrimination in employment, education and the provi
sion of goods, facilities, scn·ices and premises to the public. Although the focus of this study is 
on discrimination in employment, decisions pertaining tn discrimination in other areas are 
referred to where necessary in nnlcr lo clarify a provision of the Art. The Race Relations Act 
1976 contains a virtually identical provision to that contained in the SDA. In terms section 
l(l)(a) of lhal Art, direct disniminalinn occurs where "on racial grounds he treats that person 
less fovonrahly than he treats or would treat other persons." Because the prohibitions in the 
two slalutcs arc rourhcd in virtually identical terms, this study will, where necessary, contain 
references to decisions pertaining lo th<; Rare Relations Act. 
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Direct discrimination against married persons is prohibited in similar terms, where: 

"on the ground of his or her marilal sla!Us he !reals lhal person less favourably than 
he trrats or woulJ treat an unmarried person of the ~ame sex ... 72 

Direct discrimination occurs where a person is treated less favourably because of 

her sex. Comparison with an actual or a hypothetical man is permitted. It is not 

necessary to show that there was an intention to discriminate if the effect of a partic

ular act is to treat a woman less favourably because of her sex. This was established 

by the Court of Appeal in R v Bim1i11gliam City Co1111cil e.x parte Equal Opportunities 

Com111i.uio11.1.1 In that case Birmingham City Council had inherited a situation 

where more grammar school positions were provided for boys than girls. It was held 

that all that was required to establish direct disnimination was that girls had been 

placed at a disadvantage, rather than that the council had intended to place girls at a 

disadvantage.H Direct discrimination is thus established where it is shown that less 

favourable treatment has occurred, and that the reason for the treatment was the 

gender of the affected person.75 Less favourable treatment may have more than 

72 Sect ion .1( l )(a). 

7J (198.'!) IRLR 4:\ll (CA). 

74 In James 1· Ea<tft·i[!.11 Baro11glt Coimcil ( 1989) IRLR 318 (CA) the court again disfinguishcd the 
reason for the dislinclion from lhc motive. It emphasised that lhc sex of lhe complainant 
should be lhe reason for the discriminalory action. The point is also illustrated hy R "Co1111ci/ 
fnr Rada/ Equality ex pat1e Wcst111i11.<ter City Co1111cif (1985) IRLR 4Uo (CA), which dealt with 
parallel provisions in the Race Rclalions Acl 1976. The council had withdrawn the appoint· 
menl of a hlack duslman. The reason for the wi1hdrawal was the fear of industrial adion hy 
while duslmen. II was undispulcd that the council i1sclf was not moli,·a1ed hy racial prejudice. 
The cnurl found thal lhcre could he discrimination on racial grounds without there being an 
intention In discriminale. Because lhe action of the discriminator (the council) was hased on 
racial grounds, its molive was irrelevant. Similarly, in Grieg I' Cn1111111111ity /lrdustry (1979) 
/RLR t58 (EAT) a lrainec was nol allowed lo start her course because, following the with· 
drawal of another woman, she would have been the only fomalc memher of a group which was 
lo he engaged on various huilding lasks. The employer fell that she might bc the suhjcct of 
unwelcome atlenlinn from male course members. The conduct of the employer was held to 
constitulc unlawful discrimination. 

75 The posilion may he cnnlraslcd wilh lhc American one, where it must be shown that the 
employer had a discriminalory molive, lhal is, that it inlended lo hring about the dis-
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one cause. An employer may treat a woman less favourably hy virtue of her sex and 

for other reasons. The sex of the employee must he a significant or substantial fac

tor leading to the unfavourable treatment in order to render it unlawfuJ.76 

A question which arises is whether an employer which claims to act out of concern 

for the welfare of one sex, for example by giving special consideration to the needs 

of women, discriminates unlawfully. In Automotive Products Ltd v Peake77 the 

employer had approximately 3500 men and 400 women in its employ. It allowed the 

women to leave work five minutes earlier than the men in order to avoid being 

jostled in the general rush at the end of the day. A male employee alleged that the 

practice constituted unlawful sex discrimination (against male employees). The 

court held that it did not. One reason for its finding was that the SDA did not 

obliterate the differences between men and women, nor do away with chivalry and 

courtesy. The court was of the view that the natural differences between men and 

women should not he disregarded when interpreting the Act. It has been stated that 

that line of argument could "drive a horse and coaches through the Sex Discrimina

tion Act, since all kinds of disadvantage might he excused on the basis of considera

tion for the weaker sex."78 The judgment was later disapproved in Mi11istry of 

Defe11ce v Jercmia/J.19 There male, but not female, employees who volunteered for 

criminatnry consequences of its actions, nr that those consequences were reasonably foresee
able. 

76 In S<"idc 1• Gille/I<' /11dmllil'.r ( 1980) /RLR 427 (EAT), a case hrnught under the Race Relations 
Act, an employee was transferred for racial reasons as well as to preserve good working rela
tionships. The fact that race was a factor leading to the less favourable treatment was held to 
he insuflicient. It had to he the main cause thereof. In Owe11 and Briggs•' James (1982) /RLR 
502 (CA) it was held that race need not he the only reason for an employer's decision. The 
fact that it was a significant or suhstanlial factor was sufficient lo found a case of discrimina
tion. 

77 (1977) /RLR 365 (CA). 

78 Ellis 77. The author also points oul !hat the reasoning illustrates the point that men's and 
women's perceptions of disadvantage arc liable to vary radically. 

79 (1979) /RLR 436 (CA). 
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overtime were required periodically to work in a dirty area known as the colour bur

sting shell shop. A male employee complained that the requirement constituted 

unlawful discrimination against him. The court held that it did, despite the fact that 

male employees were paid an extra sum of money for the unpleasant work, as the 

employer could not buy the right to discriminate. The court expressly rejected the 

above line of reasoning in the l'eake decision, holding that chivalry should no longer 

he relied on as an acceptable ground for discrimination. 

Employers may attempt to rationalise discrimination against women in terms of 

assumptions about characteristics of women in general, that is, stereotyped assump

tions. These may include assumptions that women do not have the stamina which 

men do, or that married women are not prepared to be mobile in their jobs or to 

work unsocial hours. Such assumptions, which arc unrelated to the circumstances 

and qualities of the individual in question, constitute unlawful discrimination. In 

Horsey v D;fed Co1111ty Co1111cit81l the employer rejected a woman's request for sec

ondment in order to study toward a professional qualification. Secondment was 

possible only where an employee undertook to return to employment after complet

ing the course. lier request was refused as her husband worked elsewhere (near to 

where her studies would be undertaken). The employer assumed that she would fol

low her husband to his place of employment after completing her studies. The 

assumption was based on the stereotype that wives follow their husbands to their 

places of employment. Had a man applied for the secondment, his wife's career 

prospects would not have been considered. A man in the same situation would thus 

have been treated differently, and direct discrimination by the employer was estab

lished. Similarly, assumptions that women with small children make unreliable 

80 ( 1982) IRLR 3'l5 (EAT). 
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employees, HI and that the husband is always the breadwinner in a 111arriagelU have 

been rejected. In all these cases, unfavourable treatment was based on generalised 

assumptions ahoul the characteristics of women. The true position of the extent to 

which the individual in question possessed that characteristic was not investigated hy 

the employer. 

While the SDA applies to discrimination at every stage in the employment process, 

the commonest complaints tend lo involve an employer's failure to hire a woman, 

that is, the arrangements which an employer makes for determining who should he 

offered employment, and the failure to offer employment.8.' Public and internal 

advertisements for a post are included in the arrangements made for determining 

who should be offered employment.8~ Selection procedures are also included. 

Questions asked of job applicants al an interview have been construed as arrange

ments made by an employer. The asking of gender related questions will not be 

regarded as discriminatory per sc, hut will be a matter of fact for decision hy a 

tribunal.RS All that is required to establish a breach of the Act is that the arrange-

mcnts made hy an employer operate so as to discriminate against women. It is not 

81 lf11rl1'J'l'i\fiutm• (1'181) IRLR 21IB (EAT). 

82 Colcm1111 1· Skyrail Owa11ic Ud (1'181) IRLR .\'18 (CA). 

HJ Townshend-Smilh 56. Ellis '15 slates that complaints lend lo involve a failure lo hire as well as 
dismissal, and notes that this is nol surprising since a woman who is already employed may he 
concerned ahoul prejudicing future promotion prospects. 

84 The Act also conlains a specific head of liability in rcspecl of discriminatory advertisements 
(scclion 38). Only lhc EOC is cnlilkd to initiate proceedings for a breach of section 3!1. 
"Advcrtiscmcnl" is lnoaclly defined in lhe Acl and Ellis 95 stales that the relationship bclwccn 
section <>(l)(a) and seclion 38 is lhcrcforc unclear. 

85 Sa1111drrs v Ric/1111011d-Upo11- Tliames Bom111:/J Co1111cil (1977) IRLR 362 (EAT). Here a lady 
golf professional who was applying for a position was asked whether she thought that men 
would respond as well to a woman golf professional as to a man. She alleged that the question 
was discriminalory as it was one which would not have been a•kcd of a man. The EAT found 
thal the asking of gender rclalcd questions was not discriminalory per sc and could be 
appropriate where lhe qucslions were related lo capacity lo perform the job in question. 
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necessary to show a discriminatory motive.Rti 

In terms of the Act an employer may not refuse or omit to offer employment on the 

ground of sex.R7 The sex of the applicant need not he the only reason for refusing to 

offer employment in order to render the employer's action unlawful. It must, 

however, he a significant factor.HR An employer may not offer employment on dis

criminatory terms.89 If a woman accepts an offer which is discriminatory, the terms 

of the resulting contract may be challenged under the Equal Pay Act. 

An employer may not discriminate in the way in which it affords access to 

opportunities for promotion, transfer or training.'IO Direct discrimination may occur, 

for example, in the allocation of opportunities for training or promotion. But more 

often than not the matter will give rise to an allegation of indirect discrimination, 

where an employer imposes a requirement or condition which has an adverse effect 

8ti Orc1111<111 1•Jlf fJc1<-/11mt Ud (191H) IRLR 157 (EAT). In this case applicants for cmplo)incnt 
were referred In the shop manager as a first step in the selection process, although final 
appointments would he made hy the district manager. As a result of the shop manager's inten
tion not to employ women, no women passed the lirst interview. The shop manager's dis
criminatory manner of conducting the interview was held to be unlawful under section 6(t)(a). 
The El\ T held that the suhmissinn on he half nf the employer, that the discrimination had to be 
found in the making of the arrangements rather than in the operation of the arrangements, 
would leave a gap in the policy of the /\ct. 

87 Section<•( I){ c). 

RR In Owt'll 011<1/Jrigg.t1• 1011<'.I ( 1'182) IRLR 502 (CA) the terms "signilieanl" and "substantial" 
were used. The employer refused In appoint the applirant hccausc she had hecn unemployed 
for three years and had nnt disclosed the fact that she had been intenicwed for the position 
before. A white woman with inferior qualilications was suhscqucntly appointed. The 
employer was found In have contravened section 4( l)(c) of the Race Relations Act, which con
tains a similar provision to section 6( I )(c) of the SDA, because the race of the applicant was a 
significant factor in the employer's decision. A more stringent test had been applied 
previously -- in Seide 1• Gillette ltrd11.<trie.< ( 1980) IRLR 427 (EAT), the race of the applicant 
was required to be the "activating cause" of the unfavourable treatment. 

89 Section 6( I )(b). 

90 Section fi(2)(a). The Act docs, however, provide for single sex training and encouragement for 
employment where the statutorily delined imhalances exist (sections 47 and 48). 
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on women. Discriminatory dismissals are also unlawfut.9t 

The concept of "any other detriment" which is used in the Act92 provides a residual 

category of unlawful discrimination directed at existing employees. An area in 

which the concept is of significance is redundancy. Employers may encounter social 

pressure to terminate the services of female employees as opposed to stereotyped 

"male hreaowinners". Conduct of that nature may fall within the residual category 

of unlawful discrimination. A second area in which the concept may he relevant is 

sexual harassment, where the work environment is maoe unpleasant for the victim 

although no tangible benefit is lost.'11 

English law has not auopted the formal approach to proving discrimination which 

American law has adopted.'14 Discrimination cases are civil cases, and the standard 

of proof which is required is proof on a balance of probahilities.95 As the SDA does 

not stale who hears the burden of proof, the normal rule applies, namely, that the 

person alleging the unlawful conduct bears the hurden.'16 The burden of proof does 

not shift, hut where the facts presented hy the applicant indicate that discrimination 

has occurred the employer is required to provide an explanation for its conduet.97 If 

91 Section 6(2)(h). The prmisions overlap y,ith those of the Employment Protection (Consolida
tion) Act t'l7R. Due lo differences in qualifying service and in levels of compensation, it is 
usually advisahle to apply under both statutes. The level of compensation for unfair dismissal 
in terms of the biter Act includes a basic award for length of service, but docs not provide for 
any award for injury lo fr.clings. 

92 sc~1ion 6(2). 

9.' This aspect is discussed hdow in the context of sexual harassment. 

94 The prn<Tss was first set out by the US Supreme Court in McD0111rcll Douglas Corrwration v 
Gree/I 411 US 7'12 (1'>73). 

9.'\ Bourne and Whitmore 57. 

% Townshend-Smith .'\6- .'\7; Bourne and Whitmore (~J. 

'17 Klramra v Mi11i.<t~· of l><f<'llCC (1'18t) IRLR (EAT). 
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the explanation by the employer is inadequate or unsatisfactory the inference will he 

that unlawful discrimination has occurred.'18 In the case of hiring, for example, the 

lack of success of the better candidate will he regarded as evidence that discrimina

tion has o<'curred, and an employer will he required to provide an explanation. A 

failure to do so could result in a finding of unlawful discrimination.99 Discrimina

tion cases thus involve an analysis of all of the evidence before the trihunal or 

court. HKI 

Despite the fact that the applicant hears the burden of proving that unlawful dis

crimination has occurred, the employer generally has the information which the 

applicant requires at its disposal. For example, where discrimination in hiring is 

alleged this would include the information which the applicant needs in order to 

compare herself with the successful candidate, such as gender, age, qualification and 

experience. An applicant may question an employer on the reasons for its actions or 

any other matter, by means of a reply form which the employer is required to com

plete. IOI An industrial tribunal may also order discovery of the relevant information 

after proceedings have commenced in order to dispose of the proceedings fairly. 

Confidentiality of the material is not a reason for refusing discovery. But the appli

cant is required to show the relevance of the information sought.102 

98 01aU11padlryay 1· fi<'admaJter of /lollmmy Sc/1110/ ( 1981) IRLR 487 (EAT). 

99 Noo11e 1• North-West 11romes Rcgio11a/ lfealtlr A11tlrority (1987) IRLR 357 (CA); Wallace 1• 

So111/1-Eastcm Ed11catio11 a11d U/irmy Board (1980) /RLR 193 (NICA); Dom011 v Be/fa.ft Cit)' 
Co1111cil (1'!90) IRLR 119 (NICA). 

llXI As Bourne and Whilmore 62 nolc: • ... what the cases amounl lo is not the definition of a turn
ing point hut a way of analysing the whole of the evidence received in the case. Do the circum
stances call for an explanation? Did we gel an explanation? Are we satisfied with it? What is 
the inference lo he drawn from that?" 

IOI Section 74. 

102 The disco\'cry principles were set out by the House of Lords in two cases which reached them 
at the same time, one under the Sex Discrimination Act and the other under the Race Rela
tions Act · Na.<se 1• Scic11cc Rcscarrll Co1111ci/; Vyas v Lcyla11d Cars Ltd (1979) IRLR 465 (HL). 
The principles apply to dircd as well as indirect discrimination. Regarding discovery by an 
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/\ question which arises is whether the fact that there are no or few women in a job 

category is relevant to a claim hy a disappointed applicant. The issue here is the 

weight to he attributed to statistics. Statistics can be obtained by discovery and are 

relevant hut not conclusive evidence. Statistical evidence may establish a discern

ible pattern in the treatment of a particular group. If the pattern demonstrates a 

regular failure of members of the group to obtain particular jobs and of under

representation in those jobs, it may give rise to an inference of discrimination 

against the group. But statistics cannot provide conclusive evidence of discrimina

tion. to3 The reason is that discrimination must have been directed at a particular 

individual and there must he evidence that she was treated less favourably. The 

composition of the work force cannot conclusively prove_ an employer's reason for 

acting in a particular case. I04 

The assumption underlying the use of statistics is that the work force should reflect 

the proportion of women in the community. That supposes that men and women 

have i<lentical qualifications. The employer may show that the absence of women in 

the work force is due to the fact that relatively few women possess the required 

qualification. It is therefore probable that statistical evidence will be more sig

nificant in the case of unskilled or semi-skille<l johs.105 

industrial trihunal, sec Briti.r/1 Ubrar)' •· Palyza (1984) JRLR 306 (EAT). 

103 W,·st Midla11ds I'aJS<"lll(Cr Transport £tccutivc ,, Sit11(ll (19&'!) IRLR 186 (CA). 

104 Townshend-Smith 60. But the author notes that common sense suggests that discriminatory 
hchaviour is likely to recur. 

105 Statistical evidence has to date not played the prominent role in English law which it has in 
American law. This is prohahly due, in part at least, to the fact that American law permits 
proor or a pattern and practice or discrimination by statistical evidence, without the need to 
show that a particular individual suffered harm, while that is not possible under English law. 
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The essence of indirect discrimination is that certain criteria exclude women from 

employment opportunities at a higher rate than men. As with direct discrimination, 

indirect discrimination can occur at any stage of employment, from recruitment 

through to dismissal. HJ6 The SDA provides that a person discriminates against a 

woman if: 

"he apptic• lo her a requirement or condition which he applies or would apply equally 
to a man hul -

(i) is surh that the proportion of women who ran wmply with it is considerably 
smaller than the proportion of men who can comply with it, and 

(ii) whid1 he cannot show lo he justiliahle irrespective of the sex of the person lo 
whom ii i~ applied, and 

(iii) \l.l1ich is to her dctrin1cnl bemuse she cannot comply with i1:l07 

The provision contains four elements. I las a requirement or condition been applied 

equally to hoth sexes? ls the proportion of women who can comply with it con

siderahly smaller than the proportion of men? Does the requirement operate to the 

detriment of persons who cannot comply with it? Can the person applying the 

requirement justify it? 

The first element contained in the statutory provision refers to a "requirement" or 

"condition". The purpose of the legislature in using both words is to extend the 

amhit of the section to include anything which falls within the ordinary meaning of 

either word. Hl8 Practices which have been found to constitute requirements or 

I06 Section 6(1) and 6(2). 

107 Section l(l)(h). 

IOI! In Clarl<e v Elf'}' (/Ml) Ky11ocl1 Ltd (1982) IRLR 482 (EAT) it was held that the words should 
not be construed narrowly or tcehnically, and should not be given separate meaning.~. In 77re 
Home Offia v llo/mcs (1984) /RLR 2'19 (EAT), the EAT slated that the words were plain, 
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conditions include a redundancy agreement providing that part time employees 

should he dismissed first; 109 the insistence hy an employer that an employee return 

to work full time rather than part time after the birth of her child;l10 and the 

1 eq11irc111ent by an employer that applicants for a position should be between the 

agcs uf 17 and 28.111 The requirement that employees should not have young chil

tlren has been held to constitute a condition for the purposes of indirect discrimina

tion on the ground of marital status as married women are more likely to have 

young children than unmarried women.112 

The Court of Appeal has held that the requirement or condition must act as an 

absolute bar to employment or continued employment.113 A factor is not viewed as 

a condition or requirement unless the employer makes compliance a pre

condition.114 It has been suggested that the interpretation of the provision is 

clear words of wide import fully capable of including any ohligalion of service. The view of the 
EAT in llamp.«m I' Drpartm<'llt of Ed11catim1 a11d Scir11a (1988) IRLR 87 (EAT), w<is lhal 
there was no valid distinction between a lest or yardstick and a requirement or condition. 

!09 In Clarke 1• Eley (/Ml) Ky11ocl1 Ltd (1982) IRLR 482 (EAT), the tribunal found that the 
employer's agreement with the trade union that part time workers should he made redundant 
before full lime workers was discriminatory, because the proportion of women who could 
comply with the requirement (lo work full time) was considerably smaller than the proportion 
of men. 

110 771e llomc Office 1• llolmc.< (1984) IRLR 2'~) (EAT). 

111 I'rice 1· Ci1·i/ Sm'ice Co11m1issio11 (1977) IRLR 291 (EAT). 

112 flurley 1· M1utoc (1981) /RLR 2rn! (EAT). 

113 In I'crera 1• Ci1•i/ Scn'ice Co111missi011 011<1 Dcpa11melll of Owmns and Excise (No 2) (1983) 
/Rl_R 1(,6 (CA) a race case, the applicant alleged lhal the employer had taken into account 
various factors, including experience in the UK, commmid of the English language and age, all 
or which were lo his disadvantage, and that these facto" amounted to conditions or require
ments for the purposes of the Act. The courl held thal they could not he viewed as conditions 
or requirements because the ahscnce of one quality could he off.cl hy another. None acted as 
an ahsolute bar lo appointment. 

114 In Meer 1• Lo11d011 Bomugli of Tower llamlcts (1988) IRLR 399 (CA), the employer had set 
lwclve requirements for the position of horough solicitor, one of which was experience in the 
horough itself. This criterion was alleged to be a discriminatory requirement or condition in 
terms of the Act. The court found that that was not the case liccause it was considered by the 
employer together with all the other criteria which had licen sci for appointment to the post, 
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unnecessarily reqrictive, as relatively few hiring procedures operate as absolute 

bars.I IS Frnployers tend to stipulate a set of interrelated requirements which must 

he satisfied in order to qualify for employment. Candidates can compensate for 

poor performance in one hy excelling in another. In effect higher standards are 

imposed on women who are required to excel in certain respects where, by virtue of 

their sex, they rannot comply with all of the requirements laid down hy an employer. 

A new definition of indirect discrimination has been proposed in terms of which any 

policy. practice or situation which has a significant adverse impact on women and 

which cannot be shown to be necessary, is unlawful.116 

Tbe second element of the statutory provision is that the proportion of women who 

can comply with the condition or requirement should be considerably smaller than 

the proportion of men. The test is one of proportion not of absolute numbers, and 

can he illustrated hy the lollowing example. An employer may employ 50 male and 

50 female employees in part time positions. Its entire work force may consist of 100 

female and 500 male employees. A decision to retrench all part time employees 

would affect a greater proportion of females than males, although the actual num-

anJ was not itself an absolute requirement. Non·complia11cc was nol a har lo employment. 

115 Bourn anJ Whitmore Y>. 

116 Ellis 82. In the UniteJ States, following the Jecision of the Supreme Court in Jlarctr Cm·c 
Packi11!( 1· Atm1io llJ<J SCI 2115 ( 1'189), there was a measure of uncertainly as to whether the 
overall disparate impact of a selection process coulJ he challenged where no component taken 
in isolation cstahlishcd disparate impact (Bryan 244). Shanor and Marcos.•on 155 expressed 
the opinion that "a cumulative disparate impact arising from multiple factors should suffice" lo 
estahlish the disparate impact of a selection procedure.where those factors were inlerdcpen
Jent and none harred progress lo the next step in the process. The 19'11 Civil Rights Act 
appears to support their view. In the United Kingdom, a woman who feels that she has been 
placed at a disadvantage hy an employer's criteria for appointment to a position may also com
plain of unequal treatment in terms of the Equal Treatment Directive, which prohibits dis
crimination on the ground of sex in the conditions, including selection criteria, for appoint
ment. 
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hers affected would he the same. 

Statistical evidence is admissible to establish, prima facie, that women are 

proportio11ately more disadvantaged than men.117 It has been held that while 

statistics arc permissible, they are not essential if it is possible to prove a case of 

indirect discrimination without their use.I 18 An employer may challenge an appli

cant's case hy introducing rebutting statistics. Having accepted the admissibility of 

statistical nidcncc, it is necessary to establish the correct basis of comparison. It 

can he assumed that men and women are generally evenly represented throughout 

the community. The comparison should be with persons who possess the necessary 

qualifications to hold the job, other than the qualifications which are alleged to be 

discriminatory. 119 The comparison is restricted to employees of a particular 

employer where the challenged condition concerns only the existing work force, for 

example on issues relating to promotion or termination of employment. The ques

tion is whether the condition imposed by a particular employer adversely affects 

I 17 Townshend-Smith H. The author notes that the role of statistics in indirect discrimination 
cases differs from dirccl discrimination cases, where their role is to provide an inrcrcncc of 
less favourable treatment of a particular woman than of a comparable man. 

t 18 l'crrra "Ci1·i/ Scn·ire Co111111i.ui011 anti Dt•partmmt of C11.<to111.r and Etcise (No 2) (1983) IRLR 
166 (CA). In RriJiK.< 1• North Fa.firm F.tl11cati011 and Li/>raf)' lloard (19'Xl) IRLR 1!11 (NICA), 
the emplo~ee, a school reacher, was demoted following her adoption of a hahy, because she no 
longer wi,hed to continue working regularly after school hours. 1 he court found that a con· 
sidcrahly smaller prnpnrtinn of women than men could comply with that rc<1uiremcnt. It 
stated that trihunals were not deharred from taking acrnunt of their own knowledge and expe
rience in dctcrmininJt whclhcr a requirement or condition had a di~paralc impact on £cmalc 
employees, and that it would he undesirahle to require elaborate statistical evidence. This 
seems to imply that trihunals should take judicial notice of patterns of social behaviour. 
Townshcml-Smith 74 explains that such patterns are demonstrable, for example, by reference 
to nalional statistics. 

119 In /'rice" Ci1•i/ Scn·ice Commi.ui011 (t'>77) IRLR 291 (EAT), ii was alleged that the require
ment that applicants for a post should he hctween the ages ol 18 and 28 was indirectly dis
criminatory as many women oft hat age took time o!f ol employment due to child care 
n·sponsibilitics. An additional unchallenged requirement was a certain minimum qualilica
tion. The EAT held that the appropriate comparison was hetween men and women who pos
sessed the necessary qualification, as only they could be affected adversely by the age require
ment. 
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female employees in its work force. 

The evidence must reveal that considerably fewer women than men can comply with 

the condition or requirement. The meaning of a "considerahly smaller" number has 

not received much judicial consideration and is not elucidated hy the legislation 

itself. In Kidd v DRG (UK) Lttf,t2n the EAT held that the question of how large a 

proportion should he before it could he called considerable was a matter of personal 

opinion on which views were likely to vary over a wide field. A difference of twenty 

percent has been held to be a considerably smaller proportion, while a difference of 

ten percent has been held not to he considerably smaller. t2t 

In terms of the third element of the statutory de[inition, the condition must be to the 

detriment of women who cannot comply with it.t22 That means that the victim(s) of 

discrimination must he identifiable.ID Detriment implies that the treatment should 

not merely he different, hut should he less favourable. A woman who cannot com

ply with a condition or requirement is treated less favourably. The question of 

whether a requirement is to an employee's detriment because she cannot comply 

with it depends on whether she can comply with the requirement in practice, rather 

than merely in theory.124 

120 (1985) IRLR 190 (EAT). 

t21 Those were lhc findings in Moyt•.< 1• Borders Regional Co1111cil (1984) S/HXi6/83 and Fult<111" 
St1atlrclyde R1•gio11al Co1111ci/ (1985) EAT 9.f9/8.1, respectively, lwo unreported decisions cited 
by Palmer and Poulton 61. The position lhus differs from the American one, where the courts 
tend In rely on the eighty percent rule of thumb proposed hy the EEOC. In terms of the rule 
discrimination is established where the success rate for women is less than four liflhs of that 
ror men. 

122 Section l(l)(h)(iii). 

12.1 Bourn and Whitmore :19 explain thal lhc suhseclinn establishes the applicant's locus standi, 
thal is, that she is the victim of the alleged discrimination. 

124 Brigg.f 1• Nort/1 Emtenr Ed11catio11 a11d Libra!)' Board (1990) IRLR 181 (NICA), for example, 
found I hat in fact considerably fewer female than male teachers could comply with a rcquirc
menl In work aflcr school hours on a regular hasis, allhough lhemctically all teachers could do 
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Finally, an employer may argue that an otherwise discriminatory practice is justifi

able irrespective of the sex of the person to whom it is applied.125 The meaning 

allrihuted to "justifiable" is significant, because an employer is provided with a com

plete defence where an otherwise discriminatory practice is shown to be justifiable. 

In Stl'd 1• The l'oJ/ Ofjice12b the EAT adopted a strict approach. It emphasised that 

the test to be utilised to establish whether a practice was justifiable was one of 

necessity not of convenience. Objective justification of the condition was 

required.127 The needs of the employer were weighed up against the discriminatory 

effect of the condition imposed, and the burden on the employer was increased in 

proportion to the extent of the exclusion of the protected class.128 Finally, the 

tribunal considered whether the employer could find some other non-discriminatory 

method of achieving its objective. If it could do so, the implication would be that 

the practice was convenient rather than necessary. 

In later decisions the employer's burden was eased. The test was reduced from an 

objective one of necessity to a more subjective test which took into account the 

motivation and good faith of the employer.129 However, that line of decisions was 

so. 

125 Section l(l)lh)(ii). 

12h (1977) IRLR 2H.'I (EAT). The employer had allocated postal rounds according to the seniority 
or full time postal employees. Rut prior lo 1976, that is, prior to the promulgation of the SDA, 
women had not heen cligihle to hecnme foll-time postal employees, irrespective of their length 
or service. As a result they lacked the seniority to choose their rounds, which would enahle 
them lo select a round which finished near their homes. 

127 The EAT rekrred to the decision or the United States Supreme Court in Gri11K5 1• D11/ce Power 
Cnmpa11y 401 US 424 (1971), where the phrases "husiness necessity", ·manifcM relationship" 
and "joh-rclatcdncss" or a practice were utilised (at 431- 432). 

128 Townshend-Smith 80 explains lhat this is usually rdcrred to as the principle or proportionality. 

129 Si11gl1 v Ro ... ntrce Macintmll Lid (197'1) IRLR 199 (EAT): I'a11esar 1• 111e Nestle Compa11y Lid 
(1980) /R/_R 60 (EAT): Ojurik111· Ma11po"'er Sen'ices Cnmmissio11 (1981) IRLR 156 (EAT). 
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superseded by Rainey 1· Greater Glasgow Jlcaltlr Board, no in which the I louse of 

I Ands adopted an objective approach. The court equated the lest for justification of 

imlirect discrimination with that of genuine material difference under the Equal Pay 

Act. In terms of the latter test the policy adopted by an employer must correspond 

to a real need on the part of the undertaking, must be appropriate with a view to 

achieving the objectives pursued, and must he necessary to that end.1.H 

4 IJ1fe11ccs and l:.xccptiom 

There are four categories of exception to the SDA, namely, acts done under 

statutory authority, certain special cases such as the police, cases where gender is a 

genuine occupational qualificatio11, and certain exclusions relating to retirement and 

pensions. 

a Acts Done Under Statutory Authority 

Prior to fC)89, section 51 of the SDA provided that an act of discrimination was law

ful if it was necessary in order to comply with any direct or subordinate legislation 

passed before the SDA. In 1989 the position was amended to render lawful only 

those discriminatory actions based on previous enactments where their purpose was 

to protect women regarding pregnancy, maternity or circumstances giving rise to 

risks specifically affecting women (such as ionising radiation or working with 

lead).132 

no (1987) lRLR 26 (HL). 

13 t This lest wa< laid down hy the European Court in Bilka-Ka11f11a11s GmhH " Weber >'Oil H01tz 
Case 170/84 (1986) ECR lfKl7/ (t986) IRLR 317 (European Ct). In Hamps011 •'Department 
of Ed11catio11 a11d Scie11ce (l'l8'l) /RLR 69 (CA), a race case, the Court or Appeal approved the 
reasoning in Rai11ey and held that an employer should be required lo prove that the measure 
was objectively justified. 

132 Section 51 of the SOA as amended hy the Employment Act 1989. 
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The amendment followed the decision of the European Court of Justice in Johmto11 

1· JJre Chief Co11.11ahle uf the Royal Ulster Co11stah11lmy. 11-' In that case the appli

cant"s position as a member of the full time reserve force was not renewed because 

of the chief constable's perception of risks involved in the carrying of firearms hy 

women. The applirant relied on the Equal Treatment Directive which requires 

equal treatment of men and women, inter alia, regarding access to employment and 

Y.orking conditions.Hl"Ihc employer alleged that its refusal to renew the applicant's 

position fell within the ambit of the exception contained in the directive, in terms of 

which an employer may make provision for the protection of female employees. 135 

The European Court interpreted the exception strictly. It found that the risks aris

ing from carrying firearms were not unique or peculiar to women and consequently 

were not covered hy the exception. 

Following the Johmto11 decision, exceptions contained in the SDA had to he con

strued in accordance with the exceptions in the Equal Treatment Directive. The 

directive permits otherwise discriminatory provisions which protect women, particu

larly in respect of pregnancy and maternity. It has been said that the exception is 

intended to protect a woman's biological condition and does not permit stereotypi

cal assumptions about the type of work which is suitable for women.136 The sub

sequent amendment to the SDA was intended to give legislative effect to the 

derogations from the principle of equal treatment permitted in terms of the direc-

U'.l Case 222/84 ( t</86) ECR 16.'it/ ( 1986) JRLR 263 (European Ct). 

134 Article I( I). 

135 Article 2(1) or the directive permits discrimination to protect women, particularly regarding 
pregnancy and maternity. The applicant could rely on the direct effect of the Directive 
because she was employed by an emanation or the slate. 

1-'6 Townshend-Smith 129. 
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live. In terms of the Act an employer is required to show that the exclusion of 

women is necessary in order to comply with an existing statutory requirement which 

protects women from risks specifically affecting them, or regarding pregnancy or 

maternity. 1.17 

h Sp~cial Cases 

The SDA applies to the police, hut permits differentiation regarding minimum 

height requirements, the prescription of different uniforms, equipment, and special 

treatment for women in connection with pregnancy or childhirth.Ll8 It is lawful to 

discriminate between men and women prison officers as to requirements relating to 

height, 13? that is, between the average height required of men and of women. Dis

crimination regarding employment for the purposes of an organised religion is 

permitted where employment is limited to one sex in order to comply with the doc

trines of the religion and to avoid offending its followers.t40 Initially, discrimination 

in the employment of men as midwives was permitted. The position was amended 

in 198J,t4t and men may now practice as midwives on the same terms as women, 

subject to the genuine occupational qualification dcfence.142 The armed services 

137 Section 51. The principle of equal treatment is also contained in section I of the SDA which 
pnl\'idcs !hat any slalutnry provision prc-datin1~ the SDA is of no effect in so far as it imposes 
a requirement lo do an act of sex discrimination. This provision has hccn referred lo as the 
statutory override provision (Deakin 8). In addition the Secretary of State has the power In 
repeal, hy order, any lcgislalinn, passed before the 1989 Act, which he consider~ a dis
criminalory act lo he commilled. Cerlain lcgislalion is spcrilirally exempted from section I, 
namely, legislation aimed al the prolcction of women during pregnancy, including the bar 
upon female en1ployces returning to work within four weeks of giving birth (section 5). 

BR Section 17. 

139 Scclion 18. 

140 Section 19. 

141 Section 20 of the SDA was amended wi1h effect from I Septemher 1983. 

142 The defence is discussed below. 
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arc exempt from the Act, 1" as arc acts done for the purpose of safeguarding 

national sccurity.144 Anything done to give effect to the purposes of a charitable 

instrument is also exempted from the Act.145 

In terms of the genuine occupational qualification defence, an otherwise dis

criminatory act is not unlawfu1.1.u, The SDA defines, by means of an exhaustive list, 

the circumstances under which biological requirements, or social or cultural values 

may demand that a job he performed by one sex rather than the other. 'lbe GOO 

defence is a defence to direct discrimination. In the case of indirect discrimination, 

the employer must prove that the discriminatory practice is justifiable, irrespective 

of the sex of the person to whom it is applied. Where the GOQ defence applies it is 

lawful for an employer to discriminate in the arrangements made for determining 

who should he offered a job, in failing to offer a joh,147 or in the opportunities for 

promotion or transfer into a jo!J.148 An employer may not discriminate with regard 

to the terms on which employment is offered, dismissal or the imposition of any 

detriment on the holder of a job. t4'1 It has been observed that because anti-

14J Seel inn 85(-t ). 

144 Section 52. 

145 Section 4.t 

146 Section 7. In the Unilcd Stales, Tille VII of the Civil Rights Act 1'164 permits a similar 
defence where lhc sex of an employee is a hona lide occupational qualification. 

147 Section 7(1)(a). 

148 Section 7( l)(b). 

149 Townshend-Smith 119 explains that the reason for the distinction is that the defence covers 
situations where jobs can be restricted to members of one sex or the other. A job which is 
being performed by holh sexes is covered hy the normal an~-discrirnination principles. The 
defence would have no logic under those circumstances. . 
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discrimination laws are weakened by exceptions, the GOO defence should he clearly 

defined and narrowly interpreted hy the trihunals.150 Being a man is a genuine 

occupational qualification in nine cases. IS! 

(a) The first is where: 

"the e"cntial nalurc or rhe jnh calls [or a man for reasons or physiology (excluding 
rhysic:t.I strength or stamina) or, in drama1ic pcrrormanccs or other cnlertainmcnt, 
for rc:l'ons of aulhcntiritv

5 
"'that the physical nature n[ the joh would he different if 

carried oul hy a woman." ( 2 

The defence covers cases where biological sex is essential to a job, hut not cases 

where the joh can more effectively he performed hy a person of a particular sex 

because of customer reaction. "Entertainment" is not defined. The defence is 

generally seen as applying to actors and models)5.' 

(h) A defence is provided where, a joh needs to he held by a man to preserve 

decency or privacy because: 

"(i) it is likely to inmlve physical contact with men in circumstances where they 
might reasonahly ohjecl to its hcing carried out by a woman, or 

(ii) the holder of a jnh i.s likely to dn his work in circumstances where men might 
rcasonahly object to the presence n[ a woman ht·.causc they arc in a state of 
undress or arc using sanitary facilities." L'i4 

150 Carty 484. 

151 Fair a11d Efficic111 Sch·cti011 - <i11ida11cc 011 Equal Oppo111111ities l'olicics i11 Recniitment and 
Selcctio11 Procrdun·s 7- 10. 

152 Section 7(2)(a). 

153 Carty 484. 

154 Section 7(2)(h). 
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The defence is one of privacy and decency and includes an objective test of 

reasonahlcness. Two situations are envisaged. The first is where the joh is likely to 

involve physical contact and employees of one sex might reasonably object to it 

hcing can ied oul hy persons of the oppo~ite sex. The second is where employees 

may reasonably object because they could he in a state of undress or using sanitary 

facilities. The defence was considered in Sisley\' l1ritc11111ia Security Systems Ltd 

(which involved an allegation of discrimination against males). t55 The employer 

acknowledged that it did not employ men. hut alleged that being a woman was a 

GOO. The reason was that women, who worked twelve hour shifts in a security con

trol centre, spent several hours resting in a state of undress on a hcd provided for 

that purpose by their employer. The EAT interpreted the first limb of the defence, 

regarding physical contact, as meaning that actual touching was rcljuired and that 

mere physical proximity was insufficient. That was not the case in Sisley. The sec

ond part of the defence was found to he applicable. The EAT held that the defence 

was not confined to cases where the joh itself required the holder to he in a slate of 

undress while performing her duties. On the facts the EAT found the rest periods 

to he necessary for effective performance, and sex to be a GOO. 

The defence docs not apply to the filling of a vacancy when the employer already 

has male employees who arc capable of carrying out the specified duties, whom it 

would he reasonable to employ on those duties, and whose numbers are sufficient to 

meet the employer's requirements. In Wylie" Dee And Colllflllll)' (Mcmwear) Ltd156 

a woman applied for a post as a sales assistant in a men's clothing store. She was 

rejected because the joh involved taking men's inside leg measurements and the 

employer was of the view that it had to be done hy a man in order to preserve 

155 ( t'IR.1) /Rl.R 404 (EAT). 

156 ( l'J78) l/H.R IOJ (IT). 
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privacy and decency. The employer relied on the first limb of the defence, namely, 

physical contact with men in circumstances where they might reasonably object to it 

being carried out by a woman. The defence failed because the evidence showed 

that the taking of inside leg measurements was not often required as most men 

knew their measurements. The shop also employed seven other assistants, any of 

whom could take the measurernents.157 

(c) A genuine occupational qualification exists where: 

"the joh is likely to involve the holder of the job doing his work, or living, in a private 
· home. and needs to he held hy a man hcc;m.,e objection might reasonably he taken to 

allowing a woman 

(i) the degree of physical or social contact with a per"'" living in the home, or 

(ii) the knowledge of intimate details of the person's life. 
which is likely, because of the nature or circumstances of the job or of the home, to 
be allowed to, or available to, the holder of the job." 158 

The defence enables persons such as companions, nurses and personal companions 

to be restricted to the sex of the recipient of the service. 

(d) A defence exists where: 

"the nature or location of the establishment makes it impracticable for the holder of 
the joh to live elsewhere than in premises provided hy the employer, and 

(i) the only such premises which arc available for persons holding that kind of 
job arc lived in, or normally lived in, by men and arc not equipped with scpa· 

157 A m:in was refused a position as a sales assistant in a dress shop in Elam pie 1• Rowan (1989) 
IRLR 150 (EAT). The employer defended its refusal on the ground that a sales assistant could 
he required lo work in fitting rooms and to measure women who were uncertain of their si1e. 
The defence, hascd on decency and privacy, failed because it would have been possible lo 
ensure that those aspects of the job were performed by one of the sixteen existing female 
members of .,taff. 

158 Section 7(2)(ha). 
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rate sleeping accommodation for women and sanitary facilities which could 
be used by women in privacy from men, and 

(ii) it is not reasonahlc lo expect the employer either lo equip those premises 
with such accommodation and facilities or to provide other premises lor 
womcn."159 

The defence is commonly referred lo as the "oil rig exception", and applies to live-in 

jobs on remote work siles.160 The key issue to be determined is the extent of the 

expenditure which an employer would have to incur to provide separate facilities 

which would be viewed as reasonable. The employer's duty to hear a financial bur

den must he weighed against the employee's right not to he discriminated against. 

(e) The SDA provides a defence where: 

"the nature of the establishment, or the part of it within which the work is done, 
requires the joh to be held by a man because 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

it is, or is part of, a hospital, prison or other establishment for persons requir· 
ing special care, supervision or attention, and 

those persons are all men (disregarding any woman whose presence is excep
tional) and 

it is reasonahlc, having regard to the es.•ential character of the cstahlishmcnt, 
that the job should not he held hy a wnman:161 

This defence covers jobs involving close contact with patients or inmates. A ques

tion which arises is whether the defence permits the employment of males only in an 

all male prison due to potential inmate violence toward women. An affirmative ans

wer to this question could reinforce stereotyped assumptions about male and female 

roles.162 

159 Section 7(2)(c). 

160 Ellis 1 t8. Other examples given by the author are jobs on lighthouses and ships. 

l<il Section 7(2)(d). 
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(f) As a rule, customer preference is no defence. Under specified circumstances, 

the SDA provides what appears to he an exception to this rule, namely, where: 

"lhc holder of the jnh provides individuals wilh personal services promoling !heir wcl
forl" or education, or ~imilar rcrnonal service~ and those ~rviccs can mo~t crrcctivcly 
I><: provided hy a man." If>.\ 

As stated, customer preference is not regarded as a defence. It may not be argued 

that customers prefer being served hy a male (such as a hank manager), or by a 

female (such as an airline flight attendant). Acceptance of those arguments would 

reinforce sexual stereoty1>es.IM But the legislature appears to have provided a nar

row exception to this general rule. It envisages a situation where the efficacy of wel

fare services is linked to the sex of the provider, for example persons working in 

rape crisis centres. The defence in fact relates to effectiveness of the performance 

of services, rather than mere customer prcference.165 

(g) A defence exists where "the job needs to he held by a man because of restrictions 

imposed by the laws regulating the employment of women."166 The defence appears 

to duplicate the exception contained in section 51 in respect of acts done in order to 

162 A similar qucslion was answered aflirmalivcly hy lhc Unilcd Stales Supreme Court in Dotlrard 
1• Ran-limm1 433 US 321 ( 1977). 

163 Seclion 7(2)(c). 

1(,4 Thal line of reasoning has hccn adoplcd in lite United Slates as well (l>iaz 1• ra11 Amrrirn11 
World Airlines lirco71mrat••d 422 F.2d 385 (5th Cir 11171). 

165 The dckncc is illuslralcd by lhe decision in Roadl1crg "l.01/1ia11 l>i.>trict Co1111cil (1976) IRLR 
283 (IT). The employer wished to employ a man as a social worker in order lo maintain a 
balanced learn of men and women. The trihunal refused lo accept the cxisling imhalance 
between lhc sexes of workers providing personal services as sufficicnl In meet lhe defence. 
The employer was required lo pnwe lhal the services could he provided mosl cffcclively hy a 
man. 

!(iii Seel ion 7(2)( I). 
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comply with prior legislation. It has become less significant since the removal of the 

majority of restrictions on the hours of work of women, including shift work and 

night work, overtime and maximum hours.167 

(h) A defence also exists where: 

"the job needs to he held by a man hecause it is likely to involve the pcrlormancc or 
duties outside the United Kingdom in a country whose laws nr customs arc such that 
the duties could not, or could not dkctivcly, he performed hy a woman:lh!I 

This recognises that women may be culturally unacceptable in certain countries.169 

It has been noted that the employer's right to maximise business opportunities must 

be weighed against the employee's right not to be subjected to discrimination.170 

(i) A final GOQ exists where "the job is one of two to be held by a married 

couple".171 The defence has been criticised ~ecause it enables an employer to stipu

late that a hushand and wife are to perform specific jobs which are based on sex 

stereotyping, for example that the husband is to perform gardening or maintenance 

duties, while the wife is to clean and cook. 'l11e employment of the two a<; individu

als would not permit such stereotyping.172 

167 Townshend-Smith 128- 129. 

Hill Section 7(2)(g). 

tm The dckncc applies to the performance or duties outside the UK which arc insufficienlly 
extensive to result in a total exclusion from the SDA in lcrms of scrtion to, as a result of the 
work hcing done wholly or mainly outside the country. 

170 Townshend-Smith 127. In the United States, a similar issue arose for decision in Ward v Wes1-
/011d Pla.ttic.r Incorporated 651 F.2d 12ti(i (9th Cir 1980). The cmpliiycrs bona fide occupational 
qualification defence was unsuccessful where it sought to exclude wnmrn on the basis that it 
did substantial business with L1tin and Arabic businessmen, who were reluctant to enter into 
business transactions with women. 

171 Section 7(2)(h). 

172 Ellis 120. The author also notes that the EOC has recommended the repeal or the prmisinn 
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d Retirement and Pensions 

The SDA initially contained a broad exception to discrimination by employers in 

respect or death and retirement.173 The only situation in which this did not apply 

was regarding access to occupational pension schemes (that is, pension schemes 

other than state pension schemes). Membership of such schemes was to be open to 

men and women on equal terms regarding qualifying age and length of service.174 

The broad exemption led to allegations that UK law was contrary to EEC law. The 

first case in which this allegation was invoked successfully was Woni11glia111 v Lloyds 

Bank Ltd.115 The employer added an additional five percent to the salaries of male 

employees under the age of twenty-five years as men, but not women, under the age 

or twenty-five years had to contribute five percent of their salaries to a pension 

scheme. The men thus received a higher gross pay which lead to advantages when 

applying for mortgages and credit facilities. They also received higher refunds if 

they left their employment before the age of twenty-five. The ECJ held that the 

practice contravened Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, which provides for equal 

pay for men and women. 

In Garland v British /foil Engineering Ltd, 116 a female employee alleged that the 

practice of extending concessionary travel facilities, which had been enjoyed during 

for that reason. 

t73 Section 6(4). 

174 Sec section 5J(2) and section 54(2) of the Soci"t Security Pensions Act 1975. 

175 Case 69/RO (1'181) ECR 767/ (1981) IRLR 178 (European Ct). This was an ec1ual pay case, 
hul is worthy or discussion here hccausc the exempt inn regarding drath and retirement in sec
tion 6( IA)(b) of the Equal Pay Act was virtually identical to that contained in the SDA. 

176 (1982) IRLR 257 (llL). 
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employment, to the families of retired male employees but not retired female 

employees was discriminatory. The European Court had ruled that the situation fell 

within the ambit of Article 119, and the House of Lords was obliged to interpret it 

accordingly. It therefore held that the retirement exception did not include 

privileges which had existed during employment and were allowed by the employer 

to continue after retirement.177 

The EAT, on the other hand, adopted a broad view of the SDA exception in two 

decisions which came before it at approximately the same time. Barber v Guardian 

Royal Exclia11ge A.fsurance Group and Roberts v Tate a11d Lyle Ltdl78 both dealt with 

early retirement schemes. In Barber male employees were offered early retirement 

at fifty-five and females at fifty years of age, which in both cases was ten years 

before the normal age of retirement. The applicant, a man, was fifty-two years old 

and claimed that he had been discriminated against because a woman of his age 

would have been entitled to early retirement. In l?oberts, on the other hand, early 

retirement was offered to all employees over the age of fifty-five years. The appli

cant, a woman, was fifty-three years old, and claimed that she ought to have been 

offered early retirement because she was within ten years of her normal age of 

retirement (of sixty years) and that was how a comparable man would have been 

treated. The EAT held that both situations were excluded from the operation of the 

SDA. Severance terms were held to form part of the employers' systems of catering 

for retirement and were therefore included in the ambit of the SDA exception. 

The relationship between EEC law and the SDA exception for death and retirement 

177 For a hricf comment on the decision of the European Court of Justice, sec lhe Equal 
Oppommitics Com111i.1Ji011 SCl'et1th A11111tal Report 4. 

178 (t9!U) IRLR 240 (EAT). 
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was thus unclear, particularly the extent to which pension provisions were covered 

by EEC law relating to equal pay.179 The matter was resolved following the deci

sion in Marsliall v Soutlrampto11 and Soutlr-West /lampslrire Area Ilea/th Autlwrity.180 

There the employer·s policy was that the retirement age for men and women should 

correspond with the age at which social security pensions became payable, that is, 

sixty years for women and sixty-five years for men. The applicant complained that 

her compulsory retirement at the age of sixty-two was contrary to the Equal Treat

ment Directive. The European Court of Justice distinguished between retirement 

and pension ages, and held that a compulsory retirement age fell within the ambit of 

dismissal under the Equal Treatment Directive, 181 even if it was also the moment at 

which a pension was granted. States were permitted to draw a distinction in 

pensionable ages for the purposes of granting social security pensions in terms of the 

Social Security Directive 1979.182 But that did not permit the imposition of dif

ferent retirement ages within the confines of a contract of employment. The latter 

practice was prohibited in terms of the Equal Treatment Directive. The court also 

distinguished between the ages of access to voluntary redundancy schemes (that is, 

voluntary early retirement schemes), which could be linked to state pension ages, 

and the age of compulsory retirement, which could not. As the provisions of the 

EEC directives are directly effective against organs of the state (which the health 

17'1 The silualion was aggravalcd hy the decision in B11rto11 v Briti.T/1 Railwa1•s Board Case 19/81 
( l'IR2) ECR 555/ ( 1982) IRLR 1 lli (European Ct), which concerned an employer's voluntary 
redundancy scheme having a minimum :ige nf fifly-fivc years for women and sixly years for 
men. For each lhe age was live years hdore lhe relirement age. Discrimination was alleged 
hy the applicanl. a fifty-eighl year old male who was denied acress lo !he scheme. The Euro
pean Court held thal the claim fell within lhe amhil of the E!jual Trcalmcnl Directive, hut 
went on to apply an exccplion wnlaincd in the Social Security Dircclive. On thal hasis it con
cluded that !here was no unlawful discriminalion hecausc the dislinctinn stemmed from a dif
ference in minimum state pensionable ages which was permissible in terms of 1hc Social 
Security Directive. 

180 Case 152/8~ (1'186) ECR 72.1/ (1'186) IRLR 140 (European Ct). 

181 Article 5(1). 

182 Direclivc 79/7. 
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authority in Marshall was held to be), the protection afforded to private and public 

sector employees following Marshall differed. As a result the exception contained in 

the SDA was removed.183 In the recent judgment of Barber v Guardian Royal 

Exchange Auurance Group184 the ECJ held that a pension paid under a private 

occupational scheme constituted remuneration and therefore fell within the ambit 

of Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, which required equal pay for equal work.185 

183 Section 6(4) was amended by the Sex Discrimination Act 1986. 

t84 Case 262/88 (l'l'IO) IRLR 240 (European Ct). 

185 Sec also Bi/ka-Ka11f11aus Gmbll 1• Weber 1·011 Hartz Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607/ (1986) 
/Rl.R .117 (European Ct) where the ECJ <fotinguishcd hclwccn an occupational pension 
scheme, which was covered hy the provisions of Article 11'1, and a social security scheme, 
which was O<)f. 
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5 Special Problems As.wciated witl1 Sex Discrimination: Sex Plus Ditcrimination 

Sex plus discrimination implies different treatment on the basis of the sex of an 

employee or prospective employee, together with some other factor. A sub-cla.o;s of 

women is discriminated against, for example, pregnant women. It would appear that 

sex-plus discrimination can be regarded as directly discriminatory in terms of the 

SDA. Direct discrimination is defined as unfavourable treatment on the ground of a 

woman's sex.186 That formulation can be applied to cases where the sex of the 

employee is not the sole reason for the unfavourable treatment, but is taken into 

account together with some other factor. 

Sex plus discrimination generally has been found to be impermissible. The EAT 

regarded the refusal to hire women with school aged children, on the premise that 

such women were unreliable employees, as discriminatory.187 The Court of Appeal 

held that an employer who dismissed a female employee following her marriage to a 

competitor's employee, on the assumption that she was not the breadwinner, had 

discriminated unlawfully.188 Similarly, the EAT found that an employer's refusal 

temporarily to transfer a woman to a town where her husband had accepted 

permanent employment, because it was of the opinion that she would refuse to 

return to her current position, was sex discrimination based on the assumption that 

her career would take second place to that of her husband.18'> The EAT also found 

that an employer who required a single mother to work full time had imposed a 

186 Scclion l(l)(a). 

187 ll11rley •' Mmt<>!! (1981) IRLR 208 (EAT). The applicant in facl had a record of being a rcli· 
ahle employee. 

188 Co/cma11 1• Skyroil Occa11ic Ltd (1'181) /RtR 3')8 (CA). 

18'1 Hom·_1· 1· D1f•·d Cm111ry Co1111cil (l'l82) /RLR 3'15 (EAT). 
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detrimental requirement which constituted indirect sex discrimination.190 The 

tribunal found that the employer had applied a requirement, the requirement of 

full-time service, with which a considerably smaller proportion of women than men 

could comply because of their child care responsibilities. The requirement was to 

the employee's detriment because she could not comply with it, and wa<; not justifi

able because the evidence showed that the employer could accommodate part time 

working. 

Sex plus discrimination is based on sexual stereotypes. Assumptions about the char

acteristics of all women are applied to individual cases. Acceptance of sexual 

stereotypes is not necessarily considered to be unjust. In the UK, as in the US, 

certain sexual distinctions are not regarded as unlawful. Sexually segregated toilets 

are acceptahle, as are certain grooming requirements. The EAT did not regard a 

rule prohibiting women from wearing trousers at work as discriminatory, where the 

employer treated male and female staff alike in that there were rules governing 

apparel and appearance which applied to men and women, although the rules in the 

two cases were not the same.191 

Generally, however, it is necessary to guard against the application of sexual 

stereotypes to individual employees. Two sex plus issues will he considered, namely, 

pregnancy and sexual harassment. 

J'IO 771e llome OJ!ia." lfolmt•s ( t984) IR/,R 299 (EAT). But the trihunal stated that an employer 
who imposed that requirement would nol necessarily be found to have discriminated. 

191 Sc/1111idt 1• Austicks BookJlwp.< Ltd (1977) IRl.R '.\(J(l (EAT). For a discussion of the imposition 
of grooming codes and appearance rcquircmcnls by an employer, sec Townshend-Smith 47-
50. 
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a Pregnancy 

Despite a general rejection of sex plus discrimination, courts initially viewed less 

favourable treatment of a woman on the ground of pregnancy as lawful in terms of 

the SDA, hecause there was no similarly situated man with whom a comparison 

could be drawn.l<n In Turley v Allders Depmtment Stores LtJl93 a woman was dis

missed on account of her pregnancy. She was unable to rely on the maternity provi

sions contained in the Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978 (the 

EPCA) because she had not been employed for the statutory qualifying pcriod.194 

She alleged that her dismissal constituted unlawful discrimination in terms of the 

SDA. The majority of the EAT held that it did not. The reason was that the 

employer was not discriminating against a woman, but against a pregnant woman, 

for which there was no male equivalent.195 It stated: 

"You look al men and women, and sec that they arc not treated unequally simply 
because they arc men and women. You have to compare like with like. So, in the 
case of pregnant women there is an added difficulty .... Suppose that to dismi.s her for 
pregnancy is to dismiss her on the ground of her sex. In order to sec if she has been 
treated lcs• favourably than a man ... you musl compare like with like, and you cannot. 
When she is pregnant a woman is no longer just a woman. She is a woman, as the 
Authorised Version accurately puts it, with child, and there is no masculine cqui
valcn1:196 

The dissenting member of the panel, and the only woman, argued that the issue was 

192 Rea11y 1· Kanda Jra11 T'roduct.f Ltd ( 1978) IRLR 427 (IT); 1iirley 1• Alldcr.f Department Slorn 
ltd ( 1980) /RLR 4 (EAT). 

193 (1980) IRLR 4 (EAT). 

194 The prmisions or the EPCA arc discus,cd hclow. 

\'15 The r~asoning or the EAT was similar lo that initially adopted hy the US Supreme Court in 
Gc11eral Elt·rtnc Co111pa11y 1• (iif/m1 429 US 125 (1976), lhal is, the rourl distinguished hctwccn 
pregnant and non-pregnant pcr~ons. 

196 At 5. 
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whether the employer would have treated a similarly placed man, for example, one 

with a hernia, differently. 

The majority view in Turley was rejected by the EAT in lfayes 1• Mallea/Jle Working 

Men's Club and /11sti1111e. l'J7 The tribunal held that the SDA could apply to cases 

where a woman claimed that she had been the victim of discrimination on grounds 

associated with her pregnancy. Applying the reasoning of the dissenting member in 

Turley, it held that the proper approach was to ask whether pregnancy was capable 

of being matched by analogous circumstances, such as illness, applying to a man, 

and whether a fair comparison could be made between the nature of the treatment 

accorded to a woman in the one situation and a man in the other. A similar 

approach was adopted in Coyne v Exports Credits Guarantee Dcpartment.198 In terms 

of their contracts of employment employees were afforded six months' paid sick 

leave. But pregnant women received only three months. Women claiming addi

tional leave after pregnancy had to prove that the reason was not pregnancy related. 

The employer argued that the different treatment was due to pregnancy, which was 

a material factor other than sex. The tribunal disagreed and found that the 

employer had discriminated unlawfully. There was no comparable provision requir

ing men to establish that their illness was not connected with a particular circum

stance in order to obtain their full six months' sick pay entitlement. The EATs 

approach was confirmed in a significant decision of a five member panel. In Webb v 

EMO Air Cargo (UK) Ltcfl'I'> the employer engaged a temporary replacement for an 

employee who intended taking maternity leave. Several weeks after starting work, 

the replacement discovered that she was pregnant and informed the employer 

197 ( 1985) /RLR J<i7 (EAT). 

198 ( 1'181) /RLR 51 (IT). The case was argued in terms of section l(J) of the Equal Pay Act 1970. 

199 (1'190)/RLR12·1(EAT). 
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accordingly. She was dismissed and claimed discrimination in terms of the SDA. 

The EAT held that the question to be considered was whether the woman had been 

adversely treated because of her sex or because of a neutral factor. To answer that 

question her treatment had to be compared with the treatment which was or would 

have heen accorclccl to a comparable man. The tribunal found that there had been 

no sex discrimination because a man would have been dismissed for a similar 

inability to carry out the primary task for which he had been recruited. 

A pregnancy discrimination claim will thus succeed under the SDA where a com

parison can be drawn with a sick man or a man whose disability affects the business 

in a similar manner, and it can be shown that the pregnant woman has been treated 

less favourably. Comparison with a hypothetical male is possible.21KI Discrimination 

may also occur in the contractual benefits accruing to an employee who is pregnant 

or on maternity leave.201 Discrimination in respect of contractual benefits, such as 

the payment of sick pay or entitlement to sick leave, cannot be brought under the 

SDA, but must be brought in terms of the Equal Pay Act 1970 (EqPA). An 

appropriate male comparator is required. A comparison must be drawn with a man 

working in the establishment -- a hypothetical comparison is not possible.202 The 

21KI The method or comparison is thus the same as that adopted in the United States, where the 
Pregnancy Amendment Discrimination Act 1978 requires a woman aHecled by pregnancy, 
('hildhirth or related medical conditions lo he treated in the same manner as other persons 
who are similar in their ahility or inahility lo work. Thal statute also Sp<"rilically desrrihcs dis
crimination because of pregnancy as sex disnimination. McGinlcy 418 suggc.sls that preg
nancy discrimination alw falls directly within the scope of the British SDA, despite the initial 
reluctance of the courts to recognise it as such. The rcawn is that in lcrms of the SDA a man 
may not claim di!'rrimination whl'n an employer discriminates in favour of a pr<.·~nant woman 
(section 2(2)). If discrimination due to pregnancy were not sex based, the provision would he 
unnecC'-<ary hccause the employer would he favouring the woman due to her pregnancy and 
not hccausc of her sex. 

2111 In Coyne 1· F.xpmH Credit< <011ura11tee D<"partment (1981) IRLR 51 (IT), for example, con
tractual sick lc:we hcnclits were challenged. 

202 Serl ion 1(2) ol the EqPA. 
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approach to pregnancy discrimination in terms of both the SDA and the EqPA has 

been criticised as one which places undue reliance on the male norm -- in order to 

prove discrimination a woman must prove that she was treated less favourably than 

a man would have heen treated. It is said that pregnancy is a genuine difference and 

should he treated as such.11H 

The Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978 (EPCA) provides limited 

protection for pregnant employees. It protects employees against dismissal on the 

ground of pregnancy, hut does not cover discrimination at other stages of employ

ment, such as appointment or promotion, nor does it cover terms and conditions of 

employment. Furthermore, an employee is required to satisfy a statutory qualifying 

203 Fredman 121. The author's criticism is the following: "The treatment of pregnancy in Briti•h 
law illustrates the absurd results of pure reliance on a male norm. Direct discrimination as 
defined under the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (SDA) is explicitly based on a male norm: lo 
prove discrimination a woman must establish that on the ground t•f her sex, she is treated less 
favourably than a man would have been trealcd. What, then, if there is no similarly situalcd 
man, as in the case of discrimination against a pregnant woman? In the early case of Turley v 
Alldcrs, ii was held that dismis<al of a woman on grounds of her pregnancy did not constitute 
unlawful discrimination rontrary to the SDA, there being no male comparator. Later cases 
have tried lo sidestep this difficulty by comparing the treatment of a pregnant woman with that 
of an ill man or with a man whose disability had similar effects on the l>usiness. However, nei
ther of these comparisons is appropriate; pregnancy, being a genuine difference, should be 
treated a such without attempting to force conformity with a male norm .... The potential 
reach of equality based on a male norm varies according lo the scope of comparison. The 
most restrictive formulation is represented by the Equal Pay Act 1970 (EqPA), which specifics 
that the comparison be drawn between a woman and an actual male employed al the same 
time al the same or equivalent estahlishment doing equal work. The limitation to the same 
estal>lishmenl renders the law impotent in the face of intransigent job segregation: in 
preclominantly female work-forces, there may simply be no relevant male comparator" (121-
12.l). 
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period of service.204 In terms of the Act a woman is automatically regarded as 

unfairly dismissed if the whole or principal reason for her dismissal is her pregnancy, 

or is any other reason connected with her pregnancy.2()5 1l1e dismissal of a woman 

for redundancy because she is pregnant and requires maternity leave, is regarded as 

dismissal for a reason connected with her pregnancy.206 Rea•;ons connected with a 

woman's pregnancy have been held to include the development of a medical condi

tion, such as high blood pressure, which makes rest advisable,207 and a miscarriage 

resulting in temporary absence from work.208 

The employer is provided with a defence where the woman is incapable of perform

ing her duties adequately because of her pregnancy,209 and where it would be 

unlawful for her to continue to work.210 But the employer must offer the woman 

any other comparable and suitable job which is available prior to dismissing her.211 

204 In terms or section(>() she is required lo have two years' .ervice if she works for more than six
teen hour~ a week, and five years' service if she works for eight to sixteen hnun a week. 

205 Section 60. 

206 Bro"'"" Stockro11-011-Te,•s Boro11i:l1 Co1111cil ( 1988) /RLR 263 (I IL). 

207 Eli:chetle 1· 171e II el/come Fmmdatim1 Ltd (l'J77) /Rl.R 383 (IT). 

208 Geof1:e v Beecham Group Lit/ ( 1977) IRLR 43 (IT). 

20'1 Section 60(1)(a). In Brean• Wrii:l1t 1f1ul.w11 [,/d (1977) /Rl,R 2R1 (IT), the employee was a 
shop assistant in a pharmacy. lier duties included unpacking supplies, filling shelves and car
rying stock up and down stairs. When hrr employer discowred that she was pregnant, she was 
dismissed. I kr dismi"al was regarded as fair because difficulties related to her pregnancy 
had resulted in an inability to carry out her lifling duties, which consliluted a substantial part 
or the work which she was employed lo do. 

210 Section 60(1)(h). An example would be where a woman's work involved exp11'Urc to ionising 
radialinn in execs.!\ of lhc <lose limit for pregnant women prcs.crihcd hy lhc Ionising Radiation 
Regulations 1985. Depending on lhc circumslanccs, an employer mighl alw he in breach of 
the lleallh and Safely al Work Ari 1'174, whkh provides that employers arc to ensure, in so far 
as is reasonably praclicablc, the hcahh, safety and welfare al work ol their employees (section 
2( I)). 

211 Scction 60(2) and (3). 
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A job will be reganled as suitable if it is suitable to an employee's pregnant condi

tion and health, and her particular skill, experience and qualifications. A job is 

available if it exists, or can be made to exist with a measure of flexibility, within an 

employer's staffing complement, lay-out and organisation.212 

An employee who alleges that she has been dismissed because of her pregnancy or a 

reason related thereto, and who has worked for her employer for the qualifying 

period, may rely on the EPCA. If she does not satisfy the service requirements of 

the EPCA, she must rely on the SDA. Her situation will then be compared to that 

of a sick or similarly incapacitated man. Discrimination in a form other than dis

missal will also have to be considered under the SDA. 

In addition to protection against discrimination and dismissal, employees are pro

vided with certain specific statutory rights during pregnancy and around the time of 

confinement. In terms of the Employment Act 1980 an employee is allowed to take 

time off during her working hours to keep an ante-natal appointment and is entitled 

to be paid by her employer for the period of absence at her usual hourly rate.213 

The Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978 (EPCA) provides female 

employees with a limited statutory right to maternity leave, while the Social Security 

Act provides for maternity pay. 

The El'CA does not refer to maternity leave as such, but provides that women who 

comply with certain service and notice requirements are entitled to return to work 

within twenty-nine weeks of confinement.214 An employee who is entitled to return 

212 Mani11 "RSC Foorwrar Supplies Ud ( 1978) /Rl.R 95 (IT). 

213 Section 1J provides that a pregnant employee is entitled not lo he refused time orr work 
unreasonably in order lo kcq1 an ante-natal appointment. The employer is entitled to demand 
documentary proof that the emph•yee is pregnant for all appointments except the first (section 
13(2)), and that the appointment has hcen made (section 13(3). 
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to work and has given the notice re<1uired, but is not permitted to return, is deemed 

to have been employed until her notified date of return and to have been dismissed 

on that day.215 The fairness or otherwise of her dismissal must then be ascertained. 

If the reason for refusing the woman permission to return is her pregnancy or any 

reason connected with her pregnancy, her dismissal is automatically unfair.216 The 

employer must establish that the reason for refusing the woman permission to 

return related to capahilily, conduct, redundancy217 or statutory restriction, or was 

for some other substantial reason justifying dismissal.218 

In order to qualify for the statutory leave of absence, an employee must continue to 

be employed by her employer until immediately before the beginning of the 

eleventh week before the expected date of her confinement.219 She must also work 

for at least 16 hours a week and must have been continuously employed by the same 

employer for two years by the beginning of the eleventh week before her confine-

214 Section 47. Employees arc frl'c to return al any time during the lwcnly-nine week period. The 
only legal conslrictions are contained in the Factory and Workshop Acl 1901 (section 61) and 
lhe Puhlic lleahh Acl 1936 (section 205). Those stalules make ii a criminal offence for lhc 
occupier of a factory knowingly lo permit a woman lo be employed there within four weeks of 
giving birlh. 

215 In terms of paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 dismissal docs nol afkcl an employee's right lo return 
lo work where a contract suhsists during her ahsence and her employer dismisses her during 
Iha! ahsencc. Where dismissal 01·eurs after !he employee lrics lo rel urn lo work, she is 
regarded as having heen employed uni ii the day on which she gi\'cs notice of her intention lo 
return, and as having been dismissed on that day (section 56). 

216 Section W. 

217 Where a redundancy situation has arisen during the woman's maternity absence, and her 
employer or sucressor has a suitable availahle vacancy, lhe woman mus! he offered thal alter
native emplnymcnl or her dismissal will be aulomatically unfair (seclion 45(3) and paragraph 
2(2) of Schedule 2). tr alternative employment is not avaliahlc the woman will be entitled lo 
redundancy payment. 

218 Section 57( I). 

219 Section 33(3)(a). She musl conlinuc lo he employed. irrcspecli\c of wh,·lhcr she physically 
remains al work, and may lhus he ahscnl, for example, due lo illness or holiday leave. 
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ment.220 Alternatively she must work for between eight and sixteen hours a week 

and must have worked for her current employer for at least five years.221 Women 

who work for less than eight hours a week have no statutory rights. 

A woman is entitled to return to work if she has satisfied the above service require

ments. She exercises the right to return by complying with the statutory notice 

requirements. A woman who wishes to return to work after a statutory leave of 

absence must inform her employer in writing, at least twenty-one days before her 

absence begins, or as soon as is reasonably practicable, that she will be away 

because of pregnancy and that she intends to return to work. She must also inform 

him of the expected date of her confinement.222 A second notice period may be 

initiated by the employer after confinement. The employer may write to the 

woman, not earlier than seven weeks after the expected date of her confinement, 

asking for written confirmation that she intends to return to work. She must reply 

within fourteen days of receiving the request, or as soon as is reasonably prac

ticable.223 A third notice must be given to the employer at least twenty-one days 

before the day on which the woman proposes to return to work.224 A woman who 

fails to comply with the notification requirements forfeits her right to return to 

work, while a woman who complies is under no legal obligation to return.225 

A woman is entitled to return to the job in which she was employed under her 

220 Section .B(3)(h) and section 151. 

22 t Section I.~ I. 

222 Section 33(3)(<l). 

223 Section 33(3A) an<l (11l). 

224 Section 47( I). 

225 Ellis 290 explains that as a rcsull of 1his anomalous aspect of lhc notice requirements, a 
woman should always he advised lo gi"c the required notice. 
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original contract of employment, on terms and conditions not less favourable than 

those which would have heen applicable to her had she not been absent.226 This 

does not imply that the woman is entitled to have exactly the same job back again. 

The employer is entitled to undertake a measure of reorganisation during her 

absence, provided that he acts fairly to her in doing so.227 The woman's continuity 

of employment is preserved despite her absence.2211 

Small employers, that is employers who employ less than five employees, are 

exempted from the obligation to reinstate returning employees. But the employer 

must show that it is not reasonably practicable to permit the woman to return, or to 

offer her employment in terms of a new contract which is not substantially less 

favourable than her original contract.229 A second exclusion applies where it is not 

practicable, for reasons other than redundancy, to permit the woman to return and 

she is offered employment on terms which are not substantially less favourable than 

those contained in her original contract.230 

226 Section 45( I). 

227 In Ed!idl" Lloyds Regi.<laofSl1i{'pi11g (1977) 463 JRLR (IT), the employee was emph•)·ed as a 
lmokkceper with the right to sign cheques up lo a specified amount. She reported directly lo a 
manager. During her ahsenec the employer undertook some reorganisation, and on her 
return she was employed on the same grade, hut without the authority to sign cheques. In 
addition she was to report to a supervisor instead of a manager. The imlustrial trilnmal found 
that her right to return had not hccn infringed. Her work and grade had remained unchanged. 
Changes which had been introduced were n1>l fundamental lo her contract of employment. In 
McFadden 1• Greater G/a.<gow Passenga Transport Exern1i1·e ( 1977) IRLU 327 (IT), on the 
other hand, the employee's right lo return was found to have been infringed, where le"~ 
favourable conditions were intrmluccd upon her return. The status of her po.,ition was 
altered, which increased the risk of redundancy. She no longer had her own desk, nor was she 
sure of gelling a full day's work. 

228 Seelion 45(2) provides thal "as regards seniority, pension rights and olhcr similar rights ... 1he 
period or periods of employmcnl pri1>r to the employee's ahsencc shall he regarded as con· 
tinuous with her employment following her absence." 

229 Sections 56/\( 1) and (J). 

2>!) Section 56/\(2) and (3). 
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The right to statutory maternity pay is governed by the Social Security Act 1986. A 

woman qualifies for payment if she satisfies the statutory service requirements, and 

notifies her employer of her impending absence from work.231 Liability for payment 

rests on the employer, who recovers payments by deducting the appropriate amount 

from its remittance of national insurance contributions and tax to Inland 

Revenue.232 An employer may provide more favourable benefits than those defined 

in the statutory scheme, but may recover only the statutory benefits. 

In summary, the law provides a woman with five essential rights around the time of 

childbirth. First, she is entitled not to be dismissed because she is pregnant, or for 

any reason associated with her pregnancy.233 A second right is the right to take time 

off work for ante-natal care.234 Thirdly, a woman may take a maximum of eleven 

weeks' leave hefore the birth of her child and twenty-nine weeks leave after her 

child is horn.235 She is entitled, fourthly, t<) he reinstated in her original job after 

her maternity leave is over, on terms and conditions not less favourable than those 

which would have applied if she had not been absent.236 Finally, she is entitled to 

231 Payment consists of two clements. One is an earning.' related payment equivalent to ninety 
percent of a woman's salary and payahlc for six weeks. The woman qualifies for payment ii 
she has worked !or al least sixteen hours a week for two years by the week preceding the four
teenth week hcf<ue her expected dale of confinement. Alternatively, she must have worked 
for eight hours a week for a continuous period of live years (.section 4H). The other clement is 
a Oat rate payment, payahle al the same rate as statutory sick pay [or the whole of the 
maternity pay period (of eighteen weeks), or for twelve weeks additional to the period (of six 
weeks) for which the earnings related amount i~ payahlc. In order to qualify for the payment 
the woman must have workrd !or the same· employer for al least six months hy the week pro
ceeding the fourteenth week hcforc the cxpcclcd week of her conlinemcnl (section 46(2)). 

212 Section 4<•(3). 

2H Section W of the EPCA. 

234 Section 13 of the Employment Act 1'180. 

235 Sections :n and 45 of the EPCA. 

2.16 Section 4S of the EPCA. 
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be paid for a maximum of eighteen weeks. The most that she will receive is ninety 

percent of her salary for a period of six weeks, plus a flat rate payment for an addi

tional period of twelve weeks. All of these rights are subject to a complicated set of 

time constraints, resulting in the exclusion of a large nurnher of women, particularly 

those who work part time.237 The legislature's requirement that a woman must 

have demonstrated some commitment to work before acquiring maternity rights has 

resulted in a statutory scheme which excludes many women. 

An employer may grant a woman more favourahle rights in terms of her contract of 

employment than those provided by the statutes. In terms of the Sex Discrimination 

Act, special treatment afforded to women in connection with pregnancy or child

birth is not unlawfuJ.238 A similar provision is contained in the Equal Pay Act.2.19 

These provisions coincide with the exception contained in the Equal Treatment 

Directive, which permits the protection of women with regard lo pregnancy and 

malernily.240 

Once it is known that an employee is pregnant, an employer may need to take 

2.17 The complicated formulation of the statutory maternity provisions was criticised by the EAT in 
Lm•cry "Plrsuy Telccmr11111111iratio1u Ltd (1982) /RLR 180 (EAT), and in Secretary of State v 
Cox (1984) IRLR 437 (EAT). In La1wy the provisions were descrihcd as being or "inordinate 
complexity exceeding the worst excesses of a taxing statute; we find that especially regrettable 
bearing in mind that they arc regulating the everyday rights of ordinary employers and employ
ees" (at 182) In Cox the EAT slated lhat to "speak of formidable confusion is perhaps an 
understatement. Legislation entitling an employee expecting a hahy lo periods or payment 
without work pending or during her confinement might have hccn expected lo aim with espe
cial care al clarity and simplicity of drafting; there arc so many people affected by it ... who 
would be unlikely lo have, or to be able to afford, speciali.•t knowledge or advice. Such 
expectation has not, unfortunately, hecn fulfilled" (al 438). 

238 Section 2(2). Thus a man may not claim that he has been discriminalcd against where the 
employer affords a woman special treatment. 

iZ.W Section(,( I )(a) and (b). 

240 Article 2(:'). 
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specific measures to safeguard her health and that of the fetus. Employers are 

under a common law duty, both in tort and contractually by virtue of a term implied 

into contracts of employment, to take reasonable care of the health and safety of 

their employees. In terms of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, they are 

under a statutory duty to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, their employees' 

health, safety and welfare at work.241 The measures which an employer is required 

to take to protect a pregnant employee depend on the circumstances of the case, 

such as the medical circumstances of the woman and the type of work which she 

does. Employers also have a statutorily imposed duty in respect of the unborn chil

dren of pregnant employees. In terms of the Congenital Disabilities (Civil Liability) 

Act 1976 an employer which breaches the statutory or common law duty of care 

toward a pregnant employee, resulting in the birth of a child with disabilities, is 

liable for damages to that child.242 

The question which arises is whether an employer may exclude all employees of 

childbearing capacity from the work place because of potentially hazardous condi

tions there, or whether a practice of that nature would amount to sex discrimination 

under the SDA. In terms of section 51 of the SDA it is lawful to discriminate 

against a woman if it is necessary to do so in order to comply with an existing 

statutory provision the purpose of which is to protect women as regards pregnancy 

or maternity or other circumstances giving rise to risks specifically affecting women. 

Employment in processes involving the use of lead or ionising radiation is regarded 

as a risk specifically affecting women. But it has been observed that men may he 

subject to the same risk as women in that regard, and that both men and women 

should he protected adequately.243 

241 Section 2( I) of the lkahh and Safety al Work Act 1974. 

2.\2 Section I of the Congenital Disabilities (Civil Liahility) Act 1971>. 

243 Deakin 10 stales: "The claim that women arc especially at risk (In exposure lo lead) is weak, in 
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In Page v Freig/11/iire (Tank J/a11/age) Ltd244 the EAT considered whether it was law

ful for an employer to discriminate against a woman in order to comply with the 

statutory health and safety obligations. A woman truck driver hauling dimethyl

fornamide (DM f') was dismissed from her job, following the client chemical com

pany's advice lo the haulage company that women should not transport DMF 

because of risks related to childbearing. The EAT found that the employer's con

duct was covered by the exception contained in section 51 of the SDA -- the 

woman's dismissal was thus lawful. However, the case was heard before the amend-

ment of section 51 hy the Employment Act 1989. Following the amendment, the 

section is to be interpreted in accordance with the EEC's Equal Treatment Direc

tive 1976. The directive permits a derogation from the principle of equal treatment 

of men and women where that is done to protect women, particularly with regard to 

pregnancy and maternity_24.5 The European Court of Justice has held that this 

provision does not permit the exclusion of women from a certain type of employ

ment because public opinion demands that women receive greater protection from 

risks which affect men and woman in the same manner.246 It has been suggested 

that interpretation of the term "necessary" in section 51, in the context of the direc

tive, will involve a consideration of whether the employer could have achieved the 

same result by non-discriminatory means.247 In a situation such as that in the Page 

the light of medical evidence thal the reproductive capacity of men is possihly more at risk 
from thi~ type <lf exposure. In respect of ionising radiation, the European Commi,c;sion rccom~ 
mended that so far as possible. provisions relating In the protection of women of reproductive 
capadty should he extended to men who arc ahle and intending to have children." 

244 (1'181)/RtRH(EAT). 

245 Article 2(3). 

246 Jol111stm1 " 77re Orie/ Co11stahle of rlrr Royal Ulster Co11s1ab11lary Ca<e 222/84 (1986) ECR 
1651/ (t98(,) /RLR 263 (European Cl). 

247 Bourne and Whirmore 54. 
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case, an employer may be expected to apply precautionary measures strictly instead 

of excluding women from the work place altogether.248 

There is no statutory definition of sexual harassment. But conduct of that nature is 

generally regarded as a form of direct discrimination in terms of the SDA. Under 

the SDA a person discriminates against a woman if, on the ground of her sex, he 

treats her less favourably than he treats or would treat a man.249 An employer dis

criminates against a woman if he treats her less favourably by dismissing her or sub

jecting her to any other detriment.250 

Sexual harassment is viewed as a form of detriment, both where specific action is 

taken or threatened for refusal to comply with a sexual demand (quid pro quo 

harassment), and where the working environment is made unpleasant as a result of 

the harassment (hostile or offensive work environment harassment). Detriment 

means lo place under a disadvantage. The nature of the conduct which constitutes a 

detriment is to be decided in each case and is not a matter of law.25I The meaning 

of detriment as "placing under a disadvantage" was adopted in the context of sexual 

harassment in the case of Stratlrclyde Regional Council v Porce/li.252 There the 

248 tn the United Stales the Supreme Court has slated that fetal prnlt·clinn policies con.•litulc 
direct sex discrimination, and that a policy protecting only female employees cannot l-c justi
fied in terms of the hona fide occupational qualification defence (111tcmatio11al U11io11, VA IV" 
lo/111.1011 Co11tm/., /11corporatcd 111 SCI 11% ( 1991 )). 

249 Section 1(1). 

250 Section 6(2)(h). 

2~1 f\fi11i.1try of Dcft'llrc "krcmialr (1971)) IRLR 436 (CA). 

252 ( 1986) WLR 1.1-i (SCS). 
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employee worked as a laboratory technician. From the moment that two male 

laboratory technicians were employed she was subjected to a campaign of harass

ment, including sexual harassment, in order to force her to apply for a transfer. The 

sexual harassment consisted of staring, making suggestive remarks and brushing 

against her. The conduct had the de.sired effect as she eventually requested a trans

fer. The court found that she had been subjected to unlawful discrimination. It held 

that the very occurrence of sexual harassment constituted a detriment within the 

meaning of the Act. Harassment was a degrading and unacceptable form of treat

ment which the legislature had intended to restrain. The fact that not all of the con

duct in question had been of a sexual nature did not detract from the fact that sexual 

harassment had occurred. The fact that a material part of the treatment contained 

such an element was sufficient.253 A subjective test is applied in order to ascertain 

whether sexual harassment, which amounts to a detriment, has occurred. The 

behaviour is considered from the point of view of the victim rather than the haras

ser.254 A single act of sexual harassment, provided that it is sufficiently serious, can 

amount to detriment.255 

253 In De Snuza v Aulnmobile Assncio1im1 (1986) IRLR 103 (CA), a race discrimination case, the 
Court of Appeal confirmed that harassment which adversely affects an employee"s working 
conditions or environment constilules a dclriment. The offending behaviour need not result in 
a concrete disadvantage, such as a transfer or dismissal. 

254 This is evident from !he decision in Wilima11 1· /lfili11ec E11gi11ceri11g Lid (1988) IRLR 144 
(EAT). A dircch>r's secretary complained lhal she had heen a viclim of sexual harassment 
over a period of four and a half years. She endt·avoured, inter alia, to introduce evidence of 
the director's conduct towards other women. The evidence was not admilled because the 
direclor's condurl had In be wnsidered in the context of each individual. Conduct which one 
person regarded as offensive could be inoffensive lo another. 

255 Bracebridge E11Kit1eeri11g Ltd 1· Darby ( 11190) IRLR 3 (EAT). An employee who had been 
employed for thirteen years was grahhed one afternoon as she was ahoul lo finish work and 
sexually assaulted hy her charge hand and works manager. She escaped and complained lo the 
general manager the follo"ing morning. The charge hand and works manager denied the inci
dent and no disciplinary measures were laken. One week later the employee resigned due lo 
her trealmcnl and claimed sex discriminalion and unfair constructive dismissal. Both com
plaints were upheld hy lhc EAT. 
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An employee who has suffered a detriment or has been dismissed has not neces

sarily been subjected to sex discrimination. She must also have received less 

favourable treatment than a man has, or would have, received. Where sexual 

harassment has occurred, the concept of less favom able treatment is generally 

satisfied by the fact that the employee has been subject to a detriment, namely sex

ual harassment, on the ground of her sex. The court in Porcelli applied a "but for" 

test. The woman would not have been treated in the manner in which she was 

treated but for the fact that she was a woman. In that case the court dismissed the 

employer's submission that a man would have received different, but no less objec

tionable, treatment. The treatment included a significant sexual element to which a 

man would not have been vulnerable. The question was not whether the motive was 

sexual, hut whether the means used were. 

In terms of the SDA an employer is vicariously liable for acts of discrimination 

carried out by its employees. Liability arises where an employee acts in the course 

of his employment.256 An employer may be held liable not only for acts of dis

crimination by its managers and supervisors, but for the acts of all its employees. 

An employer is not liable for the discriminatory acts of its employees merely 

because the employment provides the opportunity for that act.257 To render the 

256 In term• of section 41(1), ":111)thing donr hy a person in the cour•c of his employment shall he 
treated for the pur11osc• of thi.s Ari as done by his employer as well ashy him, whether or not 
it was done with the cmplciyer's approval." 

257 In /n-i11g •' 77re Pmt Office (1987) IRLR 289 (CA) the Court of Appeal considered whether an 
employee had acted within the course of his employment for the purpose of section 32(1) of 
the Race Relations Act. (The provision is idcntital to that contained in section 41( 1) of the 
SDA.) A lcllcr sorter employed by the pnsl office bore a grudge against his West Indian 
neighhnurs. When he came across a Christmas card addres.<ed In the neighbours, he wrote 
across it "( io hack to Jamaira Samho", and drew a cartoon of a smiling face. The neighbours 
sought a declaration that the Post Office and its employee had discriminated unlawfully. Their 
application failed. The Court of Appeal held that the letter sorter's action was not an unlawful 
way or performing the duties for which he was cmph>yed. Although his employment prmided 
the opportunity for his miseomlucl, the misconduct did not form part of the performance or his 
duties as a letter sorter, despite the foci that he was authorised to write on envelopes for postal 
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employer liable, the conduct complained of must be sufficiently closely related to 

the employment of the person who discriminates as to constitute improper perform

ance of his job.258 ll1e employer need nol have any knowledge of the conduct to 

incur liability. In the context of sexual harassment it has been suggested that an 

employer would probably be held liable where an employee in a managerial or 

supervisory position takes advantage of that position to engage in harassment. ll1e 

abuse of authority would be sufficiently closely linked to the task of supervision to 

constitute a mode of performing the duties of the particular job.259 An employee 

who harasses a fellow employee would not necessarily be viewed as acting within the 

course of his employment. 

The SDA provides a defence where an employer can prove that it took steps which 

were reasonably practicable to prevent the employee, who is alleged to have dis

criminated, from acting in the manner complained of.2(,0 The defence has been 

broadly interpreted.2r.t An employer which has promulgated an equal opportunity 

policy and has brought its provisions to the notice of employees would probably 

succeed in a defence. It has been suggested that an employer wishing to escape 

liability should be required to show that it has made sexual harassment an explicit 

pUf(>OSeS. 

258 In Brarcliridge F11/(i11eni11g Ltd" Dar/J.1' ( 19')\I) /RLR J (EAT) an cmplnycc was sexually 
harassed hy her chargl' hand and works manager. The EAT held that the employer was 
vicariously liahle fnr lhe acls of the twt> men. no1h exercised supervisory and disciplinary func
tions, and were acting within the course of their employment. 

259 Bourn and Whilmore 46. 

260 Section 41(:'). 

261 In Bulgohi11 a11d Fra11cis 1• Lo11tlo11 Bom11gll of Tower Ham/cl.< (1987) /R/,R 401 (EAT), the 
EAT found that the allegations of sexual hara<Sment had not been made known lo manage· 
ment, that the employer's equal opporlunilics policy had been ma<lc known to employees and 
that there was proper an<l adequate staff supervision. Therefore, the employer had established 
a <lcfcncc. 
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disciplinary offence, and that it has provided a procedure for enforcement.262 An 

employer should also react promptly to complaints.2b3 

A woman may also bring an unfair dismissal action in terms of the Employment Pro

tection (Consolidation) Act 1978. She may do so, for example, where she alleges 

that she has been dismissed for refusing to comply with sexual advances or requests, 

or where she has been dismissed as a result of her complaints about sexual harass

ment. The Act also provides for a complaint of unfair constructive dismissal where 

an employee alleges that she resigned because her working environment was made 

intolerable.2M A restriction on unfair dismissal actions is the requirement that the 

employee have at least two years continuous service with her employer before she 

can bring an action.265 The complaint must also be presented to a tribunal within 

three months of the date of termination of the contract.266 

6 Remedies 

An employee or prospective employee who believes that discrimination has 

occurred may complain to an industrial tribunal, which may grant one or more of 

three available remedies if it believes that discrimination has occurred, and if it is 

262 Sr.ma/ llurassm1•111 at U (Jrk 5. 

2<1J The Balgohi11 decision is crilicised hy Townshend-Smilh 54, who calls it naive. Bourn and 
Whitmore 47 arc also crilical. and slate: ··11 is in the nalure of things thal those actions which 
conslitulc sexual hara<Sment arc likely to he covc1t and that there may well he other circum
slances in which lhc employer may succeed in the defence that there were no reasonahlc steps 
which could have been taken lo prevent the conduct complained of from occurring. 11 is 
dearly incumhent on lhc employer lo take complaints seriously and act promptly on them. II 
is also advisable th:it matters to do with sexual or racial harassment arc covered in any dis
ciplinary code which is drawn up hy employers and that these seclinns arc drawn to the atten
tion or employees." 

2M Section 55 of lhc El'CA. 

265 Section M of the El'CA. 

2h6 Seclion 67 of the El'C'A. A similar restriclion is contained in scclion 76 of the SDA. 
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just and equitable to do so.267 The remedies are, first, a declaration of right,2li8 sec

ondly, an award of compensation,269 and thirdly, a recommendation for action.270 

There is no provision for reinstatement. Costs may be awarded if proceedings were 

brought or conducted frivolously, vexatiously or otherwise unreasonably.271 

A declaration states the rights of the employee, and the manner in which the 

employer has breached the law. It does not compel the employer to take any action. 

A tribunal usually makes a declaration in conjunction with a further remedy of 

either compensation or a recommendation. 

Compensation may be awarded for future financial loss resulting from failure to 

appoint or promote, for other financial loss (for example, resulting from dismissal), 

and for injury to feelings.272 The Act contains a limitation regarding the award of 

compensation. It provides that in a claim of indirect discrimination, no award of 

damages may be made if the employer can prove that it did not intend to dis

criminate.273 The intention of the employer must be determined suhjectively.274 

2(,7 Section 65. 

268 Section 65( I )(a). 

2(f) Section 65(1)(h). 

270 Section 65( 1 )( c). 

271 Regulation II of the Industrial Tribunal (Rules of Procedure) Regulations 1985. 

272 Section 66(4). 

273 Section 66(3). 

274 Orrlro110.< 1• Q11rc11 Mary College ( 1'>85) /Rl.R 34'> (!IL). Section 66(3) is sharply criticised hy 
Townshcnd·Smith 20h. lie stales: "To say that no damages arc payahle for indirect dis· 
crimination unle" the defendant intended to discriminate is odd, hccausc if he intended to dis
criminate that looh like diretl discrimination. Bui if an employer continues lo apply a 
requirement or condition after it has hccn declared unlawful, it is not nccc'-<arily direct dis
crimination; there may be no intention lo treat any individual les.t\ favourahly than another; it is 
the employer's knowledge of the unlawfulness which has changed. The sanction implies that 
no compensation is payahlc here either; the contrary argument is that the section contemplates 
that damages arc payahle in some cases of indirect discrimination .... The rule contrasts with 
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Compensation may be awarded where the employer behaves in a high-handed, 

malicious, insulting or oppressive manner.275 Compensation for injury to feelings is 

likely to be awarded in cases of sexual harassment. Compensation for sexual harass

ment relates to the degree of detriment suffered. There is an assessment of the 

injury to the woman's feelings, which is considered objectively, with reference to the 

feelings of any reasonable employee, and subjectively, with reference to her as an 

individual.276 An employer may be held liable for aggravated damages, as an addi

tional element in compensation awarded for injury to feelings, where it behaves in a 

manner which heightens the sense of injury of the person discriminated against. An 

award of exemplary damages, in order to punish the employer rather than com

pensate the employee, may be appropriate to punish the discriminator for anti

social behaviour.277 

The final remedy is a recommendation that the employer take action to obviate or 

reduce the adverse effect of the discrimination complained of, within a specified 

period. The industrial tribunal's power to make a recommendation does not include 

equal pay claims, where up to two years' hack-pay may be payable for indirect discrimination" 
(206- 207). 

275 Alexai11/a 1· Th.- 11nmc Office (1'188) /Rf_R t'IO {CA). In Nno11e 1· Nortlr-IVest Tlrames 
Rq:imral llcaltlr Autlrmity { t'l87) IRLR '.\57 (CA). a race case, a doctor who had been refused 
appointment on the ha.,is of race and wa.< found lo have been devastated, was awarded three 
thousand 1munds sterling compensation. 

276 S11011ha/l 1• Gard11cr Merrlia111 Lttl {1987) /RL.R '.\'17 {EAT). In IVilcma11 1• Mini/cc E11gi11ccri11g 
L.11/ (l'l88) IRLR 144 (EAT), for example sexual hara.o;.,menl ca.,c, the employee was awarded 
nominal compensation {fifty pounds sterling). The reason was that die had suffered only 
nominal injury, as she had been irrilalcd hut not upset by sexual hara.o;.,ment over a four year 
period. 

277 Alcxmrder v 11rc /lame Office {1988) IRLR l'>O (CA). As a general rule exemplary damages 
may he awarded in three categories of cases, namely, cases where there has been oppre1;_,ivc, 
arbilrary or unronslitutional action hy gnvcrnmcnl servant~; where the defendant's conduct 
has been calculalcd In result in personal profit which exceeds any compensation payable lo the 
plaintiff; and cases where such damages arc authorised by slalutc (Ranks 1· Bamard ( 1964) AC 
I 12'>). 
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the power to award payment of wages which would have been paid in the future if 

the discrimination had not occurred.278 Loss of remuneration should fall within the 

ambit of an award for compensation. Two limitations reduce the effectiveness of 

the remedy. First, the recommendation must relate to a particular complaint. 

There is no power to make general recommendations.279 Secondly, the recom

mendation is not an order and cannot be enforced. But a complainant may be 

awarded additional compensation at the discretion of the tribunal (or may be 

awarded compensation if none was originally awarded) if an employer refuses to act 

in accordance with a recommendation without reasonable justification.280 

Where discrimination has resulted in dismissal, an employee may bring an unfair 

dismissal claim in terms of the EPCA, provided that she has at least two years' con

tinuous service with the employer.281 The advantage of a claim under the EPCA is 

that re-employment may be ordered. Compensation may also be awarded. Com

pensation consists of a basic award, which is based upon the employee's years of 

service, and an award aimed at compensating for actual financial loss. There is no 

provision for compensation for injury to feelings.2112 

C Equal Pay: The Ec1ual Pay Act 1970 (EqPA) 

While the Sex Discrimin:1tion Act 1975 covers non-contractual aspects of the 

278 /n·i11e r Prcstco/tl Lill (198t) IRLR 281 (CA). 

279 The principle that industrial trihunals have no general power to order an employer to discon
tinue a discriminatory practice was established in Mi11istt)' of Dtfcnce ,. Jeremiah (1979) IRLR 
4:16 (CA). 

2XO Section 65(3). 

281 Section 64. 

W2 Sec sections 6X, 6'>, 72- 76 of the EPCA. 
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employment relationship, the Equal Pay Act 1970 aims to equalise the contractual 

terms and conditions of employment of male and female employees. The EqP A 

implies an equality clause into a woman's contract of employment whenever she is 

engaged in like work with a man, or in work rated as equivalent, or in work to which 

equal value is attrihuted.283 The EqPA initially failed to provide for equal value 

claims except where the employer had undertaken a voluntary job evaluation study. 

As the Act in that form did not reflect the provisions of Article 119 of the Treaty of 

Rome accurately,284 it was amended in 1972 to incorporate the concept of equal pay 

for work of equal value.285 

Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome provides for equal pay for equal work. The 

Equal Pay Directive 1975, which restates the principle of equal pay contained in 

Article 119,286 has an explicit reference to work of equal value.287 Rights flowing 

from the Treaty of Rome may be enforced before the European Court of Justice, 

and before the courts of Member States. Article 119 is therefore directly applicable 

and may be relied on in national courts by private litigants.288 As the Equal Pay 

Directive does not alter the scope or content of the equal pay principle contained in 

Article 119, but merely clarifies it,289 it is unlikely that an individual litigant will 

283 Seel ion I. 

284 Com111inio11 1• 7l1e 011i1c·tl Kingtlom Case 61/81 (1982) ECR 2601/ (llJ82) IRLR 333 (Euro
pean Cl). 

285 As a resuh t>f lhe amendn1enl lhe concepl of equal value may form the hasis of comparison for 
an equal pay claim. In this rcspccl British law has developed beyond American law, where 
courls have nnl pcrmillcd a comparison hascd on comparable worlh under Tille VII of lhe 
Civil Rights Acl 1%4. For a discussion of lhe European and American approaches, see Treu 
1-33. 

286 Jcnki11s 1• Kingsgatc (C/othi11g I'md11cti01u) Ltd Case %/80 (1981) ECR 911/ (1981) IRLR 228 
(European Ct) found lhal lhc Directive reslalcd the principle of equal pay conlaincd in Article 
119 and did nol ahcr it in any way. 

2.~7 Article I of the Directive. 

2&~ Dcfrr1111e 1· Sa/1r11a (No 2) Case 43/74 ( 1976) ECR 455 (European Ct). 
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need to rely on the Directive as opposed to the Treaty. Should an individual wish to 

rely on the Directive, it will be possible in an action against an organ of the state, 

that is a public sector employer. European Community law (Article 119) and 

national law (the EqPA) are thus concurrently applicable in national courts. 

The Equal Pay Act 1970 is discussed hclow.290 The expansion of rights conferred by 

the Act by means of European Community law is described at the appropriate 

points. 

1 Coverage and Scope 

The EqPA prohibits discrimination in pay and other contractual terms of employ

ment. It protects persons working under a contract of service, a contract of 

apprenticeship, or a contract personally to execute any work or labour.291 A "con

tract personally to execute work or labour" has been held to have a wider connota

tion than "employment", so as to include the self employed.292 But persons working 

under a contract to supply services other than their own labour are not included.293 

The Act applies irrespective of the length of service of the worker. It covers private 

employment as well as all public sector employees, with the exception of those 

289 Jc11kim" Ki11gw11e (C/otlii11g I'rod11ctitm.r) Ltd Case %/80 (1981) ECR 911/ (1'181) IRLR 228 
(European Ct). 

'.NO The Ari applies to discrimination against women and men (section I( U)). But since it is 
usually women who claim equal pay, it will he assumed in this study that the person claiming 
equal pay is a woman, and the person with whom she is claiming equal pay (her comparator) is 
a man. 

291 Section l(b)(a). This is the same as the dclinilion of"cmployed" under the SDA. 

292 Q11i1111e11 l"f/m"el/ (1984) IRLR 227 (EAT). 

293 In Mirror Group New.fpapcr:s " Gu1111i1111 ( t986) IRLR 27 (CA) a contract between a company 
and an intlcpendcnl wholesaler was held to fall outside the ambit of the Act, hccause the con
tract did not prm·ide that the work was lo he performed hy the conlractnr personally. 
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employed in the armed forces.294 

The Act operates by implying an equality clause295 into the contract under which a 

woman is employed, whenever she is engaged in like work with a man, work rated a~ 

equivalent, or work to which equal value is attributed.2'16 An equality clause can 

relate to any term in the contract under which the woman is employed, except for 

those which are specifically excluded by the Act. Provisions which comply with laws 

regulating the employment of women are excluded.297 The Act also excludes spe

cial treatment of women in connection with pregnancy or childbirth.298 The 

implication is that men need not be given paternity rights equivalent to maternity 

rights provided for women.299 

A woman may claim equality with a man working in the same employment.3<)() That 

means, first, that her comparator must he employed at the same establishment, or 

employed by the same or an associated employer3<l1 at a different establishment if 

common terms of employment are applied in respect of the two establishments.3(l2 

294 Section 1(9). 

295 Section 1(1). 

296 Section 1(2). These concepts arc discussed below. 

1.<11 Section 6( l)(a). 

298 Section 6( I )(h). 

211'1 All provisions relating lo death and retirement were initially excluded hy the Act. But follow
ing the decision of the European Court of Justice in J\farslra/I '' So11t/1amp1011 a11tl So11t/1-We.<t 
Hamp.vl1ire Area lfealtlr A111lrority Case 152/84 (1986) ECR 72'.I/ ( 1986) /RLR 140 (European 
Ct), both the SDA and the EqPA were amended to modify the exclusionary rules relating lo 
death and retirement. 

Jm Section 1(2). 

3(11 Employers arc defined as associated if "one is a company of which the other (directly or 
indirectly) has control or if holh arc companies of which a third person (directly or indirectly) 
has cont rol00

• 

302 Section 1(6). 
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The geographical scope of the comparison is thus limited to a man in the same 

employment, irrespective of whether the woman alleges that she is engaged in like 

work, work rated as equivalent or work of equal value. Secondly, the EqPA does 

not permit comparison with a hypothetical male. The requirement that the woman 

should be employed in the same employment as her comparator implies that she 

should at some point have been in contemporaneous employment with her com

parator. But no such limitation is contained in Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome. 

Therefore the European Court of Justice in Macarthys Ltd v SmitJi'.IO:l held that a 

woman could claim equal pay with her predecessor by relying on the European 

right. 

2 E11fvrce111e111 Procedures and Remedies 

Equal pay claims and claims for equal value are enforced through industrial 

tribunals.J04 A woman who claims that she has heen discriminated against must 

choose the employee with whom she wishes to claim equality. She may choose a~ 

her comparator any male worker in the same employment whom she believes is per

forming like work, or whose work has been rated as equivalent under a job evalua

tion scheme, or whom she contends is performing work of equal value.J05 A 

30.1 Case 129/7'1 (1980) ECR 1275/ (1980) IRLR 20'1 European Ct. 

304 Section 2( 1) providrs that claims may he prcscnled to an industrial tribunal in respect of the 
conlravenlion of an equality clause. In lcrms of section 2(3) a claim pending in any court 
which rnuld he disposed of more conveniently in an industrial trihunal may he referred lo the 
tribunal. Bolh equal pay claims and claims for equal value arc governed by the Industrial 
Tribunal (Rules of Procedure) Regulations 1'185. The rules of procedure governing claims of 
like work and work rated as equivalent arc the same as for any other tribunal application 
(Schedule 1 ). l n equal value cases, complex complementary rules of procedure also apply 
(Schedule 2). The salient points of the rules governing equal value claims are discussed below 
in the context of the discussion on equal value. 

305 Ai11.1wortlr 1• Glau Tuhr.1 l.td ( 1'177) /R/,R 74 (EAT). 
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tribunal will not select a suitable or representative comparator.306 Equality is 

brought about by means of an equality clause which is implied into every contract of 

employment.307 A successful claim, where the woman is engaged in like work or 

work rated as equivalent to that of her comparator, results in any term in the 

woman's contract, which is less favourable than that of h-:r comparator, being raised 

to the latter's level. Where the woman's contract does not contain a term which is 

contained in the contract of her comparator, it is deemed to be included in her con

tract. In the case of a successful equal value claim, the view was initially adopted 

that a woman's entire remuneration package, should be considered to determine 

whether it is less favourable than that of her comparator. In Hayward v Cammell 

Laird Shipbuilders Ltd,308 the woman had established that her work was of equal 

value to that of her comparators. The Court of Appeal held that merely raising her 

wages to the level of her comparators would not be the correct way of implementing 

the equality clause. 1 ler entire remuneration package, including sickness benefits, 

paid meal breaks and holiday entitlement had to be considered to determine 

whether it was less favourable than that of her comparators. But on appeal to the 

I louse of Lords, a different view was taken.1tl'J The Lords accepted that the equality 

clause implied hy the Act modified each and every term in a woman's contract 

which was less favourable than a corresponding term in her comparator's contract, 

regardless of whether her contract also contained terms which were more 

favourable than his. They concluded that the applicant's rate of pay was to he 

treated as increased to that of her comparators, although certain terms contained in 

her contract, such as those dealing with sickness and holiday pay. were more 

1(J6 nwmas ''National Coal Board (1'187) IRLR 451 (EAT). 

1(17 Section 1( 1). 

1(18 ( 1'187) IRLR 186 (CA). 

1(J'J lla_1ward v Cammcll l.aird Sl1ip/mildas Ltd ( 11/81!) l/ILR 257 (llL). 
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favourable than theirs. 

A tribunal may also order the payment of arrears of remuneration or damages up to 

a period of two years before the date on which the proceedings were brought or the 

length of the woman"s employment, whichever is shorter.310 An order for the pay

ment of damages, as opposed to arrears of remuneration, may be appropriate where 

a term which is not related to pay has been breached, for example, a term on leave 

entitlement. 

3 Substantive Provisiom of the Equal Pay Act 

There are three categories of comparator with whom a woman seeking equality in 

terms and conditions of employment may compare herself. She may compare her

self to a man employed on like work, a man employed on work rated as equivalent, 

or a man employed on work which is of equal value.311 

Like work is work which is the same as, or is broadly similar to, the work of the 

chosen comparator. Any differences which occur must not be of practical impor

tance in relation to terms and conditions of employmcnt.312 Tribunals assess the 

existence of like work in two stages. The first question is whether the work per

formed is the same or is of a broadly similar nature. A broad approach is adopted 

and trivial distinctions are ignored.311 Emphasis is placed on the work actually per-

310 Section 2(5). 

311 Section 1(2)(a)- (c). 

312 Section 1(4). 

313 In CO/'I"" f'oH Ltd 1• 1-0..-1011 ( 1971>) TRLR ~;c, (FAT), the work of female 'cooks' who worked 
in the kitchen of the director's dining room and the work ol male 'a"islanl chefs' who worked 
in the kitchen of the factory canlccn were found lo he hroadly similar in nature. 
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formed, as opposed to job descriptions or titles.314 The second question is whether 

differences exist between the work of the woman and her comparator, and whether 

such differences are of practical importance in relation to terms and conditions of 

employment. The frequency with which differences occur and the nature and extent 

of the differences are considered.3t5 Where a man and a woman perform the same 

work, the fact that they do so at different times has not been regarded as a dif

ference of practical importance.316 On the other hand, the fact that work on a night 

shift involves more responsibility than a day shift may be a difference of practical 

importance.317 An obligation to supervise or control may also he a difference of 

practical importance.318 

A second possible comparator in terms of the EqPA is a man employed on work 

rated as equivalent to that of the woman.319 Work is rated as equivalent if the jobs 

of the man and the woman have been given the same value under a job evaluation 

study, or would have been given the same value if the study had not been overtly dis

criminatory.320 A job evaluation study is a study undertaken by an employer with a 

314 Electrolux Ltd v /1111c11i11.1011 ( 1976) IRLR 410 (EAT). 

3t5 Section 1(4). 

316 Dugdale 1• Kraft Footl.1 Ltd (1976) IRLR 368 (EAT); Natio11ol Cool Boord v Slrern·i11 (1978) 
IRLR 122 (EAT). 

317 nwma.1 v National Coal Board (1987) IRLR 451 (EAT). 

318 ll'adtfin/(1011 1• Lcicc.ua Cmmcil for Vo/1111ta')' Sm'icc.1 ( 1977) IRLR 32 (EAT). 

319 Section 1(2)(h). 

320 Section 1(5) provides that work will he rated as equivalent if the jobs of the applicant and the 
comparator "have heen given an equal value, in terms of demands made on a worker under 
various headings (for instance effort, skill, derision) on a study undertaken with a view to 
evaluating in those terms the johs to be done hy all or any of the employees in an undertaking 
or group of undertakings, or would have been given an equal value hut for the evaluation being 
made nn a system setting different values for men and women nn the same demand under any 
heading". 
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view to evaluating the johs done by all employees, in terms of the demands made on 

employees under various headings, such as effort, skill and responsibility.321 The 

Act thus requires an analysis of job components rather than a comparison of entire 

jobs.'.122 The most obvious shortfall is that an employer is not obliged to undertake 

such a study. Furthermore, the legislation provides virtually no guidance as to what 

constitutes a proper job evaluation study. Even where a study is undertaken, it may 

attach disproportionate weight to traditionally male "skills" such as physical strength. 

However, where a female employee can show that a job evaluation study is dis

criminatory, she may institute an equal value claim.32'.\ A job evaluation study is 

binding only if the parties who requested it have accepted its validity.324 Once they 

have accepted its validity it is binding even if it has not yet been implemented.325 

321 Section 1(5). 

322 The Court of Appeal held in Bromley 1• II & J Quick Ltd (1988) IRLR 249 (CA), that the com· 
parison of whole johs, an approach which involved greater suhjcctivity and was more prone to 
hias than factor analysis, would not satisfy section 1(5). The evaluation ,,f certain benchmark 
johs under various factors was found to he insufficient where the complainant's joh had not 
been evaluated in that manner. Four possihle job evaluation techniques were set out in Eton 1• 
N11ttall ( 1977) IRLR 71 (EAT). The lirst technique was joh ranking, in terms of which each 
job was considered as a whole and given a ranking in relation to all other jobs. The second 
was by means of paired comparison. Each job was compared to each other job as a whole and 
awarded 0, I or 2 points, depending on whether it was ranked below, equal to or above the 
other, respectively. Points were then totalled and a ranking order produced. The third techni
que was by means of a points assessment. Jobs were broken down into a number of factors, 
such as skills, responsibility and physical and mental requirements. and points awarded for 
each factor according to a predetermined scale. Total points determined the job's position in 
the ranking order. The fourth technique was a factor comparison, which was similar to points 
assessment, hut which used a limi1cd number of factors. A numher of key johs were selected 
because their wage rates were agreed to he fair. The proporlion of the total wage attributed to 
each factor of the jobs selected was determined. Other jobs were then compared, factor by 
fal'tor, to determine a rate for eal'h factor of each joh. Tnlal pay was determined by adding 
together the rates attributed to the individual factors. Job evaluation studies based on one of 
the first two techniques, where entire jobs arc compared, do not satisfy the requirements of 
the Act. 

32.1 Section 2A(2) and (1). If the trihunal is of the opinion that there arc reasonable grounds for 
the claim, it cnmmi"ions a joh evaluation study from an independent expert (section 
2A(l)(h)). 

324 A1110/1fr Bccc/ram Group Ltd (1982) IRLR 307 (EAT). 

325 In O'Bril'll I' Si111-C/1c111 Ltd (1980) /RLR 373 (Ill.), the court held that section 1(5) would 
apply if a stu<ly had not yet been irnplcn1cnted, hut t·\"aluatinns had been completed, enabling a 
comparison to he made hetwccn the jobs in question. On the other hand, Amold 1• Beccltam 
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The third possible comparator in terms of the Act is a man whose work is of equal 

value to that of the woman. The Act was amended to include the requirement of 

equal pay for work of equal value, following the decision of the European Court of 

Justice in Commissio11 v Unitecl Ki11gclo111.J26 In that case the court found that the 

prohibition of pay discrepancies where the work of a woman was the same as that of 

a man, or had been rated as equivalent in terms of a voluntary job evaluation study 

undertaken by an employer, did not satisfy the requirements of Article 119 of the 

Treaty of Rome and the Equal Pay Directive 1975. An equal value claim is possible 

where a woman's work is neither like work nor work rated as equivalent to that of 

her male comparalor.327 The presence of a man doing like work does not prevent a 

woman from claiming equal pay for work of equal value by comparing herself to 

another man .. 128 Thus a group of predominantly female employees performing the 

same or similar work, whose work is undervalued in comparison with a group of 

predominantly male employees, may use the Act to challenge that undervaluation, 

despite the presence of one or more men in the group. A woman may also bring an 

equal value claim if the job evaluation study undertaken by her employer dis

criminates on the ground of sex.329 

Gro11p l.td ( 11182) IRLR 307 (EAT) held that parties should have accepted the results of a 
study before it could he viewed as having been completed. 

~~6 Case <>1/81 (1'182) ECR 21>01/ (1 1)82) IRLR 333 (European Cl). 

327 Section 1(2)(c). The scope of the Ari is thus broader than that of the American Equal Pay 
Act 1%3 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 1964, neither of which permits a claim based on 
equal value (comparable worth). 

328 I'ick.<1011e I' Freemon.< pie (1988) IRLR 357 (Ill). 

329 Section 2A(2)(h). The study is discriminatory if differences in values set hy the study on dif
ferent demands arc not justifiable irrespective of these• of the person on whom the demands 
arc made (section 2A(.~)). 
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The industrial tribunal assesses whether or not the woman's work is of equal value 

to that of her comparator. First it decides whether there are reasonable grounds for 

the claim.3JO If it appears to the tribunal that there are no reasonable grounds for 

determining that the work is of equal value it docs not permit the case to proceed. 

This is a preliminary step, designed to sift out cases which have no chance of suc

cess. If there are reasonable grounds for the claim, the tribunal commissions a 

report from a memher of a panel of independent experts.33t The woman is entitled 

to equal pay if, in the light of this report, the tribunal determines that the value of 

her work is equal to or greater than that of her comparator.:n2 The tribunal must 

decide whether the woman is employed on work which is of equal value to that of a 

man employed in the same employment, in terms of the demands made on her 

under such headings as effort, skill and decision.333 Jobs must thus be analysed 

under a number of headings, as is the case where an employer undertakes a job 

evaluation study. The comparison of entire jobs is not acceptahle.334 

The equality clause does not operate where the employer proves that the variation 

between the terms of the woman's contract and that of her comparator is genuinely 

due to a material factor which is not the difference of sex.335 The employer must 

establish the defence on a balance of probabilities. lbe defence is available if the 

difference in pay has been instituted in pursuit of an objective which corresponds to 

330 Seclion 2A(l)(a). 

33 I Section 2A( l )(h). 

332 In Murphy" A11 Bord Te/1•cn111 Eirem111 Case 157/86 (1'188) /Rl.R 267 European Cl, the ECJ 
held that an employee round lo he doing work or a higher value than her comparators should 
not be huslratcd in her attempt lo achieve equal pay. 

3.U Section 1(2)(c). 

3:\4 Bromlt·y" II & J Quick Ltd (1'188) /Rl.R 2W (CA). 

335 Section 1(3). 
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a real need on the part of the undertaking, is appropriate with a view to achieving 

that objective, and is necessary to that end.336 The genuine material factor must be 

current at the time of the claim.337 

The employer must show that the variation is 'genuinely' for the reason given. The 

reason may not he a pretext for unlawful discrimination,:B8 and may not be one 

which discriminates directly or indirectly on the ground of sex as defined in section 1 

of the SDA. Indirect discrimination may occur, for example, where an employer 

treats part time employees differently from full time employees, as women tend to 

be adversely affected therehy. Initially an employer could justify the difference in 

terms of the genuine material factor defence. But in Jcnkim v Kingsgate (Clotliing 

Productions) Ltd3.W the ECJ held that a wage differential between part time and full 

time employees was contrary to Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, if it was 

attrihutahle to factors which could not be justified objectively. If it was not possible 

to explain the difference other than by discrimination based upon sex, having regard 

to the difficulties in working full time encountered by woman, the inequality would 

be contrary to Article 119. National courts had to decide whether a difference in 

pay in fact amounted sex discrimination. The case was remitted to the EAT, which 

proceeded to consider the position of part time employees in the light of the Euro-

336 Bi/ka-Ko11f71am Gmbll" Weber"°" 110111 Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Cl). 

337 The point is illustrated by the decision in Bc111•c11i.11e 1• U11i1•crsi1y of So11rltamptn11( 1989) /Rl.R 
122 (CA). A female employee was appointed al a time of financial stringency al British 
11niversi1i,·s. Fm that reason she was appointed al a suhslanlially lower salary scale than the 
scale al which a person or her age and possessing her qualifications would normally have been 
appointed. The ('ourl of Appeal held that while a genuine material factor had existed al the 
time of her appointment, the material difference between her case and that or her com
parators was removed when the financial constraints were removed. 

3.l8 In Sltic/d.1 1• E Coomes llnldi11g< Ltd (1978) IRLR 263 (CA), the alleged rcawn for the wage 
discrepancy was that I he male employees hat! to exercise protective and dctcm:nl functions in 
the cmplnycr's helling shops. As not all the men exercised these functions, hut all received 
higher pay, the reason was regarded as prelexlual rather than genuine. 

33? Case %/80 (1981) ECR 91 I/ (1981) /Rl.R 228 (European Cl). 
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pean Court's finding. It held that a differential in pay could not be justified merely 

by showing that one group of employees worked part time. A differential would be 

justified where an employer applied it, on objectively justifiable economic grounds, 

to encourage full time work irrespective of the sex of the employee.J.l<l 

The term 'material' has been interpreted as meaning significant and relevant. A 

relevant difference may include skill, qualifications and training.341 The fact that a 

man and a woman perform their work at different times may constitute a material 

difference. The extent of the pay discrepancy for this reason may, however, be 

examined in order to ascertain whether it is justified.342 The potential to exercise 

responsibility could constitute a material difference,343 as could length of service,344 

working conditions,345 and a difference in weekly hours of work between employees 

whose work is performed at different geographic locations.346 For the defence to 

succeed, the material factor must justify the whole of the variation, not just part of 

it. Although the equality clause will operate if the entire variation is not justified, it 

will do so only to the extent necessary to raise the woman's pay to the level which 

reflects the justified part of the variation.347 

340 Jmki1a 1• Ki11g.11:.11te (Clotlri111:. I'rod11ctio11s) Ltd (No 2) (t'.181) IRLR 38.'l (EAT). 

341 Rai11q 1• Greater Gla.rgow Health Board ( 1987) IRLR 26 (HL). 

342 National Coal Board 1• Sl1en•·i11 ( tCJ78) IRLR 122 (EAT). 

343 E'dmo11d11• Co1111'11tcr Scn'icr·s (So11tlr-ll'e.11) Ltd (1977) IRLR 35CJ (EAT). 

344 Capper PaSJ Ltd 1• Luwto11 (1976) IRLR J<i<i (EAT). 

345 In Dal"ies "McCart11ey.< (l'llN) IRLR 419 (EAT), the defence succeeded where the male com
parator, a market clerk, worked in the markl'I under unpleasant conditions, while the woman, 
a secretary, did not. The court also considered the fact I hat the man hore responsibility for the 
financial position or the company, that is, he had a greater rcsponsihility. 

34(> Nm)', Anny& Air Fon:e lmtit11tc.r" Va1lcy (l'J71>) IRl.R 408 (EAT). 

:H7 Natio11al Coal Board 1· Sl1erwi11 ( 1'178) IRl.R IZ2 (EAT). 
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A question which arises is whether an employer can justify a pay discrepancy 

between male and female employees on the basis of existing market forces, such a~ 

skill shortages and collective bargaining strengths. Initially, the defence could 

succeed only where a personal attribute, such as seniority or merit, justified the dif

ferential.348 Extrinsic factors, such as skill shortages and other market forces, were 

excluded. But in Rainey v Greater Glasgow Health Board'.149 the House of Lords 

allowed a market forces type defence. The employer, the health board, wished to 

establish a prosthetic service. Until that date all prosthetic work had been carried 

out by private contractors. In order to attract qualified prosthetists from the private 

sector, the health board agreed that they could be transferred at their existing rate 

of pay, which was higher than the board's normal rate. All further employees, both 

male and female, were taken on at the lower rate. The applicant, a woman who was 

taken on at the lower rate, claimed equal pay with the (unintentionally) all male 

employees who transferred from the private sector. The employer argued that the 

difference in pay was genuinely due to a material factor other than the difference of 

sex. The House of Lords construed "material" to mean significant and relevant, and 

found that the employer had shown an objectively justified reason for failing to pay 

direct entrants similarly to transferees. Weight was attached to the fact that the 

complainant was not paid less than the norm, but that her comparators were paid 

more. The court also required a market force consideration to conform to the gen

eral guidelines laid down by the ECJ, namely, that it should be in pursuit of an 

objective which corresponded to a real need on the part of the undertaking, should 

be appropriate with a view to achieving that objective, and should be necessary.350 

348 Clay Crou (Quany Scn'iccs) 1· Flalrer ( 1978) IRLR 361 (CA). 

349 (1987) IRLR 26 (HL). 

'.150 Bilka-Kauflwm Gmb/11• IVdn•r 1·011 /lam Case 170/H~ (1986) Et'R 1(>()7/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Ct) . 

• 
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The defence may also succeed where the comparator's pay is red-circled. An 

employee may be transferred from a higher-paying job to one which pays less, for 

example, due to illness. If pay is maintained at the higher rate, two employees doing 

the same job will be remunerated differently. This is referred to as red-circling. 

The defence will fail where the distinction is based on unlawful discrimination. In 

Snoxel/ v Vauxhaul/ Motors Ltd351 male employees were red-circled through past 

membership of a grade which was open only to men. If the female applicants had 

been permitted entry to the grade, they too would have been red-circled. The 

material factor defence raised by the employer failed because the difference in pay, 

preserved by the red circle, had originated in unlawful discrimination. 

D Affirmative Action 

The Sex Discrimination Act and the Equal Pay Act does not require the promotion 

of equal opportunities to remedy the effect of past discriminatory practices. that is, 

affirmative action. Generally, the definition of 'discrimination' in the SDA is such 

that affirmative action is unlawful. But the Act does permit a measure of affirm

ative action, by encouraging and enabling women to be candidates for jobs, while 

allowing an employer freedom as to the person actually selected. That is done by 

drawing attention to job opportunities and by providing training to enhance the pos

sibility of success of current and prospective employees. In terms of the Act, an 

employer is permitted to provide single sex training for existing employees, provided 

that the statutorily defined imbalance in the work force can be established. Training 

may be provided where there are no women doing the work for which the training is 

provided, or where the number of women doing the work is "comparatively 

351 (1977) IRLR 12] (EAT). 
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small".352 Under these circumstances, an employer is entitled to afford training to 

women to assist them to perform the specified work, or to encourage women to take 

advantage of opportunities for doing the specified work. An employer may also pro

vide single sex training for non-employees.353 The Act thus provides for single sex 

training for current and pro~pcctive employees, and encouragement for prospective 

employees.354 An employer is not compelled to implement an affirmative action 

scheme. An employer who wishes to implement such a scheme may consider posi

tive measures such as single-sex training for work which is traditionally the preserve 

of the opposite sex (for example, manual or technical work), positive encour

agement to women to apply for managerial posts, or advertisements which encour

age applications from the under represented sex (although selection must be on 

merit without reference to sex in order not to fall foul of the Act).355 It has also 

been suggested that employers should increase promotion opportunities for part 

time employees, develop job sharing schemes, improve maternity and child care 

facilities, and retain contact with women who cease work for family reasons with the 

possibility of some credit for time spent out of the work force.356 

352 Section 48. 

353 Section 47. 

354 Bourne and Whitmore H2 refer to a process to "overcome chill and bring about skill." 

355 These examples arc given by the Equal Opportunities Commission in its Code of Practice: 
Equal Opportuni(V Policies, Procedure., and Practices i11 Employment ( 1985). The code, which 
was issued under section 56A of the SDA, can he cited in unlawful discrimination cases before 
an industrial trihunal, and if any provision of the c<Klc appears relevant to the tribunal, it must 
be taken into account (section 56(10)). 

356 Townshend-Smith 234. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SOUTH AFIUCA 

A Introduction 

Legislation relating to employment discrimination is sparse in South Africa, and a 

mere handful of decisions of the Industrial Court have touched on the topic. Ini

tially, provisions which specifically permitted sex-based discrimination in employ

ment could he found in South African lahour legislation.' In most instances that has 

been remedied, and the legislation now contains scattered provisions outlawing dis

crimination in specified instances.2 An exception to the tendency to outlaw dis

crimination is to he found in the case of persons employed in the public service who 

fall within the amhit of the Public Service Act 111 of 1984. Although discriminatory 

provisions regarding the compulsory retirement age of male and female employees,3 

and regarding the compulsory resignation of female employees upon marriage4 have 

Discriminatory provisions could be found in the Wage Act 44 of ICJ.'7 and suhscqucntly in the 
Wage Act 5 of 1'>57, which permitted differentiation hctwcen categories or classes of employ
ees on the ground, inter alia, o[ the sex of those employees. This differentiation o[ cla'-•es 
formed the hasis of differential treatment n·garding wages, contained in <kterminations made 
hy the Wage Board (sections 5 and 9(.') of the 1'137 Act, and sccti<10s 4p), 8(4) and 19(6) of 
the 1957 Art). Discriminatory measures based on an employee's sex were removed hy the 
Wage Amendment Act 4.'l of 1'181. 

2 Discrimination on the ground of sex is outlawed in re,pect of indu.,trial council agreements 
concluded in terms of the Lahour Relations Act 28 of 1956 (section< 24(2), 48(12) and 51(9)), 
and in determinations made in terms of the Wage Act 5 of 1'157 (<ection 8(4)). Section 34(2) 
of the 83'ic Conditions of Employment Act 3 of l'l!B provides that no exemption of a cla'-' of 
employees frorn the provisions of the Act may he hy virtue of a diflcrcntiatinn hased on sex. 
Section 37(3) of the Act provides that the Minister may apply any method of differentiation 
that he deems advisahlc when making regulations, with the exception of any differentiation 
hased on sex. 

3 These were contained in the Puhlic Service and Pension Act 27 of t'l21 (section 35). 

4 These were contained in section 1'1( 1) of the Public Service and Pension Act 27 of 1923, and in 
section 14(7) of the Puhlie Sen·irn Act 54 of 1957. 
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been repealed, employment discrimination in the public service endures in the 

absence of statutory provisions outlawing it. Provisions of the Act are capable of 

being applied to permit sex-based discrimination, and are applied in that manner.5 

Mention may also be made of lhe Work111an's Compensation Act 30 of 194 I, which 

provides for the payment of compensation to a workman, as defined, including the 

dependents of a dead or disabled workman.6 The discrirninatorily titled statute 7 

draws a distinction in respect of the dependents of a (dead or disabled) "workman" 

(who may he male or female) who are entitled to compensation. A dependent 

includes, inter alia, a widow or invalid widower, but does not include a widower who 

is not an invalid. Where there is no widow, the dependent includes a woman with 

whom the workman was living as man and wife, but not a man with whom a female 

"workman" may have been living in this manner.8 

A second category of legislation affecting the position of women in employment is 

the so-called protective legislation, which is aimed at protecting women against 

working conditions deemed to be unsuitable to them by virtue of their sex. Legisla-

5 Provi,ion' include section 10 which 'tipulatcs the criteria to be lakcn into account when an 
appointment is made or a post is lilied, section 35 which provide' for the making of regulations 
hy the St:itc President based on the recmnmendations of the Commission lor Administration, 
and section Yi which provides for the inclusion of recommendations or directions in the Public 
Service Staff Code. Section 35(2). which i., applicable to sections 35 and -"\ provides that dif
ferent regulations may he made to suit the varying requirements of particular department,, or 
of particular classes of officers or empl<•yccs. or pmtirular kinds of employment in the public 
service. The Act docs not prohibit discrimination on the ground of sex when distinguishing 
between classes of employees or kinds of employment. For an cwcrvicw of the de facto posi
tion in the puhlic service, sec Die S1aalsamplc11aar 3. 

6 Section 3(c). 

7 In 1</t!?, Benjamin Nell' tc•f:islatimr 7y, wrole: "The Act remain,, in title, an Act for the cnm
pcnsation of workmen. It would seem appropriate for the legislature lo remove this outdated 
and sexist appellation from the Ac!." 

Section 4(1)(a) and (h). 
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tion of that nature tends, for example, to regulate the hours which female employees 

may work, to prescribe the nature of work which they may (or may not) perform, 

and to distinguish between the health and safety standards applicable to male and 

female employees. Although the provisions are aimed at protecting female employ

ees, they te111.I to operate in a discriminatory manner. Relevant provisions of South 

African legislation -- the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 3 of 1983, the 

Machinery and Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1983 and the Minerals Act 50 of 1991 

-- are discussed below. 

Turning to legislation which prohibits discrimination, it is apparent that the Labour 

Relations Act 28 of 1956 is the primary statute in terms of which employment dis

crimination can currently be addressed. Industrial council and conciliation board 

agreements may not discriminate on the ground of the sex of employees. Although 

the Act contains no direct reference to sex discrimination within the context of the 

unfair labour practice definition, it is submitted that such conduct does fall within 

the ambit of the broadly formulated definition.9 The Industrial Court determines 

alleged unfair labour practices, lo with a right of appeal to the Labour Appeal 

Court. II The discussion below, on the prevention of work place discrimination, 

focuses on the LRA. Other statutory provisions are discussed at the appropriate 

points. They include provisions of the Basic Conditions Act 3 of 1983, the Wage Act 

5 of 1967, the Machinery and Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1983 and the Unemploy

ment Insurance Act 30 of 1966. 

Mention may also be made of the common law. Although the common law provides 

9 The definition is contained in section I. 

HJ The establishment anc.I functions of the Industrial Court arc contained in section 17 of the 
LRA. 

11 Section 17B(1) and section 17(21A). 
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no direct relief for an employee who believes that she has been discriminated 

against by her employer, certain general principles may be possible of application in 

this context. An employee may have either a contractual or a delictual claim against 

her employer. A claim in terms of the common law is particularly significant for 

those employees who arc excluded from the ambit of the LRA. The viability of 

instituting a claim of that nature is discussed below. 

In the discussion which follows, the scope and coverage of key labour statutes which 

affect female employees arc explained. Thereafter, specific issues such as the 

nature of discrimination, pregnancy, sexual harassment, equal pay and affirmative 

action are discussed. Finally, the role of collective bargaining, the effect of a new 

constitution and the common law are considered. 

B Key Labour Statutes Affecting Female Employees 

l 111c Labour Relations Act 28 of 1956 (LRA) 

In 1979 the way was opened in the LRA12 for the Industrial Court to address sex

based discrimination in employment. In that year, following the recommendations 

of the Wiehahn Commission,13 the court was established in its present form. 14 One 

of the functions of the Industrial Court was to adjudicate on alleged unfair labour 

12 In 197'1 the Act was still called the lnduslrial Conciliation Act. Its name was changed in 1981 
by the Labour Reial ions Amendment Act 57 of 1981. For the sake of convenience. the Act 
will be rclcrrcd to as the Labour Relations Act (LRA), irrespective of whether the period 
heforc or after 1981 is being "Jdrc"cd. 

13 The Co111111i.<si<m of /11q11il)' i1110 Lal•our Legis/arion submitled Part 1 of its report in May 197'1, 
recommending, inter alia, the establishment of an lmlustrial Court to replace the existing 
Industrial Tribunal (paragraph 4.28). 

I~ In terms of Act 'J.t of 197'1 (section 17 of the principal Act 28 of 1956). 
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practices. This concept 15 was defined in the broadest possible terms as "any practice 

which, in the opinion of the industrial court, is an unfair labour practice". In 1980 

this definition was replaced hy a more structured one.16 The definition, however 

remained wide, and it was the task of the Industrial Court to determine which con

duct fell within the ambit of the definition and to provide the appropriate relief.17 

In doing so an extensive body of decisions was built up from 1980 - 1988. Of these, a 

handful dealt with discrimination. 

In 1988 a fairly detailed definition replaced the 1980 one.18 That version consisted 

of a general provision which stated that unfair labour practice meant any act or 

omission which in an unfair manner infringed or impaired the labour relations 

between an employer and employee. Fourteen specific unfair labour practices were 

included in paragraphs (a) to (n) of the definition. A general "catch-all" provision, 

which was virtually identical to the definition which was in force prior to 1988, con

cluded the 1988 definition.19 Included in the list of specific unfair labour practices 

15 111tr11duccd hy Act<)~ of 1'17'1 and defined in section I of the principal Act 28 of 1'156. 

Iii The definition read as follows: 

"Unfair Lahour Practice means 
(a) any lahour practice or any change in any labour practice, other than a strike or lock

out, which has or may have the effect that-
(i) any employee or dass of employees is or may be unfairly affected or that his or their 

employment opportunities, work security or physical, economic, moral or social wel
fare is or may be prejudiced thereby; 

(ii) the husiness of any employer or class of employers is or may be unfairly affected or 
disrupted therehy; 

(iii) labour unrest is or may be created or promoted thereby; 
(iv) the relationship hctween any employer and employee is nr may be detrimentally 

affected thereby; or 
(h) any other lahour practice or any change in any lahour practice which has or may have 

an effect which is similar or related to the effccl mentioned in paragraph (a)." 

17 Regarding the power uf the com! when making unfair lahour practice definitions, sec Trident 
Steel (I'ly) Ltd "10/111 NO (1987) 8 /U 27 (W). 

18 The definition in section I of the principal Act 28 of 1956 was substituted by the Labour Rela
tions Amendment Acl RJ of 1988. 

19 l'aragraph (o) of lhe delinition. 
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was the following practice: 

"!he unfair discriminalion hy an employer against any employee solely on the grounds 
<'f race, sex or creed: Providr<l thal any al'lion in compliance with any law nr wage 
rcgulaling mca>ure shall not he an unfair labour praclice·.20 

The term "discrimination" was not defined. 

In 1991 the definition was again amended.21 The current definition is similar to the 

one which was in force from 1980 - 1988. It provides that: 

'"'unfair labour practice means any act or omission, other lhan a strike or lockout 
which has or may have the effect that-

(i) anv employee or rla'5 of employees is or may he unfairly affected or that his 
or their employrncnl opportunities or work security is or may be prejudiced 
or jeopardised thereby; 

(ii) the husine'5 of any employer or class of employers is or may he unfairly 
affccled or disrupted thereby; 

(iii) labour unrest is or may he created or promoted therehy; 

(iv) the lahour relationship between employer and employee is or may be 
detrimentally affected !hereby: 

Despite the removal of the specific provisions contained in the previous definition, 

practices which constituted unfair labour practices in terms of that definition may 

continue to constitute unfair labour practices.22 It is probable that unfair dis-

20 Paragraph (i) of the definition. 

21 Section I of the principal Act 28 of 1956 was amended by lhe Labour Relations Amendment 
Act 9 of 1991. 

22 This is by virtue of the provision contained in section 1(4) which provides: "The definition or 
"unfair labour practice" referred lo in sub-scclinn (I), ,hall not be interpreted ci1her to include 
or exclude a labour practice which in terms of the said definition is an unfair labour pradice, 
merely hccausc it was or was not an unfair labour practice, as lhc case may he, in, terms of the 
definition of "unfair labour practice", which definition was substituted by section (l)(a)of the 
Labour Relations Amendment Act, 1991..." 



crimination based on the sex of an employee will remain an unfair labour practice. 

As stated above. one of the functions of the Industrial Court is to determine alleged 

unfair labour practices.2.l It is therefore necessary to consider the ambit of the 

Industrial Court"s jurisdiction to consider unfair labour practices. Two issues are 

significant here, namely, the existence of an employer c employee relationship, and 

the applicability of the LRA to particular industries. 

The Industrial Court must determine whether or not an employer - employee rela

tionship exists.24 In order to do so the court considers, first, the common law and, 

secondly, the definition contained in the LRA.25 At common law various tests have 

been applied to determine the existence of an employment relationship.26 The so

called control test viewed the employer's right or power to control the employee's 

work as the distinguishing feature of the relationship.27 Control was later seen as an 

important, rather than decisive, feature of the relationship and the courts began to 

apply a dominant impression test.211 In terms of the test the significant features of 

2J Scclions 17(11)(a), 17(11)(1>/\), t7(11)(f). 

24 <icll'emlia 1· Ga-</l<'C ( 1988) 9 /U 73 (N). 

25 Borcl1crd.1 v CW I'carce a111I F Slrc1mrd r/a l.11h1ite Distril111rors (1991) 12 /U ."183 (IC). Sec also 
1i1ck 1• SA Bmadca<ting Corporation (1985) 6 IU 570 (IC), and Tslwbalala 1• Moroka Swallows 
Football Oub Ud (19'JI) 12 /U 389 (IC). 

26 For a detailed discussion or the nature of employment sec Brassey 889 ff. For a discussion of 
the lesls which have hecn formulated in common law see Le Roux 50 ff. 

27 The lest was lirsl endnrscd hy the Appellalc Division Colo11iaf /1111111af Life Assurance Society" 
J\facD011a/d 1931J\D412. Sec also 011gcmllekommissaris v 011derli11ge Ver.1ekeri11g5ge11ootskap 
A VBOB 1976 4 SJ\ 446 (A). 

28 Smit 1• ll'.J1knw11s Compmsatim1 Co111111inio11cr 1979 1 SA 51 (A) held that the right of super
vision and mnlrol was "not the sole itulici11111 bul merely one of the i11dicia, albeit an important 
one, and I here may also he imp<irlanl 111dicia lo be considered depending upon the provisions 
or the contract in question a• a whole" (al r.2). 
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the particular contract are weighed up in order to determine whether the dominant 

impression is that the contract is one of employment. 

The LRA defines an employee as: 

"any person who is employed hy or working for any employer and rccci\'ing or entitled 
to receive any remuneration, and ... any other person whomsoever who in any manner 
assists in the carrying on or con<lucling of the husincss of an employer .... " 

An employer is defined in similar terms as: 

any person whomsoever who employs or pro\'i<lcs work for any person and 
remunerates or expressly nr tacilly undertakes to remunerate him or who ... permits 
any person \\.homsocvcr in any manner to assiM him in lhe carrying on or conducting 
of his business ... 

"Employ" and "employment" have corresponding meanings.29 

The first part of the definition, which refers to a person who works for an employer 

and is remunerated, may be regarded as a reflection of the common law contract of 

employment. The second part is much wider and refers to any person who assists an 

employer in any manner. It extends the ordinary common Jaw meaning of 

employee, and requires no binding contract and no obligation to work or to pay 

remuneration. The interaction between common law and the statutory definition of 

employment contained in the LRA (and similar formulations contained in the Wage 

Act 5 of 1957, the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 3 of 1983, the Machinery 

29 Section 1(1). 
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and Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1986) has been explained as follows: 

"(N)ow !hat !he Clll'llll<ln law tests for lhc rclalionship hy ordinary slandards, !here 
can he no h;u 111 if lhc l\•,;o arc equ,\t\.'c.l; it is. after all, nol unreasonable lo as~umc thal 
the employment to v.hich a ~lalutc refers is, in the ah~cnce of contrary in<lications, 
ordinary cmploymcnl. The ('t;ilulor) I ddinilions would then play the role that was 
prohahlv inlcn<kd for them from the start: !hey would opcralc merely lo negative 
thoC'\c other requirements 0£ common law employment... the him.JinR contract, the 
ohligation In work and the ohligation to pay remuneration. The definitions will, in 
other words, continue lo ensure slatutory prokclion for people \\ho work for olhcrs, 
like the family ml'mhcr in R \' Osmmr who intcrmillcnlly worked in the shnp, writing 
oul invoices and kecpin!! the t" • 1 .,: 'uch people will conlinuc lo foll within lhc com· 
pass nr the words "assist in the carrying on or conducting of the husincss or the 
employer". But tho'c \\ho arc nol lruly employees, hccau.'l' !hey do not Mirrcnder 
their pmduclivc capacity to the employer hut work for lhcmsclves, will be where, as 
independent contraclors, I hey arc intended lo he·· 0111,idc the protecli\'c net."30 

The Industrial Court appears to have adopted the above approach. In Tuck v SA 

Broadcmting Cmpomtio11,11 for example, it applied a dominant impression test32 and 

found that the following factors pointed to an employment relationship: the 

respondent was not entitled to terminate the contract which existed between the 

parties at its sole discretion; the applicant could not perform any work of a similar 

nature without the prior written consent of the respondent; the applicant was paid a 

fixed sum of money at the end of each month, as opposed to an all-inclusive sum for 

services rendered; the written agreement between the parties provided for two 

weeks' written notice of intention to terminate the relationship; the applicant per

formed her duties under the control of a manager; and a quasi-disciplinary inquiry 

was held and an appeal procedure followed prior to termination of the applicant's 

services. 

In Borc/1erds v CW l'earce a11d F Sheward t/a Luhrite Distrihutors33 the Industrial 

30 Brasscy 935. 

31 (1985) 6 /LJ 570 (IC). 

32 The court referred to the "ovcr<1ll impression" (al 584). 
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Court again applied a dominant impression test in order to ascertain whether or not 

the applicant was an employee. It went on to state that the ordinary meaning of the 

words used in the definition of employee was extremely broad, and that it was neces

sary to limit the "'ide import thereof. It did so in the following manner: an 

employee assists an employer in carrying on its business, rather than merely per

forming work which is of some assistance to an employer; the assistance is repeated 

with some form of regularity; the assistance is not rendered at tht: sole will and dis

cretion of the person rendering the assistance; and the obligation to assist docs not 

arise from some other legal obligation to render that assistance.3-1 

/\ second jurisdictional pre-requisite is the applicability of the LR/\ to the industry 

in which discrimination is alleged to have occurrcd.'.\.'i The Act docs not apply to 

persons employed in farming operations, in domestic service in private households, 

or persons employed by the State. Persons who perform charitable work for which 

they receive no remuneration, and those who teach at schools and tertiary institu

tions, such as universities and technicons, are also excluded from the ambit of the 

Act.Yi 

33 (1'191) 12//J .~'13(1C). 

_,-I Sn· al"' Oak /11d11.111fr.1 (SA) (l'ty) Ltd 1· Jo/111 (1987) R /U 156 (N), where the court acccpled 
for purposes of the decision that there shoul<I he some limitation on the words contained in 
the definition. It has also been noted that the wide definition of employee is limited hy the 
effect of section 1(.1) of the LR/\, which provides that a labour hrokcr is deemed lo he the 
employer of persons which it procures lo wmk for a client (Strydom 44- 45). However, the 
Industrial Court ha' not pcrmiued that provision Ill operate in a manner which disguises the 
exislcnce of the true employer, where the facts indicate that apparent employment hy a broker 
is really a sham. In 8111/1drzi 1• Lahour for Africa (Pty) Lid (1991) 12 /LJ 584 (IC), for example, 
the court referred lo the labour hroking contract as "a stratagem, a new subtlety, invented and 
contrived to evade the law and render employees who have undoubted rights remedyless" (al 
596). Sec also S/1ikwomba11a 1• Q11011111111 Co11stn1ctio11 lloldi11gs (l'ty) Lid Unreported NII 
11/2/2632 16 May 19'.IO; Adtli11g1m11• Foster 1111cc/cr SA (l'ty) Ltd Unreported NH 13/2/3857 
8 September l9&'l. 

35 Slr~dom 3<1- 42. 

36 Section 2(2). 
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The question of whether an operation is a farming operation is one of fact. An 

employer may he found to he engaged in a farming operation despite the fact that it 

performs a wide range of activities, such as packing, grading, cleaning, transporting 

and selling of produce.~7 On the other hand an employer engaging in several 

activities may he held to be engaged in two operations, of which one is a farming 

operation, while the other is not.-'8 In that case it is necessary to determine in which 

of the two operations the employee is working. 

The exclusion of domestic servants in private households implies the consideration 

of two issues hy the Industrial Court, namely, the nature of the work performed 

(domestic service) and the place at which that work is performed (a private 

household). Common law ascribes a broad meaning to domestic service to include 

persons who do nut work in private households.3'1 But only those domestic servants 

who work in private households are excluded from the scope of the LRA. Persons 

performing work of a domestic nature, such as cleaning, cooking or laundry, in 

shops, offices or hotels, for example, are covered hy the Act.40 The exclusion of 

domestic workers in private household from the ambit of the LRA is significant. A 

vast number of women engaged in service employment are deprived of protection 

against unfair treatment, such as unfair dismissal, by their employers.41 

37 Tyke/a 1· C/1ickwi.-k £'011/try Farms (Pry) Ud (1988) 9 /U 725 (IC); Ciamtcle 1• llfedallio11 
/1111"/iromrr.1 (f'ty) Ltd ( 1'188) 9 IU 1109 (IC); !IL a11d L Timber f'mdur-ts (l~y) Ltd v Cle~ 
(l'l'JO) 11IU847 (IC); To11i11 "Atlas Sea Fanm (Pty) Ltd (I')')()) I I ILJ 1345 (IC). 

38 Ka/111 v Rai11hoiv 01ickc11 Fa1111s (f'ty) Ltd (1985) 6 IU 60 (IC); Sweet Food and Allied U·orkcr.r 
U11io11 1• Ddmas Kuikms (1986) 7 ILJ 628 (IC). For critical comment on these decisions see 
Le Roux Fann.,.orker.r %. 

39 St1111aford 1• Batty's Estate 1917 CPD 6'.W; Van V.111ren I' Pie11aor 1941 TPD 122; R v 811sl11·eftl 
Agencies Ltd 1954 2 SA 457 (T). 

40 Dladla 1• IJ11rba11 Cmmtf)' ClufJ Unreported NHN 13/2/988 13 June 1988; Gladys v Rydal 
Mo1111t Flat" Unreported NHN 13/2/1249 8 December 1988. 

41 In 1980, 88% or Black women in South Africa were employed as domestic workers, cleaners 
and chars ( Pillay 27). Domestic service provides the second largest source or employment •• 
domestic workers number ahout one million (Delport 5). It may he mentioned that the posi-
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The Act excludes employees of the State. The Industrial Court has held that the 

term is to be interpreted restrictively, to include only employees of central 

government departments and prqvincial administrations.42 

Finally, it is necessary to refer briefly to the territorial jurisdiction of the Industrial 

Court. Because the court is a creature of statute its territorial jurisdiction is 

determined by the LRA Its jurisdiction to hear unfair labour practice disputes coin

cides with the jurisdiction of industrial rnuncils and conciliation hoards in that 

regard. The reason is that unfai1 labour practice disputes must, generally, first be 

referred to those bodies.4·' 

h Enforcement Procclure.i; 

Alleged unfair labour practices are determined by the Industrial Court, with a right 

tion of domestic workers is particularly invidious as they are excluded from the majority of 
South African Lahour legislation, including the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 3 of 
198.,, the Wage Act 5 of 1'157, the Workmen's Compensation Act 30 of 1941, and the 
Unemployment Insurance Act 30 of 1966. They arc, however, protected hy the Machinery and 
Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1983. Sec Flint I 1- 15 and Flint II 187- 201 for a general discus
sion of the position of domestic workers. It may be noted that the National Manpower Com
mission has recommcndrJ that lq;i<lative measures he adopted for the protection of domestic 
workers. These include a limitation of hours of work, provision of compulsory meal breaks 
and tea limes, regulation of o\'crtimc and work on Sundays and public holidays, granting of 
leave and sick leave, work during pregnancy and immediately after rnnfincmcnt and notice of 
termination of employment (sec, in general, tlw commi5sion's report on Lahmtr L<•gislation for 
Do111<•Jtic llorkcrs August 19'11). 

42 Jilek 1• SA Bmadcasti111: Corpomtim1 ( 1985) 6 /U 570 (IC). 

43 In 01m1ical Workers /11d11strial U11io11 1• Sopclog (1988) 9 /U 846 (IC), the Industrial Court 
held that it did not have juri.sdiction in respect of employees engaged on oil rigs in the high 
seas outside South Ahica's territorial waters. The reason was that the Minister did not have 
the power to approve of the establishment of a conciliation hoard, and the court had no power 
to censure the failure of a party lo apply for the establishment. Sec also 01c111ical Workers 
/11d11.wial U11io11 1· Sopclog cc Unreported NllK 12/3/15 14 November 1989. The question of 
territorial jurisdiction has been problematic where the business of the employer is located in 
the independent or self governing states, where the LRA does not apply. for a discussion of 
this matter, sec Strydorn 47- ."~. 
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of appeal to the L1hour Appeal Court.44 As is the ease in the United Kingdom, 

enforcement lies largely in the hands of individual complainants. An applicant in 

the lntlustrial Court may be represented by a legal representative or by a member, 

official or office bearer of a registered trade union which is not a party to the dis

pute, provided that all other parties to the dispute consent to that representation. A 

party who does not consent to such representation must advise all other parties to 

the dispute as soon as practicable before the commencement of the proceedings.45 

The court has~ discretion to allow representation despite objection by an opposing 

party.411 It is suggested that it should exercise its discretion in favour of representa

tion in sex discrimination cases. Research conducted in the United Kingdom has 

revealed that legal representation of individual applicants in sex discrimination 

cases increases their chances of success before industrial tribunals.47 In South 

Africa, the statutory provisions which are capable of being applied to prevent sex 

discrimination in the work place are hroadly formulated and it is probable that an 

indivitlual applicant would have a greater chance of success if represented by a per

son with expert knowledge in that field, such as a union official or a legal represen

tative. llrnt is especially the case as the law regarding employment discrimination is 

at an early stage of development, and broader legal and polky issues need to be 

canvassed by the court. 

44 Section 17( I) provide' for the c'lahlishmcnl of an lndu,lrial Court. The functions of the court 
arc sci out in 'eclion 17(11). Section 17A of the Act provides for the establishment of a 
Labour Appeal Court. The functions of the Labour Appeal Court arc set out in section 178. 
In addition lo deciding appeal,, it may deride any question of law rc,crved under section 
17(21 )(a). The proceeding' or the Industrial Court may also he hroughl under review before a 
Lahour Appeal Court. There is a further right or appeal lo the Appellate Division of the 
Supreme Court (section 17C). 

45 Section 45(9). 

46 Moru/i "Prcsidc111 of tile /111l11.11rial 011111 ( 1986) 7 JU 690 (C). 

47 Chamhcrs and llorlon 170. 
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The lnoustrial Court is a creature of statute. It is not a division of the Supreme 

Court, hut is a quasi-juJicial tribunal whose Jecisions are revicwable by the 

Supreme Court.'IR The functions of the court are stipulatcJ in the Act.49 The most 

significant functions fur the purposes of this Jiscus~ion arc the following: 

• to grant urgent interim relief until an orJer is made by the Industrial Court in 

terms of section 43( 4 );50 

• to consider and give a decision on any application made to it for an order under 

section 43 (the so-called status quo orJer);51 and 

• to make determinations in terms of section 46(9).52 

Each of these functions relates to the court's unfair labour practice jurisdiction. 

They differ with regard to the expedition with which relief can be obtained and the 

nature of the relief. Both the urgent interim function and the order in terms of sec

tion 43 provide temporary relief. Permanent relief may be sought in terms of sec-

tion 46(9). 

As a rule, a dispute which is to be referred to the Industrial Court for final 

determination in terms of section 46(9) must first be considered by either an indus-

48 SA Trclr11ical Of!irillls' Associatio11 1• Pn·sidmt of tire 111d11strial Court ( 1985) 6 /U 186 (A); 
Natio110/ U11icm of Mineworkers" Ell.<I Ra11d Gold 011d Ura11i11111 Company Lid (1991) 12 /U 
1221 (A)_ 

49 Section 17( 11 ). 

50 Scclion 17(11)(a). 

51 Scclion 17(11)(hA). 

52 Scclion 17(1). 
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trial council with jurisdiction, or hy a conciliation board where there is no such 

council.5.> The purpose of this step is to attempt to settle the dispute before referral 

to the court for final adjudication. In conjunction with the attempt to settle the dis

pute, an aggrieved party may apply to the court fur interim relief in one of two 

forms, namely, urgent interim relief in terms of section 17(1 l)(a) or a status quo 

order in terms of section 43(4). Under section 17(1 l)(a) the court may grant a 

re111edy pending relief in terms of section 43(4). 

Section 17(1 l)(a) relief may be granted if the action against which the relief is 

obtained constitutes an unfair labour practice which could eventually form the basis 

for a successful status quo application. It is distinguished from a status quo order by 

the element of urgency, and will be granted only if the elements of irreparable harm, 

no adequate alternative remedy and a favourable balance of convenience are met.54 

A party who has referred an alleged unfair labour practice to an industrial council 

or has applied for the establishment of a conciliation board may apply for a status 

quo order in terms of'section 43.55 ll1e purpose of the order is to restore the status 

quo ante the introduction of the alleged unfair labour practice. It is intended to 

53 Section 46(9)(a). In terms or section 41"1(9)(d) the parties lo the di.,pute may agree to hypass 
the industrial rounril/ conciliation hoard stage and refer the matter directly to the Industrial 
Court. In practice this seldom occurs. 

54 Langebcrg Foods l.td (Bokslmrg) 1• Food and Allied Workm Union (1989) 10 TU 1093 (IC); 
Two/a" Box Craft (Pty) Ltd (1990) 11 TU 831 (IC); llotel and Res1011ro111 Workers Unim1" 
Koros Hotels (Ply) Ltd (1990) 11 /U 182 (IC); Gannenl and Allied Workers Unio11 of SA v 
Tnd11str.x (Pty) Ud (1990) 11 IU 335 (IC); National Automobile a11d Allied Workers U11i011 1• 

ADE (Pty) l.td (1990) 11 IU 342 (IC); Blair" STC B11.ri11ess Co1111111111icatim1s (1991) 12 IU 
629 (IC); Food a11d Allied lll>rket• U11im1 1• Sam's Foodr (Grobouw) (1991) 12 TU 1342 (IC); 
Edgars Srort•s Ltd" SA Commercial Cateri11g 011d Allied Workers U11io11 (1992) 13 TU 177 (IC); 
Paper I'ri11ti11g Wood arid Allied Workers U11io11 " Tongaat Paper Company (Pty) Ud (1992) 13 
IU 393 (IC). For a discm;sion or this remedy sec Olivier D1i11ge11de Tussenlydse Re~/111/p 393-
396; 469- 472; 553- 557. 

55 In terms or section 43(2) the application for a status quo order must he made within 10 days or 
the date or rckrcnce to a council or application for the establishment or a board. 
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eliminate the disadvantage under which an employee would labour if she was 

obliged to attempt to settle the matter against the background of a fait accompli.56 

Once the statutory conciliation procedures have hccn exhausted the matter may be 

ri:fcrrc<l to the Industrial Court for final determination in terms of section 46(9). 

The court must then determine the dispute on terms which it deems reasonable. 

The determination is not limited to reinstatement or compensation.57 The court 

thus has a broad discretion to tailor its determination to the facts of the dispute and 

to grant appropriate relief. The court seldom awards costs in unfair labour practice 

cases, although it may <lo so according to the requirements of law and fairness.58 If 

the court does not award costs, a successful applicant must offset expenses incurred 

in pursuing a discrimination case against the amount of compensation received.5'l 

It is apparent that the legislature intended the parties to attempt to settle a dispute 

which exists between them before referring the matter to the Industrial Court for 

final determination.W I\ similar intention may be discerned from the procedure for 

adjudication of discrimination cases in the United States. There the Equal Employ-

56 Cmrsolidal<'d Frame Co11011 Corporatio11 1• 77rc Pre.1id<'llt, lm/11.<trial Co11rt ( l<l&i) 7 /U 489 (A). 
For a discussion nr this remedy, sec Olivier Stallls Q110 Bcr·cle 721· 723; 798- 81MJ; 875· 878. 

57 Section 46(9)(c). 

58 Section 17(12)(a). The section regulates the award or costs in section 17(1 l)(a) and section 
46(9) prncccdings. In st;itus quo proceedings costs may he awarded on the grounds or 
unreasonahlencss and rrimlity (section 4.1(4)(c)). 

59 For a discussion or the remedy in terms or section 46('>), sec Olivier 011bi/likc ArlJeidspraktyk
vasstdli11g.r 99- 102. 

(~J However, the statistics rcOcctcd in the l'l'JI Annual Report or the Department of Manpower 
do not suggest a high sclllcmcnt success rate in respect or alleged unfair labour practices. 
During the period I Novemhcr 1990 to 31 Octohcr 1991, 7 820 applications for the estah
lishment or conciliation hoards were successful (of a total of I l 114 applications). Of that 
number I 619 disputes were sell led hy the hoards. Ahogcther 5 209 disputes were referred to 
industrial councils. or these, 2 101 were settled at council level. 
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mcnt Opportunities Commission attempts to resolve discrimination disputes 

through informal negotiation and conciliation prior to instituting an action in a fed

eral court.('1 In the United Kingdom a sex discrimination dispute which has been 

filed \\ith an industrial tribunal is referred to ACAS for conciliation prior to con

sideration of the dispute by the tribunal.62 

Enforcement of anti-discrimination provisions by individual employees is an ineffec

tive method of ensuring compliance by employers. Research conducted in the 

United Kingdom, where enforcement lies largely in the hands of individual com

plainants, has revealed a low success rate. It has also indicated that work place rela

tionships tend to deteriorate after initiation of a case before a tribunal. Finally, 

successful applications have not necessarily brought about an improvement in the 

conditions of other employees.6·' It has been suggested that industrial tribunals have 

had little effect on wider employment practices.<•~ 

ln South Africa the matter is complicated by the existence of an array of procedural 

requirements which must he met prior to consideration of an alleged unfair labour 

practice by the Industrial Court. Unless it is agreed to refer a dispute involving an 

alleged unfair labour practice directly to the Industrial Court for final determination 

under section 46(9),65 the dispute must first he rderred to an industrial council 

which has jurisdiction or, in the absence of such a council, a conciliation board must 

61 Section 70<i of Title Vil. 

62 In terms of section (,4 of the Sex Discrimination Acl ACAS attempts to seltle a dispute which 
has hccn refcrrcJ to it if holh parties In the dispute request it to do w, or if ACAS itself is of 
the opinion that there is a reasonable prospect of sell ling the dispute. 

63 Chambers anJ Horton 5. 

64 Cham hers and I tort on 4. 

<i5 Section 4<i('l)(d). 
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be established to consider the dispute.ri<> Referral to the council or hoard, as the 

case may be, must occur within 180 days of the date on which the alleged unfair 

labour practice commenced or ceased/•7 A party referring a dispute to a council or 

hoard must furnish the other party with a copy of the reference by registered post, or 

deli\er it by hand, or transmit the particulars thereof by telegram, telex, telefax or 

any other printed form. Proof of transmission may be required/''! If the dispute is 

not settled at the conciliatory stage within thirty days of referral, either party may, 

within ninety days, refer the dispute to the Industrial Court for determinatinn.69 

A party wishing to apply for interim relief under section 43 may do so within ten 

days of the date on which the dispute was referred to the industrial council or appli

cation was made for the establishment of a conciliation board.70 The application for 

interim relief must also occur within thirty days of the date on which notice was 

given of the alleged unfair labour practice or, in the absence of such notice, the date 

on which the practice was introduced.71 Technical provisions contained in the LRA 

66 Section 46(9)(h). It may he noted that a council which has jurisdiction in the industry and area 
must consider disputes which arise in that industry and area, prior to referral to the Industrial 
Court for final determination under section 411(9) -- the council"s juri'<liction in this regard 
extends to non-parties (l'lwtocirrnit SA (!'ty) Lrd 1· /)c> !\./erk NO (!'I'll) 12 IlJ 289 (A)). 

67 Section 27A(l)(d)(i) and section J5(J)(d)(i). 

bS Section 27A(l)(c)(i) and section .15(2)(a). 

6'1 Sert ion 4il('l)(h). For a discussion of the procedural requirements and the possibility of eon
donation of non-compliance by the Industrial Court, sec Olivier 011/Jil/ikc Arbcidspraktyhas
st..tli11gs 101- 102. 

70 Section 4.,(2). In Mol1i11s Group (l'ty) Ltd 1• Duff NO ( 1991) 12 /U Jl4 (T) the Supreme Court 
held that the date of an application in terms of section 43(2) is the date on which the applicant 
dates her application. See also J\flm1d11 ,. 811/lmlia NO ( 19S9) to JU 71 (W). An application 
for the establishment of a conciliation hoard is deemed In have been lodged on the date on 
which such application is received by the inspector defined hy regulation (regulation 6(1)(h) of 
the Regulations published in terms of section 81 of the Lahour Relations Act). In Mobi11.< 
Gm11p (l'ty) Ltd 1• Duff a11d Cony Unreported A813/91 15 April 1992, the Supreme Court held 
that non-compliance with the ten day requirement contained in section 43(2) could be con
doned. 

71 Section 4.1(4)(a). Non-cnmpliam·e with this requirement may also be condoned by the Indus
trial Court. The Act itself provides that no order may he made if the relevant application was 
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have been relied on lo prevent access to the Industrial Court.72 

A further impediment in South Africa to effective mobilisation of provisions which 

can he utilised to prevent sex discrimination in the work place is the absence of an 

independent body responsible for administration and enforcement. In the United 

States the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission investigates and attempts 

to conciliate alleged contraventions of Title Vil. It is also responsible for enforcing 

the Act, as no individual has the right to sue until the commission has relinquished 

its right to do so.7.1 In the United Kingdom the functions of the Equal Opportunities 

Commission, the commission established in terms of the Sex Discrimination Act , 

are more limited. They entail monitoring legislation and adherence thereto, and 

proposing reform. The commission may litigate only in certain defined instances. 

The most significant c~1ses are, first, where an employer has placed an advertisement 

which denotes an intention to discriminate, 74 and secondly, in the case of indirectly 

discriminatory practices where there is no identifiable victim.75 The commission 

may also institute a formal investigation to determine the existence of discrimina

tion into a general area of activity,76 such as the legal profession, or with respect to a 

not made within 30 days "unless the Industrial Court nn good cause shown decides otherwise." 

72 In Tomado Tra1n11nrt (Pty) I.Id v A/'ostolen".t NO {1992) 1J TU 127 (LAC), the LAC stated 
that the existence of the jurisdictional facts referred to in section 43 had lo be estahlished hy 
the Industrial Court. It held that section 43 required the Industrial Court to investigate 
whether a legally valid application for the estahli•hment of a conciliation l>oard had been 
lodged. The cstahlishment of a conciliation hoard by the Department of Manpower did not 
preclude the Industrial Court from inquiring into the validity of the application for the estah· 
lishment of the hoard. Sec also Prime Cut Post Prod11ctior1s (Pty) Ltd 1• Louw NO (1991) 12 
ru 540 {T). 

73 Section 70(1 of Tille VII. 

74 Section 38 of the Sex Discrimination Act. 

75 Section 37 of the Sex Discriminali011 Acl. 

76 Section 5.1(1) of the Sex Discrimination Acl. 
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spcrific e111ploycr"s husincss.77 If lhe investigation discloses unlawful discrimination, 

the commission may issue a non-discrimination notice directing the employer to 

<lesist from that conduct.78 The commission has helped to create awareness of the 

legal provisions relating lo sex disc1 in1ination and has published a Code of Practice 

in that regard. In a similar vein, in the United States, the Equal Employment 

Opportunities Commission has issued official guidelines which interpret significant 

provisions of Title VII. The provisiom dn not have the force of law in either 

country, but may be relied on in court proceedings.7<J 

In the United States the class action provides an effective means of enforcing com· 

pliance with the anti-<liscrimination provisions of Title VIL A class action has 

certain advantages over an action by an aggrieved individual. It reflects the social 

an<l collective nature of discrimination. It also provides a method whereby individ

ual claims, which may he small in themselves, can be combined and can give rise to 

substantial legal liability for an employer. This may act as an incentive toward the 

adoption of a wider equal employment policy.AA 

A class action may be instituted hy an aggrieved individual or by the Equal Employ

ment Opportunities Commission on behalf of a class of employees who have suf

fered a common or similar wrong. The action may he instituted where the large 

number of individuals within the class makes joinder impractical. Separate actions 

77 Section 58(3A) of the Sex Discrimination Act. 

78 Section 67 of the Sex Discrimination Act. There is no automatic sanction for failure to comply 
with a non-discrimination notic~. The commission m~y institute a second investigation to 
ascertain whether the terms have hccn complied with, or it may institute a claim for persistent 
discrimination (section 71). 

79 Section 5<i(A)(IO) of the Sex Discrimination Act (United Kingdom). Shulman and Abernathy 
1-22; GriJ,.'l(S 1• Duke Poper Company 401 US 424 ( 1971; Abem1ole Poper Company v Moody 422 
US 405 (1975) (United Stales). 

80 Bourne and Whitmore 2. 
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by individual members of the class should create the risk of inconsistent adjudica

tions, and questions of law or fact common to members of the class should 

predominate over questions affecting individual members.Ht 

In South Africa an ac1ion may be initiated by one or more employees, one or more 

trade unions, or one or more employees together with one or more unions.Ill The 

Industrial Court Rules provide that a party who has a substantial interest in a dis

pute may be joined as a party in the proceedings.8J 1 lowever, the Industrial Court 

will not join respondent which was not a party before an industrial council or con

ciliation board.84 Where a trade union is the applicant in section 46(9) proceedings, 

individual employees may he joined as additional applicants, irrespective of whether 

or not they were members of the trade union at the time that the alleged unfair 

labour practice was committed.85 Disputes pending before the Industrial Court may 

be consolidated where the court deems consolidation to be expedient and just.86 A 

question which arises is whether a trade union may institute an action where its 

members have been discriminated against hy their employer. An action of that 

81 Class actions arc governed hy Rule 23 of the Civil Rules of Procedure. In Ge1ieral Telcplw11e 
Co111pa11y 1· EEOC 4.V. US 318 ( 1980) lhe Supreme Colllt held I hat the EEOC could seek class 
wide relief without being certified as a class rcprcsentati\'e in ten"' of Ruic 2J. 

!12 The action is initiated hy referring the dispute to an indusl1 ial council with jurisdiclion (section 
27A) nr hy applying for lhc cslahlishmrnl nf a conriliatinn hoard (section JS). Thereafter 
either pa1ty may refer the mailer lo 1hc Industrial Courl for final dclermination (section 
46('1)(b)). Both parlies may agree to bypass the concilialion stage and refer the mailer 
directly to the Industrial Coml (scclion 4<,(9)(d)). 

in Ruic 11 of the Rules of the Industrial Courl. 

8.i Natimral U11io11 of Metalworkers of SA 1· Sta11dard Brau and /ro11 Fo1111dry Ltd t/a Mallca/Jle 
Casti11gf (1991) 12 /U (~15 (IC). 

85 Gc11cra/ llldmtrirs Hbrkcrs U11io11 of SA 1• LC 1•a11 Aardt (Tl·/) Pty Ltd (1991) 12 /U 122 (LAC). 
The LAC went on to note lhal the appliralion for i<•indcr had not really been necessary, as ii 
was appropriale in any event for a union lo litigate for the benefit of its members (at 124). 

86 Ruic 12 of the Rules of the lnduslrial Courl (No R 771 published iu Government <ia1.ctlle No 
12408 of 5 April I <J<IO). 
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nature would have a wider effect on an employer's discriminatory practices than an 

action hy an aggrieved individual, and may he analogous to the class action recog

nised in the United States. Typically. it would be necessary to institute an action of 

that nature in respect of an indirectly discriminatory prat"tice, where the victims of 

discrimination are not easily identifiable. 

At common law a trade union has standing to institute a legal action in its own right 

or in a representative capacity where its members have been treated unlawfully.87 It 

may act in its own right where it has an interest in the right which is the subject mat

ter of the litigation, and not only a financial interest.&~ It may act in a representative 

capacity in the interest of members who have been treated unlawfully. In those 

instances it is not necessary for the union to prove that it suffered any special 

darnage.89 The reason is that the union acts as spokesman and agent for its mem

bers, unless its actions are unconstitutional or in conflict with its mandate from 

membcrs.'Xl 

To determine whether a trade union has lorns standi in the Industrial Court in 

respect of members who have been discriminated against, one must determine the 

standing of the union to bring unfair labour practice proceedings. Both the Indus

trial Court and the Supreme Court have recognised that a trade union may act on 

behalf of its members in respect of alleged unfair practices, irrespective of whether 

87 Van dcr Vyvcr 5- 13. 

88 U11itt•d Watclr a11d Dia111011d Company (Pry) l.td 1• Disa lintds Ltd 1972 4 SA 409 (C) at 415; 
llmry Viljoc11 (P(V) Lid 1• Awcrl111c/1 Brotlrcrs 1953 2 SA 151 (0) at 169. 

89 This may be deduced from Tra1twaal l11di011 Ccmgre.u 1• La11d Te1111re Ad1-i.<nry Board 1955 I 
SA 85 (T) at <JO, and /11dustria/ Cmmcil for tire B11ildi11g l11tl11stl)' (IVP) 1• Lco11 Pascall a11d Com· 
pa11y (l'ty) Ltd 1951 3 SA 740 (C) at 744. Sec also Van deer Vyver 12· Ll. 

90 Amalgamat<•d E11gi11ccri11g U11io11 I' Mi11iflcr of La/Jo11r 194'14 SA 908 (A) at 910; Amalgamated 
E11gi11ccri11g U11io11 of SA 1· 771e l\li11i.<1er of l.ahour 1%5 4 SA 94 (T) at 97. 
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the union is registered or unregistercd.'>1 The Appellate Division has accepted that 

the idea underlying the trade union system, a system which is recognised hy the 

LRA. is that a trade union should act as the spokesman of its members between 

employers and empl<>\'CCs.92 There is ample evidence, in the statutory provisions 

providing for dispute resolution, that a trade union should act on behalf of its mem

bers,'n and the Industrial Court has stated that denial of a union's standing would 

defeat the objects of the Act.'l4 A trade union which brings an action in its own right 

because it has the power in its constitution to do so and because it is the collective 

organ through which its members operate docs not need the express authority of its 

members to do so.95 The members need not be joined, even if they have a direct 

91 M1•tal all({ Allied lli>rkcrs U11io11 1· A J\fauc/1/c (l'ty) Lul t/a /'recisi011 Tool.< (1'180) I /U 227 
(IC); Natio11al U11io11 nf Mi11cworkcrs ,. Maric•·alc Co11.rnlidatctf Mi111•s Ud ( 1986) 7 IU 121 
(IC); J\fariel'Ole Cnnwlidatcd J\fi11cs Ltd,. 771c l'rcsidc11t oft/Jc llldustrial Coutf (1986) 1IU1~2 
(T); SA Clocmiral Work"'" U11im1 '' Saso/ l11dmlrics (l'ly) Ltd ( 1989) 10 /IJ 1017 (IC); Nati011al 
Unimr of J\fi11cworkcrs 1• Buffdsfcmtci11 Gold J\fi11i11g (im1po11y Ltd (Bcouir Mi11cs Di1•isio11) 
(1988) 9 llJ :\41 (IC); Vi1ko11i Guards 011d Allied Workers U11io11 1• Pc11i11.mla Security Guards 
(1'189) 10 //J 4.'lO (IC); <ic11era/ /11dus11ics Workers U11io11 of SA v Egr:oSamJ (llJIJO) 11IU179 
(IC); Natio11al U11io11 of F11mit11rc a11d Allied llorkcrs of SA 1• Paper Wood allll Allied Workers 
U11io11 (1984) 5 /U 161 (W). 

92 A111alga111atcd E11gi11ceri11g U11io11 1• Minister of Labour 1949 4 SA 908 (A). 

93 A trade union may refor a dispute to an industrial council (section 27 (l)(a) and (c)(ii)), and 
may apply for the establishment or a conciliation board (sections 35(1) and 35(2)(c)). It may 
rcfor the dispute lo the Industrial Court umlcr sections 17(11 )la), 43(2) and 46(9)(b). See also 
section 45(9) regarding representation or parties in the Industrial Court, and section 66(2) 
dealing with vidimisation. The definition or trade union in section I or the Act draws no dis
tinction bct"ccn rq~istcrcd and unregistered unions. 

94 National Union of /\/i11c1mrkc1:• 1· Maric1·ale Ccmsolitlatctl Mines Ltd (198C.) 7 IU 123 (IC). 

95 Nati011al ll11io11 of Mi11cwmf.:ers ,, B11ffc'lsfo111d11 Gold Mi11i11g Company Ltd (Beatrix /lti11c.f Dfri
sio11) ( 198.'I) IJ /U 341 (IC). A trade union would jeopardise its standing by acting unconstitu
tionally (Notional U11io11 of Fumiture 011d Allied Workers of SA 1• Paper, Wood a11d Allied 
Workers (1984) 5 //J 161 (IC). II is, however, unlikely that that would be the case where the 
dispute is one concerning discrimination as a union's constitution is generally broadly for
mulated. In Natio11al U11io11 of Mi11eworkers v B11ffclsfontci11 Gold J\fir1i11g Compar1y Ltd 
(Beatrix Mine" Di1•isio11) (19&'!) (9) /U 341 (IC), for example, the court reforred to the union 
constitution which slated its aims and objectives as follows: "to protect the job security or 
memhcrs, to advance their employment prospects and generally lo do all things which will 
serve the interests or mcmhcrs in their individual and collective capacities". Those aims would 
cover protection against discriminalior~; 
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and substantial interest in the final judgment. Any benefit by virtue of the relief 

granted by the Industrial Court accrues directly to those members.% 

The Industrial Court has a broad discretion to tailor a remedy to the circumstances 

of a particular case. A status quo order under section 43 of the Act may be one 

which the court deems reasonable in the circumstances. One limitation is that the 

court may not award compensation or damages.97 The purpose of the order is to 

restore the status quo ante in order to alleviate the disadvantage at which an 

employee would be placed if she were lo attempt to negotiate a settlement against 

the background of an accomplished dcc<l. One of the factors which the court con

sitlers when making an order is 1d1ether the applicant has endeavoured in good faith 

to settle the dispute. Other factors include the facts placed before the court by 

means of affidavits and oral evidence, and the expedience of granting an order.98 

The order remains effective until the dispute has been settled by an industrial coun

cil or conciliation board, or the Industrial Court has made a final determination.'~) 

Generally, costs are not awarded under section 4J. HXI 

<)(, Natiorral lJ11io11 of l\fi11t•workas 1• Maricl'a/c Co11.w/idated /\fine.< Ltd ( 198<>) 7 llJ 12..l (IC); SA 
Clw11in1/ Wo1kcl'.I" U11io11 1• Sa.ml l11dmtri1:s (l'tv) Ltd (1989) 10 /U 1017 (IC); Marit'1•ale Co11-
solidatcd Mine.< 1· 77rr l'•nidl"llt of tire /11d11stri11/ Cowt ( 19&i) 7 ILJ I 52 (T); Ge11<w/ b1du.<tries 
Workers U11io11 of SA 1• LC 1·u11 Aardt (Tl'/) (Pty) Ltd ( 1991) 12 /U 122 (LAC). 

97 Section 4J(4)(h) pro,i<lcs that no party may be ordered to pay damages of any nature. It has 
been suggested that, in the context, the tcrm damages is synonymous with compensation, 
which is the term used in section 4<1(9)(c). The reason is that the Afrikaans version of the 
Amending Act which introduced the concepts in the two sections uses the term "skadevergocd
ing" in both instances (Landman 9). 

98 Section 43(4)(b). 

99 Section 43(6)(a). The order is opcralive for a maximum period of ninety days, but may he 
extended for thirty day periods by the Industrial Court (section 43(6)(b)). 

JOO Section 4.l(4)(c) provides: "The industrial court shall not make any order as lo costs in respect 
of any proceedings brought before it under !his section, save on the ground of unreasonable
ness or frivolity on the part of a party to a relevant dispute." 
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The Industrial Court makes a final determination under section 46(9). It 

determines the dispute on the terms which it deems reasonable and may award 

reinstatement or compensation, hut is not limited to do so. IOI The award may not 

be binding from a date earlier than six months from the date prior to the date on 

which the award is made. 1112 ·1 he remedy may thus he tailored to accommodate the 

facts of the case. That flexibility is particularly useful in disputes involving dis-

crimination where the conduct complained of may take one or more of an extensive 

range of forms. 

An employer·s discriminatory conduct may involve dismissal of an employee. 

Where an employee has been dismissed unfairly, the Labour Appeal Court has 

stated that, prima facie, reinstatement is the appropriate remedy. ll1e employer 

must raise factors to dispute such inference. 101 The question then arises as to 

whether an order for reinstatement ought to be retrospective and whether com

pensation ought to be paid. The view of the Labour Appeal Court is that retrospec

tivity or compensation can be ordered only if the dismissed employee has suffered 

financial loss through her dismissal. The period of retrospectivity or the amount of 

compensation, as the case may be, depends on the extent of the loss. The dismissed 

employee is required to lead evidence to enable the court to make an order in that 

regard.104 But it should he borne in mind that the compensation which the court 

may order is limited to six months' salary. The award should therefore he evaluated 

against that background. As explained by the Labour Appeal Court: 

IOI Section 46(9)(c). 

102 Section 4<i(9)(c) read with section 49)3)(c). 

103 Sc11tmalll'cs Koilpcrarirf Bpk 1• Food a11d Allied Work<·•~ U11io11 (l<J'Xl) 11 JU 917 (LAC) al 994; 
Jn Jlawortlr a11d A.uociat<•s CC 1• /\fpa11yll (1992) 13 IU W4 (LAC) at 608. 

104 Natio11al U11io11 of Mctalworkus of SA 1• Haggie Ra11d Ltd (1991) 12 JU 1022 (LAC) at 1030. 
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"There are two po~sihlc cxtn:mc ca.;;cs. On the one h;:md one can visualise a scril'US 
breach of July hy !he cmplo)cr, coupled "ilh a long pcrinJ of service. On the other 
hand I here is the possihiliry ,,[a \cry superficial hreach of the duly, p.iving rise to an 
unfair lahou1 practice, coupled with a \'cry short pcrioJ of sen.ice. \Vhilc ii is not 
desirable lo lay dn\\n any stricl formula according lo which awards of !his kind should 
l•c m:nk these aw"'d' mmt take acmunl of the fact thal the maximum award that ran 
he maJc is the equivalenl <>I six month<' salary and that such award would he 
apprnpriate nrrly in the more cxtrc-mc rircumstanccs. The range nf possibilities then 
i" limitl.'d hv the limilation placed upon the C'l(tcnt of the award that can he made hy 
the tribunal." 105 

An employer's discriminatory conduct will not necess:u ily involve dismissal of the 

affected employee. She may have been demoted, transferred or refused a promo

tion. She may have been refused maternity benefits which other employees 

received, or treated differently regarding time off work around the time of confine

ment than a comparably incapacitated male employee would have been treated. 

Under those circumstances the court may order the employer to restore the status 

quo ante, or to giant the c111ployee the benefit which she was denied. Furthermore, 

the environment in which an e111ployce works may have been made unpleasant 

through sexual harassment. In that case the court may order an employer to take 

steps to remedy the situation. The environment may have been made so intolerable 

that the employee was left with no option but to resign. That may lead to an allega

tion of constructive dismissal. Any action on the part of an employer which drives 

an employee to leave her employment, irrespective of whether or not there is a form 

of resignation, amounts to constructive dismissaI.106 The court must determine the 

fairness of the dismissal. If it finds the dismissal to he unfair, reinstatement will he 

105 lloogc11ocg A11do/11sicte (Pty) Ltd I' Natio11a/ U11io11 of l\fineworkcrs (1992) IJ /LJ 87 (LAC) at 
%. 

106 /lowc// 1' fo1miatio11al Bank of Jolra1111csb11rg Ltd (1990) 11 /LJ 791 (IC) at 795. See also 
Sclla11a 1· Contml /11stntme111.< (l'ty) Ltd (t'l'll) 12 /LJ 637 (IC) at 642, where the court con
sidered whether clements such as force, fear, pressure and undue innucncc were present in 
order lo ascertain whether there had hccn constructive dismissal. The court also stated that 
an employee who alleges Iha! she was forced to terminate her employment through coercion 
or improper pressure would he expected to raise the issue without undue delay. 
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the appropriate remedy. 

As stated above, the Industrial Court has a broad discretion to grant a remedy which 

is appropriate in the circumstances. With regard to compensation, the court may 

compensate both past and future patrimonial loss,107 subject to the six month limita

tion. It has been suggested that the court may also compensate non-patrimonial 

loss. The reasoning underlying that proposition is based on the fact that the court 

compensates employees who have been dismissed unfairly where the unfairness lies 

in the fact that the employer failed to follow the procedural guidelines laid down by 

the court. t08 Compensation for non-patrimonial loss is significant in cases of sexual 

harassment, where an employee has not been deprived of a tangible benefit. 

The Industrial Court may award costs according to the requirements of the law and 

fairness, 109 but seldom does so. The two elements which afford grounds for award

ing costs under section 43, namely frivolity and unreasonableness, also apply to sec

tion 46(9) proceedings.110 The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has 

107 Landman 10. In llnwcl/ 1• l11tematio11a/ Ba11k of Jolta1111esb11rg Lid ((l'l'XJ) 11 /LJ 79t (IC), for 
example, the applicant wa' compensated for money ""' and expenses incurred in respect of 
registration of a new hond. 

108 Landman 11 'late" "It is common practice for tl1c Industrial Court lo award an amount to an 
applicant in respect of the failure of the rcspnntlcnt to follow the procedure laid down by the 
Court or for the failure to follow a stalutnry procedure. Surely the Court i' in lhe'e circum
stances awarding the applicant a "solatium" (a solace) for "lo~s· or "damage"'! In other words 
the court is in fact granting cnmpensalion for non-patrimonial loss." That tine of reasoning 
was reiterated hy the Industrial Court in l'rimloo "Han11m1y Fumislters (I'ty) Ltd NllK 
11 /2/1579(CT) Unreported 9 July 1990. The court stated that compensation W3' nothing 
more than an award for damages. II went on to explain that damages.at common law could he 
either sentimental or patrimonial; that sentimental damages were damages awarded as a 
solatium for wounded feelings or for mental pain and suffering; and that sentimental damages 
were awarded at common law where the wrong complained of constituted an iniuria. The 
court then staled that on the facts before it, the respondent's conduct did constitute an iniuria. 
II concluded that: "If an aggrieved party is in such circumstances entitled In damages al com
mon law I sec no reason why he 'hould not he compcnsalrd by an order of this court where 
the conduct complained of constituted an unfair labour practice" (at 10 of the unreported judg
ment). 

109 Section 17(12(a). 
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emlorscd the following approach: 

"In this regard puhlic policy demands that the Industrial Court takes into account con· 
sidcraliom "'ch as the [act !hat juslicc mav be denic·d to parties (especially individual 
~pplicanl employees) wh.) c-anoot affu1 d to ru!l lhr risk of having to pay the other 
side's n"ts. ·1 he liHlustrial l"ourt should he easily accessible to litiganls who suffer 
the effect'> of unfoir laht,ur pra{·lices, after al', C\'cry man or woman ha~ the right to 
bring his or her complainls or alleged wrongs hdore the court and should not he 
penalised unneccss;trily even i[ !he litigant is mis~uidcd in bringing his or her applica
tion [or rclid, provided the litigant is hona fide .. ." 11 

d lb~<.illUS of s_1roof in the Industrial Court 

111e onus of proof has been described as: 

"a legal mechanism U'>cd to determine which pa1 ty \\ill succeed in a di~pule in the 
situation where the evidential scales arc evenly balanced and the Court cannot reach a 
conclusion as to which factnal version (ie that of the applicant or the respondent) is 
the correct one. The party on whom the onus rests lo prove a certain set of facts will 
fail if the Court is in douht as to which version is the correct one."112 

American courts have developed a formal structure regarding the burden of proof in 

matters involving employment discrimination. The employee is required to estab

lish a prima fade case of direct discrimination. The employer is then required to 

show that it had a non-discriminatory reason for the conduct complained of, and 

that it would have made the same decision if gender had not played a role. The 

employer's burden is an evidentiary one -- it is required to lead evidence to rebut 

I HI Sclra11a 1• Co11trol lmtn1mmts (I'ly) Lid (1991) 12 IU 637 (IC) at 644. 

111 Cliamher of Mine.< of SA 1• Cmmcil of Mi11i11g U11i011.< (t9'Xl) 11 JU 52 (IC) at 77, endorsed by 
the Appellate Division in Nati<mal Union of Minrll'orkers v Eas1 Rand Gold and Uranium 
Company Ud (199t) 12 /U 1221 (A) at 1242. See also Moodlt•y 1• Scasa11d bll'c.rtments (1989) 
10 JU 1129 (IC) at 1131; SA Clrcmica/ Wmkcrs Union 1• Sam/ illdmtries (l'ty) Ltd (1989) 10 
JU Hl31 (IC) at ll](iO; Bhenxi1 v l/11io11 Co-01>m1tfre Ltd ( l'l'JO) 11 /U 117 (IC) at 122; Scl1a11a 
"Con1rol fnstn1111c111s (f'ly) Lid ( l'l'JI) 12 /U 637 (IC) at 644. 

112 Le Roux 01111.1 of Proof 100. 
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the prin1a facie case maJe out by the employee. The employee retains the ultimate 

hurJen of proving that the employer"s Jccisinn was haseJ on unlawful gentler con

siJerations. In Where inJirect Jiscrimination is allegeJ a similar pattern is fol

lowed. But the employee need not show that the employer had a discriminatory 

motive. She must prm·ide prima fade proof that an employer's conduct has a dis

parate impact on female employees, and that the conduct is the employer's standard 

operating procedure (for example, a standard selection procedure for hiring 

people), rather than a random or sporadic act. The employer is required to show 

that the particular policy is relatcJ to the job in question -- that is a business neces

sity. ·111e employee may than attempt to show that an alternative device exists which 

protects the employer's interests hut has a lesser impact on female employees (such 

as an alternative method of selecting employees). 

One way in which the disparate impact of an employer's standarJ procedure may be 

established is by comparing the number of female employees who are affected with 

the total number of employees affected thereby. A statistical analysis is made.114 

Statistics must reveal a substantial disproportional impact in order to establish a 

prima facie case.115 

Although the procedure for proving discrimination in the United Kingdom has not 

113 The procedure for estahlishing prima facic proof of discrimination was formulated in McD011-
11cl/ Douglas Corporatim1 1• (irce11 41 I US 792 ( 1973). The nature of the employer's burden 
was explained in Tcxa.< Department of Co1111111111ity Affairs 1• Burdine 450 US 248 (1981), and 
Price IVaterlwuse 1• Hopkins 109 S Ct 1775 (1989). 

114 lntrmarirmal Bmtl1rrliond of Teamsters 1• United States 431 US 324 (1977); Hazelwood Sch°"/ 
Di.<trict 1• United States 433 US 29'J ( 1977). 

11.'i Abcrmale Paper Company 1• Moody 422 US 405 ( 1975); Dorliard v Raw/i11so11 433 US 321 
(1977). The EEOC proposes a four fifths rule in its Uniform Ouidclincs on Testing and 
Employee Selection 2'1 Cl'R 11~17 ( l'J79), in terms of which a practice is discriminalory if it 
selects women at less than four fifths of the rate at which ii selects men. 
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been formalised in the manner Jone in the United States, the burden of proof docs 

not Jiff er significantly. Discrimination cases are civil cases which must be proved on 

a balance of probabilities. The employee bears the lmrden of proof. The burden 

does not shift, hut where the employee provides facts which indicate that the 

employer has discriminated, the employer must provide an explanation for its con

duct. 13ecause the employer has the information needed for proving discrimination 

at its disposal, the Sex Discrimination Act provides a procedure for questioning the 

employer to obtain that information. t 16 The tribunal hearing the matter may order 

discovery of information which is needed to dispose of the matter fairly. Statistical 

evidence cannot provide conclusive evidence of discrimination as the Act requires 

less favourable treatment of a particular individuat.117 Unlike American law, dis

crimination cannot be proved hy i11dicating a pattern or practice of discrimination 

without showing that a particular employee was affected thereby. 

In South Africa, comments by the Industrial Court on the burden of proof in respect 

of alleged unfair labour practices have usually occurred in the context of unfair dis

missal. Generally, the court has been able to evaluate the evidence before it and 

reach a decision as to whether the factual version of the employer or the employee 

is the most probable -- it has decided the issue on a balance of probabilities. The 

Supreme Court and the Industrial Court have suggested that the incidence of the 

burden of proof, as it is understood in civil cases, plays no role in Industrial Court 

proceedings. Each party has been expected to advance sufficient evidence, in the 

form of an evidentiary burden, to substantiate its respective version.ll8 Yet the 

116 Section 74 of the Sex Discrimination Act. 

117 West J\fidlan<Lr Pas.rcnga Tra11spot1Etec11ti1·e1• Si11glr (1988) IRLR 186 (CA). 

118 Olivier 811rdet1 of Proof 649. Sec also Kloof Gold Mi11i11g Co111pa11y Ltd v Natio11a/ U11io11 of 
Mineworkers ( 1986) 7 llJ <165 (T). The Industrial Court adopted a similar approach in 
J\fcdupe •·Golden Spur ( 1987) 8 TLJ 376 (IC). 
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lnuustrial Court has, by implication, placeu the buruen of proof Oil the applicant by 

holuing that the applicant will fail if the court is unable to make a determination oil 

the facts before it. II'! 

It is submitteu that it is necessa1y for the Industrial Court to work with the principle 

of the burden of proof.120 Where the facts before the court indicate that one ver

sion is probably the correct one the onus of proof plays no role. But where the court 

is unable to make a determination on the facts before it the losing party is by 

implication the one which bears the burden of proof. It has been suggested that 

while the formal rules of evidence should not apply to a body such as the Industrial 

Court, the court is entitled to determine the onus of proof in accordance with princi

ples of fairness. 121 The question which arises is what the principles of fairness 

woulu inuicate. The approach which the Industrial Court has adopted thus far 

(albeit in the context of unfair dismissal) does not differ greatly from the approach 

adopted by industrial tribunals in the United Kinguom in respect of discrimination. 

119 The courl in Mcd11pe "Golden Spur ( 1987) 8 /U 376 (IC) al 378 summed ils posilion up as fol. 
lows: "The induslrial court docs no! funclion as a courl of law even when ii discharges func
lions of a judicial nalure .... In my view and because of !he par!icular nalurc of s 46(9) hearings 
which in essence arc akin to arbilra!ion hearings, the incidence of the burden of proof in civil 
rases should play no role therein. The industrial court must determine whether an unfair 
labour practice has taken place and, to empower it to do so, both parties to the proceedings 
must adduce such evidence as to en ah le I he court to arrive al a finding or to make a 
determination. The parties to s 46(9) proceedings would be well advised to place such facts 
and information which arc particularly within their own knowlcc.lgc hefore the court, and not 
to omit to do so for strategic reasons, ie, in the belief that the adversary will nnt he ahlc lo 
prove any issue in dispute. Should, 011 the e1•idc11cc before it, tire ca11rt he rma/Jlc to make such a 
detemri11atimr tire applica111 i11 such procecding.r 11111.rt ob1'io11sly fail. Neither party, however, 
hears (apart from evidcntiary burdens) an onus of proof in the strict sense applied in civil law" 
(own emphasis). 

120 Le Roux 011us of Proof 105 explains that the need for the mechanism "is not derived from any 
legal principle hut is due to the practical needs of a situation where a body ... has to make a 
decision based on the evidence before it." 

121 Olivier 32. The approach is supported hy Le Roux 01111.r of Proof 107, where it is slated that: 
" ... there could he little objection to determining the onus of proof on the grounds of fairness or 
broader public policy considerations. Indeed, it has hecn stated that the rules for determining 
the incidence of the onus of proof in litigation before the ordinary courts depend "for their 
ultimate basis upon broad and undefined reasons of experience and fairness"". 
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The court deddes conflicts of fact on a balance of probabilities. Where it is unable 

to do so the applicant is usually unsuccessfu(.t22 

It should nol be overlooked that in cases of discrimination the employer will 

generally have the information necessary to prove the incidence of discrimination at 

its disposal. for that reason the British system provides a procedure for questioning 

the employer and for discovery by the tribunal. 111 South Africa the Industrial Court 

is given broad powers to investigate facts and to subpoena and interrogate wit

nesses. t23 Its powers include the right to subpoena any person who may he able to 

give material information concerning the subject of the inquiry, or who possesses 

any hook or document which may have a bearing on the subject, to be interrogated 

or to produce the hook or document. t24 In cases involving allegations of discrimina

tion against female employees the court should not hesitate to utilise these powers 

122 Mcdupr 1• Uo/dc11 Spur ( 1987) 8 IU 376 (IC) at 378; Co111111rrcial Catering and Allied Workers 
U11im1 of SA 1· Woo/tm Ltd t/a Woo/l<'ol1/1J Randb111"1: ( 1989) to !U 311 (IC) at 312- 313; 77011 v 
lsmai/'s Slwp (1989) Hl ILJ 1185 (IC) al 1187. 

123 Section 17(14), (t7) and (20) of the LRA. 

t24 Section 17(17)(a) and section 12(4)(a). The Supreme Court in Kloo/Ciold Mi11ing Compa11y 
Ltd 1• Natio11a/ Unim1 of Mineworkers ( 19&1) 7 !U 665 (T) appeared to suggest (in the context 
of applications for status quo orders) that the Industrial Court should utilise its investigatory 
powers in order to ohtain sufficient information to cnahle it to reach a decision, thcrehy 
eliminating the need tn work with a burden of prm>f. The court stated: "It seems to me to he 
inappropriate to speak of a burden of proof on the merits of a section 43( 4) proceeding. 
Admittedly all the parties rnnccrncd in such an application would have a duty lo place before 
the industrial court facts relevant to their representations. The indtVilrial comt. hnwcve1, docs 
not function as a court of law even when it discharges functions of a judicial nature .... The 
industrial court is a quasi judicial body .... In terms of s 17(14) and (17) it may mcro motu 
cmhark upon an investigation of facts; it may subpoena and interrogate witnesses; it may con
sult and ohtain information from certain authorities (s 17(20)) .... There is no duty or obliga
tion on the industrial court to investigate the facts any further than they were advanced hy the 
parties, hut it is c11titlcd lo dn so. In my view the proceedings are rather in the nature of an 
enquiry than a trial. The Act is silent on the question of onus. The mere fact that one of the 
parties to a dispute may apply for an order is in itself insufficient reason to hold that such a 
party carries a burden of proof as opposed to a duty to place facts before the industrial court 
in sup1xnt of his application. Accordingly I hold that ... none of the parties carries an onus in 
the sense of finally satisfying the industrial court that such party is entitled to succeed on the 
application as opposed to an evidentiary burden of adducing evidence in support of his conten
tions or submissions lo the industrial court" (al 674). 
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in order to obtain the information necessary to make a determination, particularly if 

requeste<l to <lo so hy an applicant in the procee<lings before it. l lowever, it may 

still be necessary for the ln<lustrial Court to rely on the onus of proof where it is 

unable to reach a conclusion as to which party's version is more prohahle.125 Where 

it b unable to <leci<le which is the most probable version, it is likely that the court 

will adopt the approach adopted thus far in unfair dismissal cases and refuse to 

come to the assistance of the applicant -- thereby placing the onus of proof on her. 

2 /he Basic Conditiom of Employment Act 3 of 1983 ( BCEA) 

The BCEA provides basic rights for employees with regard to employment condi

tions such as hours of work, 126 meal intervals, 127overtime,128 work on Sundays and 

public holidays,12'1 annual leavcl.\ll and sick leavc.131 The Act does not draw any 

distinction with regard to the sex of employees in the application of these rights. 

The Act also regulates the employment of female employees around the time of 

confinement. 132 The t-.linister may exempt any employer or employee or category of 

125 As Olivier Burdrn of I'ro<>f explains: "Although there is much In he said in favo~r of an 
approach that hoth parties should adduce sufficient evidence (in the form or an "evidcntiary 
burden") to substantiate thdr rc,pcctive versions, as well as that the Industrial Court and, for 
lhat mattt.·r also an arbitrator. ran mcro motu cmhark up~'" a further investigation n[ the 
facts ... it docs not solve the problem of wh1t thc court or arbitrator must do if it cannot come 
to any rnndu.,ion a., to whose version is more prnhahle. 1l appears that it has lo rely on a hur
dcn of proof where it is unable to choose hctwccn the parties· respective versions· (at M<J). 

126 Sections 2- 6. 

127 Section 7. 

128 Sections 8· <J. 

129 Sections Ill- 11. 

1.lO Section 12. 

Bl Section 1J. 

132 Section 17(1)(h) 
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employer or c111ploycc from any of the pro\·isions of the Act, provided that he does 

not differentiate on the basis of sex in doing so.LB ·111c Minister is also permitted to 

make regulations regarding matters which arc to be prescribed for the purposes of 

the Act.114 The regulations may differentiate on any ground which the Minister 

deems advisable, hut may not differentiate on the basis of sex. ns 

The definition of employer in the BCEA is virtually identical to that contained in 

the LRA.136 The definition of employee is also similar to the definition in the LRA, 

although an additional aspect, namely, that of "direction or supervision" has been 

added to the definition. An employee is: 

"any person who i' employed hy or working for an employer and receiving or entitled 
lo receive any remuneration nr who works under the <lircctinn or supcrvisinn of an 
employer, or any other person who in any mannc1 assists in the carrying on or the 
conducting of the husincss of an employer". 

The Act excludes the same categories of persons as are excluded from the ambit of 

the LRA, namely, persons employed in farming operations, in domestic service in 

private households, in educational institutions maintained wholly or partly from 

State funds and employees of the State.137 

1.H Section 3-1(2). 

n4 Section 37( t ). 

135 Section 37(1). 

l:Yt An employer is defined as: "any person whomsoever who employs or provides work for any 
person and rcmuncrntcs or expressly or tacitly undertakes lo remunerate him, or who permits 
any person in any manner lo assist him in the carrying on or the conducting of his business." 

137 Section 1(2)(h)- (c). Other perwns who are excluded from the ambit of the Act are persons 
performing charitable work for which they arc not remunerated (section 1(2)(a)), university 
students whose work forms part of the university curriculum (section (I )(2)(f), persons 
temporarily employed at agricullural, horticultural, industrial or similar shows (section 
(1)(2)(m) and persons whose employment is subject to certain other spccilicd statutes (scrtion 
1(2)(g)- (m)). 
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Finally, it may be mentioned that the application of provisions of the BCEA are sub

ject to similar provisions contained in the LRA. The Act thus applies only to mat

ters which are not regulated under the LRA.118 

3 17ie IV(1ge Act 5 of 1957 

While the BCEA specifies minimum standards which must be complied with, the 

Wage Act provides for the creation of machinery which can be used to determine 

minimum wages and conditions of employment. It provides for the establishment of 

a Wage Boardl.W which may make an investigation concerning any trade specified 

by the Minister, 140 and make recommendations on matters specified in the Act.141 

In conducting the investigation and making recommendations the board may not 

distinguish on the basis of the sex of employees.142 Matters on which recommenda

tions may be made include, inter alia, the amount and method of the payment of 

rcmuncration,143 the regulation of overtime work,144 proportional employment of 

classes of employees, 145 the place of work, 146 and employment on a contract 147 or 

B8 Section 1(3). 

139 Section 3. 

140 Section 4. 

141 The matters on which the board may make recommendations arc stipulated in section 8 of the 
Act. 

142 Sections 4('.l) and 8( 4). 

143 Section 8(1)(a)- (h). (m), (p), (q). 

144 Section 8( l)(r). 

145 Section 8(1 )(l). 

146 Section 8( I )(k). 

147 Section 8(1)(v). 
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piece work basis. I-Ill The Minister may make a binding determination in accordance 

wilh a recommendation made by the board.149 The Minister may exempt persons or 

classes of persons from the ambit of any determination, but may not distinguish on 

the grl>uml of sex in <l<>ing so.150 

Remuneration is defined broadly as: 

"any paymcnl in money or in kind or both in money and in kind, made or owing to any 
person, "'hich arise~ in any manner whatsoever out of cmplnymcnt."151 

The Act applies to employers and employees. The definitions of employer and 

employee 152 are the same as those contained in the LRA. Persons excluded from 

the ambit of the Act are, again, farmworkers, domestic servants in private 

households, employees of the State and State funded educational institutions, and 

persons who work for charitable organisations and are who not remunerated for that 

work.153 Any provision contained in a wage board determination is subject to a 

similar provision contained in an agreement, notice, determination, order or award 

which is binding in terms of the LRA.154 

148 Section 8( I )(j). 

149 Section 14. 

150 Section 19(6). 

151 Section 1(1). 

152 Section 1(1). 

153 Section 2(2). 

154 Section 2(3). 
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4 '1711' Maclzi11e1y and Ocrnpational Safety Act 6 of 1983 (MOSA) 

MOSA applies to all work places which do not fall under the Minerals Act 50 of 

1991. It aims to provide for the safety of persons in the work place, in connection 

with the use of machinery, and in the course of employment generally. It provides, 

inter alia, for the establishment of an advisory council on occupational safety,155 

technical committees,156 safety committeesl57 and the designation of safety repre

sentatives.158 The Minister is given the power to make regulations on any matter 

which is necessary or advisable in the interest of the safety of persons at a work 

place, in connection with the use of machinery, or in the course of employment.t59 

One matter which is identified specifically is "the performance of work in hazardous 

or potentially hazardous conditions or circumstances".160 Regulations may also pro

vide for the "safety and health measures to he taken by employers and the users of 

machinery".161 Regulations are not prevented from differentiating on the ground of 

the sex of affected employees. The Act provides that the competent minister is 

authorised to apply any method of differentiation which is deemed to be advisable, 

other than race or colour.162 

The definitions of employer and employee in MOSA 163 are similar to those con-

155 Section 2. 

156 Section 8. 

157 Section t I. 

158 Section 9. 

159 Section 35(1). 

IW Section 3.5(t)(h)vi). 

161 Section 35(t)(b)(iv). 

162 Section 35(3). 

163 Section 1(1). 
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tained in the LRA and BCEA. The exclusion of categories of persons found in most 

labour statutes is not contained in MOSA. The Act thus applies to all employees, 

including farmworkers, domestic servants in private households and employees of 

the State and State funded educational institutions. 

5 111e Minerals Act 50 of 1991 

The Act "consolidates all aspects of legal control of the mining industry, including 

the regulation of health and safety, into a single statute."164 With regard to health 

and safety matters, it provides, inter alia, for the establishment and functions of a 

mine safety committeel65 and for inquiries to be held into accidents.166 The Act 

also prohibits underground work by certain juveniles and females.167 

6 17ie U11employme11t lm11ra11cc Act 30 of 1966 (VIA) 

The purpose of the UIA is to provide for the payment of benefits to persons who are 

able and willing to work, but are unable to find suitable employment. It also assists 

persons who are unable to earn their usual salary due to illness or pregnancy. It 

provides for the establishment of an unemployment insurance fund.168 Money con-

164 Benjamin 476. Besides health and safety of persons concerned in mines and works, the Act 
also regulates matters such as prospecting for, exploitation, processing and utilisation of 
minerals, •nd utilisation and rehabilitation of land surfaces during and after prospecting and 
mining. 

165 Section 26. 

166 Section 28. 

167 Section 32. 

168 Section 6. 
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tained in the fund is utilised for the payment of benefits under the Act.169 1be fund 

is financed by means of contributions by employers, contributors and from public 

funds. 170 A contributor who is unemployed is entitled to receive unemployment 

benefits, illness benefits, maternity benefits or adoption benefits as the case may be, 

depending on the reason for unemployment.171 

A contributor is defined as: 

"any person who has entered into or works under a contract of service or of 
apprenticeship or learnership, ...,;th an employer, whether the contract is express or 
implied, is oral or in writing, and whether his earnings are calculated by time or by 
work done .. :172 

The following persons are not regarded as contributors: 

• persons who must leave the country once their contracts of employment, 

apprenticeship or learnership are terminated; 

• Persons who earn more than R 40 248 per year; 

• persons employed casually and not for the purpose of the employer's business; 

• persons whose income consists solely of a share in the takings or of commission; 

• persons who make up, finish or adapt for sale articles or materials given to them 

169 Section 7. 

170 Section 29. 

171 Section 34(1). 

172 Section I. 
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by an employer, or otherwise work at a place not under control of the employer; 

• persons employed for less than one day or less than eight hours per week; 

• domestic servants in private households; 

• the husband or wife of an employer working for that employer; 

• persons employed in agriculture, other than forestry; 

• employees of the State; 

• provincial administration employees; 

• persons employed under various statutes applicable to education; 

•seasonal workers.t73 

CA Comparative Anal.)'sis or Key Issues 

The Industrial Court has not yet consciously considered the meaning of discrimina

tion. It has not grappled with the concepts of direct and indirect discrimination, nor 

has it considered possible defences to allegations of discrimination. The reason is 

that very few discrimination cases have been referred to the court. It ha~. however, 

considered issues which give an indication of its approach. The court has accepted, 

for example, that the failure to remunerate employees equally for equal work is 

173 Section 1(2){a)- (r). 
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unfair. It has rejected the so-called separate but equal doctrine, and has held that 

sexual harassment, whether or not it results in the loss of a tangible job benefit, is 

unacceptable. It has also formulated principles in cases other than those involving 

allegations of discrimination, which may have a bearing on the determination of sex 

discrimination cases. This has occurred, for example, in relation to access to 

employment, termination of employment, differentiation in remuneration on the 

basis of merit, the evaluation of positions held by employees, and pensions. 

The context in which the above issues have been dealt with by the Industrial Court, 

as well as the implications of its decisions, are discussed below. The effects of 

statutory provisions other than those contained in the LRA are discussed at the 

appropriate points. 

I Access to Employment and Promotion 

International norms, such as the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) 

Convention 111 of 1958 and the European Economic Community's Equal Treat

ment Directive 1976, provide for equality at every stage of employment, including 

access to employment, promotion, vocational training and terms and conditions of 

employment.174 Likewise, in the United Kingdom the Sex Discrimination Act 

covers direct and indirect discrimination at every stage of the employment process, 

from recruitment to the termination of employment,175 In the United States Title 

VII outlaws discrimination at every stage of employment. American courts have 

interpreted the statute as preventing both direct and indirect discrimination (termed 

174 Artidc 1(3) of the Convention and article 1 of the Directive. 

175 Section 6 of the Sex Discrimination Act. The Equal Pay Act covers discrimination in respect 
of terms and conditions of employment. 
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disparate treatment and disparate impact, respectively). The context in which 

indirect discrimination has been alleged most frequently is that of selection proce

dures for hiring and promotion. That in turn prompted the Equal Employment 

Opportunities Commission to formulate Guidelines on Testing and Employee 

Selection, to indicate to employers the proper manner in which recruitment should 

occur.176 

In South Africa a dispute concerning an alleged unfair labour practice must be 

referred for conciliation to an industrial council which has jurisdiction or, where no 

such council exists, to a conciliation board which has been established for that pur

pose.177 The dispute must be one between an employee or a trade union on the one 

hand and an employer or employers' organisation on the other.178 An employer is 

defined as any person who employs or provides work for any person and 

remunerates him, and an employee as any person who is employed by or working for 

any employer and receiving or entitled to receive remuneration.179 The definition 

does not extend to prospective employees, that is, to applicants for employment. It 

thus appears that the Industrial Court does not have jurisdiction to consider an 

alleged unfair labour practice relating to an employer's failure to hire someone. 

The reason is that the person who has not been hired is not an employee as defined. 

That has the effect of curtailing the Industrial Court's ability to curb discrimination. 

An employer which is prevented from discriminating with regard to terms and con

ditions of employment and dismissal can avoid an allegation of discrimination 

simply by not hiring women. That perpetuates occupational segregation which 

176 2<1 CFR Part 1607. 

177 Section 46(9)(a). 

178 Section 27A(l)(a) and section 35(t). 

179 Seel ion l. 
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makes the attainment of equality in employment impossible. 

One situation in which the Industrial Court may consider an allegation of dis

crimination with regard to hiring of employees is where a trade union alleges that a 

hiring practice amounts to an unfair labour practice because labour unrest may be 

promoted or created thereby. IRO In that case the dispute is one between an 

employer and a trade union. It may therefore be referred to an industrial council or 

a conciliation board, and subsequently to the Industrial Court. A court which finds 

that an employer's hiring practice is unfair may order the employer to cease that 

practice. 

A recent decision of the Industrial Court appears further to have limited the court's 

potential to prevent discrimination in the work place, by denying jurisdiction in 

respect of an alleged unfair labour practice pertaining to promotion. In Van Zyl v 

GEC Alstlwm SA (l'ty) Ltd (Machines Dil"ision)181 an employee who had worked for 

the company for approximately three years was appointed to a more senior position, 

that of general manager, for a probationary period of six months. At the end of the 

six month period he was to be considered for permanent appointment to the posi

tion, together with other applicants therefor. He was not appointed in a permanent 

capacity at the end of six months, but continued to act as general manager for 

several months. The newly appointed managing director of the company then 

informed him in writing that he would not be promoted to the position of general 

manager, but would revert to his original position as financial manager. He alleged 

that the employer had committed an unfair labour practice. On the facts the Indus

trial Court found that that was not the case. 

180 Paragraph (iii) or the unfair labour practice deli nit ion. 

181 Unreported NH 13/2/Wl5 28 January 1992. 
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The court then considered another point, namely, that of the applicant's capacity to 

allege the unfair practice. It referred to the definitions of employer and employee 

in the LRA, and noted that applicants for employment are not covered by the Act. 

It adopted the reasoning of the Supreme Court in Wellington Municipality v Deputy 

Minister of Labour1R2 and Port Elizabeth Municipality v Minister of Labour.183 In 

ll"ellington Municipality the employer did not appoint an employee to a vacant more 

senior position. The employee objected and a conciliation board was appointed by 

the minister to consider the dispute. Under section 35(4)(a) of the Industrial Con

ciliation Act (as it then was) a board could be appointed where a dispute existed in 

respect of a matter concerning the relationship between an employer an employee. 

The Supreme Court set aside the decision of the minister to appoint a conciliation 

board on the basis that the dispute did not arise out of an employer-employee rela

tionship. The employee who had applied for the vacant post was, in that respect, in 

no better position than an outside applicant for the vacancy. In Port Elizabeth 

Municipality the Supreme Court again stated that an employee who applied for a 

vacant position within an enterprise did so as an applicant and not as an employee. 

Any dispute in that respect did not concern an employer-employee relationship 

since it had nothing to do with an existing relationship. In both decisions the argu

ment which was accepted was based on the contractual position of the employee 

applying for promotion, namely, that such employee had no contractual entitlement 

to promotion. At that stage the Industrial Court did not exist in its present form, 

and the unfair labour practice concept had not yet been legislated. It is therefore 

doubtful that the Industrial Court's reliance on those decisions in Van Zyl is correct. 

The very purpose of the court's unfair labour practice jurisdiction is to provide relief 

where an employee has been treated unfairly -- not merely where contractual rights 

182 1963 4 SA 353 (C). 

183 1975 4 SA 278 (E). 
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have been hreached.184 

The Industrial Court also referred to the decision of Borg-Warner SA (Pty) Ltd v 

National A1110111ohile and Allied Workers Union,185 where the Labour Appeal Court 

held that the failure to re-employ a dismissed employee (in accordance with an 

agreement to do so) could not constitute an unfair labour practice because no 

employment relationship existed at that stage. But that situation differs from one 

where an employer fails to promote an employee to a higher position. In the latter 

instance an employer-employee relationship, which may be affected in the manner 

envisaged in the unfair labour practice definition, does exist. 

For the above reasons it is felt that the approach of the Industrial Court in Van Zyl 

is incorrect. If adopted in cases where discrimination is alleged it would greatly 

impair the court's ability to curb conduct of that nature. 

184 This was confirmed by the Appellate Division or the Supreme Court in Natio11a/ U11io11 of 
Mi11eworkers 1• Ea.ti Rand Gold and Urani11111 Company Ltd (1991) 12 TU 1221 (A) at 1237, 
where the court staled: "In the exercise of its powers and the discretion given to it, the indus
trial court is obliged lo have regard not only or even primarily to the contractual or legal rela
tionship between the parties lo a labour dispute. It must have regard to the application or the 
principles of fairness. I agree with the observation made in Brassey cl al at 354- 5 that - "it is 
indeed peculiar lo an unfair labour practice determination that it may have the errcct or 
suspending the common law and law or contract consequences."" For criticism or the Van Zy/
dccision sec Cheadle, Le Roux, L1ndman and Thompson 17, where it is stated that: "While it 
is suhmillcd that the court shoultl be carc£ul not to intervene too readily in disputes regarding 
promotion, especially to senior management positions, and should regard this as an area 
where managerial prerogative should be respected unless bad faith or improper motives such 
as discri111i11atim1 (own emphasis) are present, this decision seems to be incorrect. The argu
ment seems lo be that where there is no contractual entitlement there can be no unfair labour 
practice. The ahove decisions (Wc/li11gto11 M1111icipality and Port Elizabeth M1111icipality) must 
be seen within the context of the Acl as it existed at that time -- when the unfair labour prac
tice concept was not part and parcel or the Labour Relations Act. The whole purpose of the 
unfair lahour practice is to provide remedies where no contractual protection or entitlement 
exists." 

185 (1991) 12 /LJ 549 (LAC). 
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2 Discrimination During Employment 

Chamber of Mines v Mineworkers Union 186 concerned an allegation of race dis

crimination hy fellow employees. It is noteworthy for the nature of the conduct 

which the court regarded as unfair. The members of the applicant, an employers' 

association, wished to provide employees defined under the country's race laws a~ 

coloured, with the necessary training to enable them to become winding engine 

drivers. This involved, inter alia, the training of those employees by the 

Mineworkers Union, a White racially exclusive union. The union refused to allow 

its members to train Coloured employees. The issue to be determined by the Indus

trial Court was whether the refusal of the union to permit its members to assist in 

the training of Coloured persons in order to satisfy the requirement set for winding 

engine drivers, constituted an unfair labour practice. There was no requirement in 

terms of a service contract or conditions of service to assist in the training of those 

employees. But there had been a labour practice for more than 25 years in terms of 

which members of the union assisted so-called scheduled persons who were White, 

to gain the experience required by the regulation to become winding engine drivers. 

The reasons advanced on behalf of the union for refusing to train Coloured workers 

were, inter alia, that training would cause the union's members to feel threatened in 

their work security in so far as numbers were concerned (that is, over training), and 

the fact that the employer would employ Coloured scheduled persons at a lower 

wage or subject to other conditions of service than those applicable to White mem

bers of the union, thus threatening the latter's employment security. The court 

regarded the reasons advanced by the union as hypothetical, speculative and not 

supported by any evidence submitted to the court, and stated that should the events 

transpire, the union would not be without a remedy. It held that one race group 

186 (1989) 10 ILJ 133 (IC). 
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could not be protected against fair competition by another. The union's refusal to 

assist in the training was discriminatory and constituted an unfair labour practice. It 

concluded that the refusal: 

"results in parlial and unequal treatment to a substantial degree between different 
sections of the community, ie between Coloured and White persons. Not only is there 
no authnrily for this in the Mines and Works Act, bul in fact the Act authorises that 
these Coloureds may be candidates for the winding engine driver's certilicale of com
petency" 187 

The court's finding of unfairness seems to rest on the partial and unequal treatment 

of the Coloured employees by virtue of the union's refusal. Without the training, 

which necessitated the union's assistance, Coloured employees could not qualify as 

winding engine drivers. There was no alternative training route for those employ

ees. Therefore the union's refusal resulted in partial and unequal treatment of 

Coloured employees which was unfair. There was no legislative authority for such 

treatment. The court's approach reflects the approach adopted in a line of Supreme 

Court decisions to which it referred. That approach was explained in R v Abdurall-

111a11, 188 where it was stated that there were two questions to be considered when 

deciding whether or not discriminatory regulations were ultra vires. The first was 

whether the application resulted in partial or unequal treatment between members 

of different races, rendering them unreasonable and void. The second was whether 

partial or unequal treatment was authorised by the enabling legislation, in which 

case the regulation would not be void, despite its partial and unequal effect. Partial 

or unequal treatment was thus impermissible unless authorised by legislation.189 

187 At 167. 

188 1950 3 SA 136 (A). There the Appellate Division held that the reservation by regulation of a 
portion of trains for the exclusive use of White persons, without restricting members of that 
race to that portion, was ultra vires the enabling legislation, and was void. 

189 See also Mp/10/rlelrlc v Spri11gs /lf1111icipality 1928 TPD 50; Mi11ister of Posts 011d Telegraphs v 
Rasool 1934 AD 167; S v De Wet 1978 2 SA 515 (T); Veree11igi11g City Co1111cil v R11ema Bible 
Omrcli, Walken'ille 1989 2 SA 142 (T). 
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The Chamber of Mines decision is interesting, not merely because it stated, in 

accordance with the Supreme Court, that discrimination is not permissible where it 

is not authorised by legislation, but particularly for the meaning which it attached to 

the concept of discrimination. The court apparently assumed, in accordance with 

the Supreme Court's approach, that discrimination lay in partial or unequal treat

ment. Although it was not specifically stated, it seems probable that separate but 

equal treatment would not have been regarded as unfair by the Industrial Court, for 

example, had an alternative but equal training route been available to the Coloured 

employees. A year later the fairness of separate but equal treatment was rejected by 

the court.190 The court pointed out that it wished: 

"to unequivocally stale that any labour practice ... which rests on the principle underly
ing the "separate but equal" doctrine will, no doubt he branded an unfair labour prac
tice ... :191 

The statement was made in the context of race discrimination. But there is no 

reason why the separate hut equal doctrine should not be regarded by the Industrial 

Court as unfair where sex discrimination is alleged in areas such as training, promo

tion and remuneration. The separate but equal doctrine is based on the assumption 

that all members of a group conform to stereotyped characteristics of that group, for 

example that it would be more appropriate for an employer to train women in the 

field of administrative skills than technical skills. Arguments of that nature were ex

pressly rejected by the court in the Chamber of Mines decision (for example, that the 

employer would pay suitably trained Coloured employees less than White employ

ees), despite the court's apparent acceptance of the separate but equal doctrine. 

190 Clwmbcr of J\fi11c.< of Soutli Ajifra '' Co1111cil of J\li11i11g U11io11s ( 1990) It /LJ 52 (IC). 

191 At 72. 
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3 Tem1i11atio11 of Employ111e11t 

·n1e Termination of Employment Recommendation 119 of 1963 of the International 

Labour Organisation states that termination of employment at the initiative of the 

employer should not take place unless there is a valid reason for such termination 

connected with the capacity or conduct of the worker, or based on the operational 

requirements of the undertaking.192 The sex of an employee is not regarded as a 

valid reason for termination of employment.193 

A woman whose services have been terminated by her employer may allege, either 

that the dismissal was unfair because it did not comply with the general guidelines of 

the Industrial Court, or that it was discriminatory. The Industrial Court has not yet 

considered an allegation of discrimination involving the termination of employment, 

but has referred to the provisions of recommendation 119 when dealing with the 

termination of employment at the initiative of the employer for other reasons.194 It 

is submitted that the court should consider the provisions of the recommendation 

when dealing with sex based dismissal, for example, the dismissal of an employee 

due to pregnancy. 

An area which may prove contentious is termination in the context of retrenchment. 

The reason is that length of service is generally accepted as a fair criterion for 

selecting employees for retrenchment. But that may affect female employees 

192 Article 2( 1 ). 

193 Article 3(d). 

194 See, for example, Metal 011d Allied Workers U11io11 "Stobor Rei11fon:i11g (Pty) Ltd (1983) 4 ILJ 
84 (IC); Vo11 Zyl" O'Okiep Copper Co111po11y Ltd (1983) 4 ILJ 125 (IC); Lefu v Western Areas 
Gold Mi11i11g Co111po11y Ltd (1985) 6 IU 307 (IC); Notio11ol U11io11 of Mi11eworlcers "KloofGold 
Mi11i11g Compo11y Ltd (1986) 7 IU 375 (IC); Moli/011g11 v CIM Deltok (1986) 7 ILJ 357 (IC); 
King v Beoco11 ls/and Hotel ( 1987) 8 IU 485 (IC). 
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unfairly where they were excluded from certain jobs in the past and therefore do not 

have the length of service of their male colleagues. In the United States an allega

tion of discrimination in that context would probably prove unsuccessful because 

seniority is accepted as a defence to an allegation of discrimination.195 In the 

United Kingdom the debate involves a determination of whether a practice is justifi

able.196 It is justifiable if it corresponds to a real need on the part of the undertaking 

and is appropriate and necessary.197 Selecting employees for retrenchment on a last 

in first out basis would usually be justifiable, despite its disparate effect on female 

employees, because it is the basis which is most likely to be acceptable to the work 

force as a whole. But if an employer is able to achieve its objective in another less 

discriminatory manner the practice would be regarded as convenient rather than 

necessary and would be unlawful. 

4 Pregnancy 

Two issues are discussed here, nam~ly, the benefits to which a pregnant employee is 

entitled around the time of the birth of her child, and the treatment of a pregnant 

employee in respect of working conditions which may prove harmful to the health of 

the woman or the unborn fetus. 

Internationally two approaches to the treatment of pregnant employees around the 

time of birth can be discerned. In terms of the so-called equal treatment approach 

pregnancy is to be treated in exactly the same manner as any similar form of 

incapacity. That approach has been adopted on a federal level in the United States. 

195 Section 703(h) or Title VII. 

196 Section l(l)(b)(ii) or the Sex Discrimination Act. 

197 Bilka-Ka11f11011s Gmblf 1• Weber vo11 Hartz Case 170/84 1986 ECR 1607/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Ct). 
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There, under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, an employer may not treat a dis

ahility related to pregnancy differently from any other disability.198 A similar 

approach may be discerned in terms of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 in the 

United Kingdom. That statute has been interpreted as requiring an employer to 

treat a pregnant employee in the same manner as it would treat any employee who, 

in a similar manner, is unable to work.199 A second approach, the so-called special 

treatment approach, seeks more than identical treatment. It recognises pregnancy 

as a unique condition and requires it to be treated accordingly. lliat approach has 

been adopted on a state level in the United States, where certain state laws provide 

for maternity leave around the time of confinement. Similarly, in the United King

dom, employees who have been employed for the statutory qualifying period may 

rely on the Employment Consolidation Protection Act 1978 which protects employ

ees from dismissal on the ground of pregnancy. The Employment Act 1980 provides 

for time off of work for ante natal care and for a period of paid maternity leave 

around the time of birth, provided that the employee meets the statutory service and 

notice requirements. 

In South Africa two statutes deal specifically with the treatment of pregnant employ

ees. They are the Dasie Conditions of Employment Act 3 of 1983 (BCEA), which 

deals with employment around the time of birth, and the Unemployment Insurance 

Act 30 of 1966 (UIA), which provides for the payment of maternity benefits. 

In terms of the DCEA an employer may not allow an employee to work during the 

period commencing four weeks prior to the expected date of her confinement and 

198 Section 701(k) of Title VII. 

199 Hayes'' Malleable Working Men's C/111> a11d /11stit11te (1985) IRLR 367 (EAT); Webb v EMO Air 
Cargo (UK) Ltd (1990) IRLR 124 (EAT). 
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ending eight weeks thereafter.200 This is not a statutory leave of absence as the 

legislation does not require the employer to remunerate the employee during the 

defined period, nor does it entitle the employee to resume employment at the end 

of the period. An employer may not compel an employee to work during the twelve 

week period, but apparently it may terminate her services quite lawfully at the com

mencement of or during such period. 

The UIJ\ provides for the payment of benefits in respect of unemployment, illness, 

maternity and adoption at a rate of 45% of normal weekly earnings.201 A woman is 

entitled to maternity benefits for a period of 26 weeks from the date on which she is 

deemed to have become unemployed.202 She is deemed to have become 

unemployed on the date on which her contract of service is terminated or the date 

from which she receives one third or less of her normal earnings from her 

employer.203 In order to he eligible for maternity benefits a woman must have been 

employed for at least 13 weeks in the 52 week period preceding the expected date of 

confinement, or preceding the actual date of birth if benefits are applied for on or 

after the date of hirth.204 

As far back as 1980 the Wiehahn Commission proposed a more equitable dispensa

tion for pregnant employees. It made the following suggestions: 

• That the period of pre-confinement leave be raised from four to six weeks; 

200 Section 17(b) of the BCEA. 

201 Section 34(1) and (2)(a). 

202 Section 37( I). 

203 Section 37( 6). 

204 Section 37(5). 
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• That remuneration during leave due to pregnancy be raised to 60% of an 

employee's normal earnings; 

• That the termination of employment due to pregnancy be prohibited, and that 

employers be required to reinstate employees at the end of an approved leave of 

ahsence.205 

All of these recommendations were rejected by the government. The reasoning 

underlying the rejection was the potential hardship which could result for 

employers. The government, commenting on the recommendation regarding job 

security, stated: 

"The Government cannot support the Commission's recommendation ... that the 
termination of employment of female workers as a resuh of pregnancy he prohibited ... 
and that employers be required to reinslale the employees at the end of the approved 
absence from work. Such a provision would result in serious complications for 
employers, especially for the small employer who has lo employ substitute labour 
when an employee lakes maternity leave and who cannot afford to increase his labour 
complement by reinstating the employee concerned. The Government would 
nevertheless urge employers to give cases of this nature their most sym~hetic con
sideration and where possible to act in the spirit of the recommendation·. 

South African legislation thus provides special treatment for pregnant employees, 

but not in the manner envisaged by advocates of special treatment ·· here pregnancy 

is treated less favourably than any comparable form of incapacity. The BCEA does 

not provide for the payment of wages or for employment security during the 

statutory leave of absence. But the BCEA does oblige an employer to grant an 

employee who is absent from work as a result of incapacity, a minimum of thirty 

205 Part 5 of the report of the Co111111issio11 of /11q11iry i1110 Labour Legislario11 submitted in Novem· 
ber 1980 (paragraph 5.15.6). 

206 White Paper on Part 5 of the Repor1 of Ilic Co111111issio11 of l11q11iry i1110 Labour Legislation (par· 
agraph 4.63). 
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working days' fully paid sick leave per three year cycle.207 Incapacity is defined as 

the inability to work owing to sickness or injury other than sickness or injury caused 

hy an employee's own misconduct.208 It is submitted that, at the very least, a woman 

who is unahle to work as a result of childbirth should receive an equivalent amount 

of "sick" leave. 

A pregnant employee who feels that she has been treated unfairly (albeit lawfully) 

may alleg:: that the treatment constituted an unfair labour practice and approach 

the Industrial Court for relief. She may allege that the treatment amounted to 

unfair sex discrimination, or sh.e may allege simply that the treatment was unfair. 

An allegation of the latter nature was considered by the Industrial Court in Randall 

11 Progress Knitting Textiles Ltd.2('f} The employee, who was pregnant, alleged that her 

dismissal was unfair. The court stated that its judgment was based on the merits of 

the matter and not on any question of law. It found the dismissal of the pregnant 

employee to be unfair because the employer was unable to justify its decision on the 

basis of operational requirements, and because the dismissal was a departure from 

an existing precedent. 

The judgment casts no light on the approach which the Industrial Court may adopt 

where it is alleged that the dismissal of an employee because she is pregnant 

amounts to discrimination. Alleged unfair treatment due to pregnancy will not 

necessarily be limited to dismissal but could cover a broad spectrum of action by an 

employer, including a failure to promote the woman or denying her access to train

ing. Where sex discrimination is alleged the court will have to decide who the com-

207 Section 13( I). 

208 Section 13(6)(c). 

209 (1992) 13 ILJ 200 {IC). 
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parator should be. If the employee works in an environment in which there is no 

male comparator, the court will have to decide whether it will allow a comparison 

with a hypothetical male. If a male comparator exists, the question arises as to how 

the comparison should be made. The woman's condition may be compared to that 

of a similarly incapacitated male colleague as has been done in Britain under the 

Sex Discrimination Act and on a federal level in the United States. That approach 

assumes that pregnancy is an unnatural condition comparable to illness. 

The International Labour Organisation's Maternity Protection Convention 

(Revised) 103 of 1952 proposes certain rights which are required to be included into 

national legislation. These include paid maternity leave for a minimum period of 

twelve weeks, additional leave for illness arising out of pregnancy, and medical 

benefits for pre-natal, confinement and post-natal care.210 While on maternity 

leave the woman is to be remunerated at a rate of at least two thirds of her 

salary.211 A woman may not be dismissed or given notice of dismissal while on 

maternity leave.212 The convention also provides for time off <luring working hours 

for nursing mothers.213 

It is submitted that it is essential to protect the job security of pregnant employees, 

and to ensure that discrimination in recruitment and career advancement does not 

occur. Unfavourable treatment of an employee because she is pregnant should not 

be tolerated. Unfavourable treatment rather than less favourable treatment should 

210 Articles 3 and 4. Cash and medical benefits are to he provided by means or compulsory social 
insurance or from public fonds. Employers are not expected to he individually liable for the 
cost or medical benefits due to women in their employ (article 4(2) and (8)). 

211 Article 4(6). 

212 Article 6. 

213 Article 5. 
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he proscribed, therehy eliminating the problems associated with finding an 

appropriate male comparator. An employer should be required to provide ade

quate maternity leave to protect the health of the mother and child, and time off for 

ante natal and post natal care. Financial benefits which enable a woman to take 

adequate time off work for birth and care of her infant must be provided. 

Employers should not be expected to bear the entire financial burden. An employer 

may be expected to grant and finance a period of leave to which any similarly 

incapacitated employee would be entitled. A further period should be financed 

through a state controlled fund, such as the existing unemployment insurance fund. 

Although it is equitable to require a woman to show commitment to her job in order 

to qualify for maternity benefits, constraints should not result in the exclusion of 

large numbers of female employees, as has occurred in the United Kingdom.214 

An area which has proved contentious in Britain and America is that of fetal pro

tection. The question which arises is whether an employer may exclude all women 

who may become pregnant from the work place because of hazards which may 

prove detrimental to reproductive capacity and to the health of an unborn fetus. 

Hazards include physical conditions (such as radiation, heat stress, vibration and 

noise) and chemical substances.215 Employment in an environment involving 

potentially hazardous chemical substances has been particularly contentious. In the 

United States the exclusion of female employees of child bearing capacity has been 

held to constitute overt sex discrimination.216 In the United Kingdom the question 

214 For a discussion or current maternity protection available to employees in South Africa see 
Epstein 303 IT. 

215 Chemical substances include teratogcns, which are substances that can interfore with the 
development or the ktus arter conception via the mother's bloodstream and the placenta, and 
mutagens, which change the genetic material or living cells resulting in spontaneous abortions 
or genetic dekcts, including mental and physical ddects (Finneran 224). 

216 I11tenratio11a/ U11io11, UAWvJof111so11 Co111rols /11corporated 111SCI11% (1991). 
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has not been answered finally, although there are indications that female employees 

may be excluded in accordance with scientific fetal protection policies.217 However, 

where male employees are subject to the same risks, the exclusion of female 

employees may he regarded as unfair.218 

With regard to physical conditions, the Wiehahn Commission proposed the intro

duction of legislative measures requiring employers to assign light duties to preg

nant employees where questions of health and safety were relevant.219 The 

government rejected the recommendation as it did not regard the implementation 

or administration of such legislation as feasible. It <lid, however, "[urge] all 

employers to implement this recommendation of their own accord".220 It is sub

mitted that the recommendation of the Wiehahn Commission, while commendable 

on the face of it, would probably lead to further discrimination against female 

employees, and particularly against pregnant employees, as employers could elect to 

employ persons in respect of whom special measures were not applicable. A legisla

tive provision of the nature suggested would be feasible only if it formed part of a 

comprehensive body of law prohibiting discrimination against female employees at 

every stage of employment, and specifically against pregnant employees. 

One statute which may have a bearing on the nature of the work performed by preg-

217 In the United Kingdom employers are obliged to ensure the health, safety and welfare of their 
employees (section 2(1) of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974). An employer who 
breaches its duty of care toward a pregnant employee is liable for damages in respect of a child 
who is born disahlcd as a result of that breach (section 1 of the Congenital Disabilities (Civil 
Liability) Act 1976). 

218 Article 2(3) of the Equal Treatment Directive; Johm1011 " 771e Chief Cm1s1able of 1l1e Royal 
Ulster Co11Stab11/ary Case 222/84 (1986) ECR 1651/ (1986) IRLR 263 (European 0). 

219 Part 5 of the Report of tlie Commissio11 of /11q11iry i1110 Labour Legis/atio11 submitted in Novem
ber 1980 (paragraph 5.15.8). 

220 White Paper on Part 5 of the Report of tire Co111111issio11 of /11q11iry i11to Labo11r Legislation (par
agraph 4.65). 
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nant employees is the l\lachinery and Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1983 (MOSA). 

It provides for the safety of persons at a work place, in the course of their employ

ment and in connection with the use of machinery. The General Safety Regulations 

puhlished in terms of the Act221 may regulate any matter which the competent min

ister deems necessary or desirahle for the purposes of the Act,222 including health 

and safety measures to he taken hy employers and users of machinery,223 the 

exposure of employees and other persons to hazardous or potentially hazardous arti

cles, 224 and the performance of work in hazardous or potentially hazardous condi

tions,225 The regulations may not prescribe different treatment of employees on the 

ground of race or colour, hut are not prohibited from differentiating on the ground 

of sex.226 None of the General Safety Regulations specifically refer to hazards 

related to pregnancy. But regulation 2(1) is broadly formulated and may be inter

preted as requiring employers to apply special treatment in respect of female 

employees on the basis of potential harm to reproductive capacity or to an unborn 

fetus. The regulation provides that: 

• ... every employer ... shall make an evaluation of the risk allached lo any condition or 
situation which may arise from the activities of such employer ... and to which persons 
al a work place or in the course of their employment or in connection with the use of 
machinery are exposed, and he shall lake such steps as may under the circumstances 
be necessary lo make such condition or situation safe." 

The regulation appears to have the very effect sought by the Wiehahn Commission 

221 Section 35 of MOSA. 

222 Section 35(1)(a)(j). 

223 Section 35( I )(a)(iv). 

224 Section 35(1)(a)(v). 

225 Section 35 (l)(a)(vi). 

226 Section 35(3). 
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in respect of its recommendation regarding the assignment of light duties to preg

nant employees, despite rejection of that recommendation by the government. The 

comments made above in respect of the Wiehahn Commission's recommendation 

are equally relevant here -- standing as it does in a virtual statutory vacuum, the 

regulation has the potential to increase discriminatory treatment of female employ

ees. The same might he said of the Lead Regulations. The regulations provide, 

inter alia, for compulsory blood and urine testing to determine blood lead levels, 

and the suspension of employees from exposure to lead once levels reach the pros

cribed concentration. The level of concentration at which women are to be 

suspended is far lower than that of men.227 Pregnant employees are required to 

notify their employers of their condition, upon which they must immediately be 

suspended from lead exposed work. The regulations do not provide for job security. 

As a result employers are not prevented from dismissing pregnant employees and 

those whose blood lead levels have reached the proscribed concentration point. 

The regulations have been criticised in the following terms: 

"For women, notification or pregnancy could lead to loss or their jobs. In most 
countries where lead regulations have been promulgated during the last decade, one 
or the principal effects has been lo remove women rrom exposed jobs, either because 
it has been specilically required by the regulations or because or corporate "voluntary" 
restriction policies. The scientilic basis or these exclusions has come under increasing 
criticism as reproductive hazards arc revealed as equally damaging to male and 
fomale reproductive ability. Exposure or men to lead is increasingly linked to 
spontaneous abortion in their spouses. Also, lead stored in the bones or women 
workers can be released during pregnancy to poison the klTu rendering the precau
tion or removal at the beginning or pregnancy less relevant."2 

227 As Lewis 484 explains, the "medical removal triggers for women are twice as restrictive as 
those for men." 

228 Lewis 490- 491. The author goes on to slate that: "Compulsory biological testing, lack or medi
cal removal protection, and discrimination against fomale workers add up to serious con
traventions or medical ethics, and human rights in the medical screening provision in the South 
lead regulations. These affect the areas or (a) the integrity or the person; (b) equality of 
opportunity and freedom from discrimination; and (c) the right to privacy (linked to freedom 
from discrimination)" (49t). 
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A question which arises is whether a woman who is of the opinion that she has been 

discriminated against, for example, due to exclusion from a division of the work 

place or dismissal, will he successful in an allegation that the employer has com

mitted an unfair labour practice. Women who are employed, but are refused 

employment in a particular division of a business or in respect of a specific type of 

work, and those who have been demoted or dismissed may allege that they have 

heen treated unfairly. It is submitted that the most equitable approach is to require 

protection in the work place for all employees. Physical conditions such as heat 

stress, noise and vibration, and chemical substances such as lead and asbestos may 

affect an unborn fetus as well as employees of both sexes. Fetuses carried by preg

nant employees or fathered by employees who have been exposed to hazardous 

chemical substances may be affected equally.229 The exclusion of women reinforces 

negative stereotypes while failing to protect all employees who may be affected by 

hazardous substances. 

Finally, it is prohable that most male and female employees wishing to have chil

dren would refuse jobs in a toxic environment or postpone having children if they 

understood the potential risks. Employers should therefore be required to inform 

all employees of the hazards associated with toxic exposure, to provide the maxi

mum protection for all employees and, where feasible, to allow employees wishing 

to parent children to transfer to safer working areas.230 

229 Van de Wacrdt 159. The author at 159- 160 explains: "Studies have shown, for example, that 
the wives of men who work with asbestos, lead, beryllium and other organic solvents are more 
likely to miscarry, and that their children are subsequently more likely to contract 
mesothelionia (a fatal form of cancer), lead poisoning, and other diseases just as are the 
workers themselves. Additional studies show that not only do women exposed to anesthetic 
gases in operating rooms experience up to twice the rate of miscarriages of women in the gen
eral population, but also that the wives of male operating room personnel experience a 25% 
greater rate of miscarriages, and that wives of workers exposed to vinyl chloride have higher 
than normal rates of miscarriages and hirth defects." See also Lewis 491. 

2..10 The Lead Regulations do provide for education and training of the work force in respect of 
potential health risks, precautions to be taken by employees who are exposed to lead and 
recognition of the symptoms of lead poisoning. 
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5 Sexual llarawncnt 

Sexual harassment of female employees is a frequent occurrence in the work place 

in South Africa. Yet few cases of that nature have been referred to the Industrial 

Court. The inference which can be drawn is that harassed employees either are not 

aware of their rights or do not wish to exercise those rights, and would rather seek a 

transfer or resign than take legal steps to rectify the situation.231 

Sexual harassment has heen recognised as a form of sex discrimination in employ

ment in the United States and Britain, both where a refusal to submit to sexual 

demands leads to deprivation of a tangible job benefit (quid pro quo harassment), 

and where harassment creates a hostile or abusive work environment although there 

has been no such loss.232 The point at which sexual interaction is classified as 

harassment has been considered. American courts have tended to accept that quid 

pro quo harassment may involve a single incident, but have tended to characterise 

abusive environments by multiple incidents of offensive conduct. An ad hoc 

approach had been adopted in respect of the view point from which the determina-

231 Dancaster Harassmmt 449 refers to a 1990 survey which revealed that 76% of women have 
been subjected to sexual harassment, and that "most would rather resign than make a russ". 
Sutherland (at 19- 20 of her report) advances two theoretical model< which assist in explaining 
the reason for the occurance or harassment. The sociocultural model suggests that "culturally 
legitimalcd" differences affect the perception or women in the work place and encourage sex
ual harassment. Women arc accorded less power and status within society. Social arrange
ments ensure that women are "evaluated in terms of their sexuality; gain status through men 
(cg husbands); arc accorded little control over their own lives; and are burdened with negative 
stereotypes which perpetrate the notion or their dependent, child like nature ... In relation lo 
sexual harassment, it is the power disparity with regard to sexuality which is or particular 
importance. . .. women are evaluated largely in terms or their sexual desirability, or by sexual 
stereotypes." The organisational model, on the other hand, focuses on the distribution of 
organisational power in the work place. It suggests that women as a group have less organisa
tional power than men and, for that reason, are targets for sexual harassment. 

232 Meritor Sa.-ings Bank FSB 1• Vinson 471 US 57 (1986) (United States); Strathclyde Regional 
Cowrcil 1• Porcelli (1986) IRLR 134 (SCS) (United Kingdom). 
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tion should he made (that is, the view of the reasonable employer, the reasonable 

employee or the particular employee).233 In the United Kingdom the question is 

considered from the viewpoint of the reasonable employee.234 

In South Africa an employee may allege that sexual harassment constitutes an unfair 

lahour practice. It appears from the decisions of the Industrial Court, in line with 

the approach adopted in Britain and America, that both quid pro quo harassment 

and the creation of a hostile work environment are regarded as unacceptable. J v M 

Ltd235 was the first case in which the Industrial Court considered the nature of sex

ual harassment. J, a senior manager, was dismissed after allegedly fondling a female 

employee and making suggestive remarks to her. The dismissal followed previous 

counselling and warnings by the employer. The court considered the kind of 

hehaviour which could he said to constitute sexual harassment, and stated that it 

included any unwanted sexual behaviour or comment which had a negative effect on 

the recipient, and could range from innuendo, inappropriate gestures, suggestions or 

hints, to fondling without consent and, at worst, rape. It was not necessary that the 

conduct be repeated. Furthermore, the court did not regard counselling of the 

offender or warnings regarding behaviour of that nature as necessary prior to dis

missal, particularly at senior management level. It stated: 

"Sexual harassment, depending on the form it takes, will violate the right to integrity 
of the body and personality which belongs to every person and which is protected in 
our legal system both criminally and civilly .... The victims of harassment find it 
embarrassing and humiliating. It creates an i11timidati11g, lwstile a11d offc11sive work 
emiro11111ent. Work performance may suffer and career commitment may be lowered. 
It is indeed not uncommon for employees to resign rather than subject themselves to 
further sexual haras.~ment" (own emphasis).236 

233 Abrams 1202. 

234 Wilima11 v Mili11cc E11gi11ecri11g Ltd (1988) IRLR 144 (EAT). 

235 (1989) 10 JU 755 (IC). 

236 Al 757- 758. 
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It is important to determine the point of view from which the conduct is to be evalu

ated, that is, the point of view of the reasonable employer or employee, or of the 

affected employee. As has been explained, 

~rhc distinction hecomcs very important in the ease 0£ sexual hara55ment, for conduct 
which an employer regards as "'ithin the bounds of reasonableness may be taken by a 
particular female employee to constitute sexual harassment, while the same conduct 
in relation to another female employee might not be regarded by her as sexual harass
ment:237 

It has been suggested that evaluation of the conduct from the point of view of the 

reasonable employee is the most equitable approach to adopt as it establishes a 

standard hy which an employer may test its conduct.238 

The Industrial Court in J v M, however, appeared to regard the test for sexual 

harassment as a subjective one, that is, the effect of the behaviour was determined 

from the point of view of the harassed employee. The subjective approach is sug

gested by the use of phrases such as"unwanted sexual behaviour", "negative effect on 

its recipient" and "victims ... find it embarrassing and humiliating".239 

The court again appeared to adopt a subjective approach in Jerry Mampurn v 

2J7 Mowatt 647. 

238 Mowatt 647 submits that "if the Industrial Court applies the approach or the subjective view of 
a particular applicant as to what is "fair" or "unfair", the employer may have to walk through 
the proverbial minefield in his approach to his employees·, while evaluation from the point of 
view of the reasonable employee ensures that "the employer will at least have some standard 
by which he may test his conduct." 

239 Daneaster Harassment 462 states that it is "doubtfol that the court ... was in £act adopting a sub
jective approach" in view o[ the petition signed by employees, and because the affected 
employee later withdrew her complaint as she [cit that the harasser had not intended to harass 
her. But, as is pointed out in the decision itself, the facts were not withdrawn -- the withdrawal 
of the complaint because the employee felt sorry for the harasser "proves no more than that 
she is a nice person" (at 760). 
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/'UTCQ.240 The male applicant, who was employed as a store manager, was dis

missed for making suggestions of a sexual nature to three female employees. These 

included calling the employees "skattie" and "liefie", suggesting that they accompany 

him to casino hotels in Bophutatswana, and touching and pulling them. Most of this 

conduct took place while he was alone with a particular female employee. His 

behaviour both terrified and humiliated the employees. The court stated that: 

"sexual harassment may lake on many forms. It may be verbal but gross, or it may be 
physical, again varying from trivial lo gross. It may be a single act or the act may be 
repeated. The actions as such disclose a total disregard for tlie feelings and i111<·grit)' of 
the rccipiclll" (own emphasis).241 

The court thus considered the nature of the conduct and effect of that conduct on 

the recipient. A similar approach has been adopted by the European Commission. 

Its Code of Practice on measures to combat sexual harassment emphasises the sub

jective nature thereof. The Code provides that : 

"Sexual harassment means unwanted conduct of a sexual nature, or other conduct 
based on sex affecting the dignity of women and men at work. This can include 
unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct." 

The reference to conduct which is "unwanted" and "unwelcome", implies that the 

recipient is to determine whether behaviour is acceptable or offensive. 

It appears from the above decisions that the Industrial Court has adopted a broad 

view of sexual harassment. It has not required a sexually harassed employee to suf

fer any detriment regarding remuneration, promotion, training, continued employ-

240 Unreported NH ll/2/2t36 24 September 1989. 

241 At 18- 19 of the unreported judgment. 
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ment or any other tangible benefit. An offensive or hostile work environment, 

resulting from sexual harassment, has been regarded as unacceptable. That conduct 

resulting in detriment would also be regarded as unfair by the Industrial Court is 

evident from the decision of G v K.242 There, a female employee was dismissed by 

the company, having had an affair with a senior director of the company. The court 

regarded her dismissal as unfair, holding that there was no basis for the proposition 

that an employer could dismiss an employee with whom he had had an affair once 

the affair was over on the basis that that employee's continued presence was a 

source of embarrassment to him. It concluded that: 

"for this court lo approve or the applicant's dismissal would be tantamount to render
ing every female employee vulnerable and expendable once she has slept or cavorted 
with her employer. It would also imply that in any amatory situation it is the 
employee who is to be regarded as the party who bears the guilt and, therefore, the 
one who must come out worst for it. Such discriminatory treatment would be com
pletely at variance with the standard or fairnes.< and equity laid down by this court in 
its numerous dccisions."243 

It must be borne in mind that the cases considered thus far by the Industrial Court 

have involved a determination of the fairness of the dismissal of the alleged haras· 

ser. But that will not always be the case. The court may be called upon to 

determine the (un)fairness of an employer's failure to discipline an alleged harasser, 

to prevent harassment from occurring, to grant a benefit which was denied where 

quid pro quo harassment is alleged to have occurred, or to award compensation for 

injury to the feelings of the victim of harassment. In cases of that nature it will be 

necessary for the court to decide the liability of an employer for acts of its 

managerial and supervisory employees, and of fellow employees of the complainant. 

In the United States a strict liability approach has been adopted in respect of quid 

242 (1988) 9 /U 314 (IC). 

243 At 316- 137. 
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pro quo violations by a manager or supervisor. The reason is that the employer 

granted the manager or supervisor the power to control the terms, conditions and 

privileges of employment, which made the dE'manded pay-off possible. The 

employer is not required to be aware of the harassment to render it liable. The 

manager/ supervisor is regarded as the agent of the employer.244 In the hostile 

environment situation employees have on occasion been required to prove that 

higher management knew or should have known of the sexual harassment before 

the employer will be held liable for the manager's actions.245 ll1e reason is that the 

employer has not delegated some authority, such as the ability to promote, hire or 

fire, which makes the harassing conduct possible. It is submitted that the reasoning 

ignores the fact that managers and supervisors always have a measure of authority in 

the day to day operation of a business and in fact structure the work environment. 

The distinction between employer liability in the two situations is thus an artificial 

one. The distinction is not drawn in the United Kingdom, where an employer's 

liability for acts of its employees is statutorily regulated. Anything done by a person 

in the course of his employment is regarded as having been done by his employer as 

well as by him.246 In the context of sexual harassment, an employer is liable for all 

acts of harassment by persons employed in managerial or supervisory positions, 

irrespective of whether or not the employer was aware of the harassment. But it 

does have a defence where it can prove that it took steps which were reasonably 

practicable to prevent the sexual harassment from occurring.247 The defence has 

been broadly interpreted and, generally, an employer which has an equal 

opportunity policy in operation, and who has brought the provisions of that policy to 

244 llom v Duke Motor Homes 755 F.2d 599 (7th Cir 1985); Attanasio 32. 

245 Hc11sm1 v City of D1111dee 682 F.2d 897 ( 1 llh Cir 1982). 

246 Section 41 of the Sex Discrimination Act. 

247 The defence for employer liability is contained in section 41(3) of the Sex Discrimination Act. 
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the attention of employees would probably succeed in a defence, provided that it 

took prompt action on complaints.248 

The approach in the United States to a complaint of harassment by a fellow 

employee is that the employer is liable if it was aware or should have been aware of 

the harassment, and failed to take steps to correct the situation.249 That effectively 

places the onus on the employee to bring conduct of which she disapproves to the 

attention of her employer. The latter is required to take steps to remedy the situa

tion. ll1e approach is equitable. Fellow employees have not been placed in a posi

tion which enables them to abuse authority. The United Kingdom applies a stricter 

standard as it does not distinguish between employer liability for acts of managers 

and those of co-employees. The key issue is whether harassment by the co

employee occurred in the course of employment.250 

In South Africa the Industrial Court appears to have accepted that an employer has 

a duty to ensure that employees can work in an environment which is free from sex

ual harassment. The court in J v M251 stated: 

"Sexual harassment, whether hetween members of the opposite sex or hctween mem
hcrs of the same sex is, despite the fact that it is often a subject £or uncouth jokes, a 
serious mailer which does require allention from employers.... An employer 
undoubtedly has a duty lo ensure that its employees are not subjected to this form of 
violation within the work-place:252 

248 Balgobi11 a11d Francis v Lo11do11 Boroug/1 of Tower Hamlets (1987) IRLR 401 (EAT). 

249 The approach is suggested by the EEOC in paragraph II ( d) of its Guidelines on Sexual 
Harassment (29 CFR 1604). 

250 That is by virtue of the liability of the employer imposed by section 41 of the Sex Discrimina
tion Act. 

251 (1989) 10ILJ155 (IC). 

252 Al 757- 758. 
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The extent of the employer's duty was not canvassed. But it did recognise that an 

employee who was subject to unwelcome sexual advances by a superior was in an 

invidious position, and that the fear of complaining to a higher level of management 

would often compel an employee to suffer in silence.253 

The LRA provides for criminal liability of employers for acts of managers, agents or 

employees which constitute an offence under the Act. Acts of that nature are 

presumed to have been committed by an employer unless it is proved that: 

"(a) in doing or omilling to do that act the manager, agent or employee was 
acting without the connivance or permission or the employer; a11d 

(b) all reasonable steps were taken by the employer to prevent any act or omis
sion of the kind in question; and 

(c) it was not under any condition or in any circumstance within the scope of the 
authority or in the course of the employment of the manager, agent or 
employee to do or omit to do an act, whether lawful or unlawful of the 
character of the act or omission charged" (own emphasis).254 

While sexual harassment is not an offence under the LRA, it may constitute a 

criminal offence at common law. The aggrieved victim may lay a criminal charge of 

rape, assault, indecent assault, crimen injuria or extortion.255 It is submitted that an 

approach to employer liability in respect of sexual harassment, which is analogous to 

the approach contained in the LRA in respect of liability for statutory offences, is 

appropriate. 

In practice an employer should, at the very least, be expected to have an express 

253 At 578. 

254 Section 72(1). 

255 For a discussion of the criminal remedies available to the aggrieved employee, see Rademan 
21- 22 and Dancastcr 463- 465. 
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anti-discrimination policy, which includes an express prohibition on any form of sex

ual harassment. The policy must have been communicated to all employees in 

order to ensure that they are familiar with it. In addition, the employer should have 

an established grievance procedure which employees feel comfortable utilising. 

Reaction to complaints should be prompt, and all complaints should be investigated 

thoroughly. However, where a manager or supervisor abuses his position of author

ity and sexually harasses female employees, an employer should not automatically 

escape liability on the ground that it was unaware of the harassment. The European 

Commission's Code of Practice in fact recommends that managers and supervisors 

should be responsible for ensuring that sexual harassment does not occur in areas of 

the work place which fall under their control, and that they should receive specialist 

training in that regard.256 

6Equal Pay 

The first categoric rejection of (unfair) discrimination by the Industrial Court was in 

SA Cliemical Workers Union v Sentraclrem Ltd,251 which dealt with equal pay. The 

court held that the payment of different wages to persons doing the same job, based 

on race, "or any other differences between the workers concerned other than their 

skills and experience",258 amounted to discrimination and constituted an unfair 

labour practice. The Supreme Court added seniority to the list of factors which 

could justify a wage differentiaI.259 

256 The Code or Practice, as well as a European Commission Recommendation on the Dignity or 
Women and Men at Work, are discussed by Rubenstein 70 rr. 

257 (1988) 9 /U 410 (IC). 

258 At 429. 

259 On review, the principle was accepted by the Supreme Court in Se111roche111 v John NO (1989) 
10 ILJ 249 (T). The court stated that: "It was common cause between the parties that any 
practice in which a black person is paid a different wage than the white person doing the same 
job having the same length or service, qualification and skills is a labour practice or wage dis-
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The court used the term "discrimination" rather than "unfair discrimination", by 

implication attaching to it the negative rather than the neutral connotation. The 

unfairness lay in the payment of unequal wages for performance of the same work. 

On the facts, it was not necessary to consider the effect of a wage discrepancy in 

respect of work which was not identical but was alleged to be equivalent to or to 

have equal value. But where unequal pay occurs by virtue of sex discrimination, as 

opposed to race discrimination, it is quite probable that the work performed by the 

respective male and female employees will not be identical. As has been stated 

previously, there is a high degree of occupational segregation between men and 

women.260 Women tend to be concentrated in certain types of industries, such a~ 

the manufacturing industry, where wages are typically low. They also tend to per

form certain types of work, such as nursing and teaching, which are seen as exten

sions of domestic functions, and are therefore poorly remunerated. Due to tradi

tional family and child care roles, women also tend to dominate part-time work. 

The problem has been outlined as follows: 

"Women as a group have historically received significantly lower wages than men. 
Many believe that this occurs because women face two distinct forms or wage dis
crimination. The first type, payment or lower wages for substantially equal work, is 
relatively easy to detect and remedy .... The second form or discrimination occurs 
when an employer segregates members or different sexes into different job categories 
involving work that is dirfercnt in character. In many such cases, even though the 
work performed by women may make an equal contribution to the organi111tion, the 
employer will pay substantially less for that work than it pays for the work performed 
in male dominated categories. This form or discrimination is much harder to isolate 
and more expensive to eradicate, and its detection is made more dirficult by its inter
mingling with complex market forces that innuence the setting or wage rates:26l 

crimination based on race and it constitutes an unfair labour practice. Like them I have no 
doubt that that is a correct exposition of the law." 

260 In the United States, for example, about hair or employed women work in occupations that are 
80% fomalc and hair or all men work in occupations that are 80% male (Eichner 1397). For 
an analysis of female participation in the labour market in the United States, Canada and the 
United Kingdom, sec Jain and Sloane 2- 21. Pillay 22- 23 analyses the position in South 
Africa. 

261 Scheibal 265- 266. 
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For the above reasons, the principle of equal pay for work of equal value has been 

widely accepted. The International Labour Organisation's Equal Remuneration 

Convention No 100 of 1951 provides for equal pay for work of equal value, as does 

Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, read with the Equal Pay Directive 1975. The 

British Equal Pay Act contains a similar provision,262 but allows a defence where an 

employer pays different wages and the differential is due to a material factor which 

is not the sex of the affected employee.263 The defence may succeed where a per

sonal attribute such as seniority or merit justifies the differentiat.2M It may also be 

based on extrinsic factors such as skill shortages and other market forces, provided 

that it is in pursuit of an objective which corresponds to a real need on the part of 

the undertaking, is an appropriate way of achieving that objective and is neces

sary.265 

In the United States claims for equal pay for work of equal value (or comparable 

worth as it is referred to in that country) have been rejected by the Supreme 

Court.266 The reason for rejection has been the courts' hesitance to become 

involved in the process of evaluation of work of equal value. Opponents of the prin-

262 Section 1(2)(b) or the Equal Pay Act. The statute was amended to incorporate the concept 
after the decision or the European Court of Justice in Commissio11 v 171e United /(j11gdom Case 
61/81 (1982) ECR W..lt/ (1982) IRLR 333 (European Ct). 

263 Section 1(3) of the Equal Pay Act. 

264 In Clay Cross (Q1tafl)' Services) "Fletclrcr (1978) IRLR 361 (CA) the Court or Appeal found 
that the payment or a higher wage lo a man than to a woman performing similar work would 
be legitimate if the man had longer service, superior skill or qualifications, or was more pro
ductive. 

265 The test was developed by the European Court or Justice in Bilka-Ka11p1a11s GmbH v Weber 
1•on Hartz Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607/ (1986) IRLR 317 (European Ct). It was accepted 
by the House or Lords in Rainey v Greater Glascow Health Board (1987) IRLR 26 (HL). 

266 The American Equal Pay Act permits claims for equal pay for work which is substantially 
equal (section 206(d)(l )). Comparable worth claims under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
1964 have not been successful (Co11111y of Was/1i11gt011 1• G1111tlrer 452 US 161 (1981)). 
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ciple have also criticised it for failing to allow employers to pay what the market dic

tates.267 The view of the theory's critics is summed up in the following statement: 

"In summary, as I sec it, the adoption of a comparahlc worth theory would require the 
courts lo supervise all compensation policies and job evaluation systems. II would 
cause permanent damage to market pricing concepts and result in massive new costs 
al a time when our economy can ill afford it.. .. The comparable worth standard would 
destroy historical incentives and differentials; discriminate against other higher paid 
employees who would he made to suffer; and hamper US ability to compete with for
eign labour:268 

The criticism is not insurmountable. First, the very purpose of equal pay for work of 

equal value is to prevent the perpetuation of past inequities ("historical incentives 

and differentials"), as a result of which women were crowded into certain jobs which 

were compensated at a lower rate than traditionally male jobs of equal value to the 

employer.269 Secondly, permitting employers to adhere to market rates perpetuates 

past inequities. In the United Kingdom, consideration of market forces is permitted 

only where it is objectively necessary for the employer to do so. It may be noted that 

the International Labour Organisation's Equal Remuneration Convention permits 

no exception to the principle of equal pay. Finally, an unwillingness on behalf of the 

courts to become involved in the process of job evaluation is no reason to disallow 

the application of the principle. In the United Kingdom, for example, the industrial 

tribunal makes a preliminary assessment of the viability of an equal pay claim. If it 

finds that there are reasonable grounds for the claim, it commissions a report from a 

panel of independent experts.270 Jobs are analysed under a number of headings, 

267 Berger 430- 431. 

268 Spclfogel 39. 

'lff) Katz 207 explains: "Substantial sex-based pay differentials continue lo plague the US market
place, despite the prohibition of wage discrimination by both the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 .... As recently as 1982, women working full-time were 
paid an average of only 62 cents for every dollar paid to men. Recent efforts lo combat this 
severe, persistent problem have focused on the theory of 'comparable worth'." 

270 Section 2A(l)(a) and (b) of the Equal Pay Act. 
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such as effort, skill and decision. In the light of the report, the tribunal decides 

whether the jobs of the man and the woman are of equal value to the employer.271 

In the United States, although courts have refused to evaluate jobs or to order job 

evaluations, voluntary job evaluations carried out by employers have been accepted 

as evidence in Title VII cases,272 and conflicting evaluation study results presented 

as evidence have been considered and a selection made.273 In equal value cases, a 

court would he required to proceed one step further and commission a job evalua

tion study, which would form part of the evidence before it.274 It may also he noted 

that the comparable worth principle has been accepted in many states.275 

In South Africa the Industrial Court has considered an employer's voluntary job 

271 Section 1(2)(c) of the Equal Pay Act. 

272 American Federotio11 of State, Cowuy and M1111icipol Employees v State of Wosl1il1gton no F.2d 
1401 (9th Cir 1985). 

273 Toy/or v Cltarlcy Brothers 25 Fair Em11l Prac Cas (BNA), cited in Scheibal 282. 

274 The operation of job evaluation has been explained in the following manner: "The value of an 
employee ... can be measured scientilically .... this value depends on the level of skill, effort and 
responsibility that the job requires, and on the conditions in which the employee must work. 
With the help of consulting lirms, comparable worth advocates have devised a method of pure 
job evaluation that as.,igns all occupations points in these four categories .... For example, this 
method of evaluation allowed the city of San Jose to determine that its painters had approxi
mately the same worth as its secretaries. The work of secretaries and painters is completely 
different, of course, but the evaluation revealed that the two jobs require approximately equal 
know-how and problem solving ability, and that although secretaries' working conditions are 
better (secretaries received no points for adverse working conditions, while painters received 
14), the accountability demands on a secretary are worth about 11 points more than a painter's 
demands. The two occupations therefore have approximately the same score" (Flick 27). 

275 Gold,tein 538 notes that "the right to receive equal pay for work of comparable value appears 
lo be increasing in prevalence as a legal right of stale employees." Berger 439· 440 explains 
that slates have addressed comparable worth through legislation and by other means. The 
stale of Minnesota, for example, has enacted laws, while New York stale has concluded agree
ments with state trade unions in terms of which it undertakes to advance towards comparable 
worth pay scales in jobs dominated by women. Other states which have accepted so-called pay 
equity programmes include Washington, Iowa, Wisconsin, Ohio, Connecticut and Mas
sachusells (Goldstein 538). 
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evaluation study on one occasion. SA Yster, Staal en Verwa11te Nywerliede U11ie v 

}"skor Bpk276 did not involve an allegation of discrimination, but the case is sig

nificant because it is indicative of the court's attitude to job evaluation schemes. In 

terms of the job evaluation scheme operative in the company, the jobs of mainte

nance foremen and senior planners had been placed in job category J2, while pro

duction foremen had been placed in a higher category (Pl). Employees in category 

Pl received a superior remuneration package a~ well as certain other benefits. The 

union, on behalf of the employees in the lower grade (J2), asked for an order direct

ing the employer to refrain from its practice of distinguishing between the two job 

categories, to regrade category J2 as the equivalent of Pl, and to compile and dis

tribute the job description and duties for category J2. It attacked the scheme, inter 

alia, on the following grounds: 

•The qualification requirements for grade J2 were higher than those for Pl; 

• Grade Pl was operative in only one trade, while J2 was required to supervise 7 

trades/ disciplines; 

• Grade Pl was not required to work overtime; 

•Grade Pl did not involve any stand-by duty obligations; 

•Only grade J2 involved continuous work obligations.277 

ll1e respondent raised a preliminary point. It alleged that consideration of the dis-

276 (1991) 12 /U 1038 (IC). 

277 Al 1041. 
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pule fell beyond the court's jurisdiction because it did not pertain to the interpreta

tion or adjudication of existing rights, but was a dispute of interest, that is, one which 

involved the creation of new rights.278 111is point was upheld by the court. It found 

that the employer's refusal to comply with the demand to combine the two job 

categories did not affect existing rights because employees in the lower category (J2) 

had never had the rights which were claimed, nor could they reasonably expect 

those rights. The claim was really one for an improved wage package, which 

entailed the creation of new rights which the employees had not enjoyed before and 

could not lay claim to. The court went on to state that scheme had been compiled 

by experts, which graded posts independently of the persons who filled them.279 (It 

appears from the judgment that the scheme emanated from the employer itself -

there is no indication that jobs were graded by an outside person.) 

The approach of the Industrial Court, if extended to situations involving wage dis

crimination, would wreak havoc with the attainment of equal pay. It would effec

tively limit claims for equal pay to situations where employees are performing 

identical work. An employer could evade equal remuneration for jobs which are 

278 The court referred to Rycroft and Jordaan 129 who distinguish between disputes of right and 
disputes of interest as follows: "In some legal systems a clear distinction is made between dis
putes of right and disputes of interest. Disputes of right concern the application or interpreta
tion of existing rights embodied in a contract of employment, collective agreement or statute, 
whilst disputes of interest (or "economic disputes") concern the creation of fresh rights, such as 
higher wages, modification of existing collective agreements, etc. Collective bargaining, 
mediation and arbitration are generally regarded as appropriate avenues for the settlement of 
conflicts of interest, whilst adjudication is normally seen as the appropriate for the resolution 
of disputes of right" (1044). Cameron, Cheadle and Thompson 96 explain the distinction in the 
following manner: ·rhe distinction between disputes of right and disputes of interest lies at the 
heart of the matter: "ConOicts of right (or "legal" disputes) are those arising from the applica
tion or interpretation of an existing law or collective agreement (in some countries of an exist
ing contract of employment as well), while interests or economic disputes are those arising 
from the failure of collective bargaining, ie when the parties negotiations for the conclusion, 
renewal, revision or extension of a collective agreement end in deadlock."" (The authors quote 
from International Labour Office Co11ciliatio11 a11d Arbitratio11 Procedures i11 Labour Disputes 
(Geneva, 1980) 5.) 

279 At 1045. 
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suhstantially equal hy devising a juh evaluation scheme which places jobs into dif

ferent categories with different remuneration packages. The employer's scheme in 

the American case of Taylor v Charley Brothers'UYJ serves as a perfect example here. 

The employer created two separate divisions within its warehouse, and established a 

remuneration package for the so-called female health and beauty aids division 

which was about thirty percent lower than that of the so-called male dry grocery 

division. Most of the jobs in the warehouse were identical in content. But some 

jobs in the female division required slightly less effort than those of their male 

counterparts, while a few had no male counterparts. Regarding these jobs the 

employees provided expert job evaluation testimony that the minor differences in 

job content could account for a fraction of the total wage difference. The court 

found that the employer had engaged in intentional sex discrimination in segregat

ing the jobs and then paying a lower wage for jobs which it classed as female jobs. 

The court inferred that the same impermissible motive explained the pay disparity 

for those jobs which were similar but not identical. It relied on the expert job 

evaluation evidence to refute the employers submission that the difference in job 

content accounted for the wage difference. Finally, it estimated the appropriate 

relative pay for the female jobs in order to formulate a remedy for the violation. 

If the approach in the Yskor-case was applied strictly to a situation such as this one, 

the employees would not be able to approach the Industrial Court for relief. The 

dispute would be categorised as a dispute of interest as the female employees would 

merely be regarded as requesting a higher wage. Even within the confines of the 

facts before the court in Y.~kor, it is submitted the court erred in categorising the dis

pute as one of interest. The union advanced specific reasons for its submission that 

the job evaluation scheme operating within the company was unfair, for example, 

2iYJ 25 Fair Emp Prac Cas (BNA), cited in Schcibal 282. 
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higher education requirements and greater responsibility for the jobs in the lower 

grade. It therehy estahlished a hasis for the employees' reasonable expectation of 

ohtaining the benefits attached to the higher job grade. The fact that a finding of 

unfairness would result in higher wages for a particular category of employees does 

not automatically make the dispute one of interest. Furthermore, the court's 

apparent reluctance to become involved in the process of evaluation does not justify 

its refusal to comider the fairness of a job evaluation scheme on the basis of ohjec

tive criteria such as education requirements and responsibility. 

As stated above, joh evaluation schemes are an established feature of British anti

discrimination law. An industrial tribunal may consider the fairness of a study 

undertaken voluntarily by an employer. An employee who shows that the study is 

discriminatory, for example, because it attaches disproportionate weight to mas

culine attributes such a~ physical strength, may institute an equal value claim.281 If 

the tribunal finds that there are reasonahle grounds for the claim, it commissions a 

job evaluation report from a member of a panel of independent experts.282 The 

tribunal determines the relative value of the woman's work in the light of the report. 

It is apparent that the tribunal does not become involved in the process of evalua

tion, but considers job evaluation studies as evidence where unfair pay disparity is 

alleged. It is suggested that provision should be made for the Industrial court to 

adopt a similar approach. The court could probably adopt that approach under the 

LRA a~ it is. One of the functions of the court is: 

"generally to deal with all matters necessary or incidental to the performance or its 
functions under this Act:283 

281 Section 2A(2) and (3) or the Equal Pay Act. 

282 Section 2A(l)(b) or the Equal Pay Act. 

283 Section 17(ll)(h). 
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The provision is broadly formulated and the court could probably rely on it to com

mission a job evaluation study. But practical problems may arise, such as funding of 

the study. It is therefore submitted that statutory regulation of the matter is 

apposite. 

In Mthembu v Claude Neon Liglrts284 the Industrial Court again considered the issue 

of equal pay. The case did not involve an allegation of discrimination based on the 

sex (or any other immutable characteristic) of the affected employees, but involved 

a consideration of pay disparity based on merit. The employer had granted annual 

wage increases in accordance with an industrial council agreement. Thereafter it 

granted further increases based on merit. These increases were negotiated and con

sented to by the recognised and representative trade union. The manner in which 

the merit of employees was determined was by means of an evaluation by manage

ment. The court held that the employer had acted fairly. It found that it would be 

contrary to the interests of employers, employees and society in general to rule that 

an employer could not differentiate between employees on the basis of their produc

tivity. An employer was entitled to reward employees which increased productivity. 

The court was clearly influenced by the fact that the representative trade union had 

been consulted, and the fact that employees who felt aggrieved because they did not 

receive increases could state their cases by utilising the company's grievance proce

dure. 

The Industrial Court's acceptance of merit and productivity as justifiable grounds 

for pay disparity is in accordance with the British and the American approach. In 

Britain the Court of Appeal accepted that personal characteristics, such as merit or 

seniority, could justify a pay differentia(.285 The American Equal Pay Act permits a 

284 (1992) 13 /U 422 (IC). 

285 Clay Cross (Quarry Sen·ices) "F/etclrer (1978) IRLR 361 (CA). 
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pay differential pursuant to seniority, merit, productivity, or any factor other than 

scx2&i (provided that it is significant and relevant to the requirements of the job ).287 

The Industrial Court should, however, accept only those merit/ productivity 

increases which are based on objective evaluations and which are capable of being 

challenged by affected employees. It has been noted: 

"Employers should however he careful not lo pcrcci\'c productivity or, more broadly, 
merit as a universally fair ground of differentiation. Producti>ity and especially merit 
arc subject to !he dual demands of rca'<mablcncss (ie ohjeclive criteria that are objce· 
tivcly applicd)."2&~ 

Any other factor leading to pay disparity, such as a formal qualification, must be 

necessary for proper performance of the job in order to be acceptable.289 

Generally, remuneration is seen as including not only an employee's basic salary, 

but all benefits to which she is entitled by virtue of her position as employee. In 

terms of the International Labour Organisation's Equal Remuneration Convention 

100 of 1951, "remuneration" includes any additional emoluments, whether in cash or 

in kind, which are directly or indirectly payable to an employee.290 Article 119 of 

the Treaty of Rome defines "pay" in a similar manner. On several occasions.the 

European Court of Justice was called upon to decide whether occupational pension 

2&i Section 206 of the Equal Pay Act. The defences were incorporated into Title VII by means or 
the Bennett Amendment (section 703(h) of Tille VII)). 

287 Strecker v Grand Forks County Social Service Board 640 F.2d 96 (8th Cir 1980). 

288 Campanella 30. 

289 Campanella '19- 30 refers to factors which are "directly relevant to the performance of the job, 
or are necessary to the needs or the business or appropriate in the light of a valuable social 
policy." 

290 Article I (b) or the Convention. 
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schemes fell within the ambit of pay as defined. The reason was that schemes 

tended to discriminate against female employees in respect of retirement age, con

tributions to pension funds and benefits obtainable after retirement. The European 

Court ruled that occupational pension schemes fell within the ambit of pay as con

templated in Article 119.2'11 That rendered discrimination in respect of such 

schemes impermissible. A similar approach was adopted in the United States.292 

Discrimination against female employees is a common feature of pension schemes 

in South Africa.293 Areas in which discrimination may occur are include eligibility 

(female staff members have a longer waiting period before being able to join the 

scheme than males), contributions, retirement age and benefits receivable on retire

ment. The reasons advanced for the discriminatory practices are based on stereo

typed perceptions. Where females are required to wait before being allowed to join 

a pension fund, a reason advanced by employers is that "females do not stay with the 

company." Certain employers require a smaller contribution from female employ

ees, who then receive less after retirement. The reason is that the male is presumed 

to he the breadwinner. That supposes that he is the only person with dependent 

children, and that he requires a pension for his widow. One reason suggested for 

requiring women to retire at a younger age than men is that it is assumed that a wife 

is younger than her husband and wishes to retire at the same time that he does.294 

291 Bilka-Ka11p1aus Gmhll 1• llel>er rn11 flam Case 170/84 (1986) ECR lC.07/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Ct); Dcfm111e v Belgium (No I) Case 80/70 (1971) ECR 445; Barber v G11ardia11 
Royal Exclra11ge Ass11ra11ce Group Case 262/88 (1990) IRLR 240 (European Ct). 

292 Los Angeles Dcpanmc111 of Water and Power v Ma11/ian 435 US 702 (1978); Arizona Governing 
Commillee 1• Norris 463 US lll73 (1983). 

293 Potter 26- 29 discusses the findings of a survey undertaken in a cros.' section of commerce to 
examine discrimination or differences in the treatment of women under such schemes. 

2<J4 Poller 26- 27. 
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Before discussing the role of the Industrial Court, it is apposite to give a brief 

explanation of the operation of pension funds in South Africa. Pension funds are 

governed by legislation295 and by the rules of the fund. The Pension Funds Act 24 

of 1956 regulates the establishment and administration of the fund, while the 

Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 provides tax saving incentives to encourage employees to 

contribute to funds in order to provide for their retirement. For the purposes of this 

study pension fund rules are more significant than legislative provisions. The reason 

is that, generally, the rules are drafted by employers. The Pension Funds Act 

specifies matters which are to be included in the rules of a pension fund, but does 

not specify how key issues such as admission to membership, termination of mem

bership, conditions for entitlement to benefits and the extent of such benefits, 

should be dealt with.2% As a result employers effectively control the operation of 

295 The two most significant statutes pertaining lo retirement schemes arc the Pension Funds Act 
24 of 1956 and the Income Tax Act 58 of 1%2. 

2% Section 11 of the Pension Funtls Act specifics that the following mailers are to be included in 
the rules of a fund: 

"(a) the name of the fund and the situation of its registered office; 
(b) the objects of the funtl; 
(c) the requirements for admission lo membership and the circumstances under which 

membership is lo cease; 
( d) the conditions under which any memher or other person may become entitled to any 

henefil and the nature and extent of any such benefit; 
(e) the appointment, removal from office, powers and remuneration (if any) of officers of 

the fund; 
(f) the powers of investment or funds; 
(g) the manner of determining profits and losses and of disposing of such profits or 

providing for such losses; 
(h) the manner in which contracts and other documents binding the fund shall be 

executed; 
(i) in the case of a fund with share capital, the amount of such share capital and the divi

sion thereof into shares of a fixed amount, whether the liability of a shareholder for 
the debts of the fund is limited or unlimited, the conditions relating to participation in 
the profits of the fund by the shareholders, subject to the condition that such partici
pation shall not in any one year exceed an amount equal lo five percent, of the paid up 
share capital, the conditions of redemption of repayment of shares, the conditions 
relating to calls on shares, the manner of transfer and transmission of shares, the 
manner of forfeiture of shares, and the manner of alteration of share capital; 

G) the manner of altering and rescinding any rules, and of making additional rules; 
(k) the appointment of the auditor o[ the fund and the duration of such appointment; 
(I) the manner in which any disputes between the fund and its members or between the 

fund and any person whose claim is derived from a member shall be sellled; 
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funds.297 Control by employers may be reduced by the effects of collective bargain

ing. It is probable that an employer's refusal to bargain on this issue would con

stitute an unfair labour practice. A pension fund benefit is specified as an issue 

which may be included in an industrial council or conciliation board agreement.298 

An employee may challenge the operation of a pension fund on two grounds. In the 

first instance she may allege that the rules of a fund are unfair. Secondly, she may 

allege that the application of the rules by an employer is unfair. One question which 

arises is whether the Industrial Court has the jurisdiction to consider disputes relat

ing to the alleged unfairness of pension fund rules. The reason for the uncertainty is 

that the LRA limits disputes which may be processed in terms of its unfair labour 

practice mechanism to those between employers and employees.299 A pension fund 

is not an employer for the purposes of the type of dispute referred to above. An 

employee must seek redress against her own employer.300 In Jarvis v Dano Textile 

Industries (Pty) LtJ3'.ll the practice complained of derived from the rules of the pen-

(m) the custody or any title deeds and other securities belonging to or held by the fund; 
(n) subject to the provisions or this Act, the manner in which and the circumstances under 

which the fund shall be terminated or dissolved; 
(o) the appointment or a liquidator; 
(p) such other matters as the registrar may approve." 

297 Sephton, Cooper and Thompson 3 explain that "the rules or funds have generally remained 
within the preserve or managerial prerogative and they have been sculpted accordingly." 

298 Sections 24(1)(r) and 35(1)(b) or the Labour Relations Act. 

299 Section 27(A) (industrial councils) and section 35 (conciliation boards). 

JOO Yan Niekerk 87 explains that employers "have been wont to raise, by means of a point ;,, 
limi11e, the court's lack or jurisdiction by seeking to differentiate between themselves and the 
fund, a separate legal persona. These points have not always succeeded; the court has 
indirectly exercised jurisdiction over the management of a fund by virtue of the employment 
relationship and where the employer is party to a process of collective bargaining regulating 
the management or the fund." 

31.ll Unreported NHN 11/2/637 19 June 1989. 
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sion fund)02 The question was whether it could amount to an unfair labour practice 

in terms of the LRA. On the evidence before it the court found that it was not an 

unfair labour practice. But the court did mention that the effect of the practice 

flowed from the rules of the fund and, indirectly, from the employer's actions. It did 

not elaborate on this observation. It has been suggested that the court's concession 

that the employer's actions were the indirect cause of the (unfair) practice provides 

scope for significant development. It provide~ a basis for the argument that an 

employer's failure to implement fair rules (which, in respect of female employees, 

includes non-discriminatory rules) amounts to an unfair labour practice.303 

The viability of the above argument was reinforced by the decision of the Industrial 

Court in Chamber of Mines of SA v Council of Mining Unions.304 The amendment of 

(racially) discriminatory pension fund rules was the subject of dispute. The rules of 

the Mine Employees Pension Fund did not permit the admission of Black, Coloured 

or Asian employees as members. The racially exclusive Council of Mining Unions 

(CMU) refused to amend the rules to admit persons who were not White, to the 

fund. The Chamber of Mines, an employer's organisation, asked the court to 

declare that "the refusal of the respondent, the CMU, to agree to admit as members 

of the Mine Employees Pension Fund (the MEPF), Black, Coloured and Asian 

employees in occupations, which if undertaken by Whites, would qualify them as 

members of the fund", constituted an unfair labour practice, and to direct the 

respondent to take the steps necessary to procure the admission of those employees 

302 The alleged unfair practice did not relate to sex discrimination by the employer, but to the pay
ment of benefits upon retrenchment. The employee complained about the fact that he did not 
receive the benefit of the employer's contribution lo the £und upon his retrenchment -- the 
contribution remained in the fund. 

303 Field 977. The author suggests that the case Jaw in respect of disciplinary codes may be anal
ogous. 

304 ( 1990) 11 /U 52 (IC). 
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to the fund. The CMU"s refusal to amend the pension fund rules to admit the 

excluded persons was held to constitute an unfair labour practice, and it was 

ordered to take steps to admit those persons. The decision is significant because 

Industrial Court was prepared to order the party which controlled the rule~ to 

amend a discriminatory rule. By analogy, the court should not hesitate to order an 

employer which controls pension fund rules to amend a rule which has the effect of 

discriminating against female employees.Jll5 

The decision of the Industrial Court was taken on arpeal to the Labour Appeal 

Court, where the jurisdiction of the lower court was challenged.3!l6 There it was 

argued that the union had exercised a right which it had in terms of the pension fund 

rules, and that the Industrial Court could not deprive it of that right. The argument 

was rejected by the Labour Appeal Court, which stated, inter alia: 

'The argument, however, completely overlooks the nature, purpose and scope of the 
Act. It assumes that as long as the appellant docs nothing unlawful, it can never be 
ordered by the industrial court to do anything. That of course is not correct. ... 

It is clear that there is a dispute between the appellant, a workers' organi1.ation, and 
the respondent, an employer organi?ation, ahoul the question if the appellant's refusal 
lo agree to an amendment is unfair or not. There is no dispute that it is a labour 
practice in the sense that it is a device employed in the labour licld. It was found by 
the court a quo that the appellant is using the rules of the fund to compel the respon
dent to discriminate between employees purely on the basis of race and that that con
duct is unfair. ... The court a quo's reasoning in this respect cannot be faulted.307 

305 Commenting on the decision, Field 979 states: "It is illuminating, however, that the industrial 
court was prepared to order a party which controls the rules to amend an oppressive rule. 
This opens the way for members or their trade unions to compel the amendment of a range of 
other oppressive or discriminatory rules." 

306 Co1111cil of Mi11i11g U11io11s v Cl1amberof Mi11es of SA (1991) 12 /LJ 796 (LAC). 

307 At 800-801. Sec also Arc/ribald" Ba11kmp (Ud) (NowABSA Ltd) Unreported NH 11/2/8872 
24 August 1992, where the Industrial Court commented on the role of the employer with 
regard to pension fund rules and the operation thereof in the following manner: "I cannot, 
however, agree with the submission that a dispute docs not exist between the applicant and the 
first respondent [the employer!. II is common cause that al the instance of the first respond
ent, membership of the Pension Fund (the second respondent) was made compulsory for the 
applicant and that the Board or Trustees or the Fund consists of 12 trustees of whom six were 
nominees or the first respondent. The question arises whether the employer in deciding to 
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The court will not only intervene where the rules of a pension fund are unfair, but 

also where an employer applies the rules unfairly. In Van Coppenliagen v Shell and 

BP SA Petroleum Refineries308 the employer was granted the right, in terms of the 

pension fund rules, to exercise its discretion to permit deferment of an employee's 

pension. The employee applied for deferred pension due to early retirement, but 

the employer refused to give its consent as required in the rule. The Industrial 

Court distinguished between the source of the employer's right to exercise its discre

tion (namely, the pension fund rules) and the actual exercise of that discretion. It 

found that the dispute concerned the exercise of the employer's discretion. As the 

dispute arose out of the employment relationship and existed between the employer 

and employee as such, the court held that it had jurisdiction to consider whether the 

employer had exercised its discretion fairly. On the facts it found that the employer 

had not done so, because its sole motive had been the protection of its own inter

ests, to the detriment of the employee. To grant permission would have had no 

adverse effect on the pension fund. The employer was ordered to consent to defer

ment. 

Similarly, SA Vereniging van Munisipale Werknemers (Nie-po/itiek) v Ventersdoip 

Munisipaliteit,309 dealt with the application of pension fund rules by an employer. 

The court found that the employer had acted unfairly in terminating the services of 

an employee without considering the effect of its action on the employee's pension 

retrench the applicant had given any consideration to the question of compensating him for 
loss of his long-term pension benefits to which he would have been entitled had he not been 
prematurely retrenched. /11 my 1iew a failure or ref11sal of an employer to take steps to amend 
the pc11sio11 ftmd mies so that a retrenched employee is not unfairly penalised could giw rise to 
an 1mfair labour practice especially iii circu111sta11cts where tire employer enjoys stro11g represe11-
ta1io11 011 1/ie board of lntstees of rl1e pe11.rio11 ftmd a11d is able to i11fl11e11ce 1/ie board's decision" 
(own emphasis) (al 13- 14 of the unreported decision). 

308 (1991) 12 /LJ 620 (IC). 

309 ( 1990) 11 /LJ 1155 (IC). 
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entitlement. Although the effect of termination on pension benefits (namely, the 

forfeiture of benefits) stemmed from the rules, the employer's failure to consider 

those effects was found to he unfair. The court did not order an amendment of the 

rules because it was able to eliminate the unfairness of the employers action by 

means of an order which had the effect of a reinstatement order -- the employer was 

ordered to pay the applicant her salary for two years, that is, until she qualified for 

pension. The significance of the decision lies in the fact that the court expected the 

employer, and not the employee, to bear the cost of the unfair pension fund rules.310 

Regarding the Industrial Court's decisions in respect of pension and provident 

funds, it has been said: 

"Notwithstanding its discomfort with some or the relatively new concepts it has had lo 
grapple with in this area, the industrial court has shown clear indications that ii will be 
prepared to use its unfair lahour practice jurisdiction to grant relief lo aggrieved pen
sion and provident fund mcmhers who can show ernplnycr perpetrated inequities. It 
is now up lo the employees, trade unions and practitioners lo allcmpl lo erystalise 
these emergent, tentative rulings into fixed rights:311 

The Industrial Court has indicated that it will intervene both where pension fund 

rules are formulated unfairly and where they are applied unfairly. It is suggested 

that the problems with which the court has grappled regarding jurisdiction would be 

JIO It may be noted that, following the decision or the Labour Appeal Court in Hoogenoeg 
A11dolusicte (l'ty) Ltd" National U11io11 of l\fi11eworl<ers (1) (1992) 13 JU 87 (LAC), the court 
may award reinstatement which may not be retrospective for more than six months, or an 
amount or compensation equivalent lo not more than six months' '31ary. In terms of that 
approach, an award as extensive as l he one granted in the Ventersdorp Mwricipoliteil case may 
not be possible. The decision in Ve111ersdorp Jlf1111icipoli1ei1 was taken on review to the Labour 
Appeal Court. The application for review was successful only because the LAC was of the 
opinion that the Industrial Court had decided on the unfairness or the pension fund rules 
without affording the parties an opportunity to lead evidence (Ve111ersdorp Tow11 Council v 
Preside/II of tire llldustdal Court, SAAJ\fE and Du Plessis Unreported NH 11/2/340814August 
1992). 

311 Field 983. 
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eliminated in respect of sex discrimination disputes, if it accepted, in accordance 

with the European approach, that an employee's pension benefits are part of her 

remuneration. That would accord with the definition of remuneration contained in 

the LRA itself.312 Remuneration is defined as: 

"any payment in money or in kind or both in money and in kind, made or o"ing to any 
person, which arises in any manner whatsoever out of employment .. ." 

If pension benefits were regarded as part of an employee's remuneration, the 

obligation to contribute to the fund and subsequent entitlement to pension would 

constitute conditions of employment. Clearly, discrimination in that regard would 

be impermissible. 

7 Affinnative Action 

Affirmative action, which addresses the effects of traditional institutional practices, 

is advocated in the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation Convention) 111 

of 1958 and has been accepted in both the United Kingdom and the United States. 

The emphasis in the United Kingdom is on preferential training for female employ

ees. In the United States it may be implemented as a court ordered remedy or it 

may be adopted voluntarily by an employer. Voluntary affirmative action is 

permitted in order to break down patterns of segregation and hierarchy, provided 

that it does not unduly trammel the rights of unprotected employees. 

It is submitted that the Industrial Court should not regard affirmative action by an 

employer as discrimination (against male employees). The court may impose the 

same standard as that which is generally accepted, namely, that the action should be 

312 Section l. 
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a temporary measure and that it should not show undue disregard for the rights of 

unprotected employees. 

I lowever, it is felt that employers should not only be permitted, but should be 

obliged, to implement affirmative action programmes in order to increase career 

opportunities and to allow women to catch up on the basis of individual ability. 

Because affirmative action is results orientated, employers should be required to set 

objectives which are flexible (as opposed to rigid quotas), and timetables for meet

ing those objectives. Here the Canadian approach seems viable. Under the 

Canadian Employment Equity Act objectives are set through collective bargain

ing.313 The employer draws up a plan setting out its goals and a timetable for the 

implementation of those goals.314 Compliance is monitored by the state.315 

The measures set out in the Namibian Draft Bill on Affirmative Action in Employ

ment are indicative of the type of action required of employers.316 It includes: 

• a procedure to inform and consult employees and their representatives about the 

affirmative action programme; 

• a work force analysis to determine whether women are reasonably represented in 

the various positions of employment; 

• an evaluation of existing employment practices to identify those which tend to dis

criminate against or exclude women; 

313 Section 4. 

314 Section 5. 

315 Section 6. 

316 Section 37(1) of the Draft Bill. The action is required lo be taken on the basis of the sex, gen
der or physical disability of employees. 
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• action to eliminate, amend or revise employment practices which tend to dis

criminate against or to exclude women; 

* special training to enable female employees to acquire the necessary skills and 

qualifications to be recruited by or to advance their careers with the relevant 

employer; 

* the preferential recruitment or promotion of suitably qualified women to ensure 

equitable representation; 

• the setting of numerical goals and objectives that the employer intends to achieve; 

* the establishment of a timetable for attainment of those goals; 

* an internal procedure to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the affirm

ative action programme. 

In conclusion it may be said that an affirmative action programme for women 

should focus on vocational training, a more equitable distribution of occupational 

and domestic responsibilities, working conditions and the need to make employers 

and employees generally more aware of working women's problems. 

8 Protection of Female Employees 

So-called protective legislation is aimed at protecting female employees against 

working conditions deemed to be unsuitable to them by virtue of their sex. It 

includes legislation which seeks to entrench the role of females as home-makers, 

and therefore seeks to regulate the hours which they may work, for example, by 

limiting their hours of overtime or by outlawing night work. The International 

Labour Organisation's Night Work (Women) Convention 89 of 1948, which was 

ratified by South Africa before the country terminated its membership in 1966, 

provides that: 
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"Women without di<tinction of age shall not be employed during the night in any pub
lic or private industrial undertaking, or in any branch thereof, other than an undertak
ing in which members of the same family are employed." 

Despite ratification of the convention, there are no longer any statutory provisions 

of this nature in South Africa. The BCEA regulates the hours of overtime of all 

employees who are covered by the Act, and does not distinguish with regard to the 

sex of employees.317 The Mines and Works Amendment Act 13 of 1991 removed 

the restriction on women working at night in mines or works.318 

During 1990 two International Labour Organisation instruments amended the 

approach of that organisation to night work. The 1990 Protocol to the 1948 Night 

Work (Women) Convention provides for the lifting of the prohibition on night work 

by female employees, subject to certain conditions being imposed by national 

governments. The conditions relate largely to protection during pregnancy and 

maternity, and require, inter alia, that women should not work at night around the 

time of confinement, that job security should be guaranteed, and that an adequate 

income should be maintained. The Night Work Convention 171of1990 applies to 

all employees who work at night. It requires protection in areas such as meeting of 

family and social responsibilities, occupational advancement and compensation. 

None of these safeguards are contained in the South African legislation. 

317 Section 8. Regulations made by the competent Minister in terms of section 37 may not dif
ferentiate on the ground of an employee's sex. The BCEA replaced the Shops and Offices Act 
75 of 1964 and the Building Work Act 22 of 1941, both of which prohibited night work by 
women. 

318 The Act amended the Mines and Works Act 27 of 1956. It was the predecessor of the 
Minerals Act 50 of 1991. It may also be mentioned that discrimination on the ground of an 
employee's sex is not permilled in industrial council agreements concluded in terms of the 
Labour Relations Act 28 of 1956 (sections 24(2), 48(12) and 51(9)), nor in determinations 
made in terms of the Wage Act 5 of 1957 (section 8(4)). For a discussion of the statutory 
regulation of night work see Murray 47- 60 and Benjamin 476- 481. 
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Protective legislation also includes legislation which seeks to protect women as the 

frailer sex. These provisions result in a distinction between the health and safety 

standards legislated for male and female employees. In terms of the Minerals Act 

50 of 1991, for example, women may not work underground in a mine, subject to 

certain limited exccptions.31 9 Provisions of the General Safety Regulations pub 

lishcd in terms of the Machinery and Occupational Safety Act 6 of 1983 (MOSA), 

dealing with rest and <lining rooms and the provision of seats, distinguish between 

the facilities which are to he made available to male and female employees.320 The 

reasoning underlying the latter provisions appears to be that natural differences 

between men and women should not he disregarded, and that courtesy should be 

maintained. This reasoning is unacceptable as it reinforces stereotypical percep

tions. Initially, the Court of Appeal in the United Kingdom adopted a similar line 

of reasoning. The court found that an employer's practice of allowing female 

employees to leave work five minutes before their male counterparts did not 

amount to unlawful sex discrimination (against male employees), as it was no more 

than a manifestation of common courtesy.321 The court's reasoning was criticised as 

it could justify all kinds of disadvantage based on consideration for the so-called 

weaker sex.322 The finding was later disapproved by the same court.323 

319 Section 32(2). The exceptions are {a) females holding positions of management and who do 
not rerform manual work; {b) females cmrloyed in health and welfare services; (c) females 
who in the course of their studies have to spend a rcriod underground in a mine for training or 
research rurroses; (d) any other £cmales who may occasionally have to go underground in a 
mine for the purposes of a non-manual occupation. 

320 Section 35 of this statute empowers the Minister to make regulations pertaining to a wide vari· 
ety of matters. Discrimination on the grounds of race and colour is outlawed but not on the 
ground of sex (section 35(3)). Examples of provisions of this nature can be found in the 
regulations regarding health and welfare which were made in terms of the repealed Factories, 
Machinery and Building Work Act 22 of 1941, and which are now deemed to have been made 
under MOSA (see, for example, regulation B.8 which provides for rest and dining rooms, and 
regulation B.10 which deals with the provision of scats). 

321 Automoti1•e Prod11cts Ltd v Peake (1977) IRLR 365 (CA). 

322 Ellis 77 stated that the court's reasoning could "drive a horse and coaches through the Sex Dis
crimination Act". 
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Protective legislation may also be enacted to protect women with regard to preg

nancy and maternity. In the United Kingdom an employer is permitted to dis

criminate against female employees where its action complies with a statutory 

requirement regarding pregnancy or maternity or other risks specifically affecting 

women (such as lead or ionising radiation).324 This is the only category of pro

tective legislation which remains applicable, following the amendment of the Sex 

Discrimination Act in accordance with the provisions of the European Equal Treat

ment Directive 1976.325 It is limited to protection of a woman's physical condition 

and is not intended to permit assumptions about the type of work which is suitable 

for women based on traditional stereotypes. Where male employees are at equal 

risk, they must be protected accordingly -- under those circumstances it is dis

criminatory to apply protective measures only to female employees.326 In South 

Africa the BCEA prohibits an employer from allowing a pregnant employee to 

work during the period commencing four weeks before the expected date of her 

confinement and ending eight weeks thereafter.327 This is one of only a few 

statutory provisions pertaining to pregnancy.328 While it is necessary to protect a 

woman's biological condition, the provision, appearing as it does in a virtual 

st~tutory vacuum, it is capable of being applied to discriminate against pregnant 

323 l\fi11is1ry of Dcfc11ce vJeremia/1 (t979) IRLR 436 (CA). 

324 Section 51 or the Sex Discrimination Act. 

325 Directive 76/'Zf.l7. Section 51 or the Sex Discrimination Act was amended following the deci
sion or the European Court or Justice in Jol111s1011 v 171e Chief Co11s1ablc of the Royal Ulster 
Co11Stabulary Case 222/84 (1986) ECR 1651/ (1986) IRLR 263 (European 0). 

326 Joh11st011 •• The C/1ief Co11stable of the Royal Ulster Co11stabulary Case 222/84 (1986) ECR 
1651/ ( 1986) IRLR 263 (European Ct). 

327 Section 17(b). 

328 The other provisions, contained in the Unemployment Insurance Act 30 or 1966 (se~ion 37) 
and, it is submilted, the Labour Relations Act 26 or 1956 (the unfair labour practice definition 
in section l) are discussed in the context or pregnancy discrimination. 
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employees. 

Although protective legislation is aimed at protecting female employees, it tends to 

operate in a discriminatory manner. Legislative provisions regulating hours of work, 

and health and safety at work, should be enacted to protect both male and female 

employees. Distinction between the protection afforded on the grounds of an 

employee's sex, enables employers to justify differential treatment with regard to 

employment opportunities. Special treatment due to pregnancy and maternity is 

necessary, provided that it is adequately formulated to protect only a woman's physi

cal condition. It should not permit stereotypical assumptions about the type of work 

which is suitable for women. 

In the United States there is no federal protective legislation. Initially, many states 

sought to protect women by restricting the type of work which they were allowed to 

perform and the hours which they were allowed to work.329 The conduct authorised 

in terms of state laws constituted unlawful discrimination in terms of Title Vil 

(which takes precedence over state laws), unless it could be said to fall within the 

bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) defence provided in Title VII.330 A 

BFOQ exists where an employer can show that all, or substantially all, women are 

unable to perform essential job duties safely and efficiently. It cannot be estab

lished merely by showing that a significant number of women are unable to perform 

essential job duties. An employer is prohibited from basing the defence on a 

stereotyped assumption about the capabilities of women.33t 

329 Player 290. 

330 Section 703(e)(l) of Title VII. 

331 The Supreme Court in Dothard v Raw/i11so11 433 US 321 (1977) sanctioned the narrow 
approach contained in the EEOC's interpretative guidelines on sex discrimination. 
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D The Role of Collecth·e Hargaining 

The role of collective bargaining cannot be overlooked. It can play a significant role 

within and outside the collective bargaining structures created by the LRA. The 

premise upon which the LRA is based is that collective bargaining is the most effec

tive way of resolving disputes between employers and employees and of formulating 

terms and conditions of employment.332 

The Act provides for the establishment of industrial councils and conciliation 

boards. An industrial council is a permanent body. It is formed by parties to the 

council signing its constitution, followed by registration of the council under the 

Act.333 The duties of the council are to endeavour, by the negotiation of agree

ments or otherwise, to prevent disputes from arising, to resolve disputes which have 

arisen, and to regulate matters of mutual interest to employers and employees.334 

The Act sets out the matters which may be dealt with by an industrial council agree

ment, including, for example, the minimum rate of remuneration of employees, the 

establishment of pension, sick, medical, unemployment, holiday, provident, and 

other insurance funds and the levying of contributions toward such funds, and the 

regulation of overtime work. The broadly formulated list of matters which an agree

ment may cover concludes with a general provision, permitting an agreement to deal 

with any matter of mutual agreement to employers and employees regarding terms 

and conditions of employment.335 An agreement may not distinguish between 

332 In National Union of Mi11eworkers v East Rand Gold and Uranium Company Ltd (1991) 12 /U 
1221 (A) the Appellate Division or the Supreme Court stated that: "The fundamental 
philosophy 0£ the Act is that collective bargaining is the means pre£erred by the legislature for 
the maintenance or good labour relations and for the resolution 0£ labour disputes" (at 1236-
1237). 

333 Section 18(1). 

334 Section 23(1). 

335 Section 24( 1 ). 
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employees on the ground of sex)Y> 

A conciliation board is an ad hoc body which is established in order to attempt to 

settle a dispute between an employee and/ or trade union on the one hand and an 

employer on the other337 A conciliation board agreement may deal with the same 

matters as those which may be dealt with in an industrial council agreement, and 

may not differentiate between employees on the ground of sex.338 

In the absence of broad anti-discrimination legislation, collective bargaining 

provides a way of securing basic rights for female employees. If anti-discrimination 

legislation were in place, collective bargaining could play a supplementary role with 

regard to specific issues. Because it constitutes a consensual approach to resolving 

conflict, rules resulting therefrom are likely to reflect the needs of the employer as 

well as its employees in a given situation. It should be borne in mind, however, that 

the viability of resolving conflicts between work and domestic responsibilities 

through collective bargaining depends on the number of females employed, and the 

female percentage of union membership and leadership.339 

336 Section 24(2). 

337 Section 35(1). 

338 Section 36(1)(b). 

339 Myakayaka-Manzini 14 stales that substantial gains have been procured for female employees 
through collective bargaining, particularly in respect or parental responsibility. The author 
refers to agreements reached by SACCA WU/ CCA WUSA and employers. The Dra£t Code 
or Practice to End Un£air Discrimination in Employment Practices, proposed by NUMSA to 
SEIFSA contains a broad spectrum or anti discrimination and equal employment provisions. 
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E The Effect of a New Constitution 

In the United States the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the constitution pro

vide for equal protection of the laws. The provisions have been invoked to chal

lenge sexual classifications in legislation, and have been relied on directly by 

employees of the state to challenge discriminatory employment practices. It is pos

sible that a future South African constitution will contain similar protection. 

The draft Bill of Rights of the African National Congress provides that no individual 

or group should receive privileges or be subjected to discrimination, domination or 

abuse on the ground, inter alia, of gender.340 It also states that all men and women 

should have equal protection under the law.341 Under the heading "Worker's 

rights", the draft provides for equal pay for equal work, and equal access to employ

ment,342 

The Bill of Rights proposed by the South African Law Commission states that every

one has the right to equality before the law. No legislation or executive or adminis

trative act may directly or indirectly favour or prejudice any person on the ground, 

inter alia, of sex.343 In order to attain equality before the law, affirmative action is 

possible to ensure that all citizens have equal opportunities to develop their talents 

and potential through education and training, financing programmes and employ

ment.344 The proposed list of "Employees' rights" includes the right to "receive 

340 Article 1(2). 

341 Article I (3). 

342 Article 6(11). 

343 Article 3(a). 

344 Article 3(b ). 
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equal payment with other employees for corresponding production of an acceptable 

quality, due regard being had to such aspects as qualifications, experience, the 

means of an employer and the forces of supply and demand in the labour field".345 

FCommon Law 

Many employees, including farmworkers, domestic servants in private households 

and employees of the state, are excluded from the ambit of the Labour Relations 

Act. They are unable to approach the Industrial Court for relief in respect of 

employment discrimination, and must rely on the common law. It is therefore 

necessary to consider whether the common law could be utilised to counter dis

crimination in the employment sphere. 

A claim at common law could be based either on contract or on delict. A contract 

of employment, which can be formulated in a manner which includes, for example, 

work place regulations or an employment code, may prohibit discrimination in the 

work place. 

In the absence of a contractual provision it would be necessary to consider whether 

the conduct complained of constituted a delict. A delict may be defined as conduct 

which in a wrongful and blameworthy way causes harm to another.346 It is apparent 

from the definition that a delict consists of five elements, namely, conduct, wrongful

ness, fault, harm and causation.347 

345 Article 28( d). 

346 Neethling Potgieter and Visser 4; Van der Walt 2. 

347 Neethling Potgieter and Visser 4; Van der Merwe and Olivier 26; Van der Walt 20. 
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A delict may cause patrimonial damage (dam11um iniuria datum) or injury to the 

personality (iniun·a). The action which is instituted will depend on the form of the 

delict. A plaintiff may rely on the actio legis Aquiliae to claim damages for 

patrimonial loss which was caused wrongfully and culpably (intentionally or 

negligently). She may rely on the actio iniurianim to claim solace (solatium) for 

wrongful and intentional injury to personality.348 A woman who alleges that she has 

been discriminated against by her employer may rely on one of these actions, 

depending on the nature of the conduct. All five elements of a delict would have to 

be present for her to succeed. The question of whether conduct,-149 fauJt,350 harm35t 

and causation352 can be present would probably not be in dispute (although the fac-

3.t8 Neethling Potgieter and Visser 5; Van der Mcrwe and Olivier 15; Van der Wall 2. 

349 Conduct consists or voluntary human conduct in the form or either an act or omission (Neethl
ing Potgieter and Visser 21; Van der Merwe and Olivier 27; Van der Walt 57). 

350 Van der Walt 60 dcscrihcs fault as "the suhjective clement or a relict." He explains: "There is 
fault on the part or the ddendant ir he acted either in a reprehensihle state of mind or with 
insurficienl care. Fault in the form or a reprehensible state or mind is intent or dolus. Fault in 
the form or inadequate care is negligence or culpa. The existence of either intent or 
negligence on the part or a ddendant is the basis for imputing his wrongful conduct lo him." 
Ncethling Potgictcr and Visser 110 explain that motive should not be confosed with intent. He 
states: "In general motive indicates the rcasmi for someone's conduct and must not be con
fused with intent. Intent is a technical legal term which, as stated earlier, denotes willed con
duct which the wrongdoer knows is wrongfol; motive, on the other hand, refers to the reason 
why a person acts in a particular way, that is the object he wants to achieve, his desire, or the 
facts behind the formation or his will. A person may thus, despite the fact that in his opinion 
he has a good motive, still act with intent. . ." 

351 Harm may be in the form or patrimonial loss or an injury lo the personality (Necthling Pot· 
gieter and Visser 5; Van dcr Merwe and Olivier 182; Van der Walt 20). 

352 The conduct of the ddcndant must be the factual as well as the legal cause of the harm suf
fered by the plaintiff. Various theories have evolved in order to determine whether there is a 
nexus between the act and the harmfol consequence. The sine q11a 11011 theory is generally 
applied to determine the existence of factual causation. Van der Merwe and Olivier 197 
explain the test as follows: "Hicrvolgens is 'n handeling oorsaak van 'n gevolg indien die hand
eling nie weggedink kan word sondcr dat die die gcvolg tegelyk verdwyn nie. Die handeling 
moet met ander woorde c0t1ditio sine q11a 11011 vir die gevolg wees." (For criticism of the 
theory, see Ncethling Potgieter and Visser 147- 153.) The other theories limit the potentially 
expansive ambit or this one, and are applied to establish legal causation. In terms of the ade
quate causation theory a wrongdoer is responsible only if the consequence is adequately con
nected to the conduct (Neethling Potgicter and Visser 156). According lo the direct con
sequences theory the wrongdoer is held responsible for the all direct physical consequences of 
his conduct, provided that there have been no independent intervening events, and provided 
that the harm was foreseeable (Neethling Potgieter and Visser 158- 159). Van der Merwe and 
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tual existence would have to be proved). The question which arises is whether the 

discriminatory conduct complained of could be regarded as wrongful. Conduct is 

wrongful if it infringes a legally recognised right, or breaches a legal duty (which 

may he imposed by a statute or by the common law).353 Neither common law nor 

any statute of general application354 imposes a duty upon an employer not to dis

criminate. The question to be determined is thus whether an employer's dis

criminatory conduct would be regarded as a breacn of a subjective right. 

The doctrine of subjective rights was recognised by the Supreme Court in 

Unfrersiteit van Pretoria v Tommie Meyer Films (Edms) Bpk.355 The court found that 

the nature of a subjective right was determined by the nature of the object of that 

particular right. Four categories of rights were distinguished, namely, real rights, 

personality rights, immaterial property rights and personal rights. The objects of the 

rights were identified as things (tangible objects), aspects of personality (such as 

physical integrity, honour, good name and privacy), immaterial property (such as an 

invention, a work of art or a trade mark) and acts and performances (human acts 

which may be claimed by another, such as delivery of an object sold or rendering of 

services by an employee).356 In Hawker v Life Offices Association of SA357 the 

Olivier 194 propose that an actor should be held responsible only for those consequences in 
respect of which he had fault. They regard legal causation as an unnecessary element. The 
generally accepted test is that of foreseeability, which Van der Walt 100 explains as follows: 
"The foreseeability test requires only the general nature or the kind of harm whic;h actually 
occurred to have been reasonably foreseeable. The precise extent or manner of occurrence 
need not have been reasonably foreseeable." 

353 Neethling Potgieter and Visser 29; Van der Mcrwe and Olivier 52; Van der Walt 21. 

354 The provisions of the Labour Relations Act 28 of 1956 are not under discussion here. 

355 ( 1976) 4 SA 376 (T). 

356 At 382. See also Neethling Potgicter and Visser 42- 43. 

357 ( 1987) 8 /U 231 (C). 
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Supreme Court recognised a fifth category of subjective rights, namely, personal 

immaterial property. The objects are intangible products of the human mind which 

are connected with personality, and include earning capacity and creditworthi

ness.JSR The recognition by the Supreme Court of the right to earning capacity, the 

so-called right to exercise a chosen calling, is significant here. 

The employer in the Hawker case had placed the name of its former employee on an 

industry "blacklist" following disciplinary action against him. The court considered 

the wrongfulness of the employer's conduct. It held that in the absence of legal and 

contractual restrictions the employee had the subjective right to exercise his chosen 

calling without unlawful interference from others. Earning capacity as a legal object 

was found to contain both "factors of personality" and a "monetary component•.359 

Interference by the employer (blacklisting) was equated to unlawful interference 

with a trader's right to goodwill. The court found that the interference with the 

employee's right to earn his livelihood in his chosen sphere was unlawfut.360 

It may be argued, by analogy, that unfavourable treatment of an employee based on 

the sex of that employee amounts to unlawful interference with her subjective right 

to exercise her chosen calling. The court in Hawker stated that if interference with 

another's subjective right was unreasonable according to the standard of the boni 

mores of the community, it was unjustifiable and thus unlawfut.361 It can be argued 

358 Neethling Potgicter and Visser 43. 

359 At 780. 

360 See Neethling and Le Roux 719 f[ for a discussion of, and exhaustive comment on, the Hawker 
decision. 

361 At 235. The court went on to state that: "Whether the respondent's action in the present mat
ter was unreasonable and thus unlawful involves a weighing-up of the particular conflicting 
interests of the parties, their relationship to one another, the circumstances of the case and 
considerations of social policy .. ." 
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that interference with an employee's earning capacity based on any individual qua

lity or attrihute which is immutable, including the sex of an employee, would offend 

the boni mores of society. Internationally, conduct of that nature is regarded as 

unjust. It is proscribed in international instruments of the International Labour 

Organisation and, on a regional level, the European Economic Community. Legis

lation in the United States and Britain has branded it unlawful. In South Africa, as 

explained above in this chapter, it would be regarded as unfair by the Industrial 

Court. 

An employee may institute a claim for patrimonial or pecuniary loss suffered, or for 

sentimental damages due to an injury to a personality interest. Pecuniary loss is 

generally regarded as a diminution of the patrimony.362 In the context of dis

crimination an employee may allege that she suffered patrimonial loss, for example, 

because she was not paid as much as a male colleague or because she was demoted, 

dismissed or not promoted. On the other hand, she may allege that there has been 

an injury to an interest of personality.363 In the context of sexual harassment, for 

example, an employee may seek to recover damages from her employer for defama

tion,364 insult365 or impairment of her physical-mental integrity.366 

362 Van der Merwe and Olivier 181. However, as Neethling Potgicter and Visser 183 explain: "It 
should be remembered that both the infringement of a patrimonial right (for example the right 
to a thing) as well as the infringement of a personality right (for example the right to bodily 
integrity) may be relevant in a case of pecuniary loss. Where a person is, for example, injured 
to such an extent that he has medical expenses, a personality right has been infringed but the 
damage is still of a pecuniary (or patrimonial) nature. From this it may be concluded that 
pecuniary loss docs not necessarily imply that apatrimo11ia/ right must have been infringed or a 
patrimonial interest impaired. 

363 In that case the employee's loss would not have been pecuniary. Visser 121 describes non· 
pecuniary loss as "the harmful impairment (or factual disturbance) of the legally protected per
sonality interests of a person which docs not affect his economic position." 

364 Defamation entails infringement of the plaintifrs right to her good name or reputation (fama) 
(Nccthling Potgietcr and Visser 196; Van dcr Merwe and Olivier 394). 

365 Necthling Potgicter and Vis.~er 197 describe insult as "the infringement of the subjective feel
ings of the individual involved". Van der Merwe and Olivier 394 explain: "So ... word die skcod
ing van 'n persoon se reg op sy gocie naam as "laster" bestempel, terwyl die aantasting van die 
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Finally, mention may be made of the position of employees who are covered by the 

Public Service Act 111 of 1984. In terms of the Act the State President may make 

regulations based on the recommendations of the Commission for Administra

tion.Y.7 ll1ose regulations may be included in the Public Service Staff Code.368 Dif

ferent regulations may be made to suit the varying requirements of particular 

departments, or of particular classes of employees, or particular kinds of employ

ment within the public service.369 Discrimination on the ground of sex is not 

prohibited when distinguishing between classes of employees or kinds of employ

ment. The position of female employees, particularly those who are married, is in 

fact invidious. One rea~on is that the traditional concept of the male breadwinner is 

utilised to determine entitlement to benefits.370 As a result married women do not 

receive a housing subsidy, nor are their spouses and dependent children registered 

as dependents for the purposes of medical aid membership. Pension benefits are 

also less beneficial than those of their male counterparts. Unmarried women who 

become pregnant are not entitled to maternity benefits (such as compensation for 

reg op die digi1itas weer as 'n "belcdiging• of "i11i11ria in enger sin" aangemerk word." 

366 This may include a claim for pain, suffering and discomfort as well as shock. Neethling Pot· 
gicter and Visser 199 explain that impairment of interest here may take the form or "a physical 
impairment of feelings or infringement of the emotions and consciousness through pain caused 
by physical injury and through nervous (emotional) shock". 

367 Section 35. 

368 Section 36. 

369 Section 35(2). 

370 Die Scaatsampcenaar 3 explains: "Daar word met die broodwinnerbeginsel tot uitsluiting van 
sekere voordele vir getroude vroue gewerk. Daar word nl. veronderstel dal behalwe vir 'n 
enkele uitsondering die getroudc man in die eerste pick vir 'n gesin se onderhoud sorg en dat 
so 'n persoon op sekcre voordcle tot die uitsluiting van die gctroude vrou daarvan, geregtig is. 
Om hierdie resultaat te bereik wcrk die Staatsdiens met die omskrywing van "huishouding" en 
"alltanklike" wat 'n gctroudc vrou bchalwe vir 'n enkele uitsondcring as alltanklike tipeer." The 
only exception to reliance on the traditional male breadwinner concept is in the case or a 
female employee whose husband is permanently disabled. 
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the cost of confinement), while male employees whose partners became pregnant 

before marriage are not excluded.37t 

It can be argued that regulations made in terms of the Public Service Act which dis

criminate against female employees are in fact ultra vires and void. In R v Abdural1-

111an372 the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court stated that partial or unequal 

treatment between different classes of the community could not be prescribed by 

regulation unless authorised by legislation. In the absence of authorisation by the 

enabling legislation, provisions of that nature would be void. It explained that: 

"It is the duty of the Courts to hold the scales evenly between the different classes of 
the community and to declare invalid any practice which, in the absence of the author
ity of an Act of Parliament, results in partial and une@al treatment to a substantial 
degree between different sections of the community ... :373 

The Supreme Court has also stated that a statute does not authorise discrimination 

merely by giving the competent minister wide powers to make regulations. The po

wer to discriminate must be granted hy express authority or by necessary implica

tion. Unless that is done, the presumption is that regulations may not dis

criminate.374 The Public Service Act does not authorise partial or unequal treat-

371 Die Staatsamptc11aar 3. Maternity benelits do not include entitlement to maternity leave. The 
position is explained as follows: "Slegs die vrou kan geboorte aan kinders gee maar ten spyte 
hiervan gebeur dit by hcrhaling dat die werkgewer (departemente) weier om aan vroue verlof 
toe te staan. Waar sodanige vcrlof nie tocgestaan word nie, moet die vroue met die oog op die 
bevalling bedank. lndien verlof dan wel toegestaan word, kan vroue hoogstens hulle 
opgeloopte vakansieverlof en daarna verlof sonder betaling neem. Die werkgewer staan egter 
daartcenoor spesiale verlof met voile bctaling vir studie, sport- en ander doeleindes geredelik 
toe" (4). 

372 1950 3 SA 136 (A). 

373 At 145. 

374 In S v De Wet 1978 2 SA 515 (T) the court stated that: "Racial discrimination of this kind ... is 
permitted only if the Act authorises such discrimination either by express words or by neces
sary implication. The Act does not authorise racial discrimination by merely giving the Minis
ter wide powers. Unless the contrary appears it is to be presumed that the legislature intended 
such powers to be exercised impartially and without racial discrimination. It is the duty of the 
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ment on the ground of employees' sex. It may therefore be argued that it is to be 

presumed that regulations made in terms of the Act may not discriminate in that 

manner, and that discriminatory regulations are void because they are ultra vires the 

enabling statute. 

Courts to hold the scales evenly hetween the different clas.<es of the community and to declare 
invalid any condition imposed by the Minister which in 1he absence of the authority of the Act 
results in partial and unequal trca!menl to a substanlial degree between different sections of 
the community" (at 517- 518). See also Mpha/c/1/c v Spri11gs M1111icipality 1928 TPD 50; Minis
ter of Posts a11d Telegraphs 1• Rasool 1934 AD 167; Veree11igi11g City Co1111ci/ v Rhema Bible 
Church, Walken•ille 1989 2 SA 142 (T). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CRITICAL OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A Introduction 

Various theories of equality, international norms and principles encompassed in 

national legislatures were discussed in the preceding chapters. It is apposite at this 

point to highlight salient themes emerging from the British and American legisla

tures, against the background of existing theories, with a view to suggesting a gen

eral approach to law reform in South Africa. 

This chapter will focus on the theoretical approach underlying the British and 

American systems, as opposed to specific legislative provisions. A comparison of 

specific provisions of those systems with principles of South African law which may 

be applicable in areas such as access to employment, discrimination during employ

ment, termination of employment, pregnancy, fetal protection, sexual harassment, 

equal pay and affirmative action was undertaken in the preceding chapter. Those 

principles will not be considered at length in this discussion. The aim of this chapter 

is to consider underlying themes and to suggest an approach which the South 

African legislature should adopt. Interpretation of legislative provisions should be 

considered against the background of the preceding discussion. 

8 Conceptions of Equality 

The sexual division of labour and associated discriminatory treatment of women in 

the work place is linked to a myriad of factors.1 Social as well as economic reasons 
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have been advanced. The origins have been sought in biological forms rooted in 

prehistoric cultures; religious and cultural institutions; the structure of the family 

and the division of household labour; the associated distinction between production 

which is seen primarily as the task of males, and reproduction which is the domain 

of females. Employment discrimination has been seen alternatively as basis of 

inequality and as a manifestation of inequality.2 Against this background of struc

tural social and economic discrimination, any attempt to address inequality in the 

work place without addressing other areas of employment can be only partly effec

tive. 

One of the primary determinants of the successfulness attributed to laws dealing 

with discrimination in employment is the theoretical approach to equality adhered 

to. There are two broad theoretical approaches to equality. They are the liberal 

theory of equality, on the one hand, and the radical theory, on the other.3 Sup

porters of the liberal theory seek equality of opportunity for men and women (that 

is, equal treatment), while those who espouse the radical approach demand equality 

of outcome (treatment as an equal).4 The distinction between the two approaches is 

illustrated in the following passage: 

"There are two different sorts of rights .... The lirst is the right to equal treatme11t, 
which is the right to an equal distribution of some opportunity or resource or burden. 
Every citizen, for example, has a right to an equal vote in a democracy; that is the 
nerve of the Supreme Court's decision that one person must have one vote even if a 
different and more complex arrangement would helter secure the collective welfare. 
The second is the right to treat111e11/ as a11 equal, which is the right, not to receive the 
same distribution of some burden or benefit, but to be treated with the same respect 

The origins of and reasons for discrimination arc discussed in chapter 2 paragraphs A and B 
above. 

2 Mazumdar and Sharma 185. 

3 Sec rhaptcr 2 paragraph C above for a discussion of these theories. 

4 Sec, in general, Townshend-Smith 21· 26; Kenney 393;· 394; Schmidt (ed) 32; Curtin 19· 20; 
Boyd and Sheehy 295; Sheppard 1%- 197; Jcwson and Mason 308. 
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and concern as anyone else. Ir I have two children, and one is dying from a disease 
that is making the other uncomfortable, I do not show equal concern ;r I flip a coin to 
decide which should have the remaining dose of a drug. This example shows that the 
right to treatment as an equal is fundamental, and that the right to equal treatment is 
derivative. In some circumstances the right to treatment as an equal will entail a right 
to equal treatment, but not, by any means, in all circumstances.5 

Both the British and American legislatures appear to have been motivated by the 

notion of equality of opportunity6 (although they do show signs of a more radical 

approach in respect of certain provisions, for example, pertaining to equal pay, preg

nancy, and sexual harassment). Generally, those anti-discrimination laws have been 

formulated to accommodate the perceived differing needs of men and women, after 

which they are expected to compete freely and equally on the basis of merit.7 Legis

lation is framed in comparative terms: it proscribes less favourable treatment, as 

opposed to unfavourable treatment. An employer acts unlawfully if it treats a 

woman less favourably than it would have treated a similarly situated man. A male 

model has thus been relied on in the formulation of a policy of equality.8 Reliance 

on that model has been criticised. The reason for the criticism is that anti

discrimination laws which depend on compliance with a male norm, effectively 

exclude women who cannot conform to the norm from the ambit of protection 

afforded. It has been said that: 

5 The passage by Ronald Dworkin is cited by O'Donovan and Szyszcr.ak 6. 

6 MacKinnon 1287 explains that: "Rather than designing an indigenous solution to the problem 
of sex inequality, the early feminist legal view was, implicitly, that if equality meant being the 
same as men -- and being different [rom men meant either no rights at all or sex-based 
deprivation circumscribed and rigidi£icd by inadequate and patronizing compensation -
women would be the same as men." 

7 O'Donovan and SzyszC?.ak 3- 4 explain the significance which liberal writers attach to the dis
tinction between need and merit: "Competition on merit is what equal opportunity is all about. 
To overcome the question of the relationship between need and merit liberal writers advocate 
minimal state provision £or need, after which all compete on merit. Thus intervention because 
of need or inequality is a justification for state action, regulation or legislation. Thereafter the 
role of the state is to hold the ring £or [rec competition." 

8 Lacey 416- 417. 
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"Legislation framed in terms of equality based on a male norm is therefore fundamen
tally limited: it can assist the minority who are able to conform, but cannot reach the 
structural underlying impediments.9 

An example of the weakness inherent in the formulation of legislation which 

focuses on a male standard is to be found in both the American and British 

approaches to discrimination because of pregnancy. Initially, discrimination on that 

ground was not regarded as unlawful because there was no male with whom a preg

nant woman could be compared. A pregnant woman could not be treated less 

favourably than a comparable male simply because pregnancy was recognised as a 

unique condition. A distinction was drawn between pregnant and non-pregnant per

sons, rather than between men and women, and discrimination against pregnant 

persons was not regarded as unlawfuJ.10 American courts subsequently held that 

neutral pregnancy related rules could constitute indirect discrimination if they had 

an unjustified disproportionate impact on women.11 Finally both systems evolved to 

prohibit discrimination based on pregnancy, where an employer would have treated 

a man in a similar position, for example a man in a state of ill health, more 

favourably.12 Conduct of that nature constituted direct sex discrimination. The 

approach is based on the false assumption that pregnancy is an unnatural condition 

comparable to illness.13 The search for a male comparator thus resulted in a distor

tion of reality. It is suggested that, in the absence of statutory reform, discriminatory 

treatment due to pregnancy should rather be conceptualised as indirect discrimina

tion: it is treatment which affects more women than men and cannot be justified. 

9 Fredman 121. 

10 T11rley v Alldm Departme11t Stores Ltd (1980) IRLR 4 (EAT); Ge11eral Electric Company v Gil
bert 429 US 125 (1976). 

11 Nasliville Gas Compa11y v Sally 434 US 136 (1977). 

12 Hayes v Malleable Working Me11 's C/11b a11d /11stit11te 1985 IRLR 367 (EAT); Pregnancy Dis
crimination Act 1978, enacted as section 701(k) of Tille VII of the Civil Rights Act. 

13 Lacey 417 slates lhal the approach "presents an inaccurate and damaging image of pregnant 
women as genuinely comparable with sick or other abnormally situated men." 
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The emphasis would then shift from the perception of pregnancy as an unnatural 

condition, to justification of the employer's conduct. Justification should be possible 

only where the practice complained of is necessary for the operation of the business. 

Laws dealing with pregnancy discrimination provide the most obvious example of 

the inadequacy of reliance on a male standard. Similar problems exist with regard 

to statutory service requirements which have to be met in order to qualify for 

maternity rights under the British Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978. 

Requirements regarding a minimum number of years of continuous service with a 

single employer, and a minimum number of hours worked per week, are based on a 

male pattern of employment. They effectively exclude many women whose work 

tends to be interrupted and who tend to work part time.14 

Not only legislative provisions, but all service requirements, pertaining to con

tinuous employment and hours worked per week affect more women than men. 

Requirements of that nature, set by employers in order to qualify for service bene

fits, such as pension and medical benefits, should be recognised as indirect dis

crimination as they affect more women than men. They should be capable of justifi

cation only where they correspond to a real need on the part of the undertaking, for 

example, a genuine economic need to entice full time rather than part time employ

ees.15 

Reliance on a male standard has also proved problematic in respect of pay equity. 

The British Equal Pay Act 1970 deviates from a strict male norm to the extent that it 

14 Dickens 128 states that half of all part time workers in the United Kingdom are disqualified on 
the ground of hours worked, and a quarter of all full time employees on the ground of service 
length. 

15 See Bilko-Ka11p1011s GmbH v Weber 1•011 Hartz 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607/ (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Ct). 
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requires equal pay for equal work as well as for work of equal value. But it is 

restrictive in that it requires a comparison between a man and a woman in the same 

employment. It is thus unable to address the problems of women in employment 

where there are no men or where male comparators may be scarce. Furthermore, 

job evaluation exercises which evaluate various components of jobs, such as effort, 

skill and responsibility, tend to award less points for typically female skills (which 

are seen as a reflection of domestic responsibilities) than for skills usually developed 

in the context of paid work (which are seen as typically male).16 

The approach adopted in respect of laws which focus on equality of opportunity and 

require compliance with a male norm, in accordance with the liberal approach to 

equality, is essentially an assimilationist one. Rather than incorporating sexual dif

ferentiation without attaching a penalty to it, the aim is to eradicate all sex role dif

ferentiation. A society is envisaged in which sex is no more significant than eye 

colour. That vision has been termed the "assimilationist ideal".17 

Liberally orientated anti-discrimination laws have been criticised for their failure to 

accommodate inherent sexual differences. The utility of the approach, based on 

assimilation as opposed to acceptance of sexual differences, is limited to situations 

where male and female employees are similarly situated: it does little to overcome 

barriers in areas such as occupational segregation, accommodation of pregnancy 

and addressing sexual harassment. 111e problem has been explained in the following 

manner (in the context of American law): 

16 Dickens 128 explains that the experience in the United States, for example, has been that 
"rather than revalue women's work, comparable worth exercises have tended to reward women 
only for what is already considered valuable in men's work". 

17 Wasserstrom 606 explains that: "On the attitudinal and conceptual level, the assimilationist 
ideal would require the eradication of all sex-role differentiation. II would never teach about 
the inevitable or essential attributes of masculinity or femininity; ii would never encourage or 
discourage the ideas of sisterhood or brotherhood; it would be unintelligible to talk about the 
virtues as well as the disabilities of being a woman or a man. Were sex like eye color, these 
things woul<I make no sense." 
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"The essentially assimilationist approach fundamental lo this legal equality doctrine -
be like us and we will treal you like we treat each other -- was adopted in sex cases 
wholesale from the cases on racial discrimination. The judicial interpretation of sex 
equality, like its predicates the Fourteenth Amendment and Title VII, ha.• been built 
on the racial analogy. So not only must women be like men, sexism must be like 
racism, or nothing can be done. Where the analogy seems lo work, that is, where the 
sexes are reasonably fungible and the inequalities can be seen to function similarly -
as in some elite employment situations, for example -- equality law can work for sex. 
Where the sexes are different, and sexism does not readily appear to work like racism 
-- as with sexual abuse and reproductive control, for example -- discrimination as a 
legal theory does not even come up:18 

C The Significance of Legal Reform 

Anti-discrimination employment legislation in the United States and the United 

Kingdom has been criticised for its failure to eradicate discrimination in the work 

place. The most fundamental criticism of those systems is based on the assumptions 

which underlie the law, namely the meaning of the concept of equality, the adoption 

of a male standard of comparison, and the narrow perception of discrimination19 

(although, as explained below, the British system in particular has been criticised for 

its ineffective mechanisms for mobilisation). 

As stated, the meaning generally assigned to equality in anti-discrimination laws is 

that of equality of opportunity rather than equality of outcome. Irrelevant charac

teristics, such as an employee's sex, are to be discounted: competition is to occur on 

the ground of neutral attributes pertaining to merit. The effectiveness of law based 

on that notion is said to be inherently limited because the effect of structural 

inequality is ignored. It assumes that fair procedures will ensure fair outcomes. The 

fact that supposedly neutral attributes regarding merit may be socially determined 

18 MacKinnon 1288. Prechal and Burrows 1 also emphasise the fact lhal different types of dis
crimination, such as sex and nationality discrimination, are not analogous. 

19 For a discussion of the effectiveness of the law on sex equality in the broader sense, see MacK
innon 1281- 1328. Sec also Conaghan 377, 389- 390; Smart 109, 114, 122; Polan 301- 302. 
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or may be determined on the basis of a male standard is overlooked. Furthermore, 

a male standard has been adopted as the norm with which employees are expected 

to comply in order to qualiry for equal treatment. The approach is a comparative 

one: the norm which has been accepted, and against which the treatment of female 

employees is measured, is the male one. The focus of the examination is whether 

there has been less favourable treatment, rather than unfavourable treatment. 

Structural discrimination, which as resulted in differing social norms and working 

patterns for women, is overlooked. Finally, the perception of discrimination has 

been criticised. The reason is that, while discrimination is a far reaching structural 

phenomenon, the law tends to focus narrowly on aggrieved individuals rather than 

on groups of employees. A significant reason is that the concept of indirect dis

crimination -- that is, facially neutral conduct which detrimentally affects more 

women than men -- has not been developed adequately. The focus in this regard is 

on interpretation of the concept by the courts in a manner which accords due weight 

to institutional discrimination, on the one hand, and provisions which facilitate 

mobilisation or the legislature, on the other. 

A feminist jurisprudence is needed to address this fundamental critique of anti

discrimination legislation. But in the context of the virtual statutory vacuum which 

presently exists in South Africa, it is felt that legislation dealing with discrimination 

in employment is a significant starting point for addressing inequality in the work 

place, provided that it is formulated adequately in respect or its substantive provi

sions and its procedures and mechanisms for enforcement. While legislation of that 

nature alone cannot eliminate discrimination against women in the work place 

entirely, its role is none the less significant. 

In South Africa two key areas need to be addressed in an effort to bring about 

equality in the work place. They are education/ training and equal employment 
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laws.W 

First, adequate non-discriminatory education and training is essential to address the 

root causes of occupational segregation and inequality. The significance thereof has 

been explained in the following manner: 

"Policy to promote equal opportunities cannot be effective unless it tackles problems 
al the root. For this reason, action in the area of education and training is fundamen
tal, particularly with regard to ... adaptation lo economic and social change:21 

Both the British Sex Discrimination Act and Title IX of the Civil Rights Act prohibit 

discrimination in education. Positive steps proposed by the Commission of the 

European Communities to bring about de facto equality in education include the 

reinforcement of co-education practices, the introduction of measures to ensure a 

balanced distribution of posts held by men and women at all levels of education 

regarding subject matter and level of post, and the elimination of sex related 

stereotypes from educational materiaJ.22 These proposals are as relevant in the 

South African context as in Europe. One might add that particular attention is 

needed to enhance the position of Black women, who may have suffered both racial 

and gender based discrimination. 

20 Pillay 34 slates: "In conclusion it is pertinent to ask what can be done and should be done to 
elevate women lo their rightful place as equal participants with men in the economy. While a 
detailed analysis of the necessary measures are beyond the scope of this paper, it is obvious 
that amongst those that need lo be adopted arc 
(i) the more effective implementation of equal opportunities legislation; 
(ii) equal access lo educational opportunities; and 
(iii) an improvement in maternity protection to enable women workers to reconcile the 

dual function of maternity and economic activity." 

21 Equal Opportunities for Women: Medium Term Comm1111ity Programme 1986 - 1990 7 para
graph 12. 

22 Equal Opportunities for ll'ome11: Medium Tenn Community Programme 1986 - 1990 10 para
graph 20(a). 
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Secondly (and of particular significance for the purposes of this study), legislation 

providing for equality in employment must be introduced. Issues which are not 

regulated legally are generally regarded as unimportant. Provisions contained in 

constitutions, laws, regulations and court decisions constitute a significant statement 

of national will.23 They serve an educational purpose24 and may be reflected in col

lectively agreed structures. 

It is interesting to note that although law usually follows the pattern of social and 

economic development, anti-discrimination laws have often shaped, rather than 

reflected, social norms. In the United States, for example, the inclusion of a 

prohibition against sex discrimination in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act was due to 

a capricious attempt to derail the statute, rather than a concern for women's rights. 

Litigation which followed reflected developing social mores and gave substance to 

the broad prohibition. The majority of cases which established general legal princi

ples regarding direct and indirect discrimination dealt with allegations of race dis

crimination. The key area affecting the vast majority of women workers, namely 

pregnancy, required further legal intervention to remedy the inequitable approach 

adopted by courts interpreting Title VII. A similar trend is encountered in Europe 

where the norms of equality contained in Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome and 

supplementary Directives, the case law of the European Court of Justice and 

national legislation of member states have often been an example to, and not a 

reflection of, the labour market.25 It is thus apparent that while Jaw alone cannot 

23 Sec Olsen 207; Charlesworth 71; Part 5 or the Report of tire Commission of Inquiry into Labour 
Legislation (the Wichahn Commission). 

24 Dickens 126 notes that the "conceptualization or equal opportunity in the legislation helps 
shape its educational message." 

25 Landau 67. The author cites statistics which reveal that 13% or women working in the Euro
pean Community ( 4 million out of a total of 30 million) have had personal experience of dis
crimination based on sex, regarding conditions of pay, access to employment, promotion and 
dismissal. A survey conducted in the United Kingdom found that sex discrimination continued 
lo occur despite anti-discrimination legislation. 
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bring about equality in the work place, it does play a significant role. 

As indicated in the preceeding chapter, South African law does contain provisions 

which may be utilised to challenge discrimination. The most significant of these is 

the unfair labour practice concept contained in the LRA. But the protection 

afforded by that statute is far from adequate. A significant limitation is the fact that 

several categories of employees are excluded from the ambit of the Act. For exam

ple, it does not apply to farmworkers, domestic servants in private households, 

employees of the public service, or teachers at state financed educational institu

tions. There is no statute upon which those employees can rely to challenge unfair 

practices by an employer. As stated previously, abstention of the law from a particu

lar area tends to create the impression that the area is regarded as an insignificant 

one. The exclusion of domestic servants from virtually all legislation which provides 

protection in the employment context is particularly detrimental as the vast majority 

of domestic servants are (Black) women. 

The protection afforded by the Labour Relations Act is further curtailed by virtue of 

the fact that it applies only to employers and employees as defined, apparently 

excluding applicants for employment. In Europe and the United States the majority 

of cases challenging employer action on the basis of discrimination have dealt with 

hiring practices. An employer who is able to discriminate when selecting employees 

for employment can thereafter comply with anti-discrimination principles with rela

tive ea~e. For example, an employer who is required to comply with comprehensive 

legislative provisions dealing with pregnancy, can avoid the issue simply by refusing 

to employ women. Thus a failure to extend the ambit of anti-discrimination legisla

tion to applicants for employment does not merely curtail the protection available to 

women, but may actually serve to increase discrimination against them. 
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Furthermore, the unfair labour practice definition provides no guidance as to the 

meaning which may be assigned to the concept of discrimination. Extensive liti

gation would probably be necessary to develope even the most basic principles of 

discrimination law. The trend of such decisions is upredictable and the application 

of general principles which have evolved in the context of the court's unfair labour 

practice definition (such as the classification of a dispute concerning a job evalua

tion study as a dispute of interest because it will result in the payment of more 

money to an applicant) may hinder the development of these principles. The Act 

also contains an array of procedural requirements which must be met in order to 

obtain relief in the Industrial Court. These technical requirements have been relied 

on by respondents to prevent access to the court. 

Another potential area of legal development may exist in the context of an 

employee's common law right to exercise a chosen calling, as recognised in Hawker v 

Life Offices Association of SA.26 But uncertainty regarding the existence and pos

sible extent of that right or a similar right based on delictual principles, as well as 

difficulties associated with litigation before the ordinary courts, make it improbable 

that significant developments will occur in the near future. 

Besides legal structures, collective bargaining structures have the potential to play a 

significant role.27 Within the context of existing statutory structures, industrial 

council and conciliation board agreements may cover a wide range of topics, and 

may not discriminate on the ground of an employee's .sex. But, in the absence of a 

clear anti-discrimination policy spurred on by the legislature, the potential of collec

tive bargaining to address discrimination in the work place has not been realised. 

Naturally, a legislative statement is not all that is needed in the context of collective 

26 (1987)8/U231(C). 

27 Sec chapter 6 paragraph D above for a discussion of collective bargaining structures. 
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bargaining: effective collective bargaining on this issue also requires strong support 

for women's issues from representative employee organisations. But the sig

nificance of a legislative framework cannot be overlooked. 

Finally, it is possible that the virtual absence of the legislature from the arena of 

employment discrimination (and other areas such as education, training and the 

provision of services) in South Africa is a significant reason for the fact that so few 

cases dealing with discrimination against female employees have been referred to 

the Industrial Court for determination, despite the fact that the court has had juris

diction in that regard for over a decade. The absence of a legislative statement of 

national will creates the impression that the issue is an insignificant one. Fears on 

the part of individual applicants which exist in countries which have anti

discrimination laws, become more formidable when no such legislation exists. 

These include, for example, fears of victimisation and deterioration in employment 

relationships, which could lead to eventual termination of employment and sub

sequent difficulties in seeking new employment.28 The significance of anti

discrimination laws has been explained simply in the following terms: 

"There is another way of looking at the achievement of the equality legislation (in the 
United Kingdom). It is significant that the despondent winners whose personal expe
rience was so disappointing nevertheless viewed their experiences positively. These 
women would prefer that the legislation continued to exist and be used. Their major 
reasons related lo their expectations of justice and of vindication, lo the value they 
placed on public statements about equality, and to solidarity with other women also 
the victims of discrimination. When we view the legislation in these terms rather a 
different picture emerges. 

The statement contained in anti-discrimination legislation is of symbolic significance 
to women, notwithstanding its qualifications and limitations. Discriminatory laws, 
policies, actions and practices can be challenged. Even where it is established that 
these arc lawful a process of explanation and justification is required. This calls for a 
practical reason for the action or practice, and the reason can in turn be challenged. 
In other words, practical reason involves dialogue. The dialectical process gives 
women an opening in which to express their viewpoint, how they see things. The 
legislation also helps to create a language, a vocabulary in which to express an alterna
tive viewpoint from that which is taken for granled:29 

28 O'Donovan and Szyszczak 228. 
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A legislative structure is thus proposed which regulates the working environment as 

effectively as is possible. It is probable that a future constitution will provide for 

equality irrespective of sex. That would provide a significant statement of national 

will. But by its very nature a document such as a constitution cannot regulate dis

crimination in employment in an adequate fashion: it is a broad statement of policy 

which requires interpretation. Legislation designed specifically to challenge dis

crimination in employment would provide a more effective structure. 

In concrete terms, a system is proposed which draws upon the experience of the 

United States and the United Kingdom, incorporating elements of both systems. 

The theoretical approach underlying those systems is the liberal one. However ele

ments which reflect the a more radical approach to the notion of equality have been 

incorporated, for example, in areas such as equal pay, pregnancy and sexual harass

ment. The fact that the effectiveness of the laws in those countries has been 

criticised has not been overlooked. Howeyer, it is felt that by incorporating and 

modifying substantive and procedural elements of both systems, an effective starting 

point for legal regulation in South Africa can be formulated. 

It is suggested that the legislature should provide a broad framework for addressing 

discrimination in the work place. A court interpreting the legislative provisions 

would then have the flexibility to consider principles which have evolved in other 

jurisdictions and to apply them to the facts of a particular case. 

29 O'Donovan and Szyszczak 229. See also Ellis European Community 1: "The law and the 
apparatus by which it is administered, or course, play a vital part in sustaining the notion or 
equality between the sexes; the law cannot do the whole job, since people's altitudes and 
cultural differences will always overlay it, but it is highly instrumental in shaping behaviour and 
expectations." Dickens 116 notes: "Positive impacts on woman's employment may come about 
through the direct use or the law. Actual use or the law may result in improvements for partic
ular women or groups or women. At the same time the direct use or the law may foster 
voluntary initiatives elsewhere, through educational or threat effects." 
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DA Legislative Structure 

It is envisaged that the structure discussed below should form a base for the devel

opment of legislative provisions in South Africa. It is suggested that the structure 

proposed should replace, and not merely complement, the Industrial Court's unfair 

labour practice jurisdiction. The reason is that the field of law dealing with equality 

in employment for women is a specialised one. It should be dealt with in the context 

of provisions and procedures contained in a statute designed for that purpose. If 

dealt with in the course of the court's unfair labour practice jurisdiction, general 

principles which have evolved in the context of that jurisdiction and which are 

inappropriate in the context of discrimination, may be applied, for example, the 

exclusion of applicants for employment or promotion from the court's jurisdiction, 

or the classification of a job evaluation dispute as one of interest. 

The coverage and scope of legislative provisions must be broad in order to be effec

tive. In both the United States and the United Kingdom, private sector and the 

majority of public sector employees are covered at every stage of the employment 

process from hiring through to dismissal. Discrimination by employers, labour 

organisations and employment agencies is prohibited.30 

Both countries have two statutes, one dealing with discrimination in general and one 

dealing specifically with equal pay. The reason in both instances is based on his

torical development rather than effective implementation. Both the British Equal 

Pay Act 1970 and the American statute of 1963 were originally passed to provide for 

minimum national wages. It is felt that two statutes are unnecessary: procedures 

relating to enforcement are either complicated or duplicated. One statute dealing 

30 Sec sections 6, 11- 15 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975; section 701 of Title VII. 
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with all aspects of sex discrimination in employment is envisaged. Other grounds of 

discrimination, such as race discrimination, are not analogous to sex discrimination 

and should be dealt with in a separate statute in order to avoid undue confusion of 

issues by the legislature as well as a court interpreting the provisions. 

The breadth of comparison should be as wide as possible. As explained before, an 

ideal situation would be one where the legislature deals with the position of women 

in broad terms rather than one where discrimination, which is determined by means 

of a comparison, is proscribed. But, even in the context of specific anti

discrimination legislation, a relatively wide base of comparison would increase the 

effectiveness. For example, in the context of equal pay, equal remuneration for 

equal work results in a far narrower application than equal remuneration for work 

of equal value; comparison with a male employee in the same employment leads to 

a more restrictive application than comparison with any male in an entire operation; 

requiring contemporaneity is more restrictive that permitting comparison with a 

predecessor. Where practicable, comparison with a hypothetical male should be 

permitted. 

It is felt that small employers should not be granted a blanket exemption from 

statutory provisions. The purpose of exempting employers who employ less than a 

certain number of employees from the provisions of instruments providing for mini

mum working conditions, such as industrial council agreements providing for mini

mum standards in respect of remuneration, is to stimulate job creation by easing the 

financial burden on employers who cannot afford to pay the wages or provide the 

pension benefits specified. A broad exemption of that nature is not necessary in the 

context of anti-discrimination legislation which is designed primarily to fulfill a 

social purpose. One area in which a measure of flexibility may be necessary is in 

respect of maternity provisions which impose an unduly onerous burden on small 
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employers. Employers who are able to show that they will be prejudiced unduly· 

should be able to apply for exemption from specified provisions. 

An analysis of substantive and procedural provisions which should be included fol

lows below. 

1 Substantive Provisions 

Both direct and indirect discrimination are prohibited by the American and British 

legislatures, although neither uses those terms.31 The concepts have been defined 

in terms of the liberal approach to equality. In the United States, for example, it is 

unlawful "to discriminate against any individual... because of such individual's ... sex", 

or "to deprive any individual of employment opportunities ... because of such individ

ual's ... sex".32 The provision has been interpreted as prohibiting both disparate 

treatment (that is, direct discrimination) and disparate impact (or indirect dis

crimination).33 Direct discrimination occurs when an employer treats an employee 

differently because she is a woman -- discrimination must have been the intentional 

or the probable consequence of the employer's actions.34 Indirect discrimination 

involves conduct which affects more women than men, irrespective of the 

employers's intention. In the United Kingdom, an employer discriminates directly if 

it treats a woman "less favourably than he treats or would treat a man" because of 

her sex.35 Indirect discrimination occurs where an apparently neutral requirement 

or condition is applied, the effect of which is "that the proportion of women who can 

31 Scclion 703(a) of Tille Vil and flltemational Brot/1erlrood of Teamsters" U11ited States 431 US 
324 (1977); Scclions 1(1), 6(1) and 6(2) of 1he Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

32 Section 703(a) of Tille Vil. 

33 lt1tematio11al Brot/Jer/1ood of Teamsters" United States 431 US 324 (1977). 

34 Cox 6-5 - 6-6. 

35 Section 1(1) of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 
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comply with it is considerably smaller that the proportion of men who can comply 

with it".36 In both countries, direct discrimination is permitted where it is necessary 

for the operation of the business -- where it is a genuine occupational qualifica

tion.37 Indirect discrimination is not unlawful if the allegedly discriminatory prac

tice can be justified. American courts require a practice to be a business necessity,38 

while the British legislature refers to a condition which is "justifiable irrespective of 

the sex of the person to whom it is applied.39 The interpretation of "justifiable" by 

British courts ranged from "necessary", which was determined objectively, to some

thing less, namely, "what was acceptable to right thinking people as sound and 

tolerable reasons".40 The latter standard was more subjective and took the motiva

tion and good faith of the employer into consideration. The subsequent approach of 

the European Court of Justice saw a return to a more objective standard, namely, 

that an employer's policy should correspond to a real need on the part of the 

undertaking, should be appropriate with a view to achieving the objectives pursued, 

and should be necessary to that end.41 

The liberal notion, encompassed in provisions such as these, has been criticised on 

the basis of the underlying assumptions which are reflected therein, notably the 

adoption of masculinity as the norm or standard against which equality is 

measured.42 That is a fundamental criticism directed at the adoption of anti-

36 Section l(l)(b). 

37 Section 703(e)(I) of Title VII; section 7 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

38 Gri/(gS v Duke Power Compa11y 401 US 424 (1971); Abcmwle Paper Company v Moody 422 US 
405 (1975); Dothard I' Ran·li11so11 433 US 321 (1977). 

39 Section l(l)(b) of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

40 Dickens 119- 120; Singh v Row11trce Macintosh Ltd (1979) lRLR 199 (EAT); Pa11esar v The 
Nestle Company Ltd (1980) TRLR 60 (EAT); Oj11tik11 v Ma11power Setl'ices Commissio11 (1981) 
lRLR 156 (EAT). 

41 Bi/ka-Ka11flwm Gm/Jll 1· IV"ber l'Oll Hartz Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607/ (1986) TRLR 317 
(European Cl); Rai11ey 1• Greater Glasgow Hc·alt/1 Board (1987) TRLR 26 (llL). 

42 Sec Dickens 124- 134. 
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discrimination legislation (as opposed to a feminist jurisprudence). However, 

having accepted that the adoption of anti-discrimination legislation is the initial step 

which should be taken, it is suggested that a broad prohibition of both direct and 

indirect discrimination is an appropriate point of departure within such legislation. 

Coupled with the procedural provisions outlined below, it would provide a platform 

from which to challenge discriminatory practices in the work place. Indirect dis

crimination, with its emphasis on effects as oppo~ed to Intentions, is particularly 

important because of the potential which it provides to challenge structural dis

crimination (provided, again, that it is supported by adequate procedural features, 

such as a class action and the power to provide adequate remedies). However, the 

effect of provisions such as those outlined above would be reduced significantly if 

defences were construed broadly. A concept such as "genuine occupational 

qualification", which is usually regarded as a defence to directly discriminatory con

duct, must be restricted to application in situations where physical attributes are 

essential to proper performance of work, or those involving positions of intimacy. A 

broad interpretation would permit reliance on stereotyped role division. Similarly, 

the potential to address the effects of social and economic discrimination on the 

basis of indirect discrimination would be reduced significantly if standards of justifi

cation for practices of that nature were construed leniently. An indirectly dis

criminatory practice should be capable of justification only if it is shown to be neces

sary, and not where its application is merely convenient, to the employer's business 

needs. Small advantages to an employer should not justify a discriminatory practice. 

The practice should also be an appropriate method of satisfying the employer's 

needs. The impact of the practice on the victim must be emphasised -- unless the 

adverse effect on the economic position of the employer is significant. 

In addition to addressing discrimination in broad terms, the legislature should 
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actively encourage, rather than merely permit, affirmative action. That would assist 

in overcoming the effect of structural discrimination which segregates the labour 

market, rather than merely halting present discrimination. The British legislation is 

limited in this regard. It does not require affirmative action, but permits single sex 

training for current and prospective employees, and encouragement of prospective 

employees, in order to provide opportunities in respect of positions in which they 

have been under represented.43 The European Equal Treatment Directive, 

however, permits member states to adopt "measures to promote equal opportunity 

for men and women, in particular by removing existing inequalities which effect 

women's opportunities".44 The scope of measures envisaged is clearly wider than 

that permitted under the Sex Discrimination Act. The scope of the American legis

lation, too, is somewhat broader than the British. One of the remedies which a fed

eral court is specifically permitted, although not required, to order for a contraven

tion of the legislative provisions is "such affirmative action as may be appropriate".45 

Affirmative action may also be compelled by means of government orders, designed 

to ensure that those who do business with the American government implement 

affirmative action programmes. An example is to be found in Federal Executive 

Order 11246, which requires private contractors who do business with the federal 

government to take affirmative action to ensure gender balance in their work forces. 

Finally, employers may undertake voluntary affirmative action programmes, pro

vided that the purpose of the programme which is adopted mirrors the purpose of 

the Act, and does not unnecessarily disregard the interests of unprotected employ

ees.46 

43 Sections 47 and 48 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

44 Article 2(4) of the Equal Treatment Directive. 

45 Section 706(g) and (j) of Title Vil. 

46 U11itcd Steclll'orkrrs of America v ll'Cber 443 US 193 (1979). 
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It is suggested that the South African legislature should require, and not merely 

permit, the implementation of affirmative action programmes.47 It has been said 

that: 

"The fair dislribution or rewards approach calls for direcl intervenlion in workplace 
praclices to achieve a fair dislribution or outcomes (usually in terms or the propor· 
tional representation or disadvantaged groups mirroring their representation in the 
labour force or society). It adopts a group perspective, taking the absence of a fair 
distribution of rewards as evidence or unfair discrimination. This approach leads to 
quotas, to policies like preferential hiring and to promotion of disadvantaged 
groups ... "48 

The legislature should thus impose a statutory duty to develope affirmative action. 

It should provide a basic legal framework within which specific policies could be 

developed by employers. Employers should be required to evaluate existing prac

tices, and to set objectives with regard to issues such as vocational training and 

occupational distribution, as well as timetables for meeting those goals. Consulta

tion with representative employee organisations should occur on these issues. Com

pliance with timetables and goals set should be monitored by the state, for example, 

through a specialised body such as an Equal Employment Commission. A caution

ary word must, however, be sounded. The extent of affirmative action undertaken 

should not be such that efficiency is affected detrimentally, or that women are stig

matised as inferior employees whose success depends on quotas. 

In addition to a general prohibition of discrimination in respect of issues such as 

access to jobs, training, promotion and dismissal, certain aspects of women's 

employment must be addressed specifically by the legislature. These are remunera

tion, pregnancy/ maternity and sexual harassment. These are issues in respect of 

47 Sec also the discussion in chapter 6 paragraph C7. 

48 Dickens 126. Docksey 14- 15 noles that "voluntary positive action cannot really be successful 
in a voluntary environment, and ... positive action has been most effective in countries such as , 
Sweden and the USA which enjoy a basic legal framework." 
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which a blanket, liberally orientated, prohibition of discrimination is inadequate. 

They affect women specifically to such an extent that comparison with a male 

employee is particularly inappropriate. 

1l1e average rate of women's pay is well below that of men. This can be attributed 

to several factors. First, there may be remuneration differences within occupations: 

in the United Kingdom, for example, the average pay of female nurses is 90,3% of 

that of male nurses. Secondly, women generally do different work to men, and work 

typically performed by women is under valued. Thirdly, women are crowded into 

low paid jobs.49 These are issues which need to be addressed in the long term 

through broader social and educational policies. In the context of employment, 

however, they may be addressed in terms of anti-discrimination legislation, and spe

cifically through that dealing with equal pay. Crowding into certairl jobs may be 

challenged on the basis of general anti-discrimination provisions, for example, 

where an employer refuses to hire women for certain positions or to promote 

women. Where remuneration differences occur within occupations, they can be 

challenged in terms of legislation providing for equal pay for work which is the same 

or substantially similar. However, the under valuation of women's work requires 

legislation providing for equal pay for work of equal value. 

Legislation providing for equal pay for work of equal value was introduced in the 

United Kingdom in order to comply with European standards.50 The utility thereof 

has been criticised on the ground that the legal structure is one which is complicated 

49 Townshend-Smith 151 explains in the British context that: "there were two reasons why the 
!Equal Pay) Act could not significantly reduce the pay differential. The first is the crowding of 
women into low paid jobs: this can only be attacked through the SDA. The second is the 
undervaluing of women's jobs; the equal value amendment deals with this issue but its impact 
has as yet been very limited" (own emphasis). 

50 Commission" 771e United Kingdom Case 61/81 (1982) ECR 2601/ (1982) IRLR 333 (Euro
pean Ct). 
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and difficult to use. The complexity of a claim of that nature is an obstacle which is 

virtually impossible to remove and has hindered the development of the compara

tive worth (equal value) doctrine in the United States.51 It has been said of the 

British system dealing with equal value: 

"The legal structure is a severe deterrent to effective action. ll is complex, time
consuming and unpredictable.... Lawyers are a mixed bles.~ing. though, for they fre
quently fail to understand evaluation and payment systems. In this area Tribunals 
cannot dispense speedy, cheap, relatively informal justice .... Whatever form the law 
takes it is never likely to be anything but a last resort. That is no argument for not 
improving the procedure; rather it cautions against believing that the real problems 
claimants face are procedural. Equal value is conceptually radical; courts and 
tribunals are never likely lo accept the full force or that radicalism:52 

It is none the less felt that legislation dealing with equal pay must contain a provi

sion requiring equal pay for work of equal value.53 Like general anti-discrimination 

legislation, it would raise consciousness and could act as an incentive to the negotia

tion of more equitable pay structures.54 Even as a legal measure, its value would be 

enhanced if it could be enforced by means of a class action, (as is suggested below in 

the context of procedural legislative provisions) as opposed to enforcement by indi

vidual employees, as is the case in the United Kingdom. 

51 Sec Co1111ty of Waslri11gto11 i• Gw1tl1er 452 US 161 (1981); Berger 430- 431. 

52 Townshend-Smith 165- 166. 

53 See also the discussion of equal pay in chapter 6 paragraph C6. 

54 It has been suggested that: "Law can make little impact compared with collective agreements, 
because the outworking of the impact of equal value needs constant vigilance and renegotia
tion, and because any change has to overcome the relative "stickiness• of wage-rates over time. 
Yet law may be a necessary spur to such agreements" (Townshend-Smith 166). Dickens 110 
illustrates the broader effect of the legislation with the following case study: "There have been 
succes.~ful attempts by unions lo use or threaten legal action to improve women's pay, and low 
pay more broadly. An equal value claim by a checkout operative at Sainsbury's, who com
pared her job lo a warehouseman, was withdrawn after a regrading exercise resulted in sub
stantial pay increases for checkout staff. This provided a catalyst for similar pay reviews in 
other large retailers such as Marks and Spencer and Tesco. Other major regrading exercises 
and revisions of pay structures have been undertaken with conscious attention to equal value 
issues." 
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A similar equal pay structure to the one adopted in the United Kingdom, in accord

ance with European standards,55 is thus proposed, to attempt to overcome the bar

riers to equality which are posed by occupational segregation resulting from struc 

tural discrimination beyond the work place. Legislation must provide for equal pay 

for men and women who do work which is the same, work which has been rated as 

equivalent by an employer under a voluntary job evaluation scheme, and work which 

is of equal value within a particular organisation. The concept of an organisation 

must be defined broadly. It may be restricted to one undertaking, but should not 

permit artificial divisions which permit an employer to avoid compliance with legis

lative provisions. Contemporaneous employment of a woman with a male com

parator should not be required -- comparison with a male predecessor should be 

permitted. Pay or remuneration must also be defined broadly to include any pay

ment in money or in kind which is made or owing to any person by virtue of her 

employment, including pension and medical benefits and any housing or travel 

allowance granted. Direction as to the method of evaluating work may be taken 

from the British approach.56 There the industrial tribunal to which the case is 

referred considers whether there are reasonable grounds for the claim, as a 

preliminary step. Cases which have no chance of success are sifted out in that man

ner. If there are rea~onable grounds for the claim, a report is commissioned from a 

panel of experts. The woman is entitled to equal pay if the tribunal, having con

sidered the report, finds that the value of her work is equal to (or greater than) that 

of her comparator. Where the voluntary job evaluation study carried out by an 

employer is found to be discriminatory, an equal value claim may be instituted. 

A "genuine material factor" defence, such as the British defence, may be provided 

for where the pay discrepancy is genuinely due to a material factor which is not the 

55 Section 1(2)(a)- (c) of the E'lual Pay Act 1970; Co111111issio11 "771e United Kingdom Case 61/81 
(1982) ECR 2601/ (1982) IRLR 333 (European Ct). 

56 Sec section 2A( 1) of the Equal Pay Act 1970. 
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difference of sex.57 The American legislature contains a similar defence, namely, 

where a difference in pay is based on any factor other than an employee's sex. It 

also refers to specific instances where a pay differential may be justified: where it is 

based on seniority, merit or productivity (measured in terms of an objective 

system).58 As is the case with any defence to discrimination, a defence of that 

nature must be interpreted restrictively. The reason for the difference in pay, 

furnished by an employer, should not be a pretext for unlawful discrimination. Dif

ferent treatment of part time and full time employees, for example, should not auto

matically be capable of justification under a defence of that nature. The reason is 

that the majority of part time employees are women, who are unable to work full 

time due to domestic responsibilities.59 A pay differential based on market forces, 

such as skill shortages, for example, should be permitted only where it corresponds 

to a real need on the part of the undertaking, and is appropriate and necessary in 

order to achieve that objective.<'° 

Legislative provisions which acknowledge pregnancy as a biological condition which 

is unique to women are necessary.61 Unfavourable treatment of a woman because 

she is pregnant, or for any reason associated with her pregnancy, must be prohibited. 

Unfavourable treatment, and not less favourable treatment than a similarly 

incapacitated man would have received, must be proscribed by the legislature. The 

"less favourable" approach, adopted in the United Kingdom under the Sex Dis· 

crimination Act and on a federal level in the United States, incorrectly equates 

57 Sec section 1(3) of the Equal Pay Act 1970. 

58 Section 206 of the Equal Pay Act 1963. 

59 See Je11ki11.r v Kingsgate (C/othi11g Prod11ctio11s) Ltd Case %/80 (1981) ECR 911/ (1981) IRLR 
228 (European Ct}. 

(>0 Bilka-Ka11Jlia11s G111bll 1• ll'<·ber 1•011 llartz Case 170/84 (1986) ECR 1607 / (1986) IRLR 317 
(European Ct). 

6 I Sec also the discussion in chapter 6 para~raph C4 ;1bovc. 
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pregnancy with illness. There is no possible male comparator for a pregnant 

employee. 

A defence may be provided where an employer is able to show that the action com

plained of was for a reason unrelated to the employee's pregnancy. As is the case 

with any defence, one of this nature should be interpreted narrowly, as a broad 

interpretation would undermine the purpose of the legislature. In a redundancy 

situation, for example, an employer should not be permitted justify the dismissal of a 

pregnant employee solely on the ground that it is economically viable to do so due 

to her inability to work around the time of confinement. 

In addition to proscribing unfavourable treatment in respect of pregnancy in general 

terms, the legislature must make specific provision for job security. It is suggested 

that dismissal of an employee while she is pregnant and for a specified period there

after should be presumed to be because of her pregnancy, unless the employer can 

show that dismissal was for a reason not related to her pregnancy. An approach of 

that nature would be similar to the one adopted in the United Kingdom under the 

Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act.62 

The legislature must also provide for time off for ante natal and post natal care, and 

for adequate maternity leave to protect the health of a mother and her child. The 

employee must be assured of returning to the same job or to one which is substan

tially similar, unless the employer is unable to accommodate her. An employer 

should not be entitled to refuse a woman permission to return merely because it is 

inconvenient to do so. A similar approach has been adopted under the British 

Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act.63 Financial benefits which enable a 

62 Scclion 60 of !he Employment Proleclion (Consolidation) Act 1978. 

63 Sec seclions 45 and 47 of lhe Employmenl Prolcction (Consolidation) Act 1978. 
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woman to take advantage of the statutory maternity leave must be provided. The 

financial burden should be shared by employers and the state, via a fund such as the 

unemployment insurance fund. 

It is equitable to expect an employee to meet statutory service and notice require

ments in order to qualify for the statutory maternity benefits. But those require

ments should not be unduly onerous as is the case in the United Kingdom, where a 

large number of women are excluded from the net of protection.64 Notice require

ments should be as uncomplicated as is possible, while serving the purpose for which 

they were designed, namely, to inform an employer that an employee intends to 

return to work in order to enable it to make the arrangements necessary to accom

modate her. The purpose of service requirements, on the other hand, is to require 

an employee to show some commitment to her job in order to qualify for maternity 

benefits. But qualification for a benefit subject to a period of continuous service 

with a single employer is assumes that women are able to conform to a typically 

male working pattern and effectively excludes a large proportion. A service require

ment which permits interrupted service with different employers would be a truer 

reflection of a female working pattern. While it would not require extended com

mitment to employment with a particular employer, it would reflect commitment to 

the job market and the maintenance of skills. Similarly, a qualification related to 

the minimum number of hours worked per week may effectively exclude many part 

time employees who are predominantly female. The latter qualification would serve 

little purpose in respect of maternity benefits, in any case, as the amount to which an 

employee may be entitled should correspond to the amount of money which she 

64 As Dickens 128 explains: •Somewhat ironically, may women are denied access to statutory 
maternity rights because or the need to conform to the male model of employment in order lo 
ran within those employment protection provisions which call for two years' continuous service 
and a minimum number or hours a week. Half of all part-time workers fall outside these 
provisions (mainly on the basis or hours worked) as do a quarter of full-time employees (on 
service length). Women arc more likely than men to fall through the net as their employment 
patterns tend lo deviate from the (male) full-time continuous employment mode." 
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normally earns. Furthermore, such constrain.is are not necessary in respect of pro

tection against unfavourable treatment relating to recruitment and career advance

ment. 

An issue which is related to that of pregnancy concerns the protection of the health 

of the expectant employee and the fetus which she carries. It is felt that setting of 

adequate health and safety standards lies beyond the scope of anti-discrimination 

legislation. It is one which should be dealt with on the basis of expert knowledge in 

the context of a statute regulating health and safety in the work place in general. 

Legislation of that nature should require employers to comply with strict standards 

in order to ensure the health of all employees in the context of physical hazards, 

such as heat stress, noise and vibration, and potentially toxic chemical substances. 

An employer should not be allowed to prejudice female employees, for example, by 

excluding them from a potentially hazardous work place, thereby reinforcing nega

tive stereotypes while failing to protect all employees adequately. In the United 

States, conduct of that nature has been held to constitute direct sex discrimination.65 

A similar approach appears to be evident in the United Kingdom.66 

Finally, it is suggested that the legislature should proscribe sexual harassment. Sex

ual harassment has been defined as: 

"repeated and unreciprocated actions, comments and looks or a sexual nature and 
which treat the recipient as a sexual object only. It prejudices the recipient'~b 
security or promotion prospects and/ or creates a stressfol working environment. 

65 /111ematio11a/ U11io11, UAll'vloli11so11 Co11trols /11corporated 111SCI1196(1991). 

66 lolr11sto11 1• Tire Clzief C011stable of the Royal Ulster Co11stab11/ary Case 222/84 (1986) ECR 
1651/ (1986) IRLR 263 (European Ct), read with article 2(3) or the European Equal Treat
ment Directive. 

61 Wisc and Stanley 38. The definition is that or the composite trade union movement in the 
Unilcd Kingdom. 
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In terms of the definition, sexual harassment is a form of conduct which impacts on 

the working environment. Two forms of harassment are recognised, namely, one 

which leads to loss of a tangible job benefit and one which results in a stressful 

employment environment. A more radical description of harassment is the follow

ing: 

"the unwanted imposition of sexual requirements in the context of a relationship of 
unequal power, where power from one sphere is used to lever benefits or impose 
deprivation in another. And here the power from one sphere is that derived from a 
man's position as an owner or manager or supervisor, and another is the sexual 
sphere.~ 

The latter definition sees sexual harassment at work as a reflection of the relation

ship of power which exists within and beyond the work place. As such, laws relating 

to employment and sex discrimination at work are essentially ineffectual in address

ing the broader social problem facing women.69 But, while laws dealing with 

employment discrimination in general, and sexual harassment in the work place in 

particular, cannot resolve the problem in the light of broader social issues, they do 

at least highlight it its existence.70 

It is suggested that legislature, in accordance with the approach adopted in the 

United States and the United Kingdom, should proscribe any form of conduct which 

leads to loss of a tangible job benefit, including a failure to hire or promote an 

68 Wise and Stanley 52. 

69 Wise and Stanley 52 note that: • ... women's experiences of sexual harassment are much wider 
than could possibly be included within even the broader and more extensive American legisla
tion and practice .... (Slome experiences of sexual harassment "contra-indicate" legal action, 
and yet others require assessments and interpretations that the courts are ill-suited to make. 
This is because much, perhaps even most, sexual harassment turns on the experiencing 
women's interpretation of "the advance· and both parties' interpretation of "the response", as 
well as the actual employment consequences." 

70 See also the discussion in chapter 6 paragraph C5 above. 
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employee, transfer or dismissal of an employee, as well as conduct which creates a 

stressful environment, although no tangible loss has occurred.71 Determination of 

the existence of a stressful environment should be considered from the point of view 

of a reasonable employee, as is the case in the United Kingdom.72 An employer 

should be liable for all acts of harassment by any person whom it employs in a posi

tion of authority, where the conduct leads to loss of a benefit ("quid pro quo harass

ment"). In cases involving the creation of a stressful working environment, so-called 

hostile environment cases, an employer should be liable for the conduct of persons 

employed in positions of authority, irrespective of whether or not the conduct 

occurred within the course of their employment, unless it is able to show that it was 

unaware of the conduct complained of and that it had taken all reasonable steps to 

prevent conduct of that nature. An employer's liability should not be necessarily 

limited to situations where the harasser was acting within the scope of his employ

ment. A limitation of that nature incorrectly assumes that unacceptable conduct 

outside of the work place does not permeate the working environment. 

2 Procedural ProvisioltS 

In order to be effective, substantive legal provisions must be capable of effective 

mobilisation. It is felt that the Industrial Court remains the appropriate forum for 

enforcement as it is used to dealing with the concept of equity. But certain changes 

to the existing structure are suggested. These include simplification of procedures, a 

separate division of the court to deal with discrimination cases in order to ensure 

expertise, training of members in the specialised field of employment discrimina

tion, and greater attention to the selection of members.73 

71 See Meritor Savi11gs Ba11k FSB v Vtmo11 477 US 57 ( 1986); Strathclyde Regi011al Co1111cil v Por
celli (1986) JRLR 134 (SCS). 

72 IVilima11 1• Mili11ec E11gi11eeri11g Lrd (1988) /RLR 144 (EAT). 

73 Lacey 418 cautions against 'male domination or the legal forum in terms or its personnel", 
while Dickens 122 notes that: 'The predominance or white men on industrial tribunals has 
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A analysis of enforcement procedures in operation in the United States, the United 

Kingdom and South Africa was undertaken in the preceding chapters.74 It is felt 

that the American system is superior to the British one in most respects. The fol

lowing passage states the position succinctly: 

"A number of observers have noted the inadequacy of British courts in dealing with 
problems requiring consideration of issues other than those raised in individual dis
crimination cases.... McCrudden notes that the US courts have adapted their proce
dures in a number of ways not found in the UK, or found only to a limited extent: 
reliance on expert witnesses; permitting wide discovery of evidence; widespread use 
and encouragement of class action suits; relaxation of standing requirements; permit
ting argument by those interested in the outcome of a case but with no legal standing; 
encouragement of arguments which explain the social facts (the so-called brandei~ 
brief); acceptance of the expertise of specialist government agencies; and, lastly a will
ingness to examine the legislative history of an Act which they are interpreting. In the 
UK the applicant has to produce evidence, yet the lack of a class action limits the 
scope of inquiry; there is only a narrow range of discovery and pre-trial inter
rogatories; employers are not required to keep workforce statistics which may aid the 
tribunal; the tribunals are not expert al handling statistical material, and the British 
judicial process, with no power of independent investigation is inadequate at discov
ering and assessing social facts." 75 

The following key factors can be extracted from the American and British systems: 

Enforcement of anti-discrimination procedures by individual employees is 

not an effective method of ensuring general compliance by employers. In the 

United Kingdom, where that is the general method of enforcement, the sue-

been recognised as a problem but attempts to address it have met with limited success; women 
constitute only 22 per cent of lay members. The policy of having a woman on tribunals hearing 
cases of equal pay is not always followed in practice, although tribunals with women members 
decide in favour of applicants more often than do all male tribunals. In its evidence to the 
Royal Commission on Legal Services the EOC noted 'male tribunal members or chairmen 
may have preconceived notions, albeit unconscious, of women's work and women's role in 
society'. Some preconceived notions, or stereotypes have been challenged in decisions .... Jn 
other cases, however, the judges' own stereotypes have been to the fore." 

74 See chapter 4 paragraphs 82, B6 and Clb; chapter 5 paragraphs B2, B6 and C2; chapter 6 par
agraphs Bib and Blc. 

75 Dickens 121· 122. 
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cess rate of the legislation has been affected negatively. Individual litigants, 

whether successful or not, face repercussions in the work place in the form of 

victimisation and deteriorating relationships. Furthermore, successful appli

cations have not necessarily brought about an improvement in employer 

practices in the broader sense.76 

2 Extensive procedural requirements complicate the matter. It is suggested 

that requirements such as time periods should limited in so far as is possible. 

But attempts at conciliation prior to instituting legal action should be encour

aged: the legislature should allow a period of time for that to occur and 

should require the parties to meet in order to attempt conciliation. Dialogue 

and the exchange of ideas would be encouraged. Conciliatory efforts may 

prove particularly effective when undertaken on behalf of employees by a 

specialised body established to deal with discrimination in the work place. 

Agreements reached on that basis may well lead to an improvement in the 

conditions of other employees, particularly when subsequent collective 

bargaining on the issue by an employee organisation occurs. 

3 The existence of an independent specialised agency with administrative 

powers and powers relating to enforcement of legislative provisions is essen

tial. In Europe the greatest incidence of attempts to enforce equality rights 

has occurred in countries which first set up specialised agencies, namely, the 

United Kingdom and Ireland.77 A body with powers similar to those of the 

76 See Chambers and Horton 4· 5. Lacey 417 notes that the emphasis on individual ca•es in the 
United Kingdom "poses some particularly acute problems from a feminist viewpoinl. In the 
first place it entails a diversion of attention away from the idea of sexism as a structure or 
in.•titution -- an idea which is crucial to a feminist vision.... More subtly, it is also inherent in 
the approach based on individual cases that the claimant has to prove something special or 
ab1iom1al, whereas much institutional discrimination is or is seen as normal, usual behaviour. 
This may well inhibit tribunals from making findings of discrimination, particularly where they 
feel there was nothing "wrong" with the behaviour and hesitate to stigmatise it by finding for 
the plaintifr. 

77 Docksey 9. Agencies now also exist in Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Luxembourg. Netherlands 
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American Equal Employment Opportunities Commission is envisaged.78 It 

is felt that the powers of the British Equal Employment Commission are 

limited in respect of enforcement, which can occur in limited instances, 

namely, where an employer has placed a discriminatory advertisement and in 

respect of indirectly discriminatory practices.79 A commission of that nature 

should he required to investigate areas of employment where it has reason to 

believe that discrimination is occurring, for example, following a complaint 

by an individual or an organisation, and should be able to enforce com

pliance with legislative provisions where that is found to be the case. The 

institution of legal steps on behalf of employees who have been discriminated 

against should lie in the hands of the commission, as is the case in the United 

States. Only where it has relinquished that function, for example, because a 

preliminary investigation does not reveal the existence of discrimination as 

alleged, should individual employees be allowed to challenge the practice. 

A commission should also be required to attempt to conciliate alleged con

traventions of the legislation. Assigning a conciliatory function to a commis

sion would reinforce the potentially significant role of conciliation, as 

described in paragraph 2 above. 

The commission should also be responsible for training persons involved in 

implementing and enforcing equality legislation, such as employers, employ

ees and their organisations, lawyers, presiding officers of a specialised divi

sion of the Industrial Court and judges. 

and Portugal. Similar b1>dies exist in Germany, Greece, France and Spain. 

78 See section 706 of Title VII. 

79 Sec sections 37, 38,53, 58 and 67 of the Sex discrimination Act 1975. 
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Finally, it should be required to play an educational role. It should issue offi

cial guidelines on significant issues, such as sexual harassment and affirm

ative action. Those guidelines could deal in a more detailed fashion with 

areas which are covered in general terms by the legislature. The guidelines 

could be amended on a regular basis to reflect international tendencies and 

to address particular problems which arise locally. They would not have the 

effect of legislation, but should be accorded significant weight by a court 

interpreting the legislative provisions. It should also disseminate information 

by means of regular bulletins/ newsletters which provide information on 

issues such as implementation and interpretation of the legislation and 

good/bad employment practices. 

4 A class action for enforcing compliance with anti-discrimination provisions 

must be provided.SO Although isolated incidents of discrimination may be 

identified, it is really a reflection of an approach towards employees 

generally. A class action is best able to challenge the structural, group nature 

of discrimination. A class action by a specialised agency is also necessary to 

challenge indirectly discriminatory practices where it may not be possible to 

identify individual employees affected. A further advantage of the class 

action lies in the possible combination of relatively small individual claims in 

order to increase the potential liability of employers who contravene the 

legislation. That may act as an incentive to adopt an equal employment 

policy. Where the institution of legal steps lies primarily in the hands of an 

Equal Employment Commission (as was suggested in paragraph 3 above), 

the significance of the class action is reinforced. The spectre of legal action 

by a commission on behalf of an entire class of aggrieved employees should 

act as a strong deterrent to discrimination by an employer. 

80 Sec also the discussion in chapter 6 paragraph Blb above. 
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In South Africa a trade union has standing in common law to institute legal 

action in its own right or in a representative capacity where its members have 

been treated unlawfully. It also has standing to act on behalf of its members 

in respect of alleged unfair labour practices. It is felt that, while the pos

sibility of an action by a trade union does assist employees by virtue of the its 

potential to provide relief of a collective nature, it is none the less 

inadequate. A class type action by a specialised body such as an Equal 

Employment Commission has the potential to be far more effective. The 

reason is that the very function of a body of that nature would be to eliminate 

discrimination: it would have the resources and expertise to do so. Where it 

does not institute a action (because it believes that it is not viable to do so or, 

even, due to financial constraints) the right to do so should pass to an individ

ual employee, who may then be supported by her trade union. 

5 In both the United States and the United Kingdom the employee bears the 

ultimate onus of proving discrimination on a balance of probabilities. A 

similar approach has been adopted by the Industrial Court in South Africa in 

the context of unfair dismissal cases. It is felt that this general approach may 

be maintained in the context of discrimination cases.81 However, it should 

be borne in mind that an employer usually has the information at its disposal 

which required to show that discrimination has occurred. Thus, where an 

employee provides a set of facts which make out a prima fade case, such as 

possession of a minimum essential set of qualifications, the evidentiary bur

den should shift to the employer to rebut the presumption of discrimination, 

and prove that there was no unlawful discrimination, by providing an 

explanation for its conduct. Furthermore, a system of questioning an 

81 See also the discussion in chapter 6 paragraph Bld above. 
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employer, similar to that operational in the United Kingdom, is proposed. 

There an employee may question her employer on any relevant matter by 

means of a reply form which may be sent to the employer before proceedings 

have been initiated or during such proceedings. Although an employer is not 

compelled to reply, a tribunal may draw a negative inference from a failure 

to reply, as well as from an evasive one.82 It is suggested that an employer 

should be obliged to keep records of a statistical nature, for example, regard

ing work force composition and pay structures, and to provide information 

sought by an applicant. A negative inference should be drawn from an 

evasive reply to questions posed by an applicant. Furthermore the Industrial 

Court should not hesitate to use its existing powers to investigate facts, and to 

subpoena and interrogate witnesses.BJ 

6 Where discrimination is found to exist, remedies must be capable of being 

tailored to suit the circumstances of the particular case. It has been said that 

"it is impossible to establish real equality of opportunity without an 

appropriate system of sanctions".84 A remedy serves two purposes: it must 

compensate an employee adequately and must have a deterrent effect on an 

employer. 

The remedies available in the United Kingdom under the Sex Discrimination 

Act 1975 are inadequate. Three remedies are available there, namely, a 

declaration of right, an award of compensation (which includes compensation 

for injury to feelings, hut does not include compensation for future loss of 

earnings) and a recommendation for action. The recommendation is not an 

82 Sec section 74 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 

83 Section 17(14), (17) and (20) of the Labour Relations Act 28of1956. 

84 Dockscy 12. 
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order and cannot be enforced. There is no provision for reinstatement.85 

Remedies under the Equal Pay Act 1970 are more effective: each term in a 

woman's contract which is less favourable than a corresponding term in that 

of her male comparator is modified in accordance with his.86 A tribunal may 

also order the payment of arrears of remuneration or damages.87 In the 

United States, a court may order any equitable relief which it deems 

appropriate.88 That approach is in line with the current approach which the 

Industrial Court in South Africa is required to adopt where an unfair labour 

practice is found to exist and, it is suggested, is appropriate with regard to 

discrimination cases. It enables the court to tailor a remedy to the suit cir

cumstances of a particular case. Depending on the nature of the dis

criminatory conduct, the employer may be ordered to hire or reinstate an 

employee, to transfer or promote her, or to compensate her for past or future 

loss of earnings or injury to feelings. It may also be ordered to amend a prac

tice which discriminates indirectly, or to implement a programme of affirm

ative action. It is felt that the existing powers of the Industrial Court in this 

regard allow the flexibility which is necessary to provide a remedy based on 

the facts of the matter. 

85 Sec sections 65 and 66of1hc Sex Discriminalion Acl 1975. 

86 Sec section 1(1) of the Equal Pay Act 1970 and Hayward I' Cammell Laird Sllipb11ilders Ltd 
(1988) IRLR 257 (!IL). 

87 Section 2(5) of lhc Equal Pay Act 1970. 

88 Scclion 706(g) of Title VII. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

"One or the fundamental human rights is the right to earn a living. free of discrimina
tion on any ground other than ones relating directly to a person's ability to perform."1 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing discussion. 

Inequality between men and women and the subordination of women, which extends 

into the work place, stems from biological differences and cultural norms. These 

two factors are often so closely intertwined that they become difficult to distinguish. 

Their effect has been explained in the following manner: 

"[Jjudges confound biological differences with socially determined differences, or in 
confirming biological differences they justify detrimental differential treatment. 
Professor Catherine MacKinnon captures the essence of the problem when she 
writes: 
The relationship between woman's anatomy and her social fate is the pivot on which 
turns all attempts, and opposition to attempts, to define or change her situation. At 
every turn, nature appears band in glove with culture, so that the special definition of 
woman's place within man's world appears to conform exactly to her differences from 
him. But the same reality can be seen as the fist of social dominance hidden in the 
sort glove of reasonableness - the ideology of biological liat."2 

The effectiveness of legal reform in the quest for equality has been questioned. One 

reason is that existing legislation in countries such as the United States and the 

United Kingdom is formulated in a manner which hinders its direct impact. There 

are weaknesses in the substantive provisions and in the procedures and institutions 

for enforcement. A more fundamental criticism relates to assumptions underlying 

such legislation, namely, the meaning assigned to the concept of equality, the adop-

Editors Columbia H11111a11 Rights Law Review 261. 

2 Sheppard 21 l. 
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tion of a male standard as the appropriate norm against which behaviour is evalu

ated, and the narrow interpretation of discrimination due to a failure to recognise its 

structural nature. It has been said that women are "caught between a work life that 

does not allow for any integration of family responsibilities and a home and com

munity life that still demands women's primary allegiance") But it is submitted that 

legal reform can and should play a significant role in establishing an atmosphere of 

equality. The significance of legislative reform was recognised by the Wiehahn 

Commission, which observed that legal provisions constituted a clear statement of 

national will. Anti-discrimination legislation is a significant starting point for 

addressing inequality in the work place. 

To date the formulation of principles relating to employment discrimination by the 

Industrial Court has occurred largely in the context of race discrimination. Blatant 

discrimination, such as unequal pay for equal work based on the race of the 

employee performing the work, has been held to be unfair. In respect of broad prin

ciples which may be applied where discrimination is alleged the court has tended to 

adopt a narrow approach. An example is the classification of a challenge to an 

employer's job evaluation study as a dispute of interest, on the ground that it 

amounts to no more than a demand for more money. In the context of sexual 

harassment, on the other hand, the court appears to have adopted a broad view of 

the nature of the conduct which constitutes harassment by including both depriva

tion of a tangible job benefit and creation of a hostile work environment in the con

cept. It has indicated that an employer may be held liable in both instances. But it 

should be borne in mind that the court's remarks in respect of harassment were 

made while considering the alleged unfairness of the dismissal of a harasser by an 

employer. It has not yet been confronted with an allegation of sexual harassment by 

an employee against her employer. 

3 H:isshcrg 230. 
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It is apparent that the Industrial Court has taken the first tentative steps toward the 

formulation of anti-discrimination principles in the work place. But it is a long way 

from establishing a coherent equal employment policy. It is submitted that the task 

is not one which should be left entirely in the hands of the court. The legislature 

should intervene in order to lay down universally accepted general norms which may 

be interpreted by a specialised division of the court in the light of specific factual 

circumstances. The current broad discretion allows decisions to be based almost 

entirely on the presiding officers' views of women, and the majority of presiding 

officers are men. In addition, South African society is a patriarchal one. This is 

reflected in laws which discriminate against women in areas such as marriage and 

taxation. Black woman in particular have been accorded a subservient role under 

customary law. Against that background it is possible, if not probable, that the for

mulation of an equal employment policy by the Industrial Court will be slow and 

arduous. The nature of the problem is reflected in the following comment on the use 

of the equal protection clause, contained in the Fourteenth Amendment of the 

United States constitution, to challenge sex classifications: 

"Under the equal protection and due process clauses, laws that treated women and 
men differently were held unconslilulional only if different treatment seemed 
unreasonahlc or arbitrary. At lhal lime, of course, women and men were thought to 
be profoundly different creatures. Laws treating women and men differently seemed 
perfectly reasonable, and therefore did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment.... It 
was not until the 1970's that the court used the Fourteenth Amendment to strike 
down differential lrealmcnt of women and men. Bui this novel approach was not the 
result of some doctrinal leap; it was nol even the result of doctrinal evolution. The 
Court's new approach simply reflected changing social mores: Most classifications 
based on sex now seemed unreasonable. In sum, what distinguishes the sexist Four
teenth Amendment decisions of the 1870's from the feminist Fourteenth Amendment 
decisions of the 1970's and 1980's is simply judges views of women."4 

In formulating an equal opportunities policy it is essential that the legislature 

4 Morais 1169- 1170. 
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incorporate and, where necessary, adapt internationally acceptable principles. In 

the foregoing chapters international norms, as well as various national systems have 

been analysed to determine the type of conduct which is generally regarded as dis

criminatory. Internationally, in instruments of the International Labour Organisa

tion, as well as in Europe and the United States, two broad categories of discrimina

tion are prohibited, namely, direct and indirect discrimination. Direct discrimina

tion is easily recognised. It occurs when an employer treats a woman less favourably 

that it would treat a similarly situated man. Indirect discrimination is less obvious. 

An apparently neutral policy is adopted, but it has an adverse effect on women. 

Indirect discrimination typically occurs in the context of hiring employees. An 

employer applies a facially neutral criterion, such as a minimum height requirement, 

which effectively excludes a large number of women but very few men. It may apply 

a criterion, such as a minimum qualification, which is not necessary for proper per

formance of the job and which has the effect of excluding a large number of women. 

Both direct and indirect discrimination must be prohibited. 

Employers in Britain and the United States are provided with two defences to 

allegations of unlawful discrimination. They are permitted to discriminate directly 

where the sex of an employee is a genuine occupational qualification. That is the 

case where biological requirements, or social or cultural values (such as privacy and 

decency) demand that the job be performed by an employee of a particular sex. It is 

submitted that a defence of that nature must be interpreted narrowly. Employers 

should not be permitted to rely on the defence where reliance would reinforce 

stereotypical views about jobs which are considered to be appropriate for either 

men or woman. Employers are permitted to justify indirectly discriminatory prac

tices where reliance on the practice challenged has been classified as a business 

necessity. Courts in the United States and the United Kingdom have tended to 

interpret the defence narrowly. Employers who wish to justify the use of indirectly 
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discriminatory practices have generally been required to show that they are essential 

to the operation of the business, and not merely convenient. A strict application of 

that approach would rule out reliance on customer preference as a defence to dis

crimination -- the fact that customers would prefer a particular position to be held 

by a man would not allow an employer to exclude women from training for, or 

appointment to, that position. A similar argument would prevail in respect of the 

stated preference of employees in respect of a position such as supervisor. Similarly, 

employers would not be permitted to rely on market forces when setting wage 

scales. Defences to discrimination reduce the protection afforded to employees and 

must be applied with the utmost circumspection. 

The legislature must also provide for affirmative action by employers in order to 

diversify occupational opportunities for women. Affirmative action is a measure 

which is designed to eliminate the effects of institutional discrimination. The 

emphasis is on equipping women with the necessary skills to perform work from 

which they traditionally have been excluded. Employers should be required to set 

objectives in consultation with employees. A subsequent plan setting out goals and 

timetables which reflect those objectives should be monitored by the state. 

In addition to general anti-discrimination legislation, there are three areas which 

must be addressed specifically by the legislature. These are remuneration, preg

nancy and sexual harassment. First, it is essential that the legislature require equal 

pay for male and female employees for work which is substantially equal, as well as 

for work which is of equal value to an employer. The wage discrepancy between 

male and female employees is due largely to occupational segregation rather than to 

unequal pay for identical work. To date, positions have been evaluated and com

pensation levels set on the basis of the sex of the person doing the job, rather than 

the value of the work performed. Highly paid "men's" jobs have been denied to 
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women due to stereotyped perceptions affecting education and training, as well as 

the conflict between work and family responsibilities. Unless equal value claims are 

permitted it will be virtually impossible to alleviate the effects of past discrimination 

and discrimination outside the work place. The value of work can be determined by 

means of a job evaluation study conducted by an independent expert. A court 

should not be required to determine the value of work as it is improbable that it 

would have the expertise to do so. But a procedure for the evaluation of jobs by 

independent experts must be provided. Remuneration must be interpreted as 

including any benefit to which an employee becomes entitled by virtue of the posi

tion held, including medical aid, pension and housing benefits, to name a few. 

Secondly, the legislature must provide for job security for pregnant employees and 

proscribe any unfavourable treatment on the basis of pregnancy. It must also pro

vide for adequate maternity benefits around the time of confinement, including time 

off for ante natal and post natal care and paid maternity leave. The father of a child 

should.be entitled to a short period of paternity leave at the time of the birth of his 

child. But child care after early infancy should not be seen as the sole responsibility 

of the mother. The sharing of family and occupational responsibilities is essential 

for the attainment of equality in employment. Provision should be made for paren

tal leave and for child care facilities. The Commission of the European Com

munities, for example, has proposed that provision be made for parental leave for 

either parent in order to care for very young children. It has also suggested that 

leave for family reasons should be available to any employee of either sex for sig

nificant reasons, such as the illness of a child.5 Parental leave is an issue which may 

be dealt with effectively through collective bargaining rather than legislation, as the 

needs of an employer as well as its employees can be accommodated. Legislation 

5 The Parcnlal Leave Directive was proposed in 1983 bul has not yet been accepted. However, 
since ils proposal. leave for that purpose has become available in all member states except for 
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Ireland (Docksey 20). 
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should provide for the protection of pregnant employees and unborn fetuses. But 

employers should not be able to rely on those provisions to exclude women from the 

work place. All employees should be properly informed of hazards in the work 

place and employers should be required to make the work place as safe as possible 

for both male and female employees. 

Thirdly, sexual harassment must be prohibited, both where it involves loss of a 

tangible benefit, and where it leads to a stressful work environment (a so-called 

hostile work environment). 

Equal employment legislation must be easily enforceable. Enforcement procedures 

should be accessible, speedy and inexpensive. It is suggested that enforcement 

should occur through a tribunal which deals only with equal employment issues, 

such as a specialised division of the Industrial Court. That would ensure that 

adjudicating officers have the expertise required to deal with potentially compli

cated issues such as indirect discrimination and equal value. An administrative 

agency must be established to monitor the effects of the legislation and to inform 

employers and employees of their obligations and rights. The agency should be in a 

position to draw up a code of conduct for employers, in respect of specific issues 

which are not adequately covered in general legislation, as the commissions in the 

United States and United Kingdom have done. Such an agency should also have the 

power to enforce anti-discrimination legislation through the appropriate forum as is 

the case in the United States and, to a lesser extent, in the United Kingdom. It may 

be noted that in Europe, the attempts to enforce equality legislation has occurred 

most frequently in member states where specialised agencies have been set up, 

namely, Ireland and the United Kingdom.6 Furthermore, provision should be made 

for the institution of class actions. These have been described as the "single most 

6 Dockscy 9. 
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effective tool in eliminating employment discrimination"7 in the United States. 

There it has been found that, while the threat of an individual claim may offer little 

incentive to an employer to avoid discrimination, the threat of a class action is very 

effective in compelling employers to eliminate discrimination. The unitary resolu

tion of claims also reduces the costs of litigation. A related issue is the significance 

to be attached to statistical evidence. In the United States, particularly in the con

text of the class action, statistical evidence plays a significant role. A substantial 

statistical disparity is regarded as prima facie proof of discrimination. In the United 

Kingdom, on the other hand, the use of statistics is less significant because less 

favourable treatment of a particular individual must be shown in order to make out 

a case of discrimination. It is suggested that an approach which is akin to the 

American one should be adopted. Discriminatory conduct, by its very nature, tends 

to affect categories of people. The fact that an employer practice impacts negatively 

on a significant number of women should be regarded as prima facie proof of dis

crimination in respect of which an employer is required to introduce evidence to the 

contrary. 

Finally, it is necessary to mention that the implementation of an equal employment 

policy will involve costs for employers and the state. Anti-discrimination laws in fact 

play a dual role -- a social one, to ensure social progress and improve employees' 

working and living conditions, and an economic one to ensure that employers which 

implement equal employment policies are not placed at a disadvantage vis-a-vis 

those which do not. Opponents of anti-di:;crimination laws have argued that the cost 

of equality to employers and the state should not be too great. They have also 

argued that employers should be permitted to rely on market forces to justify 

indirect discrimination -- in effect, suggesting that discriminatory practices which are 

functional to the market (such as the employment of part time workers at low 

7 Johnson Rdmildi11g tlie Barners I. 
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wages) should be permitted.8 However, as proponents of equality point out, an 

equal employment policy does not only ensure social and economic progress for 

employees, but also has economic merits as far as employers are concerned: 

"Classical market economists take the view that discrimination is inefficient in that it 
involves the introduction of non-economic factors in making a judgment as to the 
hiring and dismissal of workers. Employers, in making their business decisions, 
should be required lo refrain from the temptation of resorting to factors, such as ... sex 
prejudice, which are unrelated to labor efficiency. Capitalist efficiency, therefore, 
favors the introduction of an effectively implemented anti-discrimination law."9 

8 Fredman 130- 132 discusses the constraints on equality within a market order. 

9 Bercusson 133· 134. 
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